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Preface to the Second Edition

Sincethe first edition of this book there has been an active developmentof
extreme value theory. Thisis reflected both in the added material, and in the

increased numberof references.
Substantial changes have been madeon the material related to the von

Misesconditions, on the estimates of the speed of convergenceofdistribu-
tion, and in Chapter 5 on multivariate extremes. In particular, James Pick-
andsIII’s proof of the representation theorem is included with the kind
permission of Pickands, for which I am grateful.

I am also indebted to R.H. Berk, R. Mathar, R. Mucci, J. Tiago de Oliv-

eira and I. Weissman, who pointedouterrors in the book, and to M.Falk, L.

de Haan, R.D.Reiss, E. Seneta and W. Vervaatfor their commentseither

on the original book or on the new material.

JANOS GALAMBOS

Willow Grove, Pa.



Preface

The asymptotic theory of extreme order statistics provides in some cases
exact but in most cases approximate probabilistic models for random
quantities when the extremes govern the laws of interest (strength of
materials, floods, droughts, air pollution, failure of equipment, effects of
food additives, etc.). Therefore, a complicated situation can be replaced by
a comparatively simple asymptotic model if the basic conditions of the
actual situation are compatible with the assumptions of the model. In the
present book I describe all known asymptotic models. In addition to
finding the asymptotic distributions, both univariate and multivariate, I
also include results on the almost sure behavior of the extremes. Finally,
random sample sizes are treated and a special random size, the so-called
record times, is discussed in more detail. A short section of the last chapter
dealing with extremal processes is more mathematical than the rest of the
book and intended for the specialist only.

Let me stress a few points about the asymptotic theory of extremes. I
have mentioned that an asymptotic model may sometimes lead to the exact
stochastic description of a random phenomenon.Such cases occur when a
random quantity can be expressed as the minimum or maximum of the
quantities associated with an arbitrarily large subdivision (for example, the
strength of a sheet of a metal is the minimum ofthe strengths of the pieces
of the sheet). But whether a model is used as an exact solution or as an
approximation, its basic assumptions decide whether it is applicable in a
given problem. Therefore, if the conclusions for several models are the
same, each model contributes to the theory by showing that those conclu-
sions are applicable under different circumstances. One of the central
problems of the theory is whether the use of a classical extreme value
distribution is justified—that is, a distribution which can be obtained as

the limit distribution of a properly normalized extreme of independent and
identically distributed random variables. Several of the models of the book
give an affirmative answer to this question. In several other cases, however,

Vii
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limiting distributions are obtained that do not belong to the three classical
types. This is what Bayesian statisticians and reliability scientists expected
all along (and they actually used these distributions without appealing to
extreme value theory). I sincerely hope that these distributions will be
widely used in other fields as well.
One more point that is not encountered in most cases of applied

Statistics comes up in the theory of extremes. Even if one can accept that
the basic random variables are independent and identically distributed,
one cannot make a decision on the population distribution by standard
statistical methods (goodness of fit tests). I give an example (Example
2.6.3) where, by usual statistical methods, both normality and lognormality
are acceptable but the decision in terms of extremes is significantly
different depending on the actual choice of one of the two mentioned
distributions. It follows that this choice has to be subjective (this is the
reason for two groups coming to opposite conclusions, even though they
had the same information).
The book is mathematically rigorous, but I have kept the applied

scientist in mind both in the selection of the material and in the explana-
tions of the mathematical conclusions through examples and remarks.
These remarks and examples should also make the book moreattractive as
a graduate text. I hope, further, that the book will promote the existing
theory among applied scientists by giving them access to results that were
scattered in the mathematical literature. An additional aim was to bring
the theory together for the specialists in the field. The survey of the
literature at the end of each chapter and the extensive bibliography are for
these purposes.
The prerequisites for reading the book are minimal; they do not go

beyond basic calculus and basic probability theory. Some theorems of
probability theory (including expectations or integrals), which I did not
expect to have been covered in a basic course, are collected in Appendix I.
The only exception is the last section in Chapter 6, which is intended
mainly for the specialists. By the nature of the subject matter, some
familiarity with statistics and distribution functions is an advantage,
although I introduce all distributions used in the text. The book can be
used as a graduate text in any department where probability theory or
mathematical statistics are taught. It may also serve as a basis for a
nonmathematical course on the subject, in which case most proofs could
be dropped but their ideas presented through special cases (e.g., starting
with a simple class of population distributions). In a course, or at a first
reading, Chapter 4 can be skipped; Chapters 5 and 6 are not dependent on
it.
No books nowin print cover the materials of any of Chapters 1 or 3-6.

The only overlap with existing monographs is Chapter 2, whichis partial-
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ly contained in the book by Gumbel (1958) and in the monograph of
de Haan (1970) (see the references). It should be added, however, that
Gumbel’s book has an applied rather than theoretical orientation. His
methods are not applicable when the restrictive assumptions of Chapter 2
are not valid.

Although many proofs are new here, the credit for the theory, as it is
known at present, is due to those scientists whose contributions raised it to

its current level. It is easy to unify and simplify proofs when the whole
material is collected at one place.

I did not have time to thank the manyscientists individually who
responded to my requests and questions. My heartiest thanks go to them
all over the world. My particular thanks are due to those scientists who
apply extreme value theory and who so patiently discussed the problems
with meeither in person orin letters.

I am indebted to Professor David G. Kendall, whom I proudly count
among myfriends, for presenting my plan to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. I
should also like to thank Mrs. Mittie Davis for her skill and care in typing
the manuscript.

JANOS GALAMBOS

Willow Grove, Pennsyloania

March 1978
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Notations and Conventions

X1,Xy.--5 n
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F(x)= P(X <x)
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L(x)
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limit of H,(a,+5,x) with some constants a, and
b, >0.
limit of L,(c,+4,x) with some constants c, and
d, >0.
the rth order statistic of X,,X,,...,X,. Thus X,., <
X3.,<--- SX,., and X,., = W,, and X,., = Z,,.

summation and product, respectively, from one to

the integer part of 1.

defined at (11) on p. 53.
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CHAPTER1

Introduction: Estimates in the Univariate Case

Weshall describe a number of situations where the extremes govern the
lawsthatinterest us. Both practical and theoretical problems will be listed,
which will then be unified by a general mathematical model. Our aim is to
investigate this mathematical model and to describe our present stage of
knowledge aboutit under different sets of assumptions. The beauty of this
subject matter is that it leads us to the understanding of regularities of
extreme behavior—an expression that seems to contradictitself.

After the introduction of the mathematical model, the present chapteris
devoted to inequalities which involve the distribution of extremes in a set
of observations. Those inequalities serve two purposes. On one hand, they
may provide good bounds on the distribution of extremes for a given
numberof observations without resorting to an asymptotic theory. On the
other hand, they will constitute some of the basic tools of the asymptotic
theory to be developed in later chapters. It should be emphasized that in
several situations, contrary to general belief, an asymptotic theory may
provide the exact model, while a fixed number of observations can be used
only as an approximation. The reader is referred to Section 1.2 for a
specific example.

1.1. PROBLEMS LEADING TO EXTREME
VALUES OF RANDOM VARIABLES

We nowlist a number of cases when a mathematical solution to the

problems involved is in terms of the largest or the smallest “measure-
ments.”

Natural disasters. Floods, heavy rains, extreme temperatures, extreme
atmospheric pressures, winds and other phenomena can cause extensive
human and material loss, if society is unprepared for them. While such

1



2 INTRODUCTION TO THE UNIVARIATE CASE 1.1

disasters cannot be completely avoided, communities can take preventive
action to minimize their effects. In dams, dikes, canals, and other struc-
tures the choice of building materials and methods of architecture can take
some of these disasters into account. Engineering decisions that confront
such problems should be based on a very accurate theory, because inac-
curacies can be very expensive. For example, dams built at a huge expense
may notlast long before collapsing.

Failure ofa piece ofequipment. Assumethat a piece ofequipmentfails
if one of its components fails. In other words, we consideronly those ofits
components,the failure of any one of whichleadsto a haltin its operation.
This is an extremesituation in the sense that the weakest componentalone
makestheequipmentfail. While this assumption may seemsimplification,
the most general failure model of a complicated piece of equipment can be
reduced to this model. As a matterof fact, if one first considers groups of
components where the failure of a groupresults in the failure of the equip-
ment, then the weakest group ofcomponents with the assumed property ef-
fects the first failure of the equipment.

Service time. Consider a piece ofequipment with large numberofcom-
ponents and assume that components can be serviced concurrently. Then the
time required for servicing the equipmentis determined by that component
whichrequires the longest service.

Corrosion. Wesay that a surface with a large number of smallpits fails
due to corrosion if any one of the pits penetrates through the thickness of
the surface. Initially the pits are of random depths, which increase in time
due to chemical corrosion. Again one extreme measurement, the deepest
pit, causes failure.

Breaking strength. An absolutely homogeneous material would break
under stress by a deterministic law. However, no material is absolutely
homogeneous; indeed, engineering experience shows that the breaking
strength of materials under identical production procedures varies widely.
The explanation is that each point, or at least each small area, has a
random strength, and thus varying amounts of force will be needed to
break the material at different points. Evidently the weakest point will
determine the strength of the whole material.

Air pollution. Air pollutant concentration is expressed in terms of
proportion of a specific pollutantin the air. Concentrations are recorded at
equal time intervals (present investigations are based on data obtained at
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five-minute intervals), and the aim of society is to keep the largest
measurement below given limits.

Statistical samples. Observations are made on a given quantity; often
one would like to know how large or how small a measurement can be
expected.

Statistical estimators. After the collection of observations, the data are
used to calculate estimators of certain characteristics of the quantity under
observation. One would like to estimate these characteristics as accurately
as possible, but over- or underestimation is unavoidable. Of considerable
interest, therefore, is the investigation of the largest or the smallest estima-
tor.

These problems, though they do not exhaust the possibilities, indicate
that any successful theory of extremes unifies a great number ofinteresting
topics. The theory to be developed can also show the beauty of mathemati-
cal abstraction: a single language will speak to the engineer, the physicist,
the service person,thestatistician, and others.

Further examples offields for application of the theory will be spread in
the text and among the problems for solution. Problems leading to multi-
variate extremes are postponed until Chapter 5.

1.2 THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

In all the examples of the preceding section we were faced with a number n
of random measurements X,,X>,..., X,, and the behavior of either

Z,, =max(X,X>)...,X,)

or

W, =min(X,,X>,...,X,)

was ofinterest.
As a matter of fact, in terms of floods, X; may denote the waterlevel of

a given river on day j, “day 1” being, for example, the day of publication
of this book. Since we do not know the water levels in advance, they are
random to us. A question such as, “How likely is it that in this century the

water level of our river remains below 230 cm?”is evidently asking the

value P(Z, < 230), the probability of the event {Z, < 230}. Here is, of
course, the number of days remaining in this century after the publication
of this book. On the other hand, if we want to use the river as a source of
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energy, then our interest is in how far the water level can fall. This

translates into P(W,, > a), where we specify the value of a.
Similarly, if X; is the amountof rainfaJl, the highest temperature, and so

on, during the jth time unit, then whether a new agricultural product can
be produced under certain climates is again dependent on the extreme
rainfalls, temperatures, etc.—that is, Z, or W,. The present author lived

through this argumentin two different climates with two different prod-
ucts: the widespread production of rice in Hungary, for which a minimum
amountof rainfall per week is needed (that is, decision is in terms of W,
with time unit a week), and the production of potatoes in West Africa,
where high daily temperatures were the problem (that is, decision is in
terms of Z, with time unit one day).

Thetranslation of the other examples to our mathematical modelis evi-

dent.In caseoffailure ofa piece ofequipment, the fault-free operation ofthe
equipmentlasts for W, time units, where X; is the time to failure of the jth
component(orjth group of components) and n is the number of compo-
nents (or of groups of components). On the other hand, the service time is

. Z, where X; is the time needed forservicing thejth component andz is the
number of components to be serviced. In the corrosion model, if the

surface has n pits and X, is the depth of thejth pit at a given time, then our
interest is P(Z, <a), where a is the thickness of the surface. The readeris
invited to complete this translation procedure for the remaining examples.

Since our measurements X,,X,,... are random, so are Z, and W,,.
Consequently, questions and solutions in regard to Z, and W, are not
deterministic: we speak of the magnitude of Z, and W,, only in probabilis-
tic terms. In other words, questions and solutions in our model can, and
will, concern only the magnitude of probabilities of Z,, or W,,, falling into
specified sets. In particular, we would like to evaluate or approximate the
distributions

H,(x)= P(Z, <x) (1)

and

L,(x)= P(W, <x). (2)

Before we finally define our mathematical problem,let us go back to two
of the examples of the previous section.

Let us first analyze the breaking strength S of a sheet of a metal with
rectangular shape. The strength S is a random quantity and it thus has a
distribution L(x)= P(S< x). Let us now divide the sheet into n? equal
parts by dividing each edge by n. Let the random strength of the jth part
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be X;. Since the whole sheet will break as soon as one part, the weakest
one, breaks, evidently S equals the minimum W, of X;,1<j<n’. This
means that L,(x)= L(x)for all n. In particular, L(x) is the limit of L,(x)
as n—» +00. While finding the distribution of X;, and thus of W,, as well, is
as difficult as finding L(x) itself (the nature of the problem is evidently the
same), a successful asymptotic theory for L,(x) may provide the answer
for L(x) without facing the problem of actually determining L,(x). This
will indeed be the case for several models. The limiting form of H,(x) or
L,(x) will be the same, or one of a small numberof possibilities, regardless
of the actual distribution of the X;. Notice that here we seek the exact form
of L(x) through developing a theory which guarantees the existence of the
limit of L, (or H,).
As a second case, let us choose the problem of flood on a river. Any

practical-minded person would argue that if I have a method of predicting
with high probability that the river will not need new dikes (for example,
the water level remains below 230 cm) until, say, 1995, then I can use the
same method of prediction until 1997 as well. In other words, translating
into the notations of the present section, H,,(x) does not change muchwith
n after certain values. Since the distribution function H,(x) expresses the
variation of Z, with chance, the accurate mathematical equivalent to the
above “naive” approach is that, after perhaps some normalization with
constants a, and b, >0, (Z,, —a,)/b, becomes more and more independent
of n. Thatis,

 

. Za 4p .

umP| 5 <| = lim, A, (a,+b,z)= H(z)

exists for fixed z. Therefore if we could determine H (z)itself, then the X,,
andtheir distributions, would not matter any more, provided a, and b, can
somehowbe calculated.

Notice that, in all of our examples, 7 is indeed large, and so our aim is to
seek conditions under which the naive approach is mathematically justi-
fied. In addition, of course, we want to make our result meaningful by
giving the actual limiting distribution and methods of calculating the
constants a, and b, >0.

Let us summarize this aim:
The main aim of the present book is to give conditions under which

there are constants a,,c,,b, >0 and d,>0 such that, as n+ 00,H,(a,+
5,z) and/or L,(c,+d,y) approach some distribution functions H(z)
and/or L(y), respectively. In addition, we want to determine H(z) and
L(y)and to give methodsfor the calculation of the constants a,,5,,c,, and
d,in?
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Forstrictly mathematical reasons, the existence of the limits H(z) and
L(y) will be required for continuity points of H(z) and L(y). As is well
known, continuity points uniquely determine a distribution function.

Besides our main aim, we shall present several additional interesting
mathematical results which are partly easy consequences of the methods
developed for our main aim expressed above. Others will require some
additional arguments or modifications. In particular, extensions will be
made when itself is a random quantity as well as to vector variables.
Throughoutthis book, we use the notations

F, (x)= P(X,;<x) (3)

and

FF (4, X5-6-5 %q) = P(X, <x4,X_ <q, 00 Xq <q): (4)

It is evident that

H,, (x) = Ft (x,x,...,x). (5)

Also, putting

G(x)=1- 5 (x)=P(X,> x) (6
and

GP (x1, X25 0-05 %q) = P(X, > X1,X_ > Xy...,Xq_ > Xp); (7)

we get

1— L(x)= G* (x,x,...,x). (8)

Equations (5) and (8) show that a solution to our main aim means the
knowledge of, or a good approximation to, the functions F* and G,* when
all of their n variables are identical. We shall use different methods of
solution to this problem underdifferent assumptions onthe interrelation of
X},X2,...,X,. In several models of interdependence, we shall be able to
find the asymptotic behavior not only of Z, and W,, but also of the kth
largest and the kth smallest among the X;’s (for the accurate mathematical
definition, see Section 1.4).

Let us conclude this section with a simple but useful remark. Let A(u) be
a strictly decreasing function of u, defined for all possible values of
X|,X,...,X,. Putting Y,=h(X;)), we get

h{max(X,,X,,...,X,,)} =min(Y,, ¥y..., Y_)
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and

h{min(X,,X,,...,X,,)} =max(Y), Y¥2,..., Y,)-

The most natural choice for h(u) is h(u)= — u for showing that the theory
for Z, is identical to that for W,. For this reason, some statements will be
madefor either Z, or W,, only. In such cases, however, the counterpart of
the statement will be left as a problem for solution in order to record all
statements for both maxima and minima.

13. PRELIMINARIES FOR THE INDEPENDENT
AND IDENTICALLY DISTRIBUTED CASE

Looking at the mathematical model of Section 1.2 in the light of the
practical problems of Section 1.1, one immediately sees that the variables
X|,X>,...,X, are dependent. The only exception can be the theoretical
concept ofstatistical samples when one assumes that the experimenteris
free to choose his data and therefore he does so independently at each
observation. We would like to coverall practical situations, however, hence
the following discussion is not representative of our aim and method, but
will serve as an approximation and guide in several situations.

Let X,,X3,...,X, be independent andidentically distributed (i.i.d.) ran-
dom variables. With the notations

Z, = max(X,,X>,..-,X_)s

W,, =min(X,,X>,...,X,)

and

F(x) = P(X;< x),

formulas (4)-(8) now reduce to

P(Z,< x)= H,(x)= F"(x) (9)

and

P(W, > x)=1—L,(x)=(1— F(x)”. (10)

Wegive below two simple approximations to H,(x) and L,(x). These
will serve as guides—one for obtaining limit theorems, the other for
obtaining estimates for dependent systems. We start with two lemmas.
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Lemma 1.3.1. For any 0<z<},

e~™ —(1—z)"{exp(2nz?)—1} <(1—z)"<e-™.

The upper inequality remains to holdfor 0 <z<1.

Proof. Let us first observe that, for any 0<z<1,

(1-—z)"<e™™. (11)

Indeed, since

(1—z)"=exp{nlog(1—z)},

one hasto establish

log(1—z) <—z.

Butthis last inequality immediately follows by comparing log (1 — z) and
its tangent at z =0.

For reversing (11) with an error term, we show that, for0 < z < 1,

(l-z)""“>e-™. (12)

As a matter of fact, by turning to the exponential form of the left hand
side again, we see that (12) is equivalent to

(1—z)log(1—z)>—z. (12a)

Inequalities of this kind can easily be proved by integrating an appropriate
inequality. Here we start with

—log(1-z)>O0 O<z<1,

whichis evidently true. Integration yields

(1—z) log(1—z)+z>0,

from which (12a), and thus (12) as well, now follows. Inequalities (11) and
(12) imply that, forO < z < 1,

O<e~™—(1—z)" <(1—z)"{(I-z)""-1}. (13)

It now remainsonly to see that, for 0<z<},

(1—z)”™ exp{ —nzlog(1—z)} <exp(2nz’),
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the last step following from

—log(1—z)<2z, O0<z<}.

This completes the proof of the lemma. A

Lemma 1.3.2. Let n>1 be an integer. Then for any 0<z< 1 and forall
integers s> 0,

2s+1 2

> (-*(j)e*<-2)"< YX (-ye(")t
k=0 k=0

Proof. We prove the lemmaby induction over n. Put

m

Snnl2)™ >, (— (R24
k=0

and

8m,n(Z) =finn(Z)—(1 aa ZY

Thenevidently, for any n> 1 and 0<z<1,

8o,n(z)=1—(1—z)">0. (14)

It is also immediate that, for m> 1,

&m,1(2) =O.

Therefore, in view of (14), the lemma is true for n= 1. Let us now fix n>1
and assume that for n—1, the lemma has been proved. That is, for
0<z</1 and forintegers s >0,

82s,n-1(Z) 70, B2541,n-1(Z) <O. (15)

Let us consider g,,,(z). By comparing the function (1 — z)” with its tangent
1—nz at z=0, we get

8i,n(2)=1—nz—(1—z)"<0, O<z<1. (16)

The inequalities (14) and (16) can be combinedto statethat, for s =0,

8rsn(Z) = 0, 82s+1,n(Z) < 0, 0 Sz 1. (17)
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For proving (17) for s > 1, we first observe that, for m > 1,

8imn(Z) = s (-1)*(f ket! + (1-2)!
k=1

=n>) (-1'(to Nettnz)t= — 18n—1.n—1(2)-
k=l

Second, for m>0,n > 1,g,,,(0)=0. Thus, (15) implies (17) for s > 1, which
completes the proof. A

An easy application of Lemma 1.3.1 leads to the following useful
inequalities for the distribution of Z, and of W,,.

Theorem 13.1. Let X,,X>,...,X, be i.i.d. random variables with com-

mon distribution function F(x). Let x be such that

1-F(x)<—L. (18)
2Vn
 

Then, for n> 1,

T(x) —4n[1— F(x) ])F" (x) < P(Z,<x)< T(x),

where

T(x) =exp{ —n[1—F(x)]}.

Theorem 13.2. Let X,,X;,,...,X, be i.i.d. with common distribution

function F(x). Let x be such that

F(x)<—L.. (19)
2Vn
 

Then, for n> 1,

U(x) —4nF? (x)[1— F(x)]"< P(W,> x)< U(x),

where

U(x) =exp[ —nF(x)].

Proof of Theorems 1.3.1 and 13.2. Wefirst apply Lemma 1.3.1 with
z=1— F(x). Then, by (9), (l1—z)" becomes P(Z, <x). The conclusion of
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Theorem 1.3.1 follows by the elementary estimate

le"-I|<2w, O0<w<i,

which can be applied in Lemma 1.3.1 by assumption (18). The proof of
Theorem 1.3.2 is identical to the one above with the choice of z = F(x) and
by an appeal to (10) and (19). Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 are thus estab-
lished. A

Let us record the limiting forms of Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. In the
statements below we permitinfinity as limit, for which case we adopt the
relation exp(—0o)=0.

Corollary 1.3.1. Let us use the notations of Theorem 1.3.1. Assume that
there are sequences a, and b,>0 of real numbers such that, for all y, as
n—+00

lima[1— F(a, +5,y)]=u(y) (20)

exists. Then, as n+ 0,

limP(Z, <a, + b,y) =exp[ — u(y) ]. (21)

Proof. Let us consider first the case of u(y)= +00. Then the upper
inequality in Lemma 1.3.1 with z=1— F(a, + 5,y) immediately yields (21)
(recall e~ * =0). We can therefore assume that u(y) < +00. Now formula
(20) implies (18) for all sufficiently large n. Thus, if we apply the estimates
F"(x)<1, and

n[1- F(a, +b,y)P= 2{n[1- F(a,+5,y)]}’> 0,

as n—» +00, on accountof u(y) < +00 in (20), the conclusion of Theorem
1.3.1 leads to (21). This completes the proof. A

Appealing to Theorem 1.3.2 and arguing as above, we get the following
limit theorem for W,,.

Corollary 1.3.2. Let us use the notations of Theorem 1.3.2. Assume that
there are sequences c, and d,>0O of real numbers such that, for all y, as
n—+ 00,

limn F(c, + d,y) = w(y) (22)

exists. Then, as n—>+ 0,

limP(W, <c, + 4,y)=1—exp{ — w(y)}. (23)
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A direct proof of Corollary 1.3.1, which does not relyon the preparations
developed on the preceding pages, can be given onthe baseofthe following
elementary result of calculus.

‘Lemma 1.3.3. Letu, be asequence ofreal numbers convergingto thefinite

value uasn -> +00. Then, asn > +0,

Moreover,ifu, < nandu, > +owithn, then,asn> +o,

u n

lim (: -"s) =0.
n

Now,writing

P(Z, < a,+b,y)=F"(a,+b,y)={1—-[1—-F(a,+b,y)] ?
3 ) Ml Fla,+bol

n

one can apply Lemma 1.3.3 with u, =u,(y) =n{l1 —F(a,+b,y)}, and Cor-

ollary 1.3.1 follows.
The obviousaim with first proving Theorems1.3.1 and 1.3.2 is to obtain

quite sharp inequalities, and notjust limit theorems. However, in Chapter
2, where the limiting distribution theory of the extremesforthe i.i.d. case
is discussed in detail, this simple approach will frequently be utilized.
The difficulty in applying Corollaries 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 lies in the fact that

they do not give conditions guaranteeing the validity of (20) and (22).
Neither do they give methods of determining the sequences a,,b,,c,, and
d,. We shall discuss these problems in Chapter 2. Here we limit ourselves
to some examples.

Example 1.3.1 (The Exponential Distribution). Let X,,X,,...,X, be

i.i.d. random variables with common distribution function

F(x)=1l—e-*, x>0. (24)

Then

1—F(a,+5,z)=e~%e~ *?,
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In order to satisfy (20), one can choose a,=logn and b,=1. Hence
u(z)=e7 and thus, as n+ 00,

lim P(Z, <logn+z)=exp{—e~*}. (25)

On the other hand, Corollary 1.3.2 yields that one can choose c,=0 and
d, =1/n for (22) to hold. With this choice, (22) becomes

limn F(~)=y (n— + 00).

Hence, by (23), as n— + 00,

limP(W,<~ )=1-e”. (26)

In the special case of the exponential distribution (24), however, (26) can
be obtained directly from (10) without referring to Corollary 1.3.2. Indeed,

by (10),

P(W, > x)=e"™

and thus

P(W,<=)=1-e” (26a)

for all n, not only in limit. Such property is, however, shared by a very few
distributions only (see Section 2.4 of Chapter 2 for details).
As a comparison, let us calculate P(Z59<5) by the exact formula (9)

andletus also calculate its approximation by (25). We get from (9)

P(Zs<5)=(1—e75)”=0.71317,

while (25) yields

P(Zsq<5)~exp{ — exp(log50—5)} = 0.71398.

On the other hand, Theorem 1.3.1 results in the following estimates. First,
we have to check (18), which indeed holds. Then, replacing F”(x) by one
on the left hand side of the estimate in Theorem 1.3.1, this error term

becomes

200e ~ '°= 0.00908.
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Thus, since

exp( — 50e ~*) = 0.71398,

weget

0.70490 < P (Zs <5) < 0.71398.

A

Example 1.3.2. Let X,,X;,...,X, be i.i.d. with common distribution
function

]
F(x) ] 7 ’ xl.

For determining the limiting distribution of Z,, let us observe that (20)is
satisfied with a,=0 and b, =n. Equation (20) becomes

1
limn-(nz)"'=~, z>0,

and thus, by (21), as n> + 00,

lim P(Z, < nz) =exp| - 1), z>0.

A

Example 13.3. Let the common distribution function of the indepen-

dent random variables X,,1< j <n, be

In Chapter 2 (see Example 2.6.1) we shall see that (20) cannotbe satisfied
and thus Corollary 1.3.1 is not applicable. Theorem 1.3.1 however, may
provide good estimates on the distribution H,(z) of Z,. More importantly,
it may help us in “guessing” how large Z, can be. It is worthwhile going
through the following shocking figures. Let us choose n=4. We want to
choose x in P(Z, <x) so that the error term

4n(1— F(x)) = 16(log.x)~?
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be “small.” If our aim is that it should not affect at least the first digit in
the main estimate

exp~n(1— F(x)} =exp(=*) (27)

of Theorem 1.3.1, then we should have

16(logx)~?<0.05,

from which weget

x > 58,734,861.

Guided by this unexpectedly large figure, let us estimate

P(Z,<60x 10).

It can easily be checked that (18) is satisfied, and thus (27) and ourcontrol
of the error term yield

0.7498 < P(Z,< 60 10°) < 0.7998.

This implies that P(Z, > 60x 10°)>0.2. Thatis, in more than 20% of the
cases, among 4 independent observations, the largest one will exceed 60
million. It is therefore of no surprise that, with increasing n, Z, does not
show stability in the sense of the existence of a limiting distribution. A

While Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 and Corollaries 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 made
essential use of the independence of the X;, Lemma 1.3.2 will lead us to
another type of estimate on H,(x) and L,(x) which can be extended to
dependent systems. For this aim, let us introduce the following notations.
For k > 1, let

Sin (x) = > P(X, > x,X,,>%,...,X, 2x). (28)
I<ijp<ign<s++ Sig <n

If the X; are i.i.d. with commondistribution function F(x), then

Si.n(x)= (7) FOO).
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Thus, writing F(x)=1—(1— F(x))=1—z in (9), Lemma 1.3.2 leads to the
following estimates.

Theorem 13.3. Let X,,X,,...,X,, be i.i.d. random variables. Let So,,(x)
= 1 and define S,,,(x) by (28) for k > 1. Thus, for any real number x andfor
any integer s > 0,

2s+1

SF (- 1's,(2) < P(Z<x)< F (I(x). (29)
k=0 k=0

Similar inequalities can be obtained for L,(x) after redefining S,,(x) as
the corresponding sum of probabilities of the joint occurrences of any k of
the events {X;< x}. Since, in the next section, we present more general
inequalities, we do not restate Theorem 1.3.3 for W,,.
The importance of Theorem 1.3.3 is that it leads away from therestric-

tive assumption of independence. Thatis, the statement remainstrue with
no assumption on the interdependence of the sequence X;. (In fact, the
validity of (29) for independent X;’s implies that it holds for arbitrary
random variables; see Exercise 8.) This will be dealt with in the next
section, where several extensions of (29) will also be proved.

1.4. BOUNDS ON THE DISTRIBUTION
OF EXTREMES

Let us go back to the mathematical model of Section 1.2. We have a
sequence X,,X>,...,X, of random variables, which, in most applications,
are dependent. Let the joint distribution of X,,X;,....X,,1<ij<i,
<-+++ <i, <n, be

Figpeces ig (% to X20 0009 Xp) = P(X,<Xj<XpXK < HE). (30)

Wealso introduce the notations

Givin ccc ig (Me Xap 0029 Hq) = P(X), > 4, Xj, F XpXi > %)- (31)

Notice that (30) and (31) reduce to (3) and (6), respectively, if k= 1, while
they become (4) and (7) if k =n (and thus i,=/). In this latter case we shall
also use the shorter forms (4) and (7) for (30) and (31), respectively.

Ouraim is to obtain bounds on, or exact expressionsfor, the distribution
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of the extremes of the X,,1< j <x. Let us extend our concept of extremes
to cover more than just the maximum and minimum.

Definition 1.4.1. Let us rearrange the random variables X,,X,,...,X,
into a nondecreasing sequence

Xin SX8 ta Xin (32)

When actual equalities apply, we do not make any requirement about
which variable should precede the other one. The sequence (32)is called
the orderstatistics of X,,X,,..., X,. X,., is called the rth orderstatistic.

Notice that X,., = W, and X,., = Z,. We shall keep using these previous
notations as well as the new ones.

Definition 1.4.2. For fixed k > 1, as n+ 00, X,., and X,_4.41., Will be
called the kth extremes. We shall also use the term kth lower extreme for
X;:, and kth upper extreme for X,_,41:,- The first extremes are the
minimum and maximum andthey will be called extremes regardless of n’s
being largeor small.

The emphasis in the above definition is that we speak of the kth
extremes, k>1, in a limiting sense: k is fixed in advance and n increases

indefinitely. When n is also fixed, then we retain the concept of kth or
(n— k +1)st orderstatistic.

Thereis a unified way to handle the distributions of X,., and X,_ 41:1:
As a matter of fact, if we put

Aj(x)={X,>x} and B(x)={X;<x}, (33)

then

{Xy., > X} = {at most k— 1 of B(x), 1 <j <n, occur}

and

{Xn—e+in <X)} = (at mostk— 1 ofAj(x),1 <j <n,occur},

where “‘at most zero events occurring” means that none of them occurs.
Therefore, if »,(A,x) and v,(B,x) denote the number of A;(x) and B(x),

1 <j <a, respectively, which occur, then

k-1

P(X, > x)= D P(v,(B,x)=2) (34)
=0
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and

k-1
P(X, natin < x)= QD P(v,(A,x)=2). (35)

1=0

Since our interest is centered about k fixed and n tending to +00, the
numberof terms in the sums aboveis fixed and thus we can concentrate
on the individual terms. Taking this approach, we shall investigate the
following general problem.

Let C,,C;,...,C, be a sequence of events and put »,=»,(C) for the
numberof C,,C,,...,C, which occur. Let Sp, =1 and for k > 1,

Sin= > ‘P(C,C,,: --C,). (36)
l<i<ize--+ Si <a

For convenience, we permit k >n when the sum above is empty and thus
S;,.,=0 for k>n. The problem is to set bounds on P(», =?) in terms of
SynmOSKk <n.

Notice that when C, is oneof the events defined in (33), then the terms
of (36) becomethe functions (30) or (31). Furthermore, with the functions

(31), (36) becomes (28). Hence, the theorems which follow generalize
Theorem 1.3.3.

Wefirst present three lemmas. Thefirst one will justify our calling S,,,,
the kth binomial momentof»,.

Lemma 1.4.1. For any k >0,

n

s-#((7)]-S(Qeernruk

Proof. Since both sides are equal to one for k= and to zero fork > n,

only 1 < k < nneedsproof. Weturn to indicator variables. Let

Koae-q)e[t HERE" oom
. 0 otherwise.

Thus, evidently,

Spn=E(San): l<k<a,

where

Jin™ > 1(C,,C,,--- C,)-
l<ij<in<cee+ Sin
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Since each term contributes one or zero to J,,, one has to count the
number of ones in the above sum.It is evident that those terms will be

equal to one for which each CG, came from those », C,,’s which occur.
Hence

Jen| "|, l<k<n.

and thus taking expectations yields what was to be proved. A

Lemma 1.4.2. Let m>1 and T >0 be integers. Then.

> (-'(z)=-07("5"). 7)
k=0

Proof. Weprove by induction over 7. If T=0, both sides are equal to
one, hence (37) holds. Let us assume that (37) has been proved for a fixed
T. Then, since

T+1

2 (-0'(G)=-d-(E)+-D(re)
k=0

an application of the assumption of induction yields

T+1

a -e(Z)--97("EHCreona)k=0

Lemma 1.4.2 is thus established. A

Lemma 1.4.3. For integers n> 1 and Q0<t<n,O0<a<n-t-l,

P(m=t)— S(-(EF)Spsun
k=0

n

=(-1)**' > (EH(1) Pon=n).
r=t+at+l

a(a)= > (-0(#*\Se
k=0
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By Lemma1.4.1

b(a)=D1(EE) DD (eb s)POnnrmek+t

ni T

DPDMeee)

where T= min(a,r— 1). Applying the identity

k+t\( 7 \o("\{r-t
( t Ware) (7)( k )

we get

n T

(a)= >)P=(7) (-("FY
k=0r= (

n T

=P(r,=1)+ > Pem=n(7)2(-0'("5'):
r=t+]

An appeal to Lemma 1.4.2 thus yields

b,(a)= P(v,=1)+ s y(t)P(,=7).
r=t+l

r-t-l
But, by definition of T, ( T

of r, T=a. Hence

) =0Oforr < a+t, and for all other values

b(a)=P(r,=1)+(-1I)° DS) (*~£-!)(7)P=,
r=t+atl

whichis, in fact, the statement of Lemma 1.4.3. The proof is complete. A

Wecan noweasily deduce from Lemma 1.4.3 the following theorem.It
will play a basic role in the general theory of extremes.

Theorem 1.4.1. Let n>1 and 0<t<n be integers. Then

Pnmt=3(=F)5,10 (38)
k=0
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Furthermore, for any integer s > 0,

2s+1
2s+2

> (- (FTSaat7t (arealree

k=0

 

2s
2s+1

<P(x,=1)< >, (-*(F* YSa = (Aerseae
k=0

(39)

Proof. The identity (38) is actually contained in Lemma 1.4.3. Indeed,
if we apply Lemma 1.4.3 with a=n—t-—1 and observe that S,,= P(», =
n), we get (38).

Turning to the inequalities (39), first recall that S,,,=0 if j>n. Hence,
the lower inequality for 2s+1>n—1 becomes the identity (38). Conse-
quently, we can assumethat, for the lower inequality, 2s+1<n—1t, and
2s<n-—t in the case of the upper inequality. With these values, however,
we can apply Lemma 1.4.3.

Let 0< a=2s+1<n—1t. Then Lemma 1.4.3 yields

2s+1 n 4

P=)— Ba (- (FTSeam>(an )(ieoco.

Therefore, for proving the lower inequality of (39), we have to show

2st2(2st142\5, >(aEeenn (40)
t

r=it+

By applying Lemma 1.4.1, this inequality takes the form

Ger 2 (254142)(0aa)PO=
r=2s+t+2

< 2 (GaMae(%, =F).
rm2s+t+2

 

Writing all binomial coefficients above in terms of factorials and simplify-
ing by commonfactors, we get

n

| 3 Po-n< > —|_P(»,=7).
nt r=2s+t+2 rm2s+1+2
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This last inequality is evidently true, hence so is (40). The lower inequality
in (39) is thus proved. The upper inequality can be proved in the same
manneras the lower one, therefore we do not repeat the details. Theorem
1.4.1 is thus established. A

While Theorem 1.4.1 is a very useful tool in the theory of extremes, in
numerical calculations the following disadvantage may arise. In a case

when the terms P(C;C,,---C,) of (36) are known only approximately, in

S;,, alone there are (Z) error terms. While some of these errors are

positive, others are negative, and thus several of them would cancel out; in

actual calculations, however, signs of errors cannot be taken into account.

Therefore, the errors in (39) may becomeso large that the result would be
meaningless. The aim of the next theorem is to avoid this difficulty by

limiting the numberof terms in estimating P(»,= ?¢).
Wefirst introduce some notations. Let H={1,2,...,n}. Let E, be a

subset of the set of ordered pairs (i,/) with 1<i<j<n. For a sequence

C,C;,..., C, of events, let

Sin =2ZP(G,C,°°°C,),  1<k<n, (41)

where >; signifies summation over those subscripts (i,,i,..., i,) for which
1<i,<i,<+++ <i, <n and no pairs of(i,,i3,..., i,) belong to E,. Further-
more, set

Sin=P(C,C,,° °C, ) l<k<n, (42)

where summation >, is over those subscripts (ij,i,,...,4,) for which
1<i,<i,<-++ <i, <n and at most one pair (i,,i,,) belongs to E,,.
Before going on, let us draw attention to the fact that if E, is the empty

set, then both (41) and (42) reduce to (36). In all other cases, S, ,, and S,.,,
contain fewer terms than S,,. Their actual number of terms depends on
E,,, which can be arbitrarily chosen.
Wenowprove the following result.

Theorem 1.4.2. For any integers n> 1 and m>0 with 2m+1 <n,

1— Si, + S2,— S3nt ++ — Somain S PC», =0)

<1-S,,,+S25,-S3nt 0: + Saw

Remark 1.4.1. In order to avoid confusion, let us put down the rule for

applying the stars in the superscripts. In both cases, the terms alternate in

sign. In the lower estimate, the negative terms have double stars, the

positive ones a single star. This rule is reversed in the upper estimate.
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Remark 1.4.2. We have remarked that if E, is chosen as the empty set,
then S,,, = S,, = S;,,- In this case Theorem 1.4.2 is somewhat weaker than
Theorem 1.4.1 with ¢=0, because the last term in both estimates is missing
here. However, better estimates can be expected with a specific E, than
when E, is arbitrary. We can, in fact, make other specifications of E, in
order to improve our estimates on P(», =0). For related results on P(», =
t), see Exercises 13 and 14.

Proof. We again turn to indicator variables. We shall prove that the
corresponding inequalities hold for indicators, and thus integration leads _
to Theorem 1.4.2. Details are as follows. For k > 1, let

nege-ee[) Edeoor
Tin @ZEM(C,C,°°°C,) (43)

and

ISTPEU(C,C,+-°C,), (44)

where =f and 2%* are defined as in (41) and (42), respectively. Evidently,

Sin EVE.)  Sin= EE). (45)

Therefore, for Theorem 1.4.2 it suffices to show that, for 2 >1 and m>0

with 2m+1<n,

1-JRR +IZIERSIS-STFIERtI (46)

when

=| ify, =0, (47)
0 otherwise.

The inequalities of (46) can be proved by a simple combinatorial argu-
ment. Letus first observe that (46) holds if », =0. Indeed, then Jf, =Jf% =
0 for all k> 1 and J=1. Thus (46) becomes trivial identity.

Nowlet », =1> 1. Let j, <j.:-- <j, be those ¢ subscripts which signify
those C’s which occur. Then the following terms contribute one each to
Jz, and Jf*, respectively. Let us first specify the nonzero terms of Jf. For
the subscripts (i), i2,..., i,) of the general term of (43) the following should
hold: (i,,i,..., i) is a subset of (j;,/2,-..,j,) and no pairs of (i,,i2,..., i)
belong to E,. In case of Jf*, (i,,i2,..., i) is again a subset of (j,,/2,.--»J,)
and at most onepair from (i,,i,,..., i,) may belong to E,. Therefore, with
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the following notations, (46) takes a simple form. Let hc H={1,2,..., n}.

Let N,,(h,a) be the number of subsets A, of 4 for which the following hold.

The number e(h,) of elements of h, does not exceed a, and e(h,) is

congruent to a mod 2. Furthermore, no two elements of h, belong to £,.

The definition of M,(h,a) is exactly the same as that of N,(h,a) except

that in M,(h,a), each h, may contain at most one pair from E,. With these
notations, (46) becomes (we take the empty setas a set with even number

of elements, and recall that », =¢> 1)

N, (h(t), 2m) — M, (h(t),2m+1) <0, (48a)

M, (h(t),2m) — N, (h(1),2m—1) >0, (48b)

where h(t) = j;,/2,.--5Jj,}. We shall prove (48a, b) by induction over ¢. For

t=1, E, does not impose any condition, hence N,,(h(1),2m)= M,(A(1), 2m)

=0 and N,(A(1),2m—1)=0, M,(A(1),2m+1)=1 for any integer m>0.

Thus (48a) becomes anidentity, while the left hand side of (48b) equals 1.

Consequently, (48a,b) hold for t=1. Assume nowthe validity of (48a, b)

for all 49 with ¢ > t9 > 1, and consider the left hand sides of (48a, b) for ¢+1.
When counting subsets of h(t+1), we shall make distinctions whether a
specific subset h, contains j,,, or not, that is, whether h,CA(‘) or not.
Hence

N,, (A(t + 1), a) = N,,(A(0), a) + NA(A(1), a — 1) (49a)

and

M,, (h(t + 1),a)= M,(A(2), a) + MS(A(0),a— 1), (49b)

where the star signifies that we count those subsets of (t+ 1) which take

a—1 elements from A(t), and their ath element is j,,,. Now, if A*(t)

denotes that subset of h(t) for which (s,j,,,)¢£, whenever s€A*(1), then

NS(h(),a— 1) =N,,(h*(t),a— 1) (50a)

and

M$(h(t),a— 1)=M,,(A*(0),a— 1) + RB,(6), (50b)

where R,,(t,a) is the numberof all remaining subsets, but we require only
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thatit satisfies

R, (t,a) > 0. (51)

Combining (49a, b), (50a, b), and (51), we get

N, (h(t+1),2m) — M, (A(t+1),2m+ 1)

< N, (h(t),2m) — M,(h(¢),2m+1)— { M, (h*(t),2m) — N, (A*(1),2m—1)}.

But since e(h(t))=t and e(h*(t)) <¢, the assumption of induction yields

N, (A(t+1),2m) — M, (h(t + 1),2m +1) <0.

Wesimilarly get

M, (h(t+1),2m)— N, (A(t+1),2m—1) 20,

which completes the proof. A

Recall that our aim is to apply Theorems 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 to the specific
events A;(x) and B(x), defined in (33). Therefore, for these theorems one
needs the structure of interdependence of the A’s and B’s or, equivalently,

of the random variables X,. If only a limited information is available on
the X;, then bounds other than given in Theorems 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 may
provide better approximations. In the next theorem we give a lower bound
on P(», > 1), using only univariate and bivariate distributions. Again the
theorem will be formulated for arbitrary events. We use our standard
notation.

Theorem 1.4.3. For integers n>1 and il<k<n-—1l,

2 2
P(»,>1)> Si, kK(k+l) 7 Ss (52)

The maximum in k of the right hand side is attained with ky=1+
(2S,,,/S\.,], where [y] signifies the largest integer not exceeding y.

Before giving the proof of Theorem 1.4.3, let us draw the attention of the
reader to Exercise 17, where an optimal property of Theorem 1.4.3. is
formulated.

Proof. By Lemma 1.4.1,

  

2v, »,(¥%,—1)

k(k+1) S478 | k+l k(k+l)
1
 = k(k+1) E {»,(2k+1—»,)}.
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Since the parabola x(2k + 1— x) takes its maximum at x =k +4, »,(2k+1
— p,) takes its maximum at », =k and k + | in view of »,’s being an integer.
Hence

vy, (2k+1—p,)
I,

k(k+1) .

which can also be written as

v, (2k + 1—»,)
K(k +1) <1(», > 1), (53)

where /(y, > 1) is the indicator variable of the event {», >1}. By taking
expectation in (53), we get (52).
The fact that the maximum in & of the right handside of (52)is attained

at the claimed value easily follows by checking that it increases up to kp
and decreases thereafter. The proof is completed. A

Further inequalities are given among the Exercises for solution.
Wenowturn to applications of the inequalities of the present section.

15. ILLUSTRATIONS

Weshall apply Theorems 1.4.1-1.4.3 to some specific classes of random
variables X,,X>,..., X, In all examples which follow, the events C; are one
of the two types defined in (33). Therefore, the S,, of (36) are in terms of
the multivariate distributions (30) and (31).-

Let us start with a practical problem.

Example 1.5.1. Assume that a patient suffering from a specific disease
will live Y time units. If a patient is treated by a specific drug, it adds U
time units to his life. Hence, a treated patientwill live U+ Y units, where Y
varies with patients independently but U—whichis also random— is the
same random variable for each patient. That is, if we consider several
patients with the same treatment, then thejth patient will live for X,=U+

Y, units, where now U,Y,,Y>,... are independent random variables and
the Y’s are identically distributed. Let us consider the distribution of the
maximum of X;, for a given number of patients.
The same mathematical model can be used for an engineering problem.

A manufacturer prepares his products for the roughest possible conditions.
Assumethat thejth productwill last Y; time units, where the Y,, Y,,... are
iid. random variables. A specific customer, however, uses the products
under milder conditions, which adds U units to each Y,. Thus the life
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length of product j is X,= U+ Y,, where we considered those products
which are used by the same customer. Here again, U is independentof the
Y’s. Our interest is Z, = max(X,,1 <j < 7).
The two above problems, and several others, can now be unified into the

following mathematical model.
Let Y,, Y>,..-, Yio, say, be independent and identically distributed ran-

dom variables. Assume, however, that the Y’s cannot be observed because,
whenin use, each Y; suffers a random effect U. Hence, the observations
comein the form of X,=U+ Y,, 1< j<10. Let U and the Y; be indepen-
dent and, for the example, we assume that both U and the Y, have
exponential distribution but with different parameters. Let P(U< x)=1—-
e~*5* and P(Y¥,;<x)=1—e7*, where x >0. Our aim is to evaluate, or at
least to estimate,the distribution H,o(x) of Zi, the maximumofthe Xj.

Since we specified the structure of the X; completely, we can determine
the multivariate distribution of the X; in any dimension. Hence, we can use
Theorem 1.4.1. With the events A, ={X;> x}, 1<j< 10,

P(¥,9=0)= P(Z9< x), (54)

and thus (38) and (39) are applicable with ¢=0. In numerical calculations
(39) is always recommended, because it usually requires far less computa-
tion even for very high accuracy. In (39), we need the terms S,19,52,10>-++>
which nowtake the form (28). For S,jo in (28),it is sufficient to determine

P(X, >x,X,>x,...,X, >),

since the X; are identically distributed.

By the elementary formula (see Appendix I, formula (A.1))

P(X>x,1<j<k)=["P(X,> x1 < j<k|U=u)dP(U<u)
0

+00
=f P(Y,>x-u,1<j<k|U=u)2.5e~?“du

0

=25["eoMMe?42.5[02Mty
0 x
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Consequently,

w(10\)_ ko -asx, 2.5 oa — kx
Sk,10 (1°)se +o5-KN Ke (55)

Let us choose x =5.
We now compute the bounds in (39) sequentially. Thatis, when S,jo has

been computed, we determine both boundsin (39) and then improvethese
bounds, if necessary, by moving to S,,1,190. We terminate computation
whenthe upper and lower boundscoincide up to two decimaldigits. Since,
by (54), ¢=0, all binomial coefficients in (39) become one. Recall that
So,, = 1. For easier reference, we list the bounds from (39), as we use them.
The lower bounds are

 

I= Sy103 1 Sy 10475 52.103 1- S110 S2,10- $3.10»

while the upper bounds become

1-76 Si103 1—Syro+S2.105  1- S110S2,10— 76 53,10

Now,by (55),

S, 190.1123.

Thus,the first terms in the abovelist yield

8877 < P(Zi9<5) < 9888.

Computing S,,) and applying the second terms in thelist, we get

S>. 19= 0.0095

and

8896 < P(Z,9<5) <.8973.
Finally, since

S3., i= 0.0025,

the last terms result in the bounds

8948 < P(Zi9<5) < 8965.

Weadd thatif the effect of U had been ignored, that is, U=0 had been
taken and thus X;= Y; for all j, we would have gotten

P(Z,9<5)=(1—e75)'°= 934627.
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This means that U has increased the chance of Z,)'s taking a value larger
than five from .06537 to .104, which is a 59% increase. A

Example 1.5.2. Let X; be the time to failure of the jth componentof a
piece ofequipment. Assumethateach X; is a unit exponential variate; thatis,
for eachj,

P(X;<x)=l-e-*, x >0.

Consider a group of five components. We assumethe structure is such that
X\,X; and X, are completely independent. In addition, X, is independent
of both X, and X,, and X, is independent of X,. Any other combination
has dependent components. Wealso specify the bivariate distributions of
the X;. For simplicity, let us use the same bivariate distribution forall
dependentpairs. Let

P(X, <x,X,<y)= P(X, <2x,X5<y) = P(X3<x,X,<y)

= P(X,<x,X5<y)=(1-e-*)(1-e-”)(1-fe-*”). (56)

No further assumption is made. Thus, we cannot compute the joint
distribution of a group containing (X,,X,,Xs5), or (X3,X4Xs5), or
(X,,X,,X5). Yet, we would like to estimate P(W, > x).

Wecan appeal to Theorem 1.4.2 by specifying an E, by which (41) and
(42) can be determined. Here, of course, the events C= {X,;<x} and thus
{v,=0}={W,> x}. Since Sf, and Sf* of (41) and (42) do not require
terms when the subscripts contain more"than one pair from E,, and since
our difficulty is exactly the computation of joint distributions which
contain more than onepair from (56), we define

E;= {(1,2), (2,5), (3,4), (4,5)}.

Wecan now compute Sf, and Sf§ for 1<k <5. Evidently,

S#$=5(1—e7*). (57a)

For k >2, we have to consider E, and (56). In S?, each term is (1—e~*)*;
hence we have to count their number of terms. We get

S2,=6(1-e-*)’, S$,=(l-e-*), Sts=S%s=0. (57b)

In Sf$ two types of terms are to be counted: those with no pairs from E,
and those with exactly one term from E,. Since the first kind of terms
constituted Sf,,

Sf5 = Sf,+contributions of the second kind of terms.
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The form of a second kind of term in Sf$ is

(1-e-*)*(1-$e-*).

Therefore

St =6(1—e7*)’+4(1—e-*)'(1-je-*), (58a)

S$t=(1—e-*)'+6(1—e-*)'(1-4e-*), (58b)

and

Stt=S2t=0. (58c)

For a numerical calculation, let us choose x=0.1. We then estimate
P(W,> 0.1). By (57) and (58),

Sts = SPS =0.475813, (59)

S35 =0.054336, S35 =0.07573, (60)

S35 = 0.000862, S35 =0.00392,

and

Theorem 1.4.2 now gives

57460 < P(W, > 0.1) <.59906. (61)

A

Example 1.5.3. Let us apply Theorem 1.4.3 in the preceding example to
estimate P(W,> 0.1). As was pointed out, with the events {X,<0.1},

P(W,>0.1)= P(»,=0)=1— P(»,> 1).

Hence,(52) will provide an upper bound on P(W,>0.1). Since S,>= ST$
and S,,= S25, where S$ denotes the numbers of Example 1.5.2, we can
apply (59) and (60). We thus have

S,,5=0.4758129, S25 =0.0757305.

Therefore, kg= 1. The estimate (52) becomes

P(W, >0.1)< 1— S,,5+ S2,5=.599918. (62)
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It is, of course, not surprising that (61) was a better estimate than (62).
While (62) is the best possible that can be obtained in terms of S,, and
S25 (see Exercise 17), in (61) we made use of further information on the X,.

A

1.6. SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF THE EXPONENTIAL
DISTRIBUTIONINTHE LIGHT OF EXTREMES

In a large proportion of applied investigations it is routinely assumed that
waiting times to the first “occurrence” have exponential distribution. Here
“‘occurrence’’ may mean thefailure of a piece of equipment, but alsothe
death of a patient of a serious disease, the arrival of a busata station, the
arrival of a customerata service station, etc. Such a routine can developei-
ther because of the mathematical simplicity of the distribution function
F(x) = 1 —e~-*or becausethere is some mathematicaljustification forit. In

the presentsection wetry to find some mathematical reasonsforsuch a wide-
spread usage.

Wesay that a random variable X is an exponential variate if, for some

real numbers a>0 and 5,

—p-a(x—-b) |;P(X<x)=F(x)={ | e nena (63)

One can reduce the exponential distribution to b=0 by considering X— b.
Wealso say that X is a unit exponential variate if a= 1.
The best known property of the exponential distribution is its lack of

memory. Let us formulate this property first in the terminology oflife
length. We say that X >0 lacks memory (or does not age)if, given that X
has lived for x time units, the probability of its lasting for another y time
units is the same valueforall x. In mathematical terms,

P(X >y+x|X >x)=2(y),

a function of y only. Therefore, if we take x =0, we get

P(X py t+x|X > x)=P(X >y). (64)

The fact that the exponential distribution (63) with b=0 does have the
lack-of-memory property (64) follows easily by substitution. Indeed, (64) is
equivalent to

P(X >y+x)

P(X>x) (XY)
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for all x for which P(X > x)>0, which in turn can be written as

G(xt+y)=G(x)G(y),  G(u)=1—F(u). (64a)

The above equation (64a) evidently holds for (63) with b=0. The converse
to this statement, although elementary, is very useful.

Theorem 1.6.1. Let X >0 and let X have a nondegenerate distribution
function F(x). If, for all x >0 and y >0, (64a) is satisfied, then F(x) is
exponential with b=0.

Remark 1.6.1. The condition “all x>0 and y>0O” can be relaxed
considerably. The form above, however, suffices for our purposes.

Theorem 1.6.1 immediately follows from the next lemma.

Lemma 1.6.1. Let G(x) be monotonic and nonnegative for x > 0. Assume
that, for all x >0 andy > 0,

G(x+y)=G(x)G(y). (65)

Then, if G(x) is not identically zero or one for x >0, G(x)=e™ for all x >0
with some real number a.

Evidently, a>0 or a<0 according as G(x) is increasing or decreasing,
respectively.

Proof of Lemma 1.6.1. We get by induction from (65) that, for any
x, 20, 1<i<n,n>2,

G(x, +x.+-++ +x,)=G(x,)G(x2)--- G(x,). (66)

First observe that G(1)>0. Indeed, if G(1)=0, then (66) would imply, by
choosing x;=1 for each j and then x,=1/n for each j, that for all n> 1

G(n)=G(1)"=0 and G(1)=G(+)"=0.

Since G(x) is monotonic, G(x)=0, which was excluded from our investi-

gation.
Let x, =x,=--: =x,=x>0 in (66). We then get

G (nx) = G" (x). (67)

If x =1/m with a positive integer m, then (67) yields

G(#)=ar(4). (68)
m m
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Hence,in particular, if n =m,

G(1)=G"(+) or 6(4)=61" (0. (69)

Combining (68) and (69), we have

G(4)=G"™ (1), 2,m>1 integer,

which can be restated as .

G(x)=e™, x rational, (70)

where a=logG(1). Let now y be irrational. Let x, and x, be rational
numbers with x, <y < x2. Since G(x) is monotonic,

em G(x,)< G(y) < G(x.)=e™ (71a)

if G(x) is increasing, while

e"2 << G(y)<e™ (71b)

if G(x) is decreasing. Letting x,—>y and x,y, the outer terms of (71a, b)
tend to e”, and thus the middle term G(y)=e%. The proof is completed.

A

Proof of Theorem 1.6.1. By Lemma 1.6.1, G(x)=1-— F(x) is either
identical to zero or to one or G(x)=e™ for all x >0. Thefirst two cases
are not possible, however. With G(x)=0, F(x) is degenerate at 0, which
was excluded by the assumptions. On the other hand, G(x)=1 for x >0
would make F(x)=0, which is not a proper distribution function. Hence,
G(x)=e™, x >0, and, since it is decreasing, a<0. The theorem is estab-
lished. A

Theorem 1.6.1 is very practical. It says that if time to the first “oc-
currence”is not affected by the passing of time, then this random waiting
period is exponentially distributed. For example,it is reasonable to assume
that the probability distribution of the time to the first road accident by a
specific car (the insurance company’s interest) in good condition remains
the same whether a policy is purchased today or sometimelater. Hence,
the insurance company can use the exponential distribution to compute
the premium.Similarly, warranty periods can be determined by using the
exponential distribution. The manufacturer assumes that all parts of the
sold equipment function properly for a certain time period. Hence, if
within this period the equipment malfunctions, then its aging was not the
cause, but rather the assumption of having provided good parts was wrong.
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But if aging was notthe reason, then timeto first failure is exponential in
view of Theorem 1.6.1. Therefore, the expected cost of replacement can be
computed in advance.

There is another direct consequence of (64). In the course of the proof of
Lemma1.6.1 we obtained that, for x >0 and n> 1,

G(nx) = G" (x). (67)

This equation can be interpreted by (10) as follows. Let X,,X,,...,X, be
ii.d. random variables with common distribution function F(x)=1—
G(x). Let W,, be the minimum ofthe X,. Then, by (10) and (67),

P(W,, > x)= P(X, > nx) (67a)

or, by putting y = nx,

P(aW, >y)= P(X, >y). (67b)
This equation says that, if the lack of memory holds, then nW, has the
samedistribution as the X; had. Although the lack of memory implies that
the distribution in question is exponential, there may be other distributions
satisfying (67b). As it turns out, there are no additional distributions with
this property. In this regard, we prove the following result.

Theorem 1.6.2. Let X,,X,,...,X,, be i.i.d. random variables with common
distribution function F(x). Let E(X,) be finite. Assume that, for all n> 1,

nE(W, )= E(X,). (72)
Then X,>0 almost surely, and, if not degenerate at zero, then F(x) is
exponential. In particular,if, for all n > \ and ally > 0, (67b)is satisfied, then
E(X))is finite and (72) holds for all n>1; hence, either F(x) is degenerate
at zero or F(x) is exponential.

Proof. Wefirst prove that P(X, >0)=1. We shall arrive at this conclu-
sion by showing that the assumption P(X, <0)>0 would lead to E(W,) <
71 <0 for all sufficiently large n, where n does not depend on n. Then (72)
would imply E(X,)=-—0o, which contradicts the assumption that it is
finite.

Let us now give the details. We start with the formula (see (A11) of

Appendix I)

E(W,)= f"xdP(W,<x)=[_xdP(W,<2)+ [""P(W,> x)dx.

Since

P(W,<x)=1-[1—F(x)]"=1-G" (x),
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the formula above becomes

+

E(W,)= fixer W,<x)+ f G8 (x)dx. (72a)

Let us estimate the two termson the right handside of (72a). For arbitrary
T>0,

f°°G"(x)dx = if"G"(x)dx+ f*G"(x)dx

< TG"(0)+ G"~(0)i**Gix)dk: (72b)

Since E(X,)is finite, the integral

+00

[Wxar(x)=f G(x)dx < +00.

We can therefore choose T such that the last integral in (72b) remains

smaller than one. Wethus get from (72b),

[-"or (x)dx < G"-! (0)[ TG(0) +1], (72c)

where T is fixed and does not depend on vn. On the other hand,if
P(X,<0)>0, then there is an integer m> 1 such that P(X,< —1/m)=p,,
>0. Hence,

0 1 ¢-l/mfo xaP(W,<x)< mee dP(W, <x)

m m

=~ 7 |1-o(- 7)]--pll-0 Pad"

which, since p,, >0, becomes less than —1/2m forall sufficiently large n.
This fact, combined with the estimate (72c) and with the equation (72a),
yields that, for n sufficiently large, E(W,,) < —1/3m, say. As was pointed
out, this contradicts (72), which establishes P(X, > 0)= 1.

Let us now turn to (72). Assume that P(X, =0)#1. Let us write E(W,)
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in the form

E(W,)= f°"xd{1-[1-F(a)]"}eafFOMI-y) (72d)

where we madethe substitution y = F(x), by which d{1—(1—y)"} =n(1—
y)"~'dy and x= F~'(y). We want to compare our distribution F(x) with
the exponential distribution F,(x)=1—e~%, x >0, when a>0is defined
as 1/a= E(X,). (Such an a can be found, since P(X, >0)=1 and P(X,=
0)# 1, hence E(X,)>0.) Notice that, for the exponential distribution, (72)
holds (see the remark following (67b) or (26a) in Example 1.3.1), and

fy)== 1 log(1—y).

Hence, applying (72) and (72d) with our distribution F(x) as well as with
F(x), we get

E(X,)=m?f'F-'(N1-y)"y= — ©fy)Mog—y)oy,
Let us rewrite the last equation as

['[F0)+ Hogt-»)]a-vy'@=0, >t 3)
0 a

It is a well known result (see Appendix II) that the validity of (73) for all
n> | implies

F-'(y)+ Llog(1-y)=0,

from which

F(x)=l-e“%, x20.

This establishes the main part of the statement.
For turning to the particular case, we first remark that (67b) evidently

implies (72). What remains, therefore, is to show that (67b) implies that
E(X)) is finite. We have seen that, by (72), and thus by (67b) as well,
P(X,>0)=1. Thus

+00

0< E(X,)= [O°xdF(x)=& [i xar(s)<¥KF)F(e-0)}

which, in view of

F(k)— F(k—1)=[1-F(k-1)]-[1-F(k)],
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can be rearranged as

0< E(X,)< 3 [1-F(k-D)].
k=l

But, by (10) and (67a),

1- F(k-1)=[1-F(1)]}*"'=G(1)*"',

and thus

+00

0<E(X,)< 5 Gy,
k=l

whichis finite if G(1)=1— F(1)<1. However, if G(1)=1, then, by (67b),
G(n)=1 for all n>1. G(x) being nonincreasing, this would imply that
G(x)=1 for all x >0, or, F(x)=0 for all x>0, which is not a proper
distribution function. This completes the proof. A

Theorem 1.6.2 is of theoretical value only, since it requires to check (72)
or (67b) for infinitely many values of n. It is, however, significant because
it shows that a very simple property of the minimum determines the
distribution of the population.It will also serve as a major tool in proving
another practical theorem in Section 3.12.1, which also leads to the
exponential distribution.
The condition expressed in (72) is a very sensitive tool for determining

the population distribution. Indeed, if we take the condition that, for all
nol,

(n+1E(W, )=E(X,), (74)

where E(X,) is assumed finite, we can then conclude that F(x)=x/a for
0<x<a, for some a>0; that is, the population is uniform over the

interval (0,a). This claim can be proved in the same manner as we proved
the first part of Theorem 1.6.2, or it can be deduced as a corollary to a
general statement: The sequence { E(W,,): n> 1} uniquely determines the
distribution of the population. A similar statement is true with E(Z,) or
with more general sequences (see Exercises 23 and 24).
The simple property of lack of memory turned out to be equivalent to a

distributional property (67b) of the minimum, which is unique for the
exponential distribution. We shall now turn to the maximum andestablish
another type of unique property of the exponential variates.

Let X,,X>,...,X, be iid. random variables with common distribution
function F(x). Assumethat F(x) is differentiable and let f(x)= F’(x). Let
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Xin SXq,,5 °° SX,,, be the order statistics of the X, We can de-
termine the joint density function of all orderstatistics X,.,, 1<r<n, by
the following simple argument. The joint density of the X,, 1 <j <a,is, by
assumption,

F(x)(%2)+f(%n)-

Since the n values X,, 1 < j <n, can be rearranged in increasing orderin n!
ways (ties can be neglected in view of continuity), every specific X,.,,
1<r<n, could have come from n! different samples X,, 1 <j <n. Hence,
the density of the vector X,.,, 1<r<a,is

af(x1)F(%2)° °F) OS<Q< + <H

For the exponential distribution F(x)=1—e~%, x>0, for which f(x)=
ae”, x 20, this becomes

nla" exp[ —a(xj+x,+-->+x,)], O06 x,)<x,<-++ <x, (75)

Putting U,= X,.,, U;=Xj.n—Xj-1:n for j>2, we get that, for each j,
U, > 0. Their joint density is obtained from (75) by the substitution u, = x,,
uj = x,—x;_, forj>2. Hence,it is

a

nate -a> (n-j+1)u,
j=l

 

= I(@-s+ Nacap[ —a(e—J+ Dy), u,>0, 1<j<n. (76)
j@

From (76) we see that the random variables

U,=Xi.4 U; = Xj:n— Xj-tin for j >2 (77)

are independent exponential variates. The parameter of U; is a(n—j +1).
Hence,the variables (n —j+1)U,= V, are i.i.d. In particular,

n n V;

Zy=Xun2ae n—j+l . (78) 

This suggests that perhaps extreme value theory can be reduced to
weighted sums ofi.i.d. random variables. The following theorem tells us
that it cannot: a representation like (78) is unique for the exponential
distribution under the sole assumption that the distribution is continuous.
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Theorem 1.63. Let X,,X,,...,X, be i.i.d. with common continuous dis-

tribution function F(x). Assume that the random variables U,, j > 1, of (77)

are independent. Then F(x)=1—exp{—a(x— b)] with some constants a>0

and b, where x > b.

Remark 1.6.2. Since adding a constant 5 to each X; does notaffect the
independenceof the termsof (77), the result in Theorem 1.6.3 actually is a
characterization theorem (an “if and only if” statement) in view of the fact
that we have checked the independence of the U; for the exponential
distribution.

Proof. Wefirst prove that the independence of the U; implies that, for
all x, F(x)<1. Namely, assumethat, for a finite a, P(X; <a)=1, 1<j<n.
Let w be the smallest of all a’s with such property; that is, for any e>0,

P(X;<w)=1, P(X, > w—e)>0.

Then,for all 2 >1 and for any ¢>0,

P(U,>w-—e)=[1— F(w—e)]">0. (79)

On the other hand, by the independence of U, and U, and bythe choice of

w, for any e>0,

P(U, > w—)P(U,>&)= P(U, >w—e, U,>e)

< P(X, ., 2 0—&,X2., >)

<P(X;>w forsome /)

< > P(X; >w)=0.
j=l

In view of (79), we thus have that, for any e>0,

P(U,>0)= P(X>.,—Xiin > €) =O.

Such relation is possible only for degenerate distributions, which are

excluded by the assumption that F(x) is continuous. Hence, our claim of

F(x)<1 for all x follows.
Next we observe that if U,,U;,...,U; are independent, then, evidently, so

are U, and T,= U,+ U;+-+- + U,=X;.,—Xj:_,j>2. We can now easily
arrive at the conclusion of the present theorem by looking at an arbitrary

integral in terms of T7,, j>2. Let C be an (n—1)-dimensional set and
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consider the probability that

A={T>,T3,...,T,) EC}.

Since the 7), j > 2, are independentof U,,

P(A)=P(A|U,=1)= faP(T,<4,2<j<nlU,=1),
c

where ¢ is a possible value of U,=X,.,, and thus of X,, j>1. Let
B= { (to, t3).-09l,):0< <1, +++ <t,}. Since the vector (7, 73,...,7,)€
B,

P(A|U,=1)=JdP(T,<t,2<j<n|U,=1).

But on B,

aP(T,<t,2< j<n[U,=t) =dP(X)..<G+t2<j<anlX,.,=8)

=(n—1)!dP(X,<t+t,2<j<n|X,.,=1)

dF(t,+1)
=(n— 1)!Uo

where ¢ is a possible value of X,.,,. Since we have seen that 1 — F(t) >0 for
all ¢, the restriction on ¢ is that

0<P(X,.,<)=1-[1-F(t)]’,

that is, that F(¢)>0. Therefore, from now on, we assumethat

t>a(F)=min{x: F(x)>0}. (80)

With such a ¢, we can combine our previous formulas for P(A). These
yield

n
P(A)= f I dF(t,+1)

cai, 1- F(t)

Since P(A) does not depend on ¢, neither can the integral above. But the
set CB does not contain ¢ either, and thus

dF(t,+1)
II 1-F) (81)
j=2
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must not depend on ¢. Since here, for each/, the same function F occurs at
varying points, (81) does not depend on ¢ only if an individual factor
dF(t,+ t)/{1— F(d)] is not a function of ¢. In other words, for s > 0,

aF(t,+t) F(st+t)-Fit(y+1) _ F(s+#)- F(t) is
1— F(t) 1— F(t)

is the samevalueforall ¢ satisfying (80). We thus immediately obtain that
a(F)is finite. As a matter of fact, if a(F)= — oo, then in (82) we could let
t—»— 0, which would imply forall ¢,

F(s+1t)~ F(t) | ee F(s+1t)— F(t) ih

1— F(t) t=-o  1—F(t) ;

which is not possible for a distribution function. Hence a(F)= bd isfinite.

By continuity of F(x), F(b)=0. Let t->b in (82). We get

F(s+t)—F(t) | F(s+t)—F(t)

SRO.t==e)
where s>0 and 1:>5. If we put G(x)=I1— F(x), the equation above
becomes

G(stt)=G(t)G(stb), sO, t>b- (83)

One moretransformation G*(x) = G(x + 5) in (83) results in the following
equation, where wereplaced t— b=u:

G*(s+u)=G*(u)G*(s), s>0, uO.

An appeal to Lemma 1.6.1 thusyields that, for x > 0, G*(x) =e-% with
some a > 0. Hence

F(x)=1-—G(x)=1-G*(x—b)=1l-e=9%-), x db.

Since F(b)=0, F(x)=0 for x < b. The theoremis established. A

Wepointed out a theoretical consequence of Theorem 1.6.3 just before it -
was formulated. It should be emphasized, however, that its contentis also
a very valuable tool for the applied scientist. Let us first look at a specific
problem andthen extendit to a general model.

Consider n policyholders of an insurance company who belong to the
same risk group. Then the timeto the first accident for these individuals
can be considered as i.i.d. random variables X;,1<j<n, where the com-
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mon distribution F(x) is continuous. The actual accident reports (or
claims) arrive at the insurance companyin increasing order; that is, the
companyactually observes X;.,, 1 < j < m(< n). The companycan con-
clude by Theorem 1.6.3 that F(x) =1—e-%, a>0, x = 0,if it is reasonable
from their experience that time intervals between claims are independent(in
this special case b=0 because X, > 0 follows from the nature of the
problem). It should be noted that, because only a small percentageof the
policyholders willfile for claim, the actual values ofthe random variables X,
are not available, so standard tests for exponentiality based on the X,,
1 < j <n, cannotbe performed.

Notice that’ the following abstract model is typified by the above
problem. Wehave n individuals (not necessarily human) who act indepen-
dently of each other. Their action is observed by an outsider and is
terminated by the occurrence of a specific event. Let the time to this
occurrence be distributed identically for each individual with a continuous
distribution function F(x). The observer records the times when the events
in question occur. If the time intervals between these occurrences are
independent, then F(x) is exponential.

Weconclude this section with a very important remark. We have seen
three characterizations of the exponential distribution. Each, however, can
be restated in a number of equivalent forms which characterize other
distributions. Namely, if A(x) is a strictly monotonic function and Y,=
h(X,), then X;,1< j<n, are iid. if, and only if, Y¥,,1<j<n, are iad.
Therefore, if a property characterizes the commondistribution function
F(x) of the X;, 1<j<n, then this property can be restated for Y,,
1<j<n, and their distribution D(x) will be characterized. D(x) is, of
course, different from F(x). One example for this possibility is formulated
below as a corollary; others are found in Exercises 25 and 26.

Corollary 1.6.1. LetY,, Y2,..., Y, bei.i.d. nonnegative random variables
with continuous distribution function D(x). Let Y,., be the rth order statistic
of the Y;, 1< j <n. Then the random variables

R Yen
oaE Y,4 lin :

are independentif, and only if, D(x)= Cx‘ for x €(0,A), where c>0, a>0
are arbitrary constants.

 

I<r<a, Yasin 1, (84)

Proof. Since Y;>0, we can take logarithms. Define X;= —logY,, 1 <j
<n. Then, for I<r<n,

X,.n™= —logY,—r+iin U,. n= Xin -X,. i:n= logR,-—rin

where Xy.,,=0. Thus the independence ofR.-n in (84) is equivalent to the
independence of the differences U,.,, 1<r<n. We can therefore apply
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Theorem 1.6.3, which yields

P(—logY;<x)=1—exp[-—a(x—6)], a>0, bfinite.

Hence, for x >0,

D (x)= P(Y,<x)=P(—log Y,>—log x)=e”x’,

where a>0,b finite, and log x < — b. That is, with C=e” and A=e~?®,
D(x)= Cx? on (0,A). On the other hand, Remark 1.6.2 implies that R,.,,
1<r<n,are indeed independentfor this specific distribution D(x). The

corollary is established. A

1.7. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

The applied models mentionedin the introductory sections will be analyzed in

Chapter 3. Hence,the survey here is restricted to Sections 1.3—1.6.

Section 1.3 is an elementary introduction to the subject matter, and its ex-

amplesare selected to show what can be expected. Althoughthis sectionis re-

stricted to i.i.d. variables, the simple bounds obtained are of general nature.

Indeed, a discovery of Galambos (1975a), whichis refined in Galambos and
Mucci (1980) and in Walker (1981), implies that if only binomial moments
S,,, are used in estimating the distribution of extremes, then the same accuracy

can be achieved whetherthe variables are i.i.d. or not. For the accurate state-

ments, see Exercises 8 and 12. Therefore, in order to obtain boundsonthe dis-

tribution of Z, or W,, or the other extremes, which can show thereal difference

between independent and dependentcases, termsother than the S,,, should be
used. Oneuseful set of inequalities is given in Theorem 1.4.2, whichis due to

A. Rényi (1961). Its extension,partly formulated in Exercise 13, was obtained

by Galambos (1966). These are very powerful tools to obtain limit theorems
(see Chapter 3). For estimations, the inequality of Exercise 18, due to E.G.
Kounias (1968), is valuable. Evidently, one can relabel the termsof the se-
quence,andthusthe first term does not have any special role in it. This in-
equality is extended in D. Hunter (1976). Anotherresult of Kounias (1968),
whogeneralizes work of S. Gallott (1966), is that if P denotes the vector P(C;)
and if Q is any of the generalized inverses of the matrix whoseentries are
P(C,C,), then

P(v, = 1) = POP,

where P is written once as a column,once as a row.
If individual terms of probabilities of intersections are not available but the

moments S,,, are known,then the inequality of Exercise 18 becomesa special
case of (39). These inequalities were original results of the first edition of the
present book. The case t=0,first obtained by M. Sobel and V.R.R. Uppuluri
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(1972) for exchangeable events, was provedfor arbitrary events by Galambos
(1975a). It is shown in Galambos and Mucci (1980)that arbitrary ¢ can be re-
duced to t=0,a fact also noted by Recsei (1985), who gives a nice review of
available inequalities discussed here and showsa variety of ways of applying
these inequalities both to problems of extremes andto other fields. See also

Recsei and Seneta (1986). From the published literature, let us mentionjust two

applications of such inequalities which are outside the field ofextremes: oneis
a statistical application of the inequalities of Exercise 6 by R.L. Dykstra et al

(1973), and another is by D.J. Daley and Prakash Narayan (1980), who apply
inequalities with binomial moments in estimating the extinction probability of
a branchingprocess.

If one uses only S,,, and S,,, , the best lower bound for P(v, = 1) has been
found by S.M. Kwerel (1975a). The actual bound was knownearlier,butits ex-
tremal property is new in Kwerel’s work.It is the content of Theorem 1.4.3,
proved here by anew methodandoriginally due to Dawsonand Sankoff(1967).
Its extremal property as stated in Exercise 17 is established by Galambos

(1977b). Utilizing the method ofGalambos (1977b), Satheet al (1980) obtain
the optimal lower bound for P(», = 1)among the linear combinationsof S,,,,

S,,, and S;,,, and they also establish upper bounds (not claimed optimal). One
of their upper boundsis generalized by Platz (1985), who useslinear program-
ming techniques. Thisis also the tool in the works of Kwerel (1975a,b,c). As
pointed out in Exercise 15, the bound of Theorem 1.4.3 covers a previously

knowninequality which was discovered by Erdés and Chung (1952) and reob-
tained by P. Whittle (1959). This form is extended by Galambos(1969)in sev-
eral directions, one of which is contained in Exercise 16. The inequalities of
Exercises 19 and 20, proved by EvaGalambos (1965) andR.M. Meyer(1969),
turned outto be very useful in the asymptotic theory of multivariate extremes
(see Chapter5).
There are several methods of proof for inequalities discussed here. The

method ofindicators, due to Loéve (1942), was reobtained in another form by
A. Rényi (1958). This formulation madeit possible to obtain methodsofproof

ofquadratic Boolean inequalities Xd,P(B,) P(B,) = 0(see Exercise | for defi-
nition), first by Galambos and Rényi (1968), and, in a refined form, in Ga-
lambos (1969). Other general methods, partly mentioned earlier, are given by
Galambos (1975a) and (1977b), Galambos and Mucci (1980), Kwerel
(1975a,b,c), Mori and Székely (1985) and Walker (1981). The method of
M6ri and Székely (1985)is closely related to the linear programming method,
but they cover a larger variety of inequalities than Kwerel did, and their method
is simpler to apply. The method of the book differs from that of all quoted
papers.

Pioneers in this subject area were Fréchet (1940) and Jordan (1927). Takacs
(1958) gives a good accountof the early history and showsseveral interesting
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applications. Later, Tak4cs (1967b) extendstheformula(38) tothedistribution
ofthe occurrencesin an infinite sequence of events.

Forgeneral formulasofmoments anddistributionsoforderstatistics, we refer
to a book by H.A. David (1981), which, however,is not a prerequisite for the
present book.

Theshort section on characterizationsis an introduction only. It presents
somebasic resultsoncharacterizing the population distributionintermsofprop-
erties of order statistics, in which area the exponential distribution plays the
most dominant role among the continuousdistributions. See Galambos

(1975b,c) and Galambosand Kotz (1978) for more details. The counterpart of
exponentiality among discrete distributions is the geometric distribution; for

some specifics, again in terms oforderstatistics, seeGalambos (1975c) and Ar-
nold (1980). The theoremscontained in Section 1.6 are due to Sukhatme
(1937), Huang (1974), Govindarajulu (1966) and Rossberg (1960). Evi-
dently, this short section is not aimed at coveringthefield ofcharacterizations,

and neitheris it aimed at with the bibliography. We add, however,thatone gen-
eral tool of proof of characterizations is the theory of functional equations. In
our context, the most significant results can be found in the book by Aczél

(1966), and in the more recent works of Lau and Rao (1982) and Shimizu and
Davies (1981).

Finally, let us draw attention to formula (87) of Exercise 21. Although itis
easy to prove, its consequence is remarkable: E(Z,,) becomesalmostas large for
i.i.d. variables for most distributions as it can be for arbitrary system with a
given marginal distribution. This observation, and the evaluationofits conse-
quences,is due to Lai and Robbins (1976).

1.8. EXERCISES

1. (The method of indicators) Let C,, C,, ...,C, be events and B,,
1 << m, be so-called Boolean functions of the C’s. This means that B
can be expressed by a finite number of the operations union, intersection,
and taking complements. Let / (B;) be the indicator of B;; thus it equals
one or zero according as B; occurs orfails to occur. Show that an inequal-
ity

m

24P(8) >0, d,real, (85)
j@=

holds for arbitrary choice of C,,C,,...,C, if, and only if,

.m

> 41(B,)>0
j=l

with probability one.
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2. Use the above method to prove

S, S“kn > k+1,n .

n n
(i) (aes)

where S,, is defined by (36).

3. Prove the following identities for binomial coefficients.

(i) KZ )a=n("21), n>k>t.

(M(tallsC07")
4. Prove the binomial theorem:

(a+b)"= s (j ator“.
k=0

  kp,

5. Using the method of indicators, give a new proof for Theorem
1.4.1.

6. Write out in details the inequalities (39) for s=0,1,2, and 3. As a
particular case, conclude that

Sin— San SP(% 21) S Sin 28a. Sion

Finally deduce that, for an infinite sequence A,,A,,... of events,

P| UA)< ¥P(A).

7. Let X,,X2,...,X, be random variables with Fj(x)= P(X;<x). Put
Z, =max(X,,X,,...,X,). Deduce from Exercise 6 thatif

S\n= D P(X;>x)<1
j=l

and P(Z,>x)=S,,, then the events (X;>x}, 1<j<n, are mutually
exclusive.
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8. For a sequence C,,C,,...,C, of events, let B; be the event that

exactly j of the events C,, 1< <n, occur. Assumethat the inequalities,

> a Skin S P(B)< > Bi Skane (86)
k=0 k=0

where a, and b,, 1<k <n, are constants, not depending on n, have been
established in the following special case: C,,C,,...,C, are independent and
P(G)=p for all j. Prove that (86) then holds for arbitrary events C,,

l<t<an.
[J. Galambos (1975a)]

9. Extend the criterion of the preceding exercise by letting one coef-
ficient vary with n which is monotonic in n.

10. Give a new proof of Theorem 1.4.1 by the method of Exercise 9.

11.. Give new proofs for Theorem 1.4.3 by the methods of Exercises |
and 8.

12. Prove the following extension of the criterion of Exercise 8. Let
a, =a,(n) and b, =b,(n) depend on 7 in arbitrary manner. Assumethat
(86) has been established in the special case of Exercise 8 for all choices
a,(N) and 5,(N),N > 2, of the coefficients. Then (86) holds for arbitrary
events.

[J. Galambos and R. Mucci (1980)]

13. Let Sz, and Sf* be defined by (41) and (42). Prove that, for any
n> 1 and m>0 with 2m+1<n,

*—2SE%+3S%,—--- —2mS$*, < P(v,=1)

< St —2S3,+3S3%— ++» +(2m+1)SE41.5

Extend the formula by appropriately extending the definition of Sf* to
obtain bounds on P(», = 1), ¢>1.

[J. Galambos (1966)]

14. Use the inequalities of Exercise 13 to set bounds on P(X,.5 20.1)
in Example 1.5.2, where X,.; is the time to the second failure of compo-
nents if the first failure did not require replacement.
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15. Show that Theorem 1.4.3 implies the following inequality:

S2
I,n

PQ, > D>4S,

{K. L. Chung and P. Erdés (1952)}

16. For real numbers y, > y,>--- >y, 20, define

a

j—]S,= J , kl.' Dy %
juk

Show that

(S,-k+1)S,
VY,2.

(K+1)Sp4.,+kS,

Showthat if y, = P(v, > k), then S, is the binomial momentS,., of »,.

17. Apply the method of the preceding exercise to prove the following
result. If, for arbitrary sequence C,,C;,...,C, of events,

P(v,>1)> aS), + bS>,

and a and b are not of the form a= 2/(k+ 1),b= — 2/k(k+ 1) with some
1<k<n-—1, then there is an integer 1 <k <n—1 such that

2aoeae 2
k(k+1)
 S,,>aS,,,+bSp,,:

Consequently, Theorem 1.4.3 is the best linear lower bound in terms of
S,,, and S,,.

[J. Galambos (1977b)}

18. By the method ofindicators, or otherwise, prove that, for arbitrary
events C,,C,,...,C,,

P(r,>1)<Si,— B P(C\G):
je2

[E. G. Kounias (1968)]

19. Let A,,,1< j<m,1<1<n, be a double indexed sequence of events.
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Let »,,, denote the numberof events A,,, 1 <1<n, that occur. Letie

m %

N17) Apis)
j=zls=l

S (Uy, Uz,-- +) Um) =DP ’

  

where the summation = is for |< j<m and for all 1 <¢GU,1)<¢tG,2)
<-++ <tG,u) <n.Finally, let

5)k ’

where u=(U),U2,...,U_), K=(K),k>,...,k,), and K=k,+k,+--: +k,,. By
the method of indicators, or otherwise, prove that, for arbitrary integers
k,>0 and M >0,

s(usksr)=(—1)'-*s(u) TI
j=l

K+2M

P(v,=k l<sj<m< DY YT Ss(uks-),
r=K

where 2, signifies summation over all vectors u=(uU,,U2,...,U,_), 4; > 1,
such that u, +--+ +u,, =r.

[Eva Galambos (1965)]

20. With the notations of the preceding exercise prove that

K+2M+1

P(y,,=k,l<j<m)> YS DD S(uksv).
r=K

[R. M. Meyer (1969)]

21. Let X,,X;,...,X, be arbitrary random variables. Let J(x)= x if
x >0 andzero if x <0. Show that, for any real numbera,

Z, =max(X,,....X,)<at+ > J(X,—-a).
j=l

Hence,if the X’s are identically distributed,

E(Z,)<atnf""[1-F(x)]dx. (87)
a

Showthatif the integral on the right handsideis finite, then the right hand
side is minimized at

a=a,=inf{ x: F(x)>1-1/n}.

[T. L. Lai and H. Robbins (1976)]
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22. Use the inequality (87) to show that if F(x) is the standard normal
distribution, then, whatever be the interdependence of the X’s,

E(Z,)<(2logn—loglogn)'”?, n> 3.

[T. L. Lai and H. Robbins (1976)]

23. Let X,,X>,...,X, be iid. random variables. Show that the sequence
E(X,.,)) 1<r<n, n>1, uniquely determines the population distribution
F(x).

24. With the notations of the preceding exercise, prove that, for any
F(x) and for l<r<a,nal,

(n—r)E(X,.n FTE(X41 :n) = NE(Xn ).

Hence, concludethatif r(m) is an arbitrary function of n with I <r(n) <n,
then E(X,,,).,), 22 1, uniquely determines F(x).

25. Prove that if X,,X,,...,X, are iid. and, for alla >1, P(W,+logn
>y)=P(X,>y), then P(X,<x)=1—exp(—e*). [Hint: Apply Theorem
1.6.2 and the monotonic transformation exp(X;).]

26. Restate all theorems of Section 1.6 for all the continuous distribu-
tions you knowbyfirst transforming a random variable X with distribu-
tion function F(x) to the exponential variate Y= —logF(X).



CHAPTER 2

Weak Convergence for Independent
and Identically Distributed Variables

Throughout this chapter X,, X,,...,X, denote independent and identically
distributed random variables. We put

F(x)= P(X,<x). (1)

Furthermore, as before,

Z, = max(X,,X>,...,X, ) (2)

and

W,, =min(X,,X2,...,X,). (3)

By assumption

H,(x)= P(Z, <x)= F"(x) (4)

and

L, (x)= P(W, <x)=1—(1- F(x))”. (5)

We seek conditions on F(x) to guarantee the existence of sequences a,,
b,>0, and/or c,, d,>0 of constants such that, as n—> 00,

lim H,(a, + b,x) = H (x) (6)

and

limL,(c, + d,x) = L(x) (7)

exist for all continuity points of H(x) and L(x), respectively, where H (x)
and L(x) are nondegenerate distribution functions.

51
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Such convergence will be called weak convergence of distribution func-
tions or of random variables. That is, a sequence U, of random variables,

or their distribution functions R,(x), are said to converge weakly if, as
n—+o, lim R,(x)= R(x) exists for all continuity points x of the limit
R(x). With this term, our aim in this chapter is therefore to find conditions
on F(x) under which Z, (or W,) can be normalized by constants a, and
5, >0 so that (Z, — a,)/b, (or (W, —c,)/d,) converges weakly to a nonde-
generate distribution.

In view of (4) and (5), the expressions (6) and (7) are equivalent to

limF"(a, + b,x)= H(x) (6a)

and

lim{1 — F(c, + d,x)f" = 1— L(x), (7a)

where the limits are for n—»+ oo and in the sense of weak convergence.
_ Corollaries 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 contain an answer to our problem. In a set of
theorems, we now make these corollaries more specific. Namely, we shall
give rules for the construction of the sequences a,, b,, c,, and d, as well as
find criterions for F(x) under which (6a) and (7a) hold. In addition, we
shall make H(x) and L(x) explicit.

Before starting.with this program,let us introduce two notations which
will be used throughout this book. We say that a(F), defined as

a(F)=inf{ x: F(x)>0}, (8)

is the lower endpoint of the distribution function F(x). Similarly, the
upper endpoint w(F) of F(x) is defined by

w(F)=sup{x: F(x) <1}. (9)

Evidently, a(F) is either— oo or finite and w(F) is either + 00 orfinite. For
example, for the exponential distribution F(x)=1—e7*, x>0, a(F)=0
and w(F) = + 00. If F(x)is the distribution function of a random variable,
taking the values 0 and | only, then a(F)=0 and w(F)=1. As a final
example, we take F(%)=1/(1+e ~~), for which a(F)= —0o and w(F)= +
00.
The notations (1)-(9) will be used repeatedly without any further refer-

ence to their location. The reader is advised to become familiar with them.
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2.1. LIMIT DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MAXIMA
AND MINIMA:SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS

As in the previous chapter, we state separately theorems for maxima and
minima. However, recall that theorems on maxima and minima are equiv-
alent, as emphasized at the end of Section 1.2. Indeed, we shall obtain
results on the minimum from those on the maximum by transforming the
random variables X; into (— X,), by which maximum becomes minimum
and vice versa.

Wefirst state three theorems on the maximum and then give proofs.
Their counterparts on the minimum follow afterward.

Theorem 2.1.1. Let w(F)= +00. Assume that there is a constant y>0
such that, for all x >0, as t+ 00,

F 1— F(tx) ae (10)
lim—————i-F() mx,

Then there is a sequence b, >0 such that, as n—+ 0,

limP(Z, < b,x) = H,,, (x),

where

Hee exp(—x~’) if x>0, 1

ty) i otherwise. ay)

The normalizing constant b, can be chosen as

by mint x:1—-F(x)<4}, (12)

Theorem 2.1.2. Let u(F) be finite. Assume that the distribution function
F*(x)= F(w(F)—1/x), x >0, satisfies condition (10) of the preceding theo-
rem. Then there are sequences a, and b, >0 such that, as n—»+ 0,

limP(Z, <a, + b,x) = Hz, (x),

where

1 if x >0,
Hz,(x)= exp(—(-x)") ifx<0. 2
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The normalizing constants a, and b, can be chosen as a, =oF) and

 

b, =o(F)—int{ x:1-F(x)< +}.

 

Theorem 2.1.3. Assume that, for some finite a,

[POU- FO)<+.

For a(F)<t<«(F), define

R(t)=(1-F(Q))"f°"Fa)a.

Assume that, for all realX, as t—»uF),

1—F(t+xR(tJtAF(ttRO)
1— F(t)

Then there are sequences a, and b,>0 such that, as n—»+ 00,

limP(Z, <a, + b,x) = H3,(x),

where

Hy,9 (x) =exp(—e-*), —0<x< +00.

The normalizing constants a, and b, can be chosen as

a, int{ x:1- F(x)<+}
Se

and

b, = R(a,).

 

2.1

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)
Our notation H,(x), H2,(x), and H,(x) of the limit distributions

conforms to the following parametric form of von Mises. Let H,(x) be a
distribution function and, for those x’s for which 0< H,(x)<1,let

H, (x) =exp{ —(1+1x)"'“"},

where 7 is a given real number. For r=0, H,(x) is defined as lim H,(x),
where r-—>0. Thus, apart from a change of the origin and a changein the
unit on the x-axis, H,(x) yields H,,(x), H2,(x) and H,o(x) according as
t>0, 7<0, or r=0, respectively, where, forT#0, y=|1/7].
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Although not contained in the statements, we add here that Theorems
2.1.1-2.1.3 exhaust all possibilities for the existence of the asymptotic
distribution of maxima ofi.i.d. variables. In other words, if F(x) does not
fall into any of the three categories of the above theorems, then there are
no normalizing constants a, and b, for which (6) would hold. This fact will
be shown in Section 2.4. It should‘also be emphasized that the constants a,
and 5, are not unique. One possible choice is given in each theorem for a,
and b,. The relation of other possible choices to our specific ones will be
discussed in Section 2.2.

Proof of Theorem 2.1.1. We shall reduce our theorem to Corollary
1.3.1. For that purpose we choose a,=0 and b, as defined in (12). With
these choices, we shall show that, as n—+ 00,

: =, imantra EZ ES an
When (21) is proved, Corollary 1.3.1 implies the conclusion of the present
theorem.

Let us first remark that the assumption w(F)= +o implies that 5, of
(12) tends to +00. Hence, for x <0, b,x—»— oo and thus 1— F(b,x)—1.
Consequently, (21) is proved for x <0.
Now let x >0. Applying (10) with = 5,, which tends to +o with n, we

get that, as n—>+ 00,

1— F(b,x)
lima(1— F(b,x))=limn(1— F(6,)) 1— F(b,)

= x~‘limn(1— F(8,)).

Therefore, (21) will be proved, and thus the proof completed, if we show
that, for n— + 00,

limn(1— F(5,))=1. (22)

For proving (22), we first observe that, in view of (12),

1— F(b,+0)< + <1-F(b,)

or equivalently,

1—- F(8,)
1<n(l— F(8,))< 1—F(5, +0) (23)
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But, since 1 — F decreases,

1— F(b,+0)>1—F(b,x), x>1.

Applying this last inequality in (23) and appealing to (10) again, we get

1— F(b,)
1<n(1—-F(b)) <7x <(1—e)x’, (24)

where e0 as n>+00. Since x>1 is arbitrary, (24) implies (22). The
theorem is established. A

Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. We first apply Theorem 2.1.1 to random
variables with common distribution F*(x), which is defined for all x >0.
Since w(F*)= +00 and (10) applies to F*, the conclusion of Theorem
2.1.1, stated in the form of (6a), says that, any x>0, n> +00,

timFo"(bgx)=iFYoF _ Be)7Hav

. where

bp minf{ x:1- F(x) <4}

ninf{ x:1-F(F)- 4] <4}

= (ocr) —int{ x:1-Fey<2}) ah - |

Hence, with a, =w(F) and b, =1/b%, as n— + 00,

timF(a,~ 1) = 11,00 x>0,
x

or

limF"(a, + byx)= Hy (—+}, x<0.

But<0,(1/x)= Hz,,(x). The proof is now completed by
adding that, since a, =«(F) and b, >0, F(a, + 5,x)=1 for x >0. Hence, as
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n—>+ 0;

limF” (a, + 5,x) =1, x >0.

A

Proof of Theorem 2.1.3. For the proof we choose a, and b, by (19) and
(20), respectively. We shall follow the method of proof of Theorem 2.1.1,
which in turn was reduced to Corollary 1.3.1. Observing that a, of (19)
tends to w(F) as n—>» + 00, (17) implies that, as n>+ 00,

1— F(a,+5,x)

um = F(a)
e* (25)

for all x. Therefore, for arbitrary x, as n—+ 00,

1—F(a,+5,x)

1— F(q,)

=e-*limn[1—F(a,)].

limn(1— F(a, +5,x))=limn(1— F(a,))

Consequently, if we show that, as n—+ 00,

limn(1—F(a,))=1, (26)

Corollary 1.3.1 immediately yields Theorem 2.1.3. For proving (26), we
write the definition of a, in (19) in detail, and, by a trick, we appeal to (25).
Moreprecisely, by (19)

1— F(a, +0) <+ <1-F(a,).

On the other hand, for any e>0,

1— F(a, +eb,) <1— F(a, +0).

These twosets of inequalities can be combined to read

1- F(a,) ‘
ES AUS EG) Sarave) A

as n—»+00, as was obtained in (25). Since e>0 is arbitrary, (26) now
follows. The proof is completed. A

As stated earlier, Theorems 2.1.1-2.1.3 can be restated for minima by

considering (—X;) instead of X;. We give below all these theorems in
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detail, since their content is‘ very basic to the asymptotic theory of
extremes. They evidently do not require proof. ,

Theorem 2.1.4. Let a(F)=— 00. Assume that there is a constant y>0
such that, for all x >0, as t-»— ©,

F(tx)
lim

F(t)

Then there is a sequence d,>Q such that, as n—-»+ 0,

limP( W, < d,x) iz Ly,,(x),

 mx, (27)

where

Lim { 1—exp(—(—x)~’) if x<0 (28)
1 if x>0.

The normalizing constant d, can be chosen as

d,=sup{ x:F(x)<+}. (29)

Theorem 2.1.5. Let a(F) be finite. Assume that the distribution function
F*(x)= F(a(F)—1/x), x<0, satisfies condition (27). Then there are
sequences c, and d,>0 such that, as n—»+ 0,

limP(W, <c,+4,x) = L,(x),

where

l—exp(—x’) ifx>0,
x)= 30

tasks) e if x <0. (0)

The normalizing constants c, and d, can be chosen as c,=a(F) and

d,=sup{ x: F(x) <4} —a(F). (31)

Theorem 2.1.6. Assume that, for some finite a,

[i _FO)a< +e (32)
a(F)
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For t>a(F), define

O=FGSLFe (33)

Assume that, for all real x, as t>a(F),

im=e", (34)

Then there are sequences c, and d,>0 such that, as n+ ©,

limP(W, <¢, + d,x) = Ls,o(2),
where

Ly,o(x)=1—exp(—e*), —o<x<+o. (35)

The normalizing constants c, and d, can be chosen as

c=sup{ x:F(x)<+| (36)

and

d,=r(c,). (37)

Weturn nowto the discussion of other possible choices for the normaliz-
ing constants a,, b,, c,, and d,. For examples to Theorems 2.1.1-2.1.6 with
specific distributions, see Section 2.3.

2.2. OTHER POSSIBILITIES FOR THE
NORMALIZING CONSTANTS IN THEOREMS 2.1.1-2.1.6

In each theorem of the preceding section we gave specific choices for the
normalizing constants a,, b,, c,, and d,. There are, however, other possibili-
ties for these constants. We do not even claim that the choices given so far
are the simplest ones. Their advantage is that the rules given for their
calculation are generally easy to applyto all distributions for which a limit
law is presented.
That normalizing constants, in general, cannot be unique can be seen

from the following simple discussion. Let Y, be a sequence of random
variables and assumethat, with some constants C, and D, >0, as n—>+ 00,

limP(Y, <C,+D,x) = G(x) (38)
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for all continuity points of G(x), where G(x) is a nondegenerate distribu-
tion function. Writing

P(Y.<C.+D P Yn Gn(Y,< ar x) = D,~ D, <*}

one immediately sees that, if D,—»+ 00, say, then modifying C, by a
quantity C* which satisfies C*/D,->0, as n+ 00, will have no effect in
the limit (38). Similarly, one expects that D, can be replaced by D*
satisfying D*/D,—>1 as n—-»>+ 00. These observations are made precise in
the following lemma. We formulate the lemma in terms a bit more general
than we need here; this will, however, not complicate the proof. Later we
shall use it in this general form.

. Lemma 2.2.1. Let U, and 5, be two sequences of random variables.
Assume that there is a distribution function G(x) such that, for all of its
continuity points x, as n—> + 00,

limP(U, <x) = G(x). (39)

Furthermore, assume that, for every e>0, as n—>+ 00,

limP (|5,| > e) =0. (40)

Then, as n-» + 00,

limP(U, +5, < x)= G(x) (41)

for all continuity points x of G(x).

Proof. Let e>0. Write

P(U, +5, <x)=P(U, +6, <x,|5,|<e)+ P(U, +5, <x,|6,| > e). (42)

Since

P(U, +5, <x,|6,| > &) < P(|6,| > e),

this term tends to 0 as n—>+ 00, in view of (40). Turning to the first term
on the right handside of (42), we make the following estimates:

P(U, +6, <x,|8,|<e)< P(U,<x+e,|5,|<e)

< P(U,<x+e) (43)
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and

P(U, +6, <x, |5,|<e) > P(U, <x—e,|6,| <e)

= P(U,<x—e)—P(U,<x—e«,|6,|> 2). (44)

Thelast term in (44) can again be estimated by P(|5,| > e), which tends to
zero by another appeal to (40). Therefore, if ¢ is such that x+e and x—e
are continuity points of G(x), (39) and (42)—(44) imply that, as n+ 00,

G(x —e)<lim infP(U, + 6, < x) <lim supP(U, + 8, <x) < G(x +e).

Letting e-—0, (41) follows for continuity points x of G(x). The lemma is
proved. A

Wecan noweasily prove our claims about the constants in (38).

Lemma 2.2.2. Let Y, be a sequence of random variables. Let C, and
_ D,>0 be sequences of real numbers for which (38) holds for all continuity
points x of G(x). Let C* and D*>0 be two additional sequences of real
numbers which satisfy, as n—+ 0,

 

linee=() (45)

and

D,
lim = 1. (46)

Then (38) holds for all continuity points x of G(x), when C, and/or D, are
replaced by CS and/or D5, respectively.

Proof. To show that we can replace C, by C*, we apply Lemma 2.2.1
with U,=(Y,—C,)/D, and §,=(C,—C%)/D,. Assumption (45) implies
(40), and thus (41) holds. This is exactly our claim, since

Y,—-GoeU,+5,= 

Turning to replacing D, by D*, we write

 

Dt ~ D, * D
  —|

Y,-C, Y,-C, Y,-C,(D,

Dr
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Putting U,=(Y,—C,)/D, and

pateDe _,
D, \DF
 

we have to show that (40) holds. Let e>0. Let M>1 be such that +eM
are continuity points of G(x). Let mo be such that, for all n> no,

D, 1
pe|<

 

Such m)=1)(M) can be found for arbitrary M >0 by (46). Then, for all
Nn? Noy

D
 P(ad>2)<?| >a}

  

Letting n—+ oo and then M—>+ 00, we get (40). Lemma 2.2.1 now implies
that.the limiting distribution of (Y,—C,)/D% is also G(x). Since C, and
C; can be interchanged in this latter argument, the proof is completed. A

So far we have discussed the question that, if we have found normalizing
constants in (38) for a general limit distribution problem, then to what
extent can these constants be changed without affecting the limit? As we
shall see in the next section, the simple conclusion of Lemma 2.2.2 is very
useful in making the constants of Theorems 2.1.1—2.1.6 simpler and neater.
We now focus our attention on the structure of the sequences a,, b,, C,s
and d, occurring in (6) and (7).

Theorem 2.2.1. Let a, and b, >0 be sequences of real numbers for which
(6) holds. Then, for arbitrary integer m> 1, the limits, as n—>+ 00,

 

Bren — Ip
lim 5Am (47)

and

nm
lim> =B_>0, (48)

exist and are finite. Furthermore,

H"™ (A,, + B,,x) = H (x). (49)
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Before proving the theorem, let us remark that (49) uniquely determines
the limits A,, and B,, for each specific H(x) (Section 2.4).
For the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, we need the following general result.

Lemma 2.2.3. Let F, (y) be a sequence of distribution functions. Let C,,
D,,>0, p, and 1, >0 be sequences of real numbers such that, as n—> + 0,

limF,(C,+D,x)=G(x), lim F, (, + 7,x) = T(x) (50)

for all continuity points x of the limits, where G(x) and T(x) are nondegen-
erate distribution functions. Then, as n—» + ©, the limits

. Th . Pr—-C,

inee lim D, =A (51) 

are finite, and

T(x)=G(A+ Bx). (52)

Proof. Select two points x,,x, and y,, y, of continuity for each of G(x)
and T(x) such that

0<G(x,)<G(x.)<1 and T(y,)<G(x,), T(y2)>G(x).

Then, by (50), for sufficiently large,

Pu t+ TY <C, + Dx, < C, + D,X2 <p+TY (53)

Taking differences of the middle terms and of the outermost terms, we get

D,,(X2— %1) St,(92-1)

 

 

or

D pee

T, Xy—X|

On the other hand,the first two terms in (53)yield

Pa Cn T

Since x,, Xz, Y1, ¥2 are fixed, (54) implies that D,/1, remains bounded as
n—+oo. Interchanging the roles of G(x) and 7(x) in the argument,

leading to (53), we similarly get that 7,/D, remains bounded. An appeal to
(55) now shows that (p, — C,)/D, is bounded, and, by the symmetry of the
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roles of T(x) and G(x), we can conclude that (C, —p,)/D, is bounded as
well. Let us now take a subsequence n, of n for which (51) holds. Thelimit
B is indeed different from zero, since its reciprocal is finite in view of the
preceding argument. Let e>0 be arbitrary and n,sufficiently large. Then,
by the choice of n,,

(B—e)D,, < %, = D,(Bt+e)

and

C,, + D, (A -—&) <p, <C, + D, (A +).

Hence, for x >0,

F,(C, +AD, + BD,x—e(x+1)D, )< F, (py, + 1X)

< F,(C, +AD, + BD,x + e(x+1)D,).

Therefore, if x and e are such that A + Bx —e(x+1) as well as A+ Bx+
e(x +1) are continuity points of G(x), (50) implies that, as n,—> + 00,

G(A + Bx—e(x+1))<liminf F,(p, +1,x)

<limsupF, (p, +1,,x) < G(A + Bx+e(x+1)).

Finally, if x is a continuity point of T(x) and A + Bx is a continuity point
of G(x), then letting e-0 yields (52). Although we assumed x>0, the
effect of x <0 in the above argumentis only that ex will be replaced by
— ex, and thus (52) follows again. However, (52) uniquely determines A
and B. Consequently, for every subsequence n, for which (51) holds, the
limits A and B are the samevalues; thus (51) holds. This completes the
proof. A

There are cases when the normalizing constants a, and b, > 0 for a popu-

lation distribution F(x) can be obtained from those computed for another

population G(x). Indeed,ifwe write

 

1—F(x) nf1 alyP(e) =(1-[1-F@p={1-72 :

the following simple reduction method results.

Lemma2.2.4. Assume thatF(x) andG(x) are twodistributionfunctions
such that w(F) = @(G) =, and, with some constants a, and b, > 0, as
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n-> +o,

lim n{1 —G(a%+b3z)|=u(z)

exists, whichisfinite and not identically zero at least on an interval. Fur-
thermore, we assume that, asx > w,

_ 1-F(x)
lim += G(x)
 =D, 0<D< +o.

Then, asn > +0,

lim G"(a* + b{z) =lim F*(a, + ,z) =e—"© =H(z),

where H(z)is ofthe same type as one ofthe limitingforms H,,, (z), H2,, (z)

andH;,.(z), and

a,=a,+b;A(D), b,=5;,B(D),

A(D) andB(D)being defined by the equation

H?(A(D) +B(D)z) =H(z).

Remark 2.2.1. Notice that ifa; and b* are such that H(z)is in standard
form (as at (11), (13) and (18)), then

A(D)=0 and B(D)=D"7 if H(z) =H,,,(z);

A(D)=0 and B(D)=D-""_ if H(z) =H2,,(z);

and

A(D) =log D and B(D)=1_ if H(z) =H3.(z).

In particular, if D= 1, A(D) =0 and B(D) = 1, implying that a, =a; and
b, = bj.

Proof. By Lemma1.3.3 and Corollary 1.3.1, the choice

x=a,+bJA(D) +B(D)z|=a,+b,z

in the formula for F"(x), preceding the statementofthe lemma,results in

lim F*(a, + b,z) =exp|—D ulA(D) +B(D)z]}=H?(A(D) +B(D)z),

SD) indeed equals H(z) on account of the definition of A(D) and
B(D). A
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Proof of Theorem 2.2.1. Let F(x) be a distribution function satisfying

(6a). Let m> 1 be a fixed integer. Then, as n—+ 00,

lim F""(a,,, + BuX)= H(x)

or

lim F"(a,,, + By,x)=H(x).

Comparing this with (6a), we have the situation of Lemma 2.2.3-namely,
F,= F", C,=@,, D, = bn, Pn= Anam» T= Onm G(x)= H(x), and T(x)=
H'/™(x). The conclusion of Lemma2.2.3 with this special case is exactly
whatwas to be proved. A

Wealso state the counterpart of Theorem 2.2.1 for minima. This can be
deduced from Theorem 2.2.1 by our usual transformation, or one can

easily prove it by a direct appeal to Lemma 2.2.3. We omit the details of

proof.

Theorem 2.2.2. Let c, and d,>Q be sequences of real numbers for which
(7) holds. Then, for arbitrary integer m> 1, the limits, as n+ ©,

 

 

lim 22" 4+ 56Magen Am (36)

and

. dam

lim oe Bs #0, (57)

exist and are finite. Furthermore,

1— L(x)={1- L(AZ + Bex)}”. (58)

As a side result in Theorems 2.2.1-2.2.2 we obtained that the class of
limit distributions H (x) and L(x) for maxima and minima,respectively, is
the set of solutions of the functional equations (49) and (58). This result
will help us in settling our claim that Theorems 2.1.1-2.1.6 exhaust all
possibilities for our problem stated at (6) and (7). We shall discuss this in
more detail in Section 2.4. Let us now turn to some examples through
special distributions.
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2.3. THE ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAXIMUM
AND MINIMUM FOR SOMESPECIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Weshall apply our results of the previous two sections for some specific
population distributions. With the following examples we have the double
aim of presenting results for the most important distributions as well as
working out details as exercises for our theory obtained so far. Therefore,
in each case, we shall appeal to Theorems 2.1.1-2.1.6 and 2.2.1-2.2.2, even
though, for some distributions, a direct solution of (6) and (7) would be
simple. Since we do not want to repeat the examples of Chapter 1, the
reader is referred to Examples 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, where the exponential
distribution is introduced. We leave as Exercise 10 the reobtaining of the
normalizing constants through Theorems2.1.1-2.1.6.

In order to reduce the number of parameters in the distributions to be
considered, let us remark that, if a and b>0 are constants, then

max(a+bX,,a+ bX,,...,a+ bX, )=a+bmax(X,,X,,...,X,)

and, for b<0, the left hand side equals

a+bmin(X,,X,,...,X, ).

A similarrelation also holds for the minimum ofthe linear transformations

a+bX;, 1<j<n. One can therefore easily modify the normalizing con-
stants, to be obtained below, when a change in location (a) or in scale (5)
is needed.

2.3.1. The Uniform Distribution on (0, 1)

Let the commondistribution function F(x) be defined

[° for x <0,
F(x)=)x forO<x<l,

{1 for x>I.

Thus, a(F)=0 and u( F)= 1. Hence, for Z,, either Theorem 2.1.2 or 2.1.3 is
to be applied. Let us check (17). Since

1—(¢+xR(1)) R(t)
—__——— =|!-x

l-0 l-t
 

cannot tend to e * as fl, (17) fails and thus Theorem 2.1.2 is the only
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possibility. We introduce, for x >0,

Fe(x)=F(1-+)=1-4 ifx>l.

Turning to (10), we find that, for x >0, as s+ 00,

i 1 — F*(tx) i j
mIFQ)“x -

Hence, Theorem 2.1.2 applies with y = 1. It follows that, since

int{ x: 1-F(x)<i}=1-2,

lim P(Z,< 1+ 1x)= Hy, (ee See):

which,in this special case, becomes H, ,(x)=e* for x <0 and H, ,(x)=1
for x > 0.
Turning to W,, again either Theorem 2.1.5 or Theorem 2.1.6 applies.

Starting with Theorem 2.1.5, we have to check (27) with F*(x)= F(—1/.),
x <0, which becomes F*(x)=—1/x for x<—1. Thus, for all x>0, as
t—>— ©

F*(tx)

F(t)
.

 lim x

Consequently, Theorem 2.1.5 applies with y=i. By (31), d,=1/n, c,=
a(F)=0. Hence, as n— + 00,

lim P(nW, <x) Ly, (x),
where L, ,(x)=1—e~* for x >0 and 0 for x <0.

2.3.2. The Standard Normal Distribution

Weturn nowto the distribution

F(x)=(20)"'?{" ed,
—o

where x is arbitrary. Thus a(F)=—oo and w(F)=+00. Now either
Theorem 2.1.1 or Theorem 2.1.3 applies to Z,. We shall in fact show that
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Theorem 2.1.3 applies. More specifically, we shall concludethat, with

i5(loglogn + log47)
a, = (2iogn)'/? — ———____— (59)
‘ (logan)!

and

b, = (2logn)”'”?, (60)

 

(Z, —4,)/5, converges weakly to H;(x). For this, we first find an asymp-
totic expression for 1 — F(x) as x—>+ 00. Let x >0. Integrating by parts, we
get

(2n)'7(1- F(x))= f
x

Tedumf(ue?)um

= murteP2yse(eydu,
x

thatis,

(20)'"(1= F(x))—xemfeudu, x0.

Wecan continue this method for obtaining as many terms as we wish to
approximate | — F(x). For example, one morestep results in the inequali-
ties

 l (4 -ter1— F(x)

 

(22)'/? x x

< L se. XO. (61)
(22)'/?x

Wethus have, as x» + 00,

limx(1— F(x))e”’/?=(22)7'7? (62)

We may pause here to observe that Theorem 2.1.1 indeed fails for the
normal distribution. Thatis, by (62), the limit in (10) is not finite. Hence,
we should turn to Theorem 2.1.3. By the upper estimate in (61), (15)
evidently holds with, say, a=1. The next step is to check the validity of
(17). For this we approximate R(t) of (16). By integrating (61), we get, for
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t>0,

784-23 [NeAty- Ady < VEm|(1-F(y))dy
63

ge2-2feyFy. 7
{

Since

[PePy8618feyct,
t t

where the last step was obtained by the upper inequality of (61), (62) and

(63) yield

R(t)= + +007), t>+ 00. (64)

Hence,by (62), as t—» + 00,

lim

IH

F(t+xR() =lima1-F() (1+ xR ())exp{ H(¢+xR (9)"}

= limROexp| = 2R(1)(14 5xR (n)} =e7*,

Consequently, Theorem 2.1.3 does apply, and thus the limit distribution of
(Z, —a,)/, is indeed H;(x). It temains to show that the expressions (59)
and (60) can be used for a, and b,, respectively. For showing this, we shall

apply the formulas (19) and (20) as well as Lemma 2.2.2. The latter tells us

how accurately we should solve the relation in (19). Since F(x) is continu-

ous, (19) reduces to 1— F(a,)=1/n. Hence, the logarithm of (61) with
x=a, yields

logn + log(1 — a, *) <4a?+loga, + 3 log(27) <logn. (65)

Weshall determine a, as a sum of terms which are smaller and smaller in
magnitude. Evidently, the first term in a, is (2logn)'/?. This fact already
implies that we can choose b, by the formula (60). As a matter of fact, by
(20) and (64), any further terms in a,, which are of smaller magnitude than

. (logn)'/?, will modify b, to b* to such an extent only that 5,/b%—1 as
n—» +00. Therefore, by Lemma2.2.2, we are free to choose either b, or 5%.
Let us therefore establish that our choice for 5, is formula (60). Another
appeal to Lemma 2.2.2 nowtells us that, in view of (45), if we neglect a
term in a, which, when divided by b,, tends to zero, the limit distribution is
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not affected. Hence, we have to expand a, into terms which are not of

smaller magnitude than (logn)~'/?. It is easily achieved by substituting
a, = (2logn)'/2 — k/(2logn)'/? in (65). We immediately get (59).

Since the standard normal distribution F(x) is symmetric about zero,
c,™—a, and d,=b, can be used as normalizing constants for W,. The
limiting distribution is L,o(x) of (35).

2.3.3. The Lognormal Distribution

If X >0 and logX is a normal variate, then X is said to have a lognormal
distribution. Thus, in standard form,

F(x)= (22)?f82dy x >0. (66)
—- oo

Wecantherefore easily find normalizing constants a, and b, >0 such that
(Z, —4a,)/6, converges weakly. Let first a* and b* be the normalizing
constants (59) and (60) for the standard normal distribution. Then, by
definition, as n—+ 00,.

P (logZ, < a* + b*x)—exp(—e~*). (67)

This, of course, does not provide directly our desired form of P(Z, <a, +
b,x). However, since by, given asb, in (60), tends to zero as n-»+ 00, by
the Taylor expansion, for some|»| <1,

exp(az + bfx) =exp(as)|[ 1+ bfx +»(b$x)’]

=exp(a*) + b* exp(a*)(1 + vb*x)x.

As remarked, 1+vb*x—1 as n—-+00. Hence, by Lemma 2.2.2, as n>
+o,

lim P (Z,, < exp(a* + 6%x))=lim P(Z, <a, +5,x)

with a, =exp(a*) and b, = b* exp(a*). The limit distribution, as obtained in
(67), is exp(—e-*).

The minimum W,can similarly be reduced to the case of the standard
normaldistribution. We immediately get that, as n— + 00,

lim P(W,, <c, +d,x)=1-—exp(—e*),

where c, =exp({—a*)=1/a, and d, = b* exp({—a*).
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2.3.4. The Cauchy Distribution

If the commondistribution F(x) is given by

F(x)= 5 + i arctan x,

then a(F)= —0o and w(F)= +00. Hence, for Z,, either Theorem 2.1.1 or
Theorem 2.1.3 can be applied. But since integration by parts gives

io
+00 +00 1

f [1-F(x)] dx=x(1- F(x))], +f Gelee

(15) fails. We have therefore to consider Theorem 2.1.1. Applying
L’Hospital’s rule,.as t— + 00,

lim=) ‘ (1+17)x

1- F(t) +(ix)
 =x!

Wecan thus apply Theorem 2.1.1 with y=1. We obtain that, as n+ 00,

lim P(Z, < b,x) =exp( — 1), x>0,

where 5, can be chosen as

1darctans, = +,
2é@ n

or

T n
b, =tan ——_$ — ~~ —

(5 4 7 (68)

The symmetry of F(x) about zero again makes it unnecessary to
investigate W, in detail. Since

P(W,<—-x)=P(Z,>x),  x>0,

we get that, as n+ 00,

lim P(W, <d,x)=1—exp(+), x<0,

where d, =, of (68).
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2.3.5. The Logistic Distribution

In the standard form,the logistic distribution is defined as

F(x)=1/(1t+e-*), a(F)=—0, o(F)= +0.

Since, asx > +00,

1~F(x)_ _e*/(te™*)
1-G-e)e*

Lemma 2.2.4 is applicable with D = 1. That is, the same normalizing con-
stants ofZ, can be chosen for logistic populationsas for the unit exponential
distribution, and in both cases the samelimiting distribution H(z) obtains.
Hence, on account ofExample1.3.1, Z, —logm converges weakly toH;,9(z)
for standard logistic populations.
As in previous examples, F(x) is symmetric about zero, and thus W, +

log n converges weakly to L;,o(z).

2.3.6. Truncated Distributions

Given a distribution function F(x), the distribution function

1—F(x)

1-—F(u)’

with a(F,) =u and w(F,) = @(F), is its left-truncated version (with trun-
cation at u). By Lemma2.2.4,

under F,(x), (Z,—a,)/b, converges weakly to H(z)

 F,(x)=1-

if, and onlyif,

under F(x), (Z,—a%)/b; converges weakly to H(z),

where

a,=a,+bA(D), b,=b,B(D), D=1/[1—F(u)],

andA(D)andB(D)are the values given in Remark 2.2.1.
The following special case is of particular interest.Implicit in the calcu-

lations of the proof of Theorem 1.6.3 is the fact that, if the population dis-
tributionF(x) is continuous,theconditional distribution ofZ,, given W, =u,
is just the distribution ofZ, _ , in a sequence ofn — 1 i.i.d. random variables
whose commondistribution function is F,(x). Consequently, the asymp-
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totic behaviourofZ, without condition is related to that, given W, = u, by the

rule above.In particular, since the conclusions differ depending on whether

the distribution is unconditional or conditioned on W, = u, Z, and the event

W, = uremain dependentevenin limit. The readeris advised to compare this

statement with Theorem 2.9.1.

2.4. NECESSARY CONDITIONS
FOR WEAK CONVERGENCE

In this section we settle two mathematical problems. They can be
summarized by saying that Theorems 2.1.1—2.1.6 exhaust all the possibili-
ties for the existence of asymptotic distribution for maxima and minima,
after suitable normalization, in the i.id. case. Before giving the exact
statements, however, let us look at the definition (6) of the existence of a
limit law H (x) for Z,. The argumentwill, of course, apply to W,, as well.

In (6), we are seeking sequences a, and b,>0 of numbers such that
(Z, —@,)/6, has a limit law H (x). However, the sequences a, and b, are
Not unique, as we saw in Section 2.2. Nevertheless, H(x) cannot vary
much with varying a, and b,. We obtained in Lemma 2.2.3 that if, for
some sequences a, and b, >0, as n> + 00,

lim P(Z, <a, + 5,x) = H (x)

andif, for other sequences A, and B, >0,

lim P(Z, <A, + B,x) = H*(x),

then H*(x)= H(A + Bx) with some constants A and B >0. Such situa-
tion does occur, as the following example shows. Let X,,X;,...,X, be

unit exponential variates; that is, their common distribution function
F(x)=1-—e7*, x >0. Then (see Example 1.3.1), as n—+ 00,

limP(Z, <logn + x) =exp(—e7*).

Hence, a, =logn, b, = 1, and H (x)=exp(— e~ *). Choose now A, =3+logn
and B, =2, say. We get, for n—+ 00,

H*(x)=limP(Z, <A, + B,x)

=lim P[ Z, <a, + b,(2x +3) |

= H (2x +3).

Therefore, we cannot speak of a uniquelimiting distribution but of a whole
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family. This family will be referred to as distributions of the same type,
which is the content of the following definition.

Definition 2.4.1. We say that the distribution functions H(x) and
H*(x) are of the same type if there are real numbers A and B >0 suchthat

H*(x)= H(A + Bx).

For making the formulation of the results of the present section simpler,
we introduce another concept.

Definition 2.4.2. Let H(x) be a nondegenerate distribution function
whichis a possible limit in (6). Then we say that F(x) is in the domain of
attraction of H(x) if there are sequences a, and b,>0 such that, as
n—+ 0,

lim F" (a, + b,x) = H (x).

Furthermore, if L(x) is a nondegenerate distribution function occurring in
(7), then F(x) is said to be in the domain of attraction of L(x)if, for some
sequences c, and d, >0, as n—>+ 00,

lim[1— F(c, +d,x) ]"=1- L(x).

If we replace x by A+ Bx, B>O, in either of the limits above, we get

thatif F(x) is in the domainofattraction of H(x) (or L(x)), F(x) is in the
domain ofattraction of any function whichis of the same type as H (x) (or
L(x)). In other words, the domains of attraction of two functions are
identical if the two functions in question are of the sametype.

Wecan now formulate the results of this section.

Theorem 2.4.1. There are only three types of nondegenerate distributions
H (x) satisfying (6). These are H,,(x) of (11), H2,(x) of (13), and Hyfx)
of (18).

Theorem 2.4.2. There are only three types of nondegenerate distributions
L(x) satisfying (7). These are L,,(x) of (28), Lz,(x) of (30), and Lyofx) of
(35).

Theorem 2.4.3. The distribution function F(x) is in the domain of attrac-
tion of

(i) H,,,(x) if, and only if, wF)= + 00 and (10) holds;
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(ii) H2,(x) if, and only if, WF) < +00 and

F°(x)=FLF)- 5 | x>0

satisfies (10); and
(ili) Hy(x) if, and only if, (15) is finite and (17) holds.

The final result in this sequence is as follows.

Theorem 2.4.4. F(x) is in the domain of attraction of

(i) Ly,,(x) if, and only if, a(F)= — 00 and (27) holds;
(ii) L,(x) if, and only if, a(F) > — 00 and the function

Fo(x)=F{ a(F)— = | x<0
x

Satisfies (27); and
(ili) Lso(x) if, and only if, (32) is finite and (34) holds.

As pointed out several times, the theory for minima is equivalent to that
for maxima. Hence, we shall prove only Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.3 in detail.
Theorems2.4.2 and 2.4.4 will then follow by our turning to the sequence
{ — X;} of random variables instead of {X;}.

Proof of Theorem 2.4.1. We have established in Theorem 2.2.1 that if
H (x) is a nondegenerate limit in (6), then it satisfies the equation

H"™ (A,,+ B,,x)=H (x), m>1, (69)

where A,, and B,, >0 are suitable constants. Let us determine the solutions
of (69) in several steps.

(i) Wefirst find those solutions H (x) of (69) for which B,, = for all
m 1; that is, with some constants A,,,

H"(A,,+x)=H(x), mol. (69a)

Since H(x) is nondecreasing, 0= A, < A, <---. Thereis at least one m for
which A,, >0; otherwise (69a) would become H™(x)= H(x) for all x, and
thus H(x)=0 or 1 for all x, contrary to our assumption that H(x) is
nondegenerate.It is also evident that, as m—> + 00,

limA, =0(H). (70)
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As a matter of fact if A,,<q<w(H) for all m>1, then, by (69a), forall

x<wWH)-—q, H(x)=0. But if H(x)=0 for x=x*, then H(x)=0 for

x,=x*+A,, m> 1. Letting x, take the role of x*, we would get H(x)=0

for x,=x*+2A,, m>1, and then, by induction, H(x)=0 for x,=x*+

kA,,, k> 1, would follow. Since there is one m with A,,>0, H(x,)=0,
k > 1, and the monotonicity of H (x) would imply H(x)=0for all x. This

is, however, not possible for a proper distribution function. We have thus
proved (70) as well as H(x)>0 for all x. A similar argument shows that

H(x)< 1 for all x and thus w(H)= + 00. We can therefore take logarithms
in (69a). We get

mlogH (A,,+x)=logH(x), ml, -o<x<+o00, (71)

where

0=A,<A,<:::; A,+00 with m. (72)

From (71) and (72) we shall deduce that the function

GGla)=logH (x), O(a)= (73)
satisfies the equation

G*(x+y)=G*(x)G*(y), forall x,y. ' (74)

For this purpose, consider an arbitrary number z>0. By (72), we can

define a unique m with A,, <z<A,,,,. Since G(x) is nondecreasing,

G(A,, + x) < G(z+x)< G(A,,4, +). (75)

Applying (75) with an arbitrary x and with x=0, we get, in view of
G(x)<0,

G(A,, +x) G(z+x)_ G(Ay41+)

G(Anz)” G@) ” GA,’
which, by (71), becomes

(m+1)G(x)_  G(z+x) mG (x)

mG(0)” G(z)” (m+1)G()'

If z+ 00, then m—+ do. Hence

‘ G(z+x) G(x)

sete G(z) GO)
 = G*(x).
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Let now x and y be arbitrary numbers. Then

. _ G(z+x+y)
G yeeSee.

i G(z+x+y) G(z+x)

“amteo G(z+x)  G(z)

= G*(y)G*(x),

which is exactly (74). Notice that G(x)<0 and thus G*(x)>0. Further-
more, G*(x) is nondecreasing. Hence; by (74), Lemma1.6.1 implies that,
for x > 0, G*(x)=e"™ for some a>0. Once again applying Lemma1.6.1
to G*(—x), x>0, we get G*(x)me~*, x<0, for some b>0. Since
G*(0)= 1, (74) yields, with x = —y, that a=b. Hence

logH (x) = G(x) =G(0)G*(x)=G(0)e"™

with some a >0, where x is arbitrary. If we write G(0)= —e~‘,

H(x)=exp(—e~“~*), a >0,

whichis of the type of Hox).

(ii) We now turn to the case of (69), when there is one M>1 such
that B,, <1. We first show that w(//)is finite. In fact we show that

w(H) = a. (76) 

Indeed, if x > Ay/(1— By), then x > Ay, + Byx. Since H(u) is nonde-
creasing,

H(x)> H (Aq + By).

But then by (69)

H™ (x)< H(x)= H™ (Ay + Byx) < H™ (x),

and thus H(x)=1 for x > Ay/(1 — By). In order to complete the proof of
(76), we have to show that, for x< A,,/(1— By), H(x)<1. However,if
this were not true, then w(H)< A,/(1 — By) or, equivalently, w(H)< A,,
+ By,H). We could then choose two numbers y and x with

wo(H)<y <Ay + Byx <Ay +ByH). (77)
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Hence,by (69),

H(x)= H™ (A,,+ Byx) > H™ (y)=1, (78)

where the last equation follows from the definition of w(H). The inequality
in (78) would thus give H (x)=1. But, by the choice of x in (77), x <w(H),
for which H(x)= is not possible. Consequently, (76)is valid.

Wealso deduce that, under the condition of B,, <1, a(H)= — oo. Since
H(x) is nondegenerate,

Aya(H)<oH)= 7. 

Hence,if a(H)> — oo, just as in (77), we could find an x with

x<a(H)<Ay + Byx, (79)

by simply taking any x with a(H)< Ay + Byx <Ay + Bya(H). For such
an x, however,

O= Hf a(H)]> H(x)=H™ (Ay + By),

and thus H(A,, + B,,x)=0. This contradicts the definition of a(#) in view
of the upper inequality of (79).
The inequalities in the preceding argumentcan be reversed, and we can

thus reach the following conclusions. If B, >1 for some s>1, then a(//)is
finite and w(H)= + 00. Hence, if B,,<1 for some M >1, then B, <1 for

all s>1. We add that B,=1 for s>1 is also impossible if B,,<1 for some
M> 1. Indeed, we would have, for any x <(H),

H(x)= H* (x+4A,), (80)

from whichit is evident that A, >0. The application of (80) with x <u(H)
<x+A, would yield H(x)=1, contradicting the definition of w(H).:‘We
have thus shown that, if B,, <1 for some M >1, then B,, <1 for all m>1.
But then (76) can be applied with arbitrary m> 1 and weget

 

An
i-B, =(H ) form>1. (81)

We can now reduce (69) to (69a) by introducing the following function.
Let

G(z)=H[wWH)—-e77], z real.
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Then,with C,, = —logB,,, (69) and (81) yield, for m> 1,

G" (C,, +2) = H"|w(H)— B,e~*],

=H" {A,,+ B,,[o(H)—e~*]}

= H[w(H)-e7*]=G(z),

which is (69a). The solution in part (i) gives

G(z)=exp(—e"%-*), a>,

from which

H(z)=G losane[ml —e-[w(H)—2]*},

where z<«u(H) and a>0. Thisis evidently of the same type as H,,(x) of
(13).

(iii) There remains the case of (69), when there is an m>1 with B,,>1.
As remarked in the course of(ii), (see the discussion between (79) and

(80)), by reversing the inequalities, leading to (76), one can get that a(#)is
finite and w(H)= +00. We then get, as in (ii), that necessarily B,,>1 for
all m>1. The transformation G(z)= H[a(H)+e7] again leads to (69a),
from which only one type of solution is obtained for (69), namely, that of
Hi,,(x).

in (i)-(iii) we have seen that (69) has only three types of solution in
H(x). As remarked at the beginning of the proof, the limit H(x) of(6)is
necessarily one of the solutions of (69). Theorems 2.1.1—2.1.3 show thatall
of these three types are indeed possible, hence the proof is completed. A

Proof of Theorem 2.4.3. The part “if” in each of (i)-(iii) has been
proved, namely in Theorems 2.1.1-2.1.3. Hence, in each case, the part
“only if” needs proof.

Proof of part (i). We assume that F(x) is such that, with suitable se-
quencesa, and b, > 0,asn > +0,

lim F*(a, + b,x) =H,,,(x). (82)

From (82), we shall concludethat w(F) = + oo and that (10) holds. We

shall do this by turning to a subsequence {n(k)} of n in (82), on which we
can show that we maytake a,,,) = 0. Then, by an elementary argument, by
which we showed (74), we shall deduce (10). The details are as follows.
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First notice thatTheorem 2.2.1 easily extends to the slightly more general
case whenthe integer m is replaced by an arbitrary real number s > 1. We
thus havethat ifA, and B, > 0 are the solutions of the equation

1.(A, +B,x) =H,,,(x) for all x,

then, asm > + 0,

Fins} — Fn Bins) _
lim,=A, and im B,,

where [ns] signifies the integer part of ns. Now, since the above equation

yields A, = 0 and B, = s'/7, the limits just stated can be rewritten as

An(k+1) ~ An(k) _ Dacet 1)
lim 0, lim

k= +0 bar k= +0 Day
 =sl/7, (83)

where the sequence n(k) is defined recursively as n(1)=2 and
n(k+1)=[n(k)s]. Clearly, n(k) > +00 with k. Writing a,(o)=0 and

k-1Once) _> Seuty Ban5 Sees 0OH baw)
 

Dace J=0 Dace j=0 bay) Dace) (84)

m k-1

=D teDe =Dtd,
jJ=0 j=M+1

we chooseM sothat, for any « > O and forallj > M,

  

which can be donein view of (83). On the other hand, since y > 0,

s-“y < 1, the second limit in (83) implies that, for any q with

s“’"7<q<1,

 

where C > 0 is a suitable constant. Hence,

 
>, = by gh) —") 4 0, ask > +00,
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for any fixed M. Furthermore,

2 Ce
<e > Cg) < Ce Dda

J=M+1 '=0 ~4   
Theseestimatesyield, by (84), that, ask > +00,

Qn(k)
 lim =0.
Dax)

Consequently we can apply Lemma 2.2.2 to (82) for the subsequence
n=n(k) with C,=a,, C,=0, andD, = b,, which yields, fork > +0,

lim FO(Baye) =H,_,(x). (85)

Since b,) > Oand0 < H,,,(x) < 1 forallx > 0,@(F) = + oo. Otherwise

we could choose an x > 0 such that b,x > w(F)for all k, contradicting
(85). In addition, the second limit in (83) implies that, for k sufficiently
large, Daae+1) > Dace) and that, ask — +00, b,4) > +00. Hence,for t suf-

ficiently large, we can determine k with 6,4) < ¢ < 5,441), and then,for

x>0,

F(byayt) S F(t) S F(baa+1*)- (86)

These inequalities are preserved if we take logarithms. Notingthat, for y suf-
ficiently large, logF(y) is defined andit is negative, the applicationsof(86)

with x > 0 and with x= 1 yield, for sufficiently large ¢

log F(byuyx) _ log F(t) > 08 F(Baas 1)*)

log F(bsasy) log F(t) > log F(bacey)

Taking logarithms in (85) and observingthat, ask — +oo,n(k+1)/n(k) 3
S, letting t, or equivalently, k, tend to +00, (87) results in

(87).

log F(tx log F(tweeé imine BP 2iia
————— eS

t=+o log F(t) i=+o0 log F(t)

Finally, letting s > 1 yields, ast 3 +0,

log F(xipee
log F(t)
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This is equivalent to (10), because for any y for which O < F(y),

log F(y) =log{1 —[1—F(y)} = —[1-F(y)]+ 1-F(y)P,

where |5| < 1 if F(y) > 1/2. Hence,since F(y) < forall y, as y 9
+00,

—log F(y)
7-Fo) > 1.

This completes the proof of part (i). A

Proof of Theorem 2.4.3(ii). We now assume that F(x) is such that
there are sequences a, and b, > 0 of real numbers such that, asn > +00,

lim F*(a, + b,x) =Hp,,(x). (88)

Wefirst deduce that w(F) is finite. We again apply the extended form of
Theorem 2.2.1 which saysthat if we define A, and B, > 0 by the equation

5.y(As +Bx) =H2,,(x) forall x,

where s > 1 is an arbitrary real number, then, asn > +00,

Gins) — Fn Bins

b, b,
 lim 

Since A, = 0 andB, = s~ '/7, we thushave,for the same subsequence n(k) as

in the previousproof, fork > +0,

 

An(k+1) — An(k) =0. lim Dace +1)

Dace : Dace)

where y > 0. The essential difference between (83) and(89)is that the sec-
ondlimit in (83) is larger than one, while in (89) it is smaller. Hence,it is
immediate here that b,4) > O0ask > +. Also, an easy estimate yields

lim =~ 7, (89)

n(n+m) — 9n(xy 20, K > +0, M> +0,

which implies that a ,4)— @, a finite number, as k > + oo. Finally,it also

follows that, ask + +00,

_ ar Qnck)

lim———- = 0.
Dace)
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Therefore, Lemma 2.2.2 is applicable, which yields that, in (88), we can
changethe constants whenn is restricted to the subsequence n(k). We get,
ask > +00,

lim F™(a+ byayx) =A2,,(x). (90)

Since H,,(0) = 1, we have from (90) that F(a) = 1. Hence w(F) < a.It is
immediate that, in fact, w(F) =a: since b,4) > 0 as k > +00,and since
H,,,(x) < 1 for x <0, F(x) < 1 for x < a. Equation (90) can now be
reduced to (85) by the transformation F*(x) =F(a—1/x), x > 0. As
we have seen, (85) implies that F*(x) satisfies (10), which was to be
proved. A

Part (iii) of Theorem 2.4.3 is proved in the next section. The remainder
of the present section is devoted to, mainly negative, results for discrete
distributions.

Theorem 2.4.5. Assume that, for the distributionfunction F(x), there
are sequences a, and b, > 0 such that

F*(a,+b,x) 3 H(x), n> +o,

where H(x) is ane ofthe possible nondegenerate distributionfunctions of
Theorem 2.4.1. Then, asx > w(F),

F(x+0) —F(x) |

i-FG@)lim

Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem when H(x)is either H,,,(x) or
H;,9(x), because,in view ofTheorem 2.4.3, the case ofH,,,(x) can be trans-
formed to H,,,(x). We write

F(x+0) —F(x) =(1—F(x)]-[1—F(x+0)],

and prove that(1 — F(x+ 0)|/[1 — F(x)| must converge to one asx > w(F).
First, let H(x) =H,,,(x). Then w(F) = + oo, and (10) holds. Thus, for
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every e > 0,ast > +o,

ier 1-F((ite)t) — 1-F(tt+e) _
(1+6) rReeeR<1.

Byletting ¢ — 0, the claimed limit follows.
Next, let H(x) =H3,o(x). Then, by Theorem 2.4.3, (17) holds. We thus

have that, forevery e > 0, ast > w(F),

1—F(t+ eR(t)) bs

eves lim TF) 1,

which again implies the claimed limit, and, in fact, it is a stronger state-
ment when R(t) does not converge to zero as t - w(F). The proofis
completed. A

Remark 2.4.1. The theorem doesnot coverthe continuity or disconti-
nuity ofF(x) atw(F), whenitisfinite, but it isevident thatF(a, + b,x) must
convergeto one if F"(a, + b,x) converges to a nondegenerate H(x). So, F
must be continuousat w(F) < +0.

Corollary 2.4.1. Let X be a discrete random variable taking the non-
negative integers with distribution P(X=k) =p,. If

+00

P| > Pj
j=k

fails to converge toQask > +00, then there are no sequencesa,andb, > 0

such that, for independent copies ofX, (Z,—a,)/ b, would have a non-

degenerate limiting distribution.

Example 2.4.1. (Geometric Distribution). For the geometric distri-
bution p, = (1 —p)*~'p, 0 < p < 1,k = 1, and thus

1-F(k)= > (1—p)~'p=(1-p)F'.
J=k

Hence,p,A -F(k)] =p for all k, and Corollary 2.4.1 implies that the maxi-

mumwith no normalization would have a nondegenerate limiting distribu-

tion for the geometric distribution. A
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Example 2.4.2. (Poisson Distribution). We arrive at the same nega-
tive conclusion as for the geometric distribution whenp, is Poisson,thatis,

with some A > 0,

Ate-A
P= k! ’ k20. 

 

Indeed, since

+00 AJ7E71

1—F(k) =p,t+Attte-A > oo
jukt+ti J:

we have

 

=k+l

jrk-l
A. ae A

O<1-F(QK)—maSPE (4)

Now,for A < k+2, the last sum equals 1/(1—A/(k+2)), and thus
p,/|1—F(k)] > 1 rather than to zero. Corollary 2.4.1 applies and the claim

follows. A

The converse ofTheorem 2.4.5, ofcourse,is not true. As a matteroffact,
Theorem 2.4.5 always holds ifF(x) is continuous, but a continuousdistri-
bution doesnot necessarily entails the existence ofa nondegenerate limiting
distribution forits normalizedmaxima. SeeExample 2.6.1. Evenamong the
integer valued random variables, it might occur that

Ps/|1—F(k)] > 0,

but Theorem 2.4.3 fails, which implies that the converse of Theorem 2.4.5
fails as well. Forexample, if

c
Se: SS:

Pe= Flog(kay 57 OF

then

1—F(k) ~ c*/log?’k, k—7 +0,

and thus

p/1-F(k)] 90, ask +o.
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However, w(F’) = + oo, the integral at (15)is not finite, and the limit at (10)

is identically one. Hence, on accountofTheorem 2.4.3, linearly normalized
maxima of independentcopies of a random variable, whose distribution is
{p,}, cannot have a nondegenerate limiting law.

2.5. THE PROOF OF
PART(iii) OF THEOREM 2.43

Since the proof is somewhatlengthy, we devote a whole section to it. We
split up the proof into several steps, some of which are of independent
interest. As before, the part “only if” remains to be proved. That is, we
start with the assumption that there are sequences A, and B, >0 such that,
as n>+ 00,

lim F” (A, + B,x)= H3,9 (x)= exp(—e-*). (91)

From this we deduce that (15) and (17) hold.
Throughout the proof, we use the function

G*(x)=sup{ y: F(y)<1—x},0<x<1. (92)

Step 1. In (91), we can take a,= A, and b, = B,, where

ce o*(+), b= g(4)-a,, (93)

A rough argument showsthat the claim (93) is quite apparent. If we
apply (91) with x =0, we get

rayt-(i-4)"
from whichit is clear that F(A,) is “close” to 1—1/n. Similarly, putting
x=1 in (91), we obtain

F"(A,+ B,)~exp( - 1)(1 - 1).

which “suggests” the second formula of (93) (recall Lemma 2.2.2, by which
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certain asymptotic formulas for normalizing constants can be replaced by
equalities). However, for making this argument precise, we need careful
estimates. If we want to apply Lemma 2.2.2, we have to show thatif (91)
holds, then, as n—+ 00,

 

Oy An Bn
lim =0, im>- =I. (94)

For proving (94), observe that, by (92) and (93),

F(a,)<1- 1 < F(a, +0). (95)

On the other hand, weget from (91) with x =0 that, for arbitrary e >0 and
7 >0, we can choose ny so that, for all n> no,

ad (A, — B,e)< H39(—e)+n, Fe (A, + B,e) > H3,9(e)—n. (96)

In order to make (95) and (96) comparable, we deduce from (96), by
suitable choice of e and »,

F (A,— Be) <(1 S 1Vcr (A, +B.e). (97)

Let z be defined by

Thatis,

r=—tog{ nog(1-2)']} =—togafoe(1+5)
Hence, applying the Taylor formula

log(It+y)=y+y’, |»|<1, ly] <3, (98)

we get

  panto ' op)[ed8)

where |»**| <3 for n > 2. Therefore, for any fixed e >0, —e<z<e forlarge
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n. Thus, if we choose 7 >0 in (96) such that both inequalities

H39(e)—H39(z)>0,  —-As9(z)— Hao(—e)>0

hold (this can be done because H;(x) is strictly increasing), then (97)
holds for large values of n.
Combining (95) and (97), we get

A, — B,@ <a, <A, + B,e.

This is equivalent to the first limit in (94) on account of e>0 being
arbitrary. The secondlimit in (94) follows similarly if we start with x =1 in
(91). This proves Step 1. A

Step 2. Let F(x) be in the domain of attraction of H,(x). Then, for
any real x, as taF),

1— Fl t+xh(1)]
lim 1-F() e*, (99)

where

 n=|Aw |-«- (100)

Equation (99) is similar to (17); the only difference is that h(#)# R(t).
Weshall, however, show later that h(t)/R(t)—>1 as t-w(F) and that R(t)
can indeed take the place of A(#) in (99).

Forrelating h(t) to b, of (93), notice that both are related to the function
G*(x/e)— G*(x): x=1/n yields b,, while x = 1— F(t) leads to h(t).
For proving (99), we have to proveit for an arbitrary sequence t,>w(F)

as n—>+ 00. We first consider the special sequence ¢,=a, of (93), which
evidently tends to w(F) as n—>+ 00. Since the right hand side of (91) is
positive for all x, taking logarithms is permitted for large n. We thus get
from (91), for n—+ 00,

limnlogF(a, + b,x) = —e7*. (101)

In particular, as n—+ 00,

limF(a, + b,x) =1, (102)

and thus, by (98),

—logF(a, + b,x) = —log{ 1—[1— F(a, +5,x)]}~1—F(a,+5,x).
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Wecan thus rewrite (101) as

ima[1— F(a, + b,x) ]=e-*. (101a)

The special case x =0 yields

n{ 1—F(a,)]>1, (n>+ 0), (103)

and-thus a further equivalent form of (101) is

1— F(a, +5,x)
a I=F(a,) es (104)

This result will suffice for proving (99) for an arbitrary sequence t,w(F)
as n—+o. Let now #, be an arbitrary sequence which tends to uF) as
n—>+o. Let us define the unique integer m= m(t,) by the inequalities

m[1— F(t,)] <1<(m+1)[1- F(¢,)].

Then, on one hand,

lim m[1—F(t,)]=1 (105)
n=+00

and, on the other hand, by (92) and (93),

Oy < tS Ona (106)

and

Big + By — Foy< ACE) < BingHGn Fae’ (107)

If we rewrite (104) with m= m(t,) for n, then (103) and (105) imply that, in
the denominator, we can replace a,, by ¢,. We thus have

, 1— F(a,,+5,,x)
lim ————— =no 1-F(,) e-*, m=m(t,). (108)

Notice that (108) is a limit theorem on distributions. Thatis, if we define

1 ot) if z>4
F,(z)=)" 1—F(t) ae (109)

0 otherwise,

then F,(z) is a distribution function. Hence, (108) is a limiting form for
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F,(a,, + 5,,x), where m= m(t,). Thus, by Lemma 2.2.2, (108) implies (99) if

we show that, for m= m(t,), as n—+ 00,

Qn, es b, . h(t,)

lim b,, =0, lim  

For these limits, on account of (106) and (107), it suffices to show that, as

m—+ oo,

 =|. (110)

Thelimits of (110) are immediate from (91) and (102), when (91) is applied

with a,,=A,, and b,, = B,, of (93). Indeed, combining (91) and (102), we

get, as m—>+ 00,

lim F(a, + b,x) = himF™ (Gy41+ Ops 1%) = 3,(x).

An appeal to Lemma 2.2.3 yields (110), which completes the proof of Step

2. A

Step 3. Let F(x) be in the domain of attraction of H3o(x). Let z,>0

be a sequence which tends to zero as n—> + 00. Then, for G*(x) of (92), and
for u>0, as n+ 00,

G*(z,u) — G*(z,)
limGe(z,/e)-G%(z,)8 (111)

Wefirst establish (111) for z,=1/n,n=1,2,....
Let s>1. Then (91), with a,=A,, b,=B, and x=y logs, yields that, as

n—+ 0,

limF" (a, +yb, logs) =exp[ —exp(—ylogs)]=exp(—s~”). (112)

On the other hand, if, for some sequences a* and b* >0, as n+ 00,

limF" (ay + bey) =exp(—s~”), (113)

then, similarly as in Step 1, it can be shown that we can take

at=Gr(4)=a,, op=Gr(+)—a,,
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Hence, in view of (112) and (113), Lemma 2.2.3 implies

by
a2o blogs
 =1,

which is (111) with w=1/s<1 and z,=1/n. But if (111) holds for
z,™=1/n, then it holds for any subsequence z,=1/m,, where m, is an
arbitrary sequence of positive integers. Consequently, if z,—0 is an arbi-
trary sequence, then we have established (111) for 0<u<1 and for 1/m,
taking the place of z,, where m, is the integer part of 1/z,. The fact that
we can now takez, itself follows easily from inequalities similar to (107),
where m= mm, and h(t,) is replaced by G*(z,u)— G*(z,).

In order to get rid of the restriction that u< 1, first observe that (111) is
trivial for u=1. If u>1, then, putting f =4,u,

G(tqu)— G4) _ _G*()- G%(%/u)
G*(t,/e)—G*(t,)  G*(4,/ue)— G*(t,/e)

Fn)= G*Gy/u) | G*(t,/ue) — G*(t,/€)
G*(4)—-G*(q/e)  G*(m)-G*(h/e) —

Here we can appeal to (111) with 1/u<1 after plugging G*(t,)— G*(t{)
into the numerator of the second term. We thus get (111) for u>1, which
terminates the proof of Step 3. A

Step 4. Let F(x) be continuous andstrictly increasing for all xy < x <
«(F) with some — 00 < xy<w(F). Furthermore, let F(x) be in the domain
of attraction of H,o(x). Then (15) and (17) hold.

Set

=GrZ\_ as2(z) G*(2) G*(z).

Weshall show that, for 0<x<1,

[s(2)de< +0. (114)
0

From (114) it is immediate that G*(z) itself is integrable on the interval
(0, x). Hence the function

k(x) = 1f*G*(z)dz— G*(x)
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is well defined on (0, 1). Observing that

k(x)=R(t) with x=1—F(2), (115)

we immediately get that the integral in (15) is finite because so is k(x).
Let us establish (114). With the substitution ¢=1/v

x +c 1f a(dim fi” o-%e(+)ao.

We put g,(v)=0~2(1/0). Since, by (111), for u>0,

‘ g(zu) ‘a G*(zu/e)— G*(z) + G*(z) — G*(zu)

z=0 g(z) 220 G*(z/e)— G*(z)
 

= —log® +logu=1, (116)

we get for g,(v)

tim 2!4°) im (40)8(/40)
v= +00 g,(v) o= +00 v~g(1/v) 16°
 

Hence,for all v > up,

81 (40) <5 g1(v), Say. (117)

Since g,(v) is continuous and finite on any interval O0<a<b< +0,for
proving (114) it suffices to prove that, for a fixed m> 1,

fo" exloydom Ff”g(0)do< +00. (118)
- kum?

But, by (117),

LO81(0)doma

from which induction yields

a

filAz)de <3fgi(2)de,

antl

LOalordos(4)aloe
“ a”

where m is a fixed integer such that 4” > vo, introduced at (117). We thus
get a convergent series in (118), which proves (114). As was remarked
earlier, (115) now follows.
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For proving (17), we shall prove that, as t>w(F), R(t)/h(t)—>1, where
h(#) is the function defined in (100). Then the application of Lemma 2.2.2
to thefunction F,(z) of (109) reduces (99) to (17).

Notice that g(z)= A(t) if z=1— F(t). Hence, what remains to be proved
is the relation

R(t) _ (2)
eeA(t) o z=0 g(z) -

 l.

Thefirst equation is evident by the relation of R(t) and A(t) to k(z) and
g(z), respectively. Consequently, the last equation needs proof, which
easily follows by the following observation. If we substitute zs=y in the
integral below, we get

k(z)= 4 ["G*(y\dy— G*(2)= ["G*(25)ds— G2),
and thus

k(z) _ ' G*(zs)— G*(z) 2

g(z) J, G*(z/e)—G*(z)
 

Since the integrand above as a function of s is strictly monotonic, Le-
besgue’s dominated convergence theorem (Theorem A.I.5 of Appendix I),
combined with (111), yields

 

This completes the proof of Step 4. A

Step 5. Let F(x) be in the domain ofattraction of H3(x). Then (15)
and (17) hold.

This is the last step in the proof of Theorem 2.4.3 (iii). This will be
achieved by showingthatthereis a strictly increasing continuous function
F*(x) which belongs to the domain ofattraction of H,(x) and for which,

as xuF),

li 1— F(x)

If such an F*(x) does exist, then, by Step 4, we know that (15) and (17)
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hold forit. In addition, by (119), for any e>0 andforall x > x9= xo(e),

(1—e)[1— F*(x)] <1- F(x) <(1+e)[1— F*(x)]. (120)

Integration of the upper inequality of (120) yields that the validity of (15)
for F* implies that for F. Furthermore,if we integrate both inequalities in
(120), we get

frOU- Fe)ax
im —————_—_——__ =. (121)

oth) (PIT| Bex)Je

Since, from (119), w(F)=w(F*), this last limit relation can be rewritten as,
for twF),

R(t, F)

lim 2 (,F*) x
1 

where R(t,F) and R(t, F*) signify the function in (16) whenit is calculated
for F and F*, respectively. Hence, one more appeal to Lemma 2.2.2 with
the function F,(z) of (109) yields that (17) can be proved for F(x) either in
terms of R(t, F) or in terms of R(t, F*). But, with R(t, F*), (17) follows for
F(x) from the conclusion of Step 4 and from (119).

It remains therefore to show the existence of F*(x) with the stated
properties.

Let t,t... be the points of discontinuity of F(t). For each 4,let us
construct the closed intervals [¢,,s,], where s, is defined in terms of the
function h(t) of (100) as follows. First choose a sequence x,;=x(t))>0
which tends to zero as 4-W(F) (¢.g., if w(F)= +00, we can choose
x,=1/t, while, for finite w(F), x; can be w(F)—4). Then let s,;=t,+
x,h(t,). We then define the sequence s, sequentially. If t;<,<s,, then
$,™t,, Otherwise 5,=t,+x,h(t.). Similarly, if 5,,52,...,5,_,; have been
defined, then s,=¢,, if t, belongs to oneoftheintervals (t,,5,), 1<k< j—1.
Otherwise s,=1,+x,h(1). Let us keep those intervals, for which ¢,<s,.
These can now be arranged in such a way that the endpoints i, are
increasing. Take any jo in this sequence for which F(¢,)>0 and again we

drop terms, namely, those for which ¢,<4,. Hence, we have the sequence
[¢,,5,]m=0,1,..., of intervals such that 4 <4, and if a point of

discontinuity of F(t) is larger than 4, then it ‘belongs to one of the
intervals [1,,s,].

Let us now define F}(¢) as a continuous distribution function with the
following properties. Let Ff(t) be arbitrary but continuous strictly increas-
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ing for ¢<t¢,. Furthermore, let F}(t)= F(¢) if t€(t,s,) for any m>0.
Finally, on intervals [¢, ,s,], F*(t) is defined as a linear function. Let T
be the union ofall intervals (#,,s,]. Then F}(#) is continuous and 1— F(2)
= 1— F}(*) for ¢¢ T. Furthermore,

FIL)SFR(QS Fg, +xA(4)], 4.5085,
—thatis, for U<t<s,,

1-F(t,)>1-F} (t)>1-F[t, +x,h(,)].-

On the other hand, on this sameinterval, since F is nondecreasing,

1-F(t,)>1-F(t)>1-Flt, +x,A(1,)].

Taking ratios, and letting t—-w(F), (99) leads to (119) with F7(t) (notice
that (99) is applicable with x,—>0, since both sides of (99) are decreasing in
x). The function F}(¢t) is continuous but not necessarily strictly increasing.
But we can repeat the above construction to get rid of parts of F?(t) which
are parallel to the f-axis. We thus get an F*(?) which is both continuous
and strictly increasing. Furthermore, (119) applies.
To show that F*(t) also belongs to the domain ofattraction of H3(x),

we apply (119) and (99). They imply that, if 1,->w(F), then

1- F*(t,+2h,)
Pay

where h, = h(¢,) with function h(#) defined in (100). Hence,if ¢, is such that
[1- F*(s,)]"'=m is an integer, then, writing 4,=a,, and h,=b,, (122)
becomes

e~*, (122,

lim m[1— F*(a,, + b,x) ]=e7*.
m= +00

We thus get by Corollary 1.3.1 that F*(x) is indeed in the domain of
attraction of H;(x). This completes the proof of Step 5 as well as of
Theorem 2.4.3(iii). A

2.6. ILLUSTRATIONS

Weshall work out a number of examples to illustrate the results of the
previous sections.

Example 2.6.1. Let

1
Fmeax x?e.
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In Example 1.3.3 we referred to Chapter 2 for showing that, with F(x),
there are no sequences a, and b, >0 such that (Z, —a,)/b, would have a
limit law. This can now be decided by applying Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.3.
Theorem 2.4.1 says that, in order to have a limit law for (Z, —a,)/,, one
of the criterions of Theorem 2.4.3 should apply to F(x). Since w(F)= + 00,
either (i) or (iii) should apply. However, part (iii) is not applicable, since
(15) fails, which would require that 1 /log x be integrable on (e, + 00). On
the other hand, part (i) fails as well because, for x >0,

1 — F(tx) : logt
———= lim =

t=+o0 1+F(t) t= +00 logix
 l,

which contradicts (10).

Example 2.6.2. Let X,,X;,...,X, be iid. random variables with com-
mon distribution function F(x) of the previous example. Then, for Y;=
logX;, 1< j<n, the maximum Z? of Y,,Y,...,¥, has an asymptotic
distribution in the sense of (6).

Indeed,

: 1P(Y,;<x)=P(X<e yale: x>l.

Hence, (10) applies with y=1. We thus have from Theorem 2.2.1, as
n—+ 00,

P(Zs< nx)—vexp( = 1), x>0. (123)

This fact is, however, not of much practical help concerning Z,, the
maximum of X;, 1< j<n. Since, evidently, Z? =log Z,, (123) yields, for
0<y<x,

P(e” <Z,<e™)~exp(- 1) ~exp(- 1)

For example, with y= 4 and x=15 we get

P(e"? <Z,<e'™")~.80,

where the bounds on Z, are too distant for any practical use. As an
example, we take n= 10, when the above approximation becomes P (148 <
Zio< 1.394 X 10%)~.80. These bounds on Zo, of course, have nopractical
value. This example clearly indicates that if the logarithms of observations
have a nice tendency, it may have no relevance to the original observa-
tions. A
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Example 2.6.3. A statistical sample was collected on a random quantity
X. The experimenter assumes that X is a standard normal variate and
performs a goodness of fit test. Let us assume that the test supports his
assumption. However, the true distribution of X is that of o~'(Y°—1),
where Y is a lognormal variate (we use our definition of Section 2.3) and o
is so small that the statistical test could not detect the difference (see
Exercise 9). Let us compare the experimenter’s conclusion on Zs with the
actual situation, if o=0.1.

The experimenter argues with the normal distribution. Hence, he com-
putes as, and bs, from (59) and (60), respectively. He gets as)2.1009 and
bsg=0.3575 and thus concludes that

P(Zo<2.1009+ 0.3575x)~exp(—e-*).

The correct formula, however, is obtained if we start with the lognormal
distribution. Let Z%, be the maximum of 50 i.i.d. lognormal variates. Then,
from Section 2.3.3,

P(Z%<8.1734+2.9220x)~exp(—e~*).

Since, by assumption,

Z4,=(0.1Ze+ 1)",

the formula above gives

Pl Zso< 10(8.1734+2.9220x)' — 10]|~exp(—e7*).

Thus, if we calculate P(Z.9<2.6) from this last expression, we get x=
0.6544 and thus

P(Zs<2.6)~.5947.

On the other hand, the experimenter’s answer is

P(Zs<2.6)~.7807.

It is important to emphasize that the huge error on the part of the
experimenter is not negligence: it is due to the fact that goodness offit
tests can hardly distinguish two distributions which are uniformly close to
each other. On the other hand, maxima increase distinctly for different
distributions. We shall return to this difficulty once again in Chapter 3. A

Example 2.6.4. Let X be the random “life length” of a product.
Evidently, X->0 and thus P(X < x)= F(x) satisfies F(0)=0. Let
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X,,X,...,X,, be independent observations on X. The first complaint about
the product is at time W,, the minimum of the X,. Let us analyze the
distribution of W,.

If (W,—c,)/d,, with some constants c, and d,>0O, has a limiting
distribution, then Theorems 2.4.2 and 2.4.4 imply that the limiting distribu-
tion is either L,(x) or L;(x). Which of these distributions applies
depends on the way F(x) tends to zero as x-—>0* (notice that, by a(F)=0,
(32) is automatically satisfied). The condition for L,,(x) now is the
validity of the relation

‘ F(tx)

120" F(t)
 =x’, x>0, y>0, (124)

while for L,o(x) the limit (34) should apply. Since applied scientists are
moreinclined to accept (124) than (34) (and, indeed, several, although not
all, frequently used continuous distributions F(x) withF(0)=0 do satisfy

(124)),

L,,(x)=1—exp(—x7), x>0, y>0, (125)

received general acceptance as the limiting distribution of the minimum of
life lengths. (For further development of this argumentto justify that the
actual distribution of the time to failure of a piece of equipmentwith a large
number of components is L,,,(x), see Section 3.12.) The family L,,[(x

—a)/B], when a and B > 0 are arbitrary parameters, is called Weibull
distributions. In recent years this family has become one of the basic
distributions in engineering applications, partly but not entirely for the
reasons discussed above. A

Notice that L, ,(x) is the unit exponential distribution. We have seen
that if F(x) is exponential, then so is P(W, <x) for any fixed n (conse-
quently, its limit as well, when suitably normalized). There are, however,

several other distributions F(x) with F(0)=0, for which the limit of
(W,,—c,)/d, is L,,(x). As one example, take F(x) =2®(x)—1, where (x)
is the standard normal distribution. By L’Hospital’s rule, (124) is im-
mediate with y=1. Hence, by Theorem 2.1.5, we can take c,=a(F)=0
and d,=®~'(i+1/2n). With this d,,

P(W,,<d,x)~l—e-*, x>0.

Example 2.6.5. For a fast diverging subsequence n, of the positive
integers, we can construct a continuous distribution function F(x) such
that, with suitable constants a, and b, >0, (Z, — a,)/5, is asympototically
uniformly distributed on the interval (0,1). In other words, if X,,X.,...,X,
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are i.i.d. with common distribution F(x), then as kK+00,

0 ifx<0,
limP(Z, <a,+hx)=\x if0<x<], (126)

1 ifx>l.

Before carrying out the construction of F(x), let us relate the meaning
of this example to the theorems on the asymptotic distribution of Z,. This
example shows that if we do not require the existence of a limiting
distribution of Z, in the sense of (6) but rather a limit (126) on a specific
subsequence n,, then distributions other than H,,(x), H2,,(x), and H3(x)
can serve as “limiting distribution” for Z,. This is mathematically an
interesting fact, but it has no negative effect on the way of applying the
asymptotic extreme value theory in practice. Namely, in all applications,
we let the sample size n increase in an arbitrary manner rather than
jumping from a value to a considerably larger one.

Wecarry out the construction of F(x) for a specific sequence n,. Let

n=10"™), —sm(k)we2k42*-1, kL.

Weshall construct an F(x) which is concentrated on the interval (0,1).
Thatis, F(0)=0 and F(1)=1. For 0< x<1 we define F(x) as follows. Let
us divide the interval (0,1) into the subintervals J, =[1—27*,1—2-*—),
k=0,1,2,.... We define F(x) on each J, as the (1/n,)th power of a linear
function:

F(x)=(a,+B,.x)'”", x€l,, B,>0, k=0,1,2,.....

In the choices of a, and £8, we want to guarantee that F(x) be continuous
and that (126) should hold. These can be achieved by the following
sequences:

Oy, = Uy, —2**"(o, —u,)(1 =2>%), B, =2**"(o,— u,), kp,

where

u,=(1—10-")", ou =(1-10-7"*').

In addition, let ap=0 and By be such that }8y=(a,+48,)'/". By substitu-
tion, we can easily check that F(x) is indeed continuous. We also claim
that (126) holds with

@
= aoe kal.
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In other words, with the above a, and b, we have to show that

F™(a,+bx)>x, O<x<l. (126a)

(by monotonicity of F, the limits for x <0 and for x > 1. then become 0 and
1, respectively). Notice that, by definition,if

x—

By

then F"(a, +b,x)= x. Hence, for proving (126a),.we have to show that,
for any 0<x <1 and for large k, (x — a,)/B, € J. However,

x— a,

B,

whichis valid for any 0<x< 1 andfor large k, because of the limits below.
By choice, as k-—>+ 00,

 a, +b,.x= el,

 EJ, if, and only if, u,.<x<y,,

UO, = exp|n, log(1 - 10-?*') ]~exp(— 10-7"')~1

and

u, =exp[ n, log(1 — 10-?") | ~exp( —10""')-30,

where we need Taylor’s formula for log(1 — z) as well as the specific form
of n,. We have thus shown thevalidity of (126). A

2.7. FURTHER RESULTS ON
DOMAINSOF ATTRACTION

First we prove two theorems which give sufficient conditions for an abso-
lutely continuous distribution function F(x) to belong to the domain ofat-
traction ofa possible limiting distribution of extremes.

Theorem 2.7.1. Let F(x) be a distribution function with w(F)= +0 and
Jor which there is a real number x, such that, for all x > x,,f(x)= F'(x)
exists and is continuous. If, asx +0,

me
1— F(x)

exists, where 0O< y< +00, then F(x) belongs to the domain of attraction of
Hy,(x).

Y (127)
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Proof. Weshall deduce our theorem from Theorem 2.1.1. Let us put

xf(x)
TorayOyg(x)=

which is defined for x > x,. Hence, for such x,

1— F(x)= con-[*?+

where C >0 and a> x, are suitable constants. We thus have for > x, and
x >0 for which tx > x,

ee Oy ee WW,
1— F(t)

If we fix x>0 and let t->+00, (127) and the dominated convergence
theorem yield

: 1— F(tx) a

je eroee

which is exactly the criterion (10) for F(x) to belong to the domain of
attraction of H,,(x). The proof is completed. A

In view of Theorem 2.1.2, (127) can easily be transformed to a criterion
for F(x) with w(F)< +00 to belong to the domain ofattraction of H,(x).

See Exercise 11. For the domain of attraction of H3(x) we prove the
following result.

Theorem 2.7.2. Let F(x) be a distribution function. Let us assume that
there is a real number x, such that, for all x,;<x <AF), f(x)= F’(x) and
F"(x) exist andf(x)#0. Furthermore,let

1-F
lim a (x)jim. | Fay [7 (128)

 

Then F(x) is in the domain of attraction of Hyo{x).

Proof. We shall show that the conditions (15) and (17) of Theorem
2.1.3 are satisfied whenever (128) holds. Hence, the conclusion of Theorem

2.1.3 implies our theorem.
Wefirst establish (15). Notice that if w(F)< +00, (15) holds. Hence,
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only the case w(F)= + 00 needs proof. For x > x,, set

1— F(x)

f(x)

By (128), we can choose a real number z > x, such that, for all x >z,
|u’(x)|< 4. Then, for y >z,

 u(x)=

[UHF@)dem(Pufax

= —u(x)[1- F(x)}f_.+JwCO[1- FQ) Jax

<u(z)[1-F(2)]-uQ)[1- F(9)] 44[1F(a)

Therefore, as y—> + 00,

limsupf”[1— F(x) ]dx <2u(z)[1-F(z)],

and thus (15) follows.
Wenowturn to (17). By definition, for x, <t<y,

  

On the other hand, since u(x) >0 and continuous, the mean value theorem
of integrals yields

 L l dx=(yt), t<f<y.

Hence, with y =#+sR(t), where R(t) is the function defined in (16), we get

1— F(t) sR (t)

BTFlt+sR()] ul)’

(Weuse s >0 in the notations, butall estimates remain the sameif s <0.)It

remains only to show that, as !>0(F),

 t<&<t+sR(t).

R(t)

u(§)
 lim l, t<&<t+sR(t).
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By writing

R(t) R(t) u(t)
u(@) u(t) ul)’

it suffices to show that each fraction on the right hand side tends to one as
t>(F). Since, by Taylor’s expansion,

u(é)=u(t)+(E-t)u'(n),  t<n<é

  

 

we get

u(é) f-t ,

uyaa™
But, for ¢<&<t+sR(0),

gé-1]  R(d)

up|ue)’  

which remains bounded for fixed s whenever R(t)/u(t) is bounded.
Therefore, in view of u’(n)—-0 by the assumption (128), u(é)/u(‘)—>1 as
tAF), t<E<t+s5R(s), if we show that R(1)/u(t)l as t--w(F). This
last limit relation is the content of the following lemma, which therefore

completes the proof of the theorem. A

Lemma 2.7.1. Under the conditions ofTheorem 2.7.2, ast > w(F),

lim R(t) /u(t) =1.

Proof. It has been established in the previous proof that (128) implies

@(F)

[?p-Foy] g=unt-Feo}+| wonft-FO)] gy,
t

where,as in the previous proof,

u(x) =[1—F(x)|/f(2).

Therefore, upon dividing by u(t)[1—F(t)], t < w(F), we have

ay |BO-FON
—-—]= !

u(t) u(t)[1—F(1)] ;
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Hence,by l’Hospital’s rule, as t > w(F),

im [*2 |-1 uw’ (t)[1-F(2)]———1
u(t) f(t)u(t) —u' (Nf1-F(D)]

_ _u’(t)
=lim——~=0,

1-u'(t)

the last equation being valid on account of (128). The proof is com-
pleted. A

Remark 2.7.1. As a consequence of Lemma 2.7.1 we havethat, if
(128) holds, then the normalizing constantb, inF" (a, + b,z) — H3o(z) can
either be R(a,) or u(a,). Indeed, by Theorem 2.1.3, b, =R(a,) can always
be chosen, and thus Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.7.1 entail that b, = u(a,) also is
possible under (128).
The functions R(t) and m(t) = 1/u(t) frequently appear in engineering

applications of probability theory. The following definitions explain their
meaning.

Definition 2.7.1. Let X = 0 be a random variable with distribution
function F(x). IfE(X)is finite, the conditional expectation

R(t) =E(X-t|X = 2)

is called the expected residual life (function) ofX.
It follows that

] w(F)

1 —F(t) t
 R(t)= [1 —F(x)] de.

Both expressions for R(t) are, of course, meaningful regardless whether
X = Oornot. Weshall even use the term residual life whether or notX > 0.

Definition 2.7.2. Let X = 0 be a random variable with distribution
function F(x). Assumethatf(x) =F’(x) exists. Then the instantaneous
failure at x, givenX > x, is measured by

1
jim 7, Pe SX < xtAx |X > 2),

which, by easy calculations, becomes m(x) =f(x)/[1—F(x)] wheneverf(x)

is continuousatx. The ratio m(x) is called the failure rate (function) ofX or
ofF(x). An alternative namefor m(x)is hazard rate.

Weshalluse the notation m(x) , and eventhe termsfailure rate and hazard
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rate, for the ratiof(x) /[1 — F(x)] regardless whetherf(x) is continuousor

not, or whetherX = 0 or not.

Remark 2.7.2. Notice that m(x) can also be written as

m(x) -< {—log|1—F(x)]}.

It is therefore appropriate to call M(x) = —log|1—F(x)] the hazard function
ofF(x). We again drop the assumptionX > 0.

Remark 2.7.3. The newinterpretation ofR(t) ofTheorem 2.1.3 as the
expected residual life suggests that the major condition (17) of Theorems
2.1.3 and 2.4.3 (iii) can also be restated with appropriate conditioning.In-
deed, forx > 0, (17) is equivalentto

lim P(X—t < xR(t)|X = t)=1-e-* (t7 @(F)).

In other words, the domain ofattraction of H ;o(z) is characterized by the
following simple property: the distribution function F(x) ofX is in the do-
mainofattractionofH;,.(z)if, and onlyif, the conditional distribution ofthe

‘remaininglife’X— tin the scaleofits expected valueR(t) , both when given
X = t, is approximately unit exponential.
The following lemmashowsthat the location normalization t/R(t) in the

limit theorem of Remark 2.7.3 is always large if w(F) = +0o. The case

w(F) < +ocois included in the lemmaas a supplementto thefirst part.

Lemma 2.7.2. Let F be in the domainofattraction ofH(z), and as-
sume w(F) = + 00. Then, ast > +0,

lim R(t) /t=0.

Onthe other hand,ifw(F) < +0, then, fort > w(F),

lim R(t)/[@(F) —1]=0.

Proof. Let first w(F) = +00. On account ofTheorem 2.4.3 (iii), con-

dition (17) holds. Hence, for every fixed x, t+xR(t) > +00 with ¢, and

thus, ultimately,

t+xR(t) > 0,

i.e.,

—xR(t)/t <1.
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Since x is arbitrary, the choice of negative x implies that R(t) /t must con-

verge to zero.
Next we assume w(F) < +o. Appealing once again to Theorem 2.4.3

(iii) , we get from (17)that, for every fixed x, and forall t sufficiently close
to w(F), butt < w(F),

t+xR(t) < w(F),

implying

0 < R(t)/[w(F) —¢| < 1/x

for arbitrary x > 0. The claimed limit follows, and the proof is completed.4

In Remark 2.7.3 condition (17) is restated underthe restriction x > 0.
The following theorem showsthatthis in fact is not a restriction.

Theorem 2.7.3. LetF(x) be a distributionfunction. LetH(z) be ofthe
same type as one ofthepossible limiting distributionsfor the maximum. Let
a < bbe twofixednumbers (possibly infinite) such thatH(a) < H(b). If,
with some constants a, and b, > 0, asn > +0,

lim F"(a,+b,z)=H(z), a<z<b,

then this same limit holdsfor all z.
Evidently, a similar result holds for the minima.

Thereaderis asked to reconstruct the proof in Exercise 14.
Wenowreturn to Theorems 2.7.1 and 2.7.2 with the intent of analyzing

the extent to which they restrict the domainsof attraction of H,,,(z) and
H30(z), respectively. The next theorem showsthatthe essential part of
Theorem 2.7.2 is that its conditions imply Lemma2.7.1.

Theorem 2.7.4. LetF(x) be a distributionfunction. Assume that there
exists a value Xy < w(F) such that,forxy = x < w(F), F'(x) =f(x) exists
andf(x) > 0.1fR(t), t < w(F), isfinite and if, ast > w(F),

lim R(t)m(t) =1,

then F(x) is in the domainofattraction ofH3,o(z).

Proof. Differentiation yields

R'(t) =R(t)m(t) -1,

and thus, on account of the assumptions, there exists a value x, with
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Xo< xX; < w(F) such that

IR'(t)|< e forx,<t< (F),

where ¢ > 0 is an arbitrary number. Hence,ifwe write

R(t) =R(x,) +| R'(u) du if wo(F)=+0

and

w(F)

R(t)=—- | R'(u) du if w@(F) < +0,
t

it follows that the conclusions of Lemma 2.7.2 apply. But then, for every
fixed y,ass > w(F),s+yR(s) > w(F), andx < s+yR(s) < w(F)for
alls < w(F)sufficiently close to w(F). We can thus speak ofR(s + vR(s))
for |v| < |y| and s < w(F)(but close to w(F)). Wein fact show that, for
every fixed y, uniformly in0 < |v| < |y|

R(s)

sa R(s+vR(s)) ~
1 (s > o(F)).

For simplicity of notation we assume 0 < v < y,but the argument remains
unchangedfor negative y or v. Now, with the same x, as before, for
4 =s<o(F),

's + vR(s)

—evR(s) < : R'(u)du=R(s+vR(s))—R(s) < evR(s),

and thus, withO < « < 1/y,

1 1 R(s) 1 1
—< eeae

lt+ey 1+ev R(st+vR(s)) 1-ev 1-ey
  

The claimed uniform limit evidently follows.
In order to complete the proof, we appeal to Theorem 2.1.3. Since

1-F(x) =[1—F(xo)] cp-[ m(u) iu},
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for every fixed y

1—|olen ta) au}

|-[ m(s+vR(s))R(s) av}

Writing

R(s)
R(s)m(s+vR(s)) =m(s+vR(s))R(s+vR(s) )R(s+yRG))’

we can utilize that m(.) R(.) > 1 by assumption, while thelast ratio on the
right hand side goes to one uniformlyin v overfinite intervals. Hence, for
fixed y, ass > w(F),

. m(s+vR(s))R(s) dv > y,

i.e.,

1—F(s+yR(s)) De

i-FG).
which completes the proof. A

Notice that, in viewofTheorem2.7.3, inthe previous proofwe couldhave
assumed all along thaty > 0, saving some notational complications.

While, in general, the converse statement of Theorem 2.7.4 is not valid
(see theexamplefollowing the nexttheorem), itis true fordistributionfunc-
trons with monotonic hazardrate.

Theorem 2.7.5. Assume that the distributionfunctionF(x) is in the do-
main ofattraction ofH;o(z). If, for some xy < w(F), f(x) =F'(x) exists
andthe hazard rate m(x) ofF(x) is monotonicforx) < x < w(F), then, as
t-> w(F),

lim R(t)m(t) =1.

Proof. In the proof we assumethat m(x) is ultimately nondecreasing,
but the proof, with obvious reversals of inequalities, remains unchanged if

m(x) is nonincreasing.
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Bythe definition ofm(x),

op-[ m(u) au} = ie

for all x» < A, B < w(F). Now, with A=t and B=t+yR(t), Theorems
2.4.3 and 2.1.3 yield that, ast > w(F),

cxe|-[ m(u) au| 4 e7”

 

or, equivalently,

B

[ m(u) du > y.

Thus, withy= 1, the assumed monotonicity ofm(x) yields

R(t)m(t) =(B—A)m(A) < [° mu) du ~ 1,

and hence, ast > w(F),

limsup R(t)m(t) < 1.

Arguing similarly withy= —1,

I~ [F mw) du < (A—B)m(A) =R(t)m(t),

implying, ast > w(F),

1 = liminf R(t)m(t).

Consequently, the limit ofR(t)m(t) exists and equals one ast - w(F). The
theoremis established. A

In the course of the previous proof we transformed Theorems 2.4.3 and
2.1.3 into a form which werecord as a separate statement.

Theorem 2.7.6. LetF be a distributionfunction such thatf(x) =F'(x)
existsforX% <= x < w(F) with somex < w(F). Then F(x)is inthe domain
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ofattraction ofH3,9(z) if, and only if, for everyfinite y, ast > w(F),

t+yR(2) y

lim m(u) du=lim Ri) [ m(t+vR(t)) dv=y.

The monotonicity assumption on m(x) in Theorem 2.7.5 is not just for
making the proof simpler. The following example showsthat the converse
ofTheorem 2.7.4 is generally nottrue,

Let F(x)=1—e-“@ be a distribution function. Then M(x) =
— log| 1 — F(x)]is the hazard function introduced in Remark 2.7.2. Now,let
M(x) be such that M(x) —x converges to zero as x -) +00. Then F(x)is in

the domain ofattraction ofH;,9(z). Indeed,

P(Z,—log n < z) =F*\(z+ log n)

= (1 — e—M(z+ bg n))a= (1 —e-7—ke nto(1))n

 

en~zto(1) .

= (:- : +> exp(—e-7), (n> +o).

Wenowconstruct such an M(x) and showthat R(t) m(t) for this particular
F(x) does not converge to one ast > +00.

Let s(t) be the identically one function superposed with narrow pikes at
around eveninteger values of t. More specifically, let s(t) be continuous,
s(t) =1 if t¢(2n—c/n, 2n+c/n), where c > 0 is a constant, and n runs

through the positive integers, s(2n) =2 and s(t) is linear both on (2n—c/n,

2n) and (2n, 2n+ c/n). We choose so that

+o ant+c/n s(t

ue
na=1 2n—c/n t

Let

*stt
M~-'(log x) = 0) at, x>e.

Then

c

< 3 =50 asn> +o,-1 oea (log x) —log x 27
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that is, M~!(x) =x+0(1) as well as M(x) =x+0(1). Therefore, as dem-
onstrated earlier, the distribution functionF(x) = 1 — e~“is inthedomain
ofattraction ofH;,.(z). Hence, on accountofTheorems2.1.3 and 2.4.3, the
normalizing constants a, and b, in F"(a, + b,z) > H3,o(z) can be chosen as
1—F(a,) =1/n, i.e., a,=M-'(log n), and b,=R(a,). Furthermore, by

Theorem 2.2.1, b.,/b, > 1, implying R(a,,)/R(a, )> 1, as n> +00.

Now,ifR(t)m(t) > last 3 +0, we would have m(a,,.)/m(a,) )> las

n— +o. But

 

  

1 d
=—Vy-! — —

m(a,) aA (X)veicg x s(n),

and thus

m(a,,) s(n)
m(a,) s(2n)’

which converges to oneifn is even butto 1/2 ifn is odd. That is, R(t) m(t) fails

to convergeto one.
Even though the condition of Theorem 2.7.4 turned outto be only a suf-

ficient condition forF to be in the domain ofattraction ofH3,.(z), it serves
as the main guide in establishing anecessary and sufficientcondition (Theo-
rem 2.7.7) for a continuousdistribution function to be in the domain ofat-
traction ofH3,9(z). For this purpose, we introduce the following concept.

Definition 2.7.3. Let F be a distribution function, continuous in some

left neighbourhood ofw(F), and such that R(t), t < w(F), is finite. Then,
for an arbitrary numberx) < w(F), we definethe distribution function

w(F)

F*(x)=F*(x;%)=1-C } (1-F(u)) du,

where a(F*) =x), w(F*) =(F), and

1/C= ee (1-F(u)) du,

and call it an integral (or integrated) distributionofF.
From the definition it follows that an integral distribution F* ofF is dif-

ferentiable and its hazard rate function m* (x)satisfies

m*(x)=1/R(x), a(F*) <x < @(F).
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The expected residual life ofF*(x)

irc (1-F(u)) du dy

R*(x)=—_—_——_
w(F)

I (1—F(u)) du

again for a(F*) < x < w(F). Hence,

R¥(x)m*(x) “ay

where U(x) is the numerator ofthe expression forR*(x) above, and

1 a ?
V==H : (1-F(u)) au} : 

Theorem 2.7.7. Let F(x) be a continuous distributionfunction. Then
F(x) is in the domain ofattraction ofH3(z) if, and only if, its integrated
distributions are well defined and, ast > w(F),.

lim R*(t)m*(t) =1.

The proof of Theorem 2.7.7 is presented through a sequence of lemmas
which themselves are ofinterest.

Lemma2.7.3. LetF(x) be adistributionfunction (notnecessarily con-
tinuous)for which the integrated distributions F* are well defined. Assume
that F(x) is in the domain ofattraction ofH3o(z). Then, ast - w(F), for
every y,

1-F*(t+yR(0)) _
lim ~~F*() ée

Consequently, eachF*(x)alsois inthedomainofattractionof.Hy(z) , and

R*(x) /R(x) =R*(x)m*(x) =U(x)/V(x) > 1.

The proofofthis lemma is left to the reader as Exercise 19.

Lemma2.7.4. LetF(x) beacontinuous distributionfunctionforwhich
theintegraldistributionsF* are welldefined. ThentoeveryF* (i.e., toevery
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Xo < w(F)) there is a constant c* such that

Res) = 1 [2R*(u)
1—F(x)=c RG) exp —[ac Rw) -1] au}.

Proof. Simply observe that R(x)[1—F(x)|/R*(x) is differentiable,

and in fact

{ R(x)[1-F(x)] | oo] 1
log ——_——— = 1- A

   

  

R*(x) R(x)

|

R*(x)

Lemma2.7.5. LetF(x)beacontinuous distributionfunction whosein-
tegrated distributions are well defined. Assumethat, asx > w(F),

lim R*(x)m*(x) =1.

Then F(x) is in the domain ofattraction ofH3,(z).

Proof. Fromthe assumptionofcontinuity ofFwehave thatR* (x)is dif-
ferentiable, and since

dR*(x)
dx

the derivative of R*(x) converges to zero as x - w(F). Therefore, just as
in the proofofTheorem 2.7.4, it follows that, uniformly overfinite intervals
of v,ass > w(F),

lim {R*(s)/R*(s+vR*(s))}=1.

= —1+R*(x)m*(x), 

In orderto showthatF is in the domain ofattraction ofH;,(z), weprove that,
for fixed y, ass > w(F),

1—F(s+yR*(s))
ad1—F() 7ae’.

Namely, then with the choices

1—F(a,) =1/n, b,=R*(a,),

Corollary 1.3.1 indeed entails the conclusion ofthe lemma.
For proving the just stated limit, we apply the representation of Lemma
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2.7.4. Recalling that R*(x) /R(x) =R*(x)m*(x), we have

1—F(s+yR*(s)) or 2R*(u)m*(u)—1

1-F(s) en] de R*(u) a}

Substituting u = s + vR*(s) in the last integral, it becomes

f» R*(s)
o R*(s+vR*(s))

Now,the ratio behind the integral sign has been established to converge uni-
formlyin v (overa finite interval) to one, while the expressionin the square
brackets converges to one by assumption. Hence,the integral convergesto
y, and the proof is completed. A

Theorem 2.7.7 is, of course, contained in Lemmas 2.7.3 and 2.7.5.
Let us make a new look at Theorem 2.7.2. An equivalent form of condition

(128) is that, asx > w(F),

F@LI-FE)) |
F(x)

Therefore, (128) implies thatf’ (x) exists and ultimately becomesnegative,
entailing thatf(x) is ultimately decreasing, and thus, withsomex, < w(F),

Fx) =1-f(x), a(F;) =x,< w(F) =(F;),

is a distribution function with density F; (x) = —f'(x). Notice that the ex-
pected residual life function R(x) ofFx) equals 1/m(x), andits hazard rate

function m{x) = —f' (x) /f(x). Consequently, another equivalent form of

condition (128) is the asymptotic relation

RAx)mAx) 91 asx oF). (128b)
Weare nowin theposition ofestablishing a theorem showingthe full extentof
the von Mises condition at (128).

Theorem 2.7.8. For a distribution function F(x) there is a value
X, < w(F) such that

(i) F"(x) =f" (x) existsforx, <x < w(F),
(ii) there is a continuousfunction g(x) such that

F"(x)/g(x) 32 -—1 asx (F)

[2R*(s + vR*(s) )m*(s+vR*(s)) —1] dv.

1. (128a)
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and thefunction

Fyy(x)=1—-g(x), a(Fy))=x, (Fy) =o(F),

is a distributionfunction,
and

(iii) F¢¢(x) is in the domainofattraction ofH3,o(z) if, and only if, con-
dition (128) holds.

Under(128), one can always choose

g() =Le=ptadm(, 

and, together with F,¢)(x), both F(x) and F,(x) are in the domain of at-
traction ofH(z).

Proof. First assumethat (128) holds. Then, from its equivalent form at
(128a), it follows thatf’ (x) is ultimately negative, f’(x)/g(x) > —1 as

x > w(F), where g(x) =m(x)f(x). Furthermore,since

(Gye L®) reno
ae T=F@EL PG)

one more appeal to (128a) yields that, ultimately, g’(x) is negative,i.e.,
g(x) is decreasing. All these combined now imply (i) and (ii) of the
theorem.

In order to showthat, with the aboveparticular g(x), Fiy)(x) is indeed in
the domain of attraction ofH;,.(z), we show that, in view of (128b),

Ri(x)m}(x) 91 asx w(F),

whereR; and m;, respectively, are the expected residual life and hazard rate
functions of an integral distribution of F-)(x). Namely, this limit, on ac-
count ofTheorem 2.7.7, is sufficient to guarantee that F(,) is in the domain
ofattraction ofH;,o(z).

Now,since g(x) /f’(x) > —1asx > w(F), and, clearly, the integral of

f' (x)is finite, the constant C, defined by

1/C= | ii) ds
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satisfies0 < C < + oo Infact, asx > w(F),

o(F) o(F){[? etwy auf“? pay au > 1,

the denominator evidently being —f(x) = —[1—F,x)]. From this limit,
one can easily deduce that, for the integral distribution

o@(F)

F(x)=1-c¢ [~” e(u) au,

R3(x) ~ Rx) and m;(x) ~ mx).

The claimed limit thus follows from (128b). Thatis, F(x) is in the domain
of attraction ofH;,.(z). But then, in view of the just established relation

1-F;(x) ~ C{i-FAx)], x o(F),
Lemmas 2.7.3 and 2.2.4 entail that F(x) as well is in the domain ofattrac-
tion of H3,9(z). Finally, since F is an integral distribution of F,, one more
appeal to Lemma2.7.3 yields the same conclusion forF(x). Hence, the con-
sequencesof (128), as claimed in the theorem,are proved.

Next, we assumethat (i)—(iii) hold. By Theorem 2.7.7 we thus have

Ri(x)mj(x) 91 asx o(F),

where g is the function occurringin (ii) and (iii). Arguing then as in the first
part, one obtainsR; (x) ~ Rx) and m;(x) ~ mfx), implying (128b). This
completes the proof. A

In the previous proof, an importantrole is played by Theorem 2.7.7, in
whose proofa crucial stepis the establishment ofthe representation ofF(x)
in Lemma2.7.4. Based on this same representation,it is now quite routine,
upon utilizing Theorem 2.4.3 (ii), to prove the following counterpart of
Theorem 2.7.7 for the domainofattraction ofH,,,(z). We thus omitthe de-

tails ofproof. The notations are the same as at Theorem 2.7.7.

Theorem 2.7.9. Let F(x) be a continuous distribution function with
w(F) < +. ThenF(x) isin the domainofattraction ofH,,,(z)if, andonly

if, for the integral distributions F* ofF, ast > w(F),

lim R*(t)m*(t)=c, 1/2<c <1.

Therelation y=(1/(1—c)|—2 holds.
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Just as Theorem 2.7.7 madeit possible to fully understand the implica-
tions ofthe main condition ofTheorem 2.7.2, Theorem 2.7.9 is similarly re-
lated, in an indirect way, to Theorem 2.7.1. We do not developthis relation
here. However,it should be emphasizedthat condition (127)is sufficient,
but not necessary, for a distribution function F(x) to be in the domain ofat-
traction ofH,,,(z). See Exercise 7.

The domain of attraction of H,,,(z) cannot directly be investigated
through integral distributions ofF simply because these are not guaranteed to
exist. In orderto avoid this difficulty, one can tum to integrals ofx—4[1 — F(x)|
with someA > 1. We quote only oneresult in this direction.

Theorem 2.7.10. If the distributionfunction F(x) is in the domain of
attraction ofH,,,(z), then w(F) = + 00, and, asx > +0,

  

Proof. Since F(x) is in the domain ofattraction of H,,,(z), Theorem
2.4.3 (i), (10) and Appendix III imply that {1 — F(y)]/y is integrable over
the semiline y = 1. Hence, for x = 1, we define

h(x) =[1 Fl]I << a.

Because, on account of Theorem 2.4.3 (i), w(F) = + oo, the denominator
is positive for all x = 1, so h(x) is well defined. Noticing that

 

 

we have, with some constant c, > 0,

—xp |-[2 au|,
 

 

which,bythe definition of h(x), can also be written as

1 — F(x) =c,h(x) exp Bi Mw) au]
u
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Now,the assumption on F implies (10): asx > + oo, fors > 0,

lim [1 — F(sx)]/[1 ~F(x)]=s-7,

This, since

 [ge
implies the same type of limit for the ratio of the integrals occuring in the
definition of h(x), yielding

lim h(sx)/h(x) =1.

Butthen, from the aboverepresentation of 1 — F(x) weget

s~7%=lim exp |-[-2 du[au|
1 u 1 u

=lim exp Bi a)a 
Vv

 

i.e.,

s h(vx)
oes dv>ylogs, s>0, x7 +o.

On the other hand,ifwe write

eal: 1-F(y) ape 1-F(ur)
Aa) Je S1=FG)|Je =F)

Fatou’s lemma(see Appendix II) yields that

limsup h(x) < y,

that is, h(x) is bounded, and thus h(sx) ~ A(x) implies h(sx) — h(x) > 0.
Hence,by the dominated convergence theorem (Appendix I),

Ginn eecin I BE) aio| 

1 v v

The twolimiting forms obtained for the integral of h( vx)/v now imply that
h(x) > y, which completesthe proof. A
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For the corresponding theorems on the minimum,see Exercise 14.
Therest of the present section is devoted to the analysis of moments of

F(x) when it belongs to one of the domains of attraction of limiting
distributions for the extremes. We start with an F(x) which belongs to one
of the domainsof attraction of H,,(x) and H,o(x). Since, by Theorem
2.1.2, the case of H,,(x) is reduced to H,,(x) by a transformation, we
exclude H,,(x) from our direct discussion.

Let X be a random variable with distribution function F(x). Then, for
a>0, we define

+ 0

= E[(X*)*] ={ x°dF(x),
0

where X * = max(0,X). Our aim is to analyze the sets

Mr={a:a>0,m; < +00}

for distributions F(x) in terms of the domain ofattraction they belong to.
It is evident that the problem would be meaningless if we attempted to

discuss finite moments m, of X itself, assuming only that its distribution
F(x) belongs to the domain of attraction of one of H,,(x) and H,o(x).
Indeed, the criteria for these inclusions do not impose any condition on
F(x) as x-»— oo, and thus one could modify F(x) so that no moment
would exist.

Weprovethe following theorem.

Theorem 2.7.11. Ifthe distributionfunctionF(x) belongs to the domain of
attraction of H,(x), then M, equals the open interval (0,y). On the other

hand, for any member F(x) of the domain of attraction of H3x), Mr is the
whole positive real line.

Proof. Let us first record that integration by parts leads to the formula

ae

= ['x*dF(x)+ 1- F(i)+af"xe 1-F(x)]dx. (129)

Therefore, m;* < +00 if, and only if, the last integral in the preceding
equation is finite.

Let now F(x) be in the domainofattraction of H,,(x).
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By Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.4.3(i), this assumption is equivalent to the
validity of (10). Hence, for any e>0, we can find a real number ¢, such
that, for all ¢ > t,

(1—e)2-1[ 1— F()] <1- F(t) <(1+e)2-*[1-F()]. (130)

Let us put

Qk+l

M,= 2-'11— F(x) ]dx,caf, [IFO]

andlet us write

+00 2m +00

if x*-'[1— F(x)]dx= f x*-"'1-F(x)]dx+ DM, (131)
1 1 k=m

where m is a fixed integer with 2” > fo. With the substitution x =2y, we get

2 a-]M,=2 Jy '[1-FQy)] 4, (132)

and thus, by (130), for k >m,

(1 —e)27-™,_\,< M, <(l +.e)2°-™M,_ Ie

From these last inequalities we get by induction

(1—e)*~"20¢-ME-<M,<(1+2)*~"200-9E-

Since e >0 is arbitrary, these now yield that (131), and thus (129) as well, is
convergent if, and only if a— y<0. This concludes the proof of the first
part of the theorem.
Turning to the domain ofattraction of H,o(x), we first remark that, if

w(F)< +00, then m;*<-+00 for all a>0. We can thus assume that
«(F)= + 00. By an appeal to Theorem 2.4.3(iii), we get that (17) holds. In
particular, we get that, for any fixed real numbers, as t—>+ 00,

lim[ ¢+ sR (t)] = +00,

which, with negative s, yields that R (¢)/t-—>0. One more appeal to (17) now
results in the inequalities

1— F(2t)<1-F[t+uR(t)]<2e“[1-F()], (133)

where ¢ is sufficiently large and u>O is arbitrary. Therefore, if we start
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with the decomposition (131), we get from (132)

M,. <27*!e-"M, _<2MkmMe—MkmV,

where m= m(u)is chosen so that, for ¢ > 2”, (133) should hold. Since u>0
is arbitrary, (131) is convergent, which in turn implies the convergence of

(129). Theorem 2.7.11 is thus established. A

Theorem 2.7.11 is a very valuable tool for reducing the ‘‘guessing’’ part
when we want to apply Theorems 2.1.1-2.1.3. Namely, let F(x) be a
distribution function with w(F)= +00. We want to decide that which of
the three possible limit distributions may apply to the maximum Z, if the
distribution of the population is F(x). By Theorems 2.4.1 and 2.4.3, one of
Theorems 2.1.1—-2.1.3 should be tried. Since w(F)= +00, Theorem 2.1.2
fails. Therefore, if F(x) is such that, for arbitrary a>0, the ath momentof
X * is finite, then Theorem 2.1.3 is the only possibility. Otherwise, Theo-
rem 2.1.1 should be tried. We may add thatif, for all a>0, m;* = +00,
then Z, cannot be normalized to havea limiting distribution in the form of
(6).
The theorem is also applicable when w(F)< +00. Namely, we argue

with the function F*(x)=F[w(F)—1/x], where x>0, in the above
manner.

Example 2.7.1. Let

F(x)=—T(a)
where I'(a) is the gamma function (which makes F(x) equal to one at
x= +00). Then F(x) belongs to the domain ofattraction of H(x). As a
matter of fact, w(F)= + 00, and

x

f tele" dp, x>0,
0

+ 1 ioe ata-1,-xm; Tod x e “dx,

whichis finite for all a > 0. Hence, by Theorem 2.7.11, F(x) can belong
only to the domainofattraction ofH3,9(x). We now have two ways of showing
that F(x) indeed belongs to the domain ofattraction of H;(x). For this
exercise, we apply Theorem 2.7.2. We calculate

d[1-F() eosDEE)

dx| f(x) I(x)
+

(x-at nf 18le! dt
x$+140

xe
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as x—»+ 00, which easily follows by L’Hospital’s rule. A

Example 2.7.2. Consider the Pareto distribution defined as

F(x)=1l—-x-*, x>1, B>0.

With the formula (129), m;* < + 00 if, and only if, a< 8. Thus, by Theorem
2.7.11, the possible limit‘distribution for Z,, when normalized,is Hj,(x).

The fact that F(x) indeed belongs to the domain of attraction of He1,8(*)
canagain be shown either by Theorem 2.1.1 or by Theorem 2.7.1.“We
choose the latter, which requires formula (127). We get

f(x) Bx?
1—F(x) x-?
 = B,

which value would have sufficed even in limit. A

Example 2.7.3. Let X be a discrete random variable which takes the
integers k > 2 with distribution

Cc

oeoe k(logk)?
 k>2,

where C >0is a suitable constant. Then the distribution function F(x) of
X does not belong to the domain of attraction of any of H,,(x), H2,(x),
and H,(x).
As a matterof fact,

+00

mi =C >, k*~' (logk)~?= +00
k=2

for alla > 0. Hence, Theorem 2.7.11 implies our claim. A

Example 2.7.4. Let

F(x)=1—exp(x~*), x <0.

Then F(x) belongs to the domain ofattraction of H,o(x).
Now o(F)=0, and thus H,,(x) and H;o(x) are the possible limit laws

for Z, when normalized. We turn to the function

x
F*(x)=F(— 1) = 1-exp(- 2°), x>0.
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Since, with this distribution, m,;* < +00 for all a>0, only Ho(x) remains
by Theorem 2.7.11 as a possible limit law. For showing that F(x), in fact,
belongs to the domainofattraction of H;o(x), we can use either Theorem
2.1.3 or Theorem 2.7.2. The choice and the correspondingcalculations are
left to the reader. A

Example 2.7.5 (The Standard Planck Distribution). Let X,,X,,...,X, be
i.i.d. random variables with density function

 

Kx?

f(x) a x>0.

Then the distribution function F(x) is in the domain of attraction of
L,(x).

Wefirst exclude the other possibilities for the minimum W,by consider-
ing the existence of moments. Applying our standard method of expressing
W, as the maximum Z,, of the sequence (— X;), 1 <j < 2, we can appeal
to ourcriteria on maximain termsof m,". Since the distribution of (— X;)
is F,\(x)=1— F(—x),its density is

Kx?
Si (x) len?” x<0. 

Because w(F,)=0, we make one further transformation, namely F**(x)=
F\(—1/x), x >0. Its density is

gyn K
7” 0)" egieay’ x>0

Hence, M,-- = (0,3), which, by Theorem 2.7.11 yields that the only possibil-
ity for F** is to belong to the domain of attraction of H,(x). This, in
turn, relates F,(x) to H,,(x), which finally means that F(x) can only be in
the domain ofattraction of L,,(x).

In order to conclude that F(x)is, in fact, in the domain ofattraction of
L,(x), we appeal to Theorem 2.1.5. The condition (27) for F*(x) is
equivalent to

f“f(yey
lim ————-= x3, x>0,

= ffly) ay

which is immediately obtained if we substitute y = ux in the numerator and
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observe that, as 1-0,

e*—]

e“-—1 A

This last example clearly describes the method of solving problems for
W,, byfirst turning to the sequence (— X;), 1 <j <x, and to their maxi-
mum. For this reason, we do not reformulate the results of this section for

W,, (but see Exercise 14).

 —x uniformly for 0<u<t.

2.8. WEAK CONVERGENCE FOR THE kTH EXTREMES

Let us recail that the term “kth extreme” was introduced in a limiting
sense (see Definition 1.4.2). That is, if X,.,, denotes the rth order statistic
(taken in increasing order), then, for fixed k, as n—-+00, X,., and
Xn-k+i:n are called the kth extremes. The distribution functions of X,.,
and of X,_,41:, take very simple forms in the case of iid. random
variables. As a matter of fact, if X,,X,,...,X, are iid. with common
distribution function F(z), then, by the elementary formulas of the bi-
nomial distribution (see (34) and (35) of Section 1.4),

k-1

P(X,:,>2)= >(7FertFer (134)

and

k-1 n

PKreein2= &(7)U-FOrFeor'. (135)

Because k is fixed, the question of the existence, as well as the forms, of
limiting distributions for the above random variables can easily be reduced
to that for maximum and minimum.Thisfact is expressed in the following
theorems.

Theorem 2.8.1. For sequences a, and b,>0 of real numbers, and for a
fixed integer k>1, as n—>+ 0,

Ficcsis (a, + b,x) = P(X,n+ 1:n <a,+ b,x)

converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution function Hx) if, and only
if,

H,, (a, + 5,,x) = F,,., (a, + 5,x)
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converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution function H(x). If H“(x)
exists, then for a(H)<x<o(H),

 H(x)= H(x) > (osAs|’ (136)

where H (x) is one of the three types H,,(x), Hz,,(x), and Hyo{x).

Theorem 2.8.2. For sequences c, and d,>0 of real numbers, and for a
fixed integer k>1, as n+ 00,

Fyn (Cy +4,X) = P(Xp. <6, + 4,X)

converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution function Lx) if, and only
if,

Ly (Cn + Gy)= Fyn (Cy + GX)

converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution function L(x). If L(x)
exists, then, for a(L)< x <(L),

L®(x)=1-[1-L(x)]> 4 {-log[1-L(x)]},

where L(x) is one of the three types L,,(x), L,,(x), or Lsof).

The question of the weak convergence of the kth extremes, with normal-
ization, therefore, does not present new mathematical problems. We can
use the previous sections to determine a,, ,, c,, and d, as well as Hx)
and Lx). Furthermore, for a given distribution function F(x), we can
decide if H“(x) and (or) L(x) exist.

Proof of Theorem 2.8.1. Let k>1 be a fixed integer. Let us first assume
that the sequences a, and b, >0 are such that, as n+ 00,

lim F, _ 44 1 in (A, + b,x) 7 H)(x)

in the sense of weak convergence, where Hx) is a nondegenerate
distribution function. We want to show that F”(a,+5,x) also converges
weakly to a nondegenerate distribution function H(x). We shall apply
(135) with z =a, + b,x. Since k is fixed, ¢ is bounded, and thus the general
term of (135) is asymptotically equal to

4 ({n[1— F(a, +5,x)}}'[F(a,+8,)]" (137)

Hence, if x is such that, for a subsequence n(s), s> 1, F(q¢) + bis) <4
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with some q<1, then H“(x)=0. Therefore, for x >a(H), F(a, + b,x)
—1. Furthermore, as n— + 00,

lim supn[ 1— F(a, + b,x) | =u*(x)< +00,

because, by the upper inequality of Lemma 1.3.1, the term in (137) is
smaller than

Jn'[1- F(a,+5,x)]'exp{ -(n-)[1~ F(a,+5,x)]},
which would become zero in limit on a subsequence if u*(x)= + 00. Let us
nowtake an arbitrary subsequence n(s), s > 1, on which, as s+ 00,

lim n(s)[ 1 — F(@q¢s) + BycsyX) ] = u(x) (138)

exists for a given x. Evidently, u(x) < u*(x)< +00. By Corollary 1.3.1, the
term in (137) tends to

Ju! (x)exp[ —u(x)},

as s—> + 00. Hence, by (135), when we put z=a,+5,x, we get the relation
(136) with H (x)=exp[—u(x)]. Consequently, if, for a single point x of
continuity of Hx), there were two subsequences for which the limit in
(138) was different, u,(x) and u,(x), say, then

k-1

H(x) =exp[ = u,(x)] D Aui(x)
i=Q “*

k-1

=exp[ -u(x)] D Aus(x).
i=0 *°

The last equality, however, cannot hold unless u,(x)=u,(x). We thus

obtain that (138) holds for {n(s)} ={1,2,...}, which, with one more appeal

to Corollary 1.3.1, yields the relation (136). From (136) it follows that, if

Hx) is nondegenerate, then so is H (x). This completes one part of the
proof.
Turning to the converse situation, we assume that a, and b, >0 are such

that, as n+ 00, H,(a,+5,x) converges weakly to H(x). We then know

from Theorem 2.4.1 that H (x) is one of the three types H,,(x), H2,(x),

and H;,(x). Let x >a(H). Then, for sufficiently large n, F(a, + 6,x)>0.
We can therefore take its logarithm. We get

lim nlogF(a, + 5,x)=logH (x). (139)
n= +0
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This implies that F(a, + b,x)—>1 as n— + oo. By the Taylor expansion

logs =log{ 1—(1—s)]=—(1—s)+0(1), sl,

we thus get from (139) that, as n+ 00,

1

H(x)"
 limn[1— F(a, + b,x) ] =log (140)

Hence we can apply Corollary 1.3.1 again, which, in view of (135), yields
(136). The proof is completed. A

The proof of Theorem 2.7.2 is identical to the above argument. Its
details are therefore omitted.

Example 2.8.1 (The Normal Distribution). For the normal distribution

fP en"dy
27 /-0

we have calculated a,, b,, c,, and d, for Z, and W, (Example 2.3.2). By
Theorems 2.8.1 and 2.8.2, these same constants can be used for the kth
extremes.

Wethus have, for fixed k > 1 and for n+ 00,

F(x)= 

e™
 

k-l

lim P(X,4-410 <0, +5,%) @ex(—e-*)D
¢=0 .

and

_ k=l e™

lim P(X,..,<¢, +4,x)=1—exp(—e*) > ae A
=O **

2.9. THE RANGE AND MIDRANGE

In this section we will investigate the asymptotic distribution of the
statistics

and
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which are called the range and the midrange, respectively. The method
. developed here can be applied to other functions of the extremes, too.

Wefirst determine the asymptotic distribution of the vector (W,,, Z,,),
when it exists after suitable normalization. More precisely, we first prove
the following result.

Theorem 2.9.1. Let X,,X,,...,X,, be i.i.d. random variables with distribu-
tion function F(x). Assume that F(x) is such that there are sequences
,,C,»5, >0 and d,>0 for which, as n—+ 0,

lim F" (a, + b,x) = H (x)

and

lim[ 1 — F(c, + d,x) ]"=1— L(x)

exist and are nondegenerate. Then, as n—+ 0,

lim P(W, <c, +4,x,Z, <a, +6,y)= L(x)H (y).

In other words, if the asymptotic distribution of each of W, and Z,
exists, when suitably normalized, then, with the same normalization, W,

and Z, are asymptotically independent.

Proof. Consider the events

D,= D,(w,z)=(w<X,<2},
where w and z are real numbers with w<z. Then

P(W,>w,Z,<z)=P(D,D,---D,)=[ F(z)— F(w) ]”.

For z >w, for which F(z) > F(w), let us write

[ F(z)— F(w) ]"=exp{ nlog[ 1—(1— F(z))— F(w) | ts

which, by Taylor’s expansion, becomes

[ F(z)— F(w) ]"=exp{ - n[1- F(z)]—nF(w)

+yn[1— F(z)]'+ von[ F(w)]"},

where |»,|< 1 and |»,| <1 if 1— F(z)<4 and F(w)<}. Weshall apply this
formula with ,

z=a,+b,y, w=c,+d,Xx.
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By our assumptions on the choice of a,,b,,c,,d,, for y>a(H) and for
x <wA(L), respectively,

lim F(a,+5,y)=1, lim F(c,+d,x) =0.
n=+0 n= +00

The above expressions thus yield

P(W,, > c, + 4,X,Z, <a, + b,y)

=exp{ —[1+0(1) ]a[1— F(a,+,y)]—[1+0(1)]nF(c,+4,x)},

as n—» +00, where a(L)< x <«u(L) and a(H)<y <o(H). As we have seen
several times (see (140) and apply a similar method in terms of | — L(x)),
the right handside tends to H(y){1 — L(x)]. On the other hand,if x >«(L)
or y<a(H), the limit is evidently zero. Finally, for x <a(L) or y >of),
the limit is H(y) or 1— L(x), respectively. Since all of these cases can be
written in the form of H(y)[1 — L(x)], the proof is complete. A

For finding the limiting behavior of R, and M,, we shall need the
following lemma.

Lemma 2.9.1. Let the distribution function of the vector (Y,,, U,,) converge
weakly to T(y)E(u), where T(y) and E(u) are continuous distribution

functions. Then, as n> + 0,

lim P(Y, + U,<x)=fee—y)dT(y).

Proof. Let «>0 be an arbitrary real number. Let no, A, B, and C be
such that, for all n> no,

P(Y,<A)<e, P(Y,>C)<e, and P(U,<B)<e.

Finally, let A =yy<y,<--: <y,=C and B=ug<u,<--- <u,=x—A be
fixed numbers. We consider the sum

where >”) signifies summation over all 1 <i<s, 1<j<-s for which y,+u,
<x. As the largest subdivisions Ay=y;—y,_, and Au=u;—wu;_, tend to
zero,

limS (n; x)= P(Y,+U,<x,A< Y,<C,U,>B),
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while, as n— + 00,

limS (n; x)= > ol T(y)—T(%-1) |[E(4)— E(y_1)];

which we denote by S(x). Now,as the largest of Ay and Au tends to zero,

lim S (x)= fJoll!y)dE (u),

when a(x)= {(y,u):ytu<x,A <y<C,B<u}. If we combine the above
limits and observe that

ff,@POVE(W)>[PEx-»)aT)

as A,B-—»— 00 and C->+ 00,the clained formula follows, if passage to the
limit is taken in the following order: (i) the largest of Ay and Au tends to
zero, (ii) n—>+00, and (iii) A,B-—0oo and C-»+00. The lemma is
established. A

The main result on the range and the midrange is contained in the
following theorem.

Theorem 2.9.2. Let X,,X>,...,X,, be i.i.d. random variables with common
distribution function F(x). Assume that F(x) is such that there are sequences
Gn,» Cn, and b, >0 for which, as n—> + 00,

limF(a, + b,x)= H(x) (141)

and

lim[1— F(c, + 5,x)}' = 1— L(x) (142)

exist and are nondegenerate. Then, as n—»+ 00,

limP(R, <4, ~¢,+b,x)=[[1-L(y—2)]dH)

+00

limP(2M, <a, +c, + b,x)= f L(x—y)dH(y).
—- 0

Remark 2.9.1. The assumption in (141) and (142) that the same
sequence b, >0 can be chosen may seem somewhatrestrictive. However,
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this is the only interesting situation. Namely, with different values for the
coefficient of x in (141) and (142), R, and M, reduce to one of Z, and W,
in limit. Such a case will be illustrated by one of the examples which follow
the proof.

Proof. By Theorem 2.9.1, the random variables Y, =(Z, —a,)/b, and
U,=(W,, —c,)/6, are asymptotically independent. Hence, Lemma 2.9.1 is
applicable to both (Y,,—U,) and (Y,,U,), from which the theorem
follows. A

Let us look at some concrete distributions.

Example 2.9.1 (The Normal Distribution). If

F(x)=(2a)7'?fie??ae

we knowthat (141) and (142) hold (Example 2.3.2). In fact

1 loglogn + log4a
a, = —c, =(2logn)'/? — 2 (Olopn)'?

ogn

and

b, =(2logn)~'/?

In addition, H(x)=exp(—e~*) and L(x)=1—exp(—e*). Thus, by Theo-
rem 2.9.1, (Z,—a,)/b, and (W,,+a,)/b, are asymptotically independent.
Furthermore, by Theorem 2.9.2, as n—+ 00,

+00
limP(R, <2a, +b,x)= f exp(—e”~*)d[exp(—e-”)]

and

limP(M, <3b,x)= f*exp(—e*-”)dfexp(—e7”)]

1
l+e7*"
 

No explicit form is known for the integral which is obtained as the limiting
distribution of R,. It, of course, does not present any disadvantage, since
numerical integration can give its value for any x. The asymptotic distribu-
tion of M,, on the other hand,is the familiar logistic distribution. A
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Example 2.9.2 (The Exponential Distribution). For F(x)=1-—e7*, as
n—+ 00,

P(Z, <logn + x)—exp(— e~*) = Hyox)

and

P(W, <7)=1—e7*,

as was shown in Example 1.3.1. Thus, for any e>0,

P(W, > e)=e~-"-0, as n—> + 00.

Thatis, W,—0 in probability. Hence, by Lemma 2.2.1, as n+ 00,

limP(R, <logn + x)= limP (Z, <logn + x) = Hy;9(x)

and

limP(M, <ilogn + 4x) =limP(Z, <logn+ x)= H3,o(x). A

It should be noted that the fact of W,—0 in probability was not the sole
reason for R, and M, having been expressible by Z, alone. The important
part was the relation of Z, and W,,. This is made clear in the next example.

Example 2.9.3 (The Uniform Distribution). Let F(x)=x for 0<x<l.
Then, by the results in Example 2.3.1, (141) and (142) are satisfied with
a, =1,c,=0, and b,=1/n. Furthermore, H(x)= e* for x <0 and L(x)=1
—e~*,x>0. Here, both W, and (Z, — 1) tend to zero in probability, but
the normalizing constant b, is the same for both. Hence, they both

contribute to R, and M,. Their asymptotic distribution can be obtained
from Theorem 2.9.2. Weget, for n— + 00,

lim P(R, <1+ Xufrevrerd+ f°ey=(I — x)e*

if x <0, and the limit is one for x >0. On the other hand, as n+ 00,

c 1 x), min(x,0)/)

oo

y—xlimP(M,<4 +2) iE (1—e-* )e%dy,

which is }e* if x <0 and 1— }e~*for x >0. A
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2.10. SPEED OF CONVERGENCE

We would like to estimate the error committed by the replacement of the
exact distributions of the extremes bytheir limiting forms. Such estimates
will help in determining the sample size required for the application of the
asymptotic theory when observations are independent. We always assume
that the distribution F(x) of the population has correctly been chosen.
Hence, the errors are due to the passage to the limit as the sample size
increases indefinitely.

In mathematical terms, we want to estimate the following quantity. Let
X|,X>,...,X, be iid. random variables and let E, signify one of their
extremes. We assumethatthe distribution F(x) of the X; is such that, with
suitable normalizing constants 8, and y, >0, as n—-+ 00,

lim P(E, <8, + ¥,X) = R(x)

exists. Let us put

A,(x) =A,(x; EwByY= P(E, < B, + nx) = R (x).

Ouraim is to investigate A,(x) in terms of n. Since, for all extremes, R(x)
is continuous,the following result showsthat A, (x), in fact, converges to
zero uniformlyin x.

Lemma 2.10.1. Let a sequence R,,(x) of distribution functions converge to
a continuous distribution function R(x). Then the convergence is uniform in
x.

Proof. What we haveto proveis that, for arbitrary e >0, we can find a

positive integer no, which depends on e (but not on x) and which has the
property that, for all n> 1,

|R(x)—R,(x)|<e forall x. (143)

Let us first observe that, for any fixed real numbera, there is an integer
n,=n,(a), such that, for all n> 7,

R,(a)<2R(a), 1-—R,(a)<2(1—R(a)).

Thus, since R,(x) and R(x) are distribution functions, we can choose real
numbers A and B anda positive integer n, such that, for all n> n,,

R,(x)< R,(A) <2R(A)<5 for all x <A

and

1—R,(x)<1-—R,(B)< 21 — R(B)) <5 for all x > B.
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Thus,for all n> n,,

|R(x)— R,(x)| < R(x) + R(x) < R(A)+R,(A)<e, x<A

and

|R(x)— R,(x)| =|1— (x)-[1-— R(x)]| $1 — R(x) +1 - R(x)

<1—R,(B)+1-R(B)<e, x > B.

Now let A <x< B. Since R(x) is continuous, it is known to be uniformly

continuous on the finite interval [A,B]. That is, we can divide [A, B] into
N equal parts by the points A = xg< x, <-+-- <x, =B and, for each k with
I<k<QN,

R(x) — R (2%<-

Here, N depends on ¢ only. For a given e >0,let us fix the value of N. We

can then find a positive integer n, such that, for each k with 1<k< N and
for all n> n;,

[Ry (4) — RH)<§ -

Since A <x< B, there is one k with x,_,<x<x,. Then, by the choices
above and on account of R,(x) being nondecreasing, we have, for all

nny,

[Ry (x) — R(x)]<|Ry (%) —Re+LRn K-11) — RB CXI

+ [Ry (2%) — Ry (x¢-1)] + [ RO)—RO)]

<% +|R, (x) — R(x) + R(X) —Rx+R=1) — RaHR

which is smaller than e if we apply the triangle inequality once again. Any
positive integer n) which is larger than both n, and n, satisfies the
requirements of no's being independent of x and, at the same time, (143)

holdsfor all > np. The proof is completed. A

Let us return to A, (x; E,,B,»Y,)- We have just seen that we can estimate

it uniformly in x. On the other hand, its dependence on 8, and y, is very

significant. While, in view of Lemma 2.2.2, we have a large freedom in

choosing 8, and y, without affecting the convergence of A,(x) to zero, the

speed of this convergence depends on their actual choice. The clearest

example for such a claim can be the exponential distribution, when
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E,= W,, the minimum of the observations. Then (Example 1.3.1)
A,(x; W,,0,1/n)=0, while for any other permissible values of 8, and y,,
A,(x)>0for all x >0. In fact, if g(m)—>0 in an arbitrary manner, then, as
n—+00,

A,(x; W.8(n)/n,1/n)
g(n)

(see Exercise 15). Therefore, no meaningful result can be expected as
estimates on A,(x) which do not involve 8, and y,. This explains the
choices of the terms in the estimates of the next theorem.

Theorem 2.10.1. Let H(x) be one of the possible extreme value distribu-
tions for the maximum. Let F(x) be in the domain of attraction of H(x). For
given sequences a, and b, >0 of real numbers, we put

z,(x)=n[1—F(a,+,x)|

and, for x’s for which H(x)>0, |

P,(x) = Z,(x) + logH (x).

Then, if x is such that H(x)>0 and if z,(x)/n< %,

—xlim e

|P(Z,<a,+b,x)— H (x)| <H(x)[ ryn(X) + ron(2)+ rin (2)Fo.n()]>

(144)
where

2zn(x)  2zn(x) 4
+ .

n n2 1-q’

2Pr(x) 4
ro,n(x) =|p,(x)|+ 2 : l—-s >

  

rin(X) =

 

with q<1 and s<1 such that 322(x)/n<q and +|p,(x)| <s, respectively.

Remark 2.10.1. Notice that the statement did not impose any direct
condition on the choices of a, and b,. Therefore, the estimate (144) is
applicable for arbitrary choices, whenever z,(x)/n, 22(x)/n, and p,(x)
satisfy the stated inequalities. On the other hand,if a, and b, are chosen so
that (Z, —a,)/b, converges weakly to H (x), then the assumed bounds on
z,(x)/n, z2(x)/n, and |p,(x)| are valid for very moderate values of n
(usually for m as small as 2 or 3). Namely, if H(x)>0, we can take
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logarithm in (6) and wesee that z,(x)—»>—logH(x) (see (10la) and the
formula precedingit). Hence, z,(x) is bounded and p,(x)-0, as n—+ 00.

Remark 2.10.2. Referring once again to the fact that, with the proper
choice of a, and b,, z,(x)——logH(x) and p,(x)-0 as n->+ 00, we can

see that r,,(x) and r,,,(x) represent two essentially different kinds of
error. Since

z,(x) =p,(x) —~ logH (x),

the major contribution to z,(x) is —logH (x), hence r,,,(x) is of the order
of 1/n for all F(x) and for all proper choices of a, and b,. On the other
hand, r,,(x) expresses the error dueto the choices of a, and b, andit also
depends on the population distribution F(x).

Proof. By the basic formula (4) and by thetriangle inequality

|P(Z, <a, + b,x) — H (x)| <|F" (a, + b,x) —e7*|+|e~2— H(x)|.

(145)

If we write F=1—(1— F), Lemma 1.3.1 yields

 

2 2

|F” (a,+ b,x)—
e7 a(2)| < e140e

x ae | a4 |

whenever z,(x)/n< }. Hence, by the inequality (which is a consequence of
the Taylor expansion)

2

le’ I< b+> aha uniformly for 3|y|<q<1 (146)

we have

2z2(x)  2z4(x)
a

n n2

  

|F" (ay bya)7.004 it (147)

where z,(x)/n< } and 222(x)/n<q<l.
Let us now turn to the second term onthe right handside of (145). We

assume that H(x)>0. Since

e~*)— H(x)= H(x)[e~*—1],

the inequality (146) leads to the estimate

pa(x) 1
2 I-s'/|’
 Je“—H(x)| < H (x)| |o,(x)|+ (148)
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where 4|p,(x)|<s<1. If we now write

on the right: hand side of (147), the inequality (144) follows from (145),
(147), and (148). The theorem is established. A

A similar estimate applies for the case of minima, too.

Theorem 2.10.2. Let L(x) be one of the possible extreme value distribu-
tions for the minimum. Let F(x) be in the domain of attraction of L(x). For
given sequences c, and d,>0 of real numbers, we put

z,(x)=nF(c, +d,x)

and, for x’s for which L(x) <1,

pu(#)=2,(x)+log[ 1 L(x)],
If x is such that L(x)<1 and if z,(x)/n< 4, then

|P(W,<c, + d,x)— L(x)|<[1— L(x) ][ rin) + ron(x) + Vin(X)Fo,n(x) |;

where r,,(x) and r,,(x) are defined as in Theorem 2.10.1.

Proof. Notice that |

|P(W,<w)— L(w)|=|[1- P(W,<w)]—[1-L()]].

Hence, the proof of Theorem 2.10.1 can be repeated by changingthe roles
of P(Z,<a,+5,x) and H(x) to 1—P(W,<c,+4d,x) and 1— L(x), re-
spectively. The details are therefore omitted. A

Weillustrate the results of Theorems 2.10.1 and 2.10.2 in the following
examples.

Example 2.10.1. Let F(x)=1—e7~*, x >0. We know that F(x) is in the
domain ofattraction of H;(x). Let us choose a,=logn and b,=1. Then

z,(x)=e-*, p, (x) =0.

Consequently,

267% i 2e"*

n w(1-q)
where q <1 and ze—/n<q. Furthermore, r,,(x)=0. Thus, by Theorem

2.10.1,

 

rilx)=

|P(Z, <logn+ x) — H3.9(x)| < H3,9(x)ri,n(x).
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For example, if x=2 and n= 10,

P(Z,9< log 10+2) =.8726, Ho (2) = .8734

while our estimate above gives the error term

Hy, (2)r,,(2) =0.0032.

For this last value, we took from a table e~*=0.018316 and e~*=
0.000335. Hence, any q< 1 can be taken which is not smaller than 0.00123.
If we choose q=0.002, we get r, :o(2) = 0.00366. A

While the error estimate 0.0032 is large compared with the actual error
0.0008,it should be noted that our method is applicable to any distribution
F(x) and for all values of x and n.

Example 2.10.2. In Example 2.6.3, we approximated P(Z<2.6) by
H,(1.3961), assuming that the population has standard normal distribu-
tion (the experimenter’s assumption in the quoted example). Let us now
estimate the error term in this approximation. In the example, we used a,
and 5, as obtained in Section 2.3.2. With these choices, we got dy= 2.1009
and b,)=0.3575. Hence, if we write 2.6=a+ box, we get x= 1.3961.
From table for the standard normal distribution, we have

259(1.3961)= 50[ 1— F(2.6) ] =0.235,

and thus pso( 1.3961) = — 0.01256. For computing the error terms, wefirst
observe that we can choose q=s=0.005. Therefore, by definitions,

71,50(1-3961) = 0.00221, —_r,49(1-3961) = 0.01264.

We can now compute the estimate (144) of the error term. We get

|P(Z, <2.6) — H39 (1.3961)| < 0.01162,

while F°(2.6)=.7901 and H;o(1.3961)=.7807. We can therefore claim
that the estimate is quite good. It may also be added here that the
convergence of the distribution of Z, to its limit is somewhat slow for the
normal distribution, since an error occurs in the second digit even for

n=50 (compare this with the result of the preceding example, where n was
only 10). A

Remark 2.10.3. Inthe previous numerical examplesit is remarkedthat

the error estimate of Theorem 2.10.1 is inefficient for the exponential dis-

tribution, while it appears good for the normaldistribution. Thisis not an ac-
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cident. The forthcoming developmentof estimates reveals that the major
part of the error in the normal case comesthroughr,,,(x), while this is zero
for the exponentialdistribution. Since, as pointed out in Remark 2.10.2, the
order of magnitude of r,,(x) is 1/n, we immediately have that, for the ex-

ponentialcase, the error in the approximationofthe distribution ofthe max-
imum by H;(x) is of the order of 1 /n. The numerical observationthat the

approximationis much slowerfor the normaldistribution is indeed valid: a
considerable increasein n doesnotresult in a significant improvementofthe
error term. See Estimate 1 below.

Wenow develop a numberoferror estimates. Someare applicable to spe-
cial cases only, others are of general nature.

Estimate1. Forthe standard normaldistribution functionF(x), witha,
and b, > 0 as given in Section 2.3.2, asn 4 +00,

(loglog n)?1
P(Z, < a, + b,x) —H3o(x) Te e~*H3o(x)

log n16

It is already implicit in our previous estimates. Indeed,ifwe write

H,(z) =P(Z, < z)=F"(z),

then, proceedingas at (145), the identity

H,(a, + b,x) — H39(x) =F"(a,+ b,x) — e~*+e—*—Hy(x)

yields that, on account of (147), our asymptotic formula follows if we
establish

(loglog n)?
(149)

log n

1

e~#2) — HH,o(x) ~ 16 e—* Hy9(x)

Now,since

e-#) —Hy(x) =Hyo(x){exp [—z,(x) te—"]- 1},
Taylor’s expansion ofe“ results in

e~*) —Hy(x) =H30(x)[(e~*—2,(x)) + dle“*—2,(x) 7], (150)

where |5| < 1.
Next, we appeal to Section 2.3.2. We have (see (62) )

n 1

(2log n)'? \/2a
e- (a, + b,x)?/2

 Zz, (x) =nll —F(a,+b,x)]| ~
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and

(a, + b,x)?/2=log n—+ loglog n—+ log 47+x

(loglog n)?
+——_——

16 logn cieots?)

From the last two asymptotic expressions, we get

_ (loglog n)?
z,(x) =e {1—Seven (1+0(1))¢,

which,in view of (150) , implies (149). A

Estimate2. For the standard normaldistribution F(x), ifa,andb, > 0
are chosensothat (6) holds, then there exists aconstantc > Osuchthat, for
all x,

 >

 
pa, < a, + b,x) — H3o(x) log A

It was never claimed that the best approximation is obtained if the con-
stants a, and b, > 0 are chosen bythe formulas of Section 2.3.2. Thus, the |

above estimate says that an improvementover Estimate 1 is possible by an-
otherpair of normalizing constants, but the gain is quite moderate. In other
words, the speed of convergence of the normal extremesis always slow,
whateverthe constants a, and b, > 0.

Now,starting with an arbitrary pair of constants a, and b, > 0, for which
(6) holds, then, by Lemma2.2.3, all permissiblepairs a’ and b; ofconstants
for which (6) remainsto hold can be written in the form

a,=a,+5s,b, and b,=b,r,,

where r, — 1 ands, > 0. Therefore, if we integrate by parts once morein
(61), and if we repeat the calculations of the previous estimate with such
improved boundsfor F(x), we obtain

F*(a; + b,x) —Hso(x) =Hs(x)e~4{A(b,) +B(r,) +C(s,)],
where

A(b,) =b2(1+x+4x*) +0(b4)

and

B(r,) =(r,—1)x+0((r,—-1)?), C(s,) =s,+0(s2).
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Thus,if we choose,as in Section 2.3.2, b, = (2 log n) —'/?, the term A(,)
is of the magnitude of 1 / (log n) , which term cannotcanceloutby the terms

in B(r,) and C(s,). The proof ofthe estimate is thus completed. A

Forthe next estimate, we need the following inequalities.

Lemma 2.10.2. Let

8.(z) =e"™—(1-z)", 0

There is a unique value z, satisfying2—1/ n < nz, < 2.and such that

IN z<1, n21. (151)

sup 8n(Z) =8n(2Zn)-
0:81

Theproofis left to the reader as Exercise 21.

Lemma 2.10.3. Let g,(z) be defined as at (151). Then, foralln = 1,

2e-?/n << sup. g,(z) < (2+ 1/n)e-?/n.
0oS781

Proof. The lemmais evident for n= 1, so let n = 2. Since g,(z) = 0
with g,(0) =0 (see Lemma 1.3.1), and

8n(z) =n[(1—z)""'—e-™],
the value z, defined in Lemma 2.10.2 is the unique solution of the equation

e-™=(1-z)""', 0<z<1.

Consequently,

8n(2n) =Z,e~™. (152)

Now,since the function ze~?, 1 < z < 2, satisfies ze—? > 2e-2, the lower

inequality g,(z,) > 2e—2/nis immediate from Lemma 2.10.2. Forthe up-

per inequality of the lemma,use Taylor’s expansion ofze~?=h(z) atz=2.
On accounts ofLemma2.10.2 and (152), we get, with some nz, < z* < 2,

N8q(2,) =A(nz,) =h(2) +h’ (z*) (nz, —2)
< 2e-?+e-2(2—nz,) < (2+1/n)e-?.

The lemma is established. A

Estimate 3. For the unit exponential distribution F(x) = 1— «7,

x20,

sup | P(Z, < log n+x) —H3o(x)| < (2+1/n)e-?/n.
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The above inequality is immediate from Lemma 2.10.3 upon observing
that, with z=e-7/n,

P(Z, < log n+x) —H3o(x) =(1—-z)"—e7-™.

IfF(x) =H3(x) andif the normalizing constantsa, and b, are properly
chosen (a, = log, b, = 1), then, ofcourse, the distribution of (Z, —a,)/b,

is H3,o(x) forall n, sothe ‘speed ofconvergence’is identically zero. We thus
see a variety ofpossiblities for the speed ofconvergence. The questionarises
whetherarbitrary speed can be achieved, assumingthat the optimal choice
is made for the normalizing constants(recall the discussion preceding Theo-
rem 2.10.1). The following Estimate showsthat the answeris no: the ex-
tremevalue distributionsare isolated from the rest by a barrier (exponential
speed). A similar property is knownfor the normaldistribution in terms of
averageswith finite variance.

Estimate 4. Let F(x) be a distribution function. Assumethatthe type
ofthe right tail ofF(x) differs from the type ofthe right tail ofH;,9(x) (i.e.,
for every Xo, F(x)/(x% < x) and H3o(x)/(x9 < x) are of different type,
where /(x) S x) is the indicatorofthe set x» < x). Then there exists a con-
stant c such that, foralln = 1,

sup IP(Z, < a, + b,x) — H3(x)| =

for all choices of the normalizing constants a, and b, > 0.

The estimate is based on the observation that there exists a left continuous
nondecreasing function t(x) and a random variable Y such that thedistri-
bution function of Y is H;,9(x) andthat of t(Y) is F(x). Hence,ifZ, and Z;,
respectively, are the maximum associated with F(x) and H;.(x), then
Z, =t(Z;), implying that we have, in fact, to estimate the supremum in u of

| H3o(h,(u) ) —H3(u) |, whereh,(u) = (t(utlogn) —a,)/b,. Now, the

assumption onthe tails ofF and H;,) is equivalent to saying that t(x) is not
linear. Therefore, whatever the numbers A and B > 0,there is a number

d > Oandthree points (u;,t(u,)), 1 < i < 3,u, < u, < ussuch that one of
them satisfies | (t(u;)—A)/B—u; |= d, yielding, in particular, |h,(u/)
—u; = d, where u; =u, —logn. But then,forall large n,

sup | P(Z, < a,+b,x) —H3o(x) |=sup | H30(h,(«)) —Hs0(u)|

 

= | H3o(h,(u;) —H3(u;) | = 4H;o(u;) = 4H;o(u, — log n)

=4H30(u;),

whichestablishes the claimed estimate. A
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The following twoestimatesare of general nature.

Estimate 5. Assume F(x)is in the domainofattraction ofH,,,(x). Write
1—F(x) =x~ L(x), and assume there is a positive function g(t) >
0 as t> +o, such that (i) for every x>0O, L(tx)/L(t)-1

=0(g(t)), (ii) g(tx)/g(t) is bounded for x = 1 and t = fo, and(iii)

g(tx)/g(t) = Cx-® with some C>0 and B>O for t= t. Define
b, = inf{x: —log F(x) < 1/n}. Then, asn 3 +00,

SUP | F°(b,x) —H,,(x) | =0(g(b,)).

First note that the choice of b, is consistent with Theorem 2.1.1, since
[-log F(x)]/[1-F(x)] > l'asx 3 +00, and thus Lemma2.2.2 applies.
The proofis somewhattechnical, and therefore somecalculationswill be

omitted.
Recent generalizationsof the theory of regular variation (see Appendix

III for references ) permit us to conclude that the assumptions implythat, for
x > 1 and forall large n, with some constants K > 0 andk > 0 (thelatter
arbitrary but fixed),

|—log (—log F(b,x)) —log n—y log x | (153)
< (1+log x) min(Kr,,k),

where r, = g(b,). We also utilized above

—n log F(b,) =1+0(7,), n> +00.

Now,note that, with u= — log( —n log F(b,x) ) and v= ylog x,

H3.(u)=F"(b,x) and Hyo(v) =H,,,(x).

Thus, from the mean value theorem ofcalculus,

F"(b,x) —H,,,(x) =H3(u) —H3o(v) = (u- v)H3.o(w),

where w is a numberbetweenu and v. But then (153) implies

w > y log x—k(2log x) = (y— 2k)log x,

and thus, with k < y/2,

H3o(w) < Hyo((y—2k)log x)~x- 1"®, x 3 +00.
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Hence,forall large x, asm 4+ 00,

| F"(b,x) —H,,,(x) |< | u-v|x-O-™*< K*r,(1+log x)x- 07,

whichyields that the extremeleft hand side is O(7,,) for all x = 1.

Next, for 0 < x < 1, the implication of the theory of regular variation,
which correspondsto (153), is

|—log( —log F(b,x)) —log n— y logx | < min (k(1+]log x|), Kr,x-*),

provided b,x = ft. Here, again, k is arbitrary but fixed. The argument now

is the same as for x => 1 except that the inequality w <—(y—2k)

| log x |, x < 1/e, is to be utilized, and one should keep the term exp( — e~”)

whenestimatingHso(w). The inequality obtained in this manneris that, forx >

0,n > +00, but b,x = bo,

| F"(b,x) —H,,(x)

|

S Kr,x—72~ 7+ex (—x- (7-7 ®),
Y P

Wethus havethatthe left hand side is O(7,,) for all x = t /b,. Finally, since

for x < t/b,, both F"(b,x) and H,,(x) are o(r,), the uniform estimate

O(r,), Tn =2(b,), overall x > Ohas been established. A

Estimate6. Letthe continuousdistribution function F(x) belong tothe
domainofattraction of H3,.(x). Assumethat, for the integral distributions
F*, R* is ultimately monotonic,and the derivative g(x) ofR*(x)satisfies

g(s+yR*(s))

g(s)

uniformly in y=0( —log | g(s)|). Then, with the normalizing constantsa,
and b, defined as — log F(a,) =1/n and b,=R*(a,),

SUF. | F"(a,+b,x) —H3o(x) |=0(g(a,)).

41 as s> w(F)

Recall Definition 2.7.3, and the formulas immediately following this
definition. The proof is based on Theorem 2.7.7 characterizing the domain
of attraction ofH;(x), and on the representation ofF by Lemma 2.7.4.

Notice that g(x) = R*(x)m*(x) — 1, and thus, in view ofTheorem 2.7.7,
g(x) > Oasx > w(F). Now,by Taylor’s expansion

R*(a,+b,x) =R*(a,) +b,xg(a, + 5,4)

with |u| < |x|. Then, upon utilizing the growth assumptionon g, and on ac-
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count ofthe choice of b, = R*(a,), we get

R*(a, + b,x) /R*(a,) =1+xg(a,)(1+0(1)),

and

log {R*(a,+b,x)/R*(a,)}=xg(a,)(1+0(1)),

both uniformly in x =0( —log | g(a,)|). In view of Lemma 2.7.3, similar
expansions apply to R(v) as well. Finally, since 2R*/ R— 1=2g-—1, and

   

i 1 ik b,x +yb2e( 1 )

- R*(u) ~ R¥(a,) ae R*(u) =a, + dav

=x—42(a,)(1 +o(1)),

we get, upon taking logarithm ofF in the representation of Lemma2.7.4, that
the absolute difference of F"(a, + b,x) and H;.(x) is uniformly bounded by a
multiple ofg(a,), providedx = 0( — log |g(a,)|). But, withx = —log|g(a,)|,
both F"(a, + b,x) andH;(x) become 1 + o(x), so their differenceis o(x); by
monotonicity, this difference is even smaller for larger values of x. The uni-
formity, and thusthestated error estimate, is established. A

Easycalculationsyield that ifF(x)is the distribution function ofX*, k in-
teger, X standard normal, thentheerror estimate g(a, ) is applicable, andit
becomes 0( (log) -') ifk # 2, and 0( (log n) —?) ifk=2. As in Estimate
2, a lower inequality can be established to show that the speed of conver-
gence in these cases cannot be improved by choosing anotherpair of nor-
malizing constants, soX? stands out amongall positive powers ofX in terms
of the speed of convergence of the maximum.

Let now F(x) be a distribution function in the domain ofattraction of
H39(x), and let G,(x) be anotherdistribution function which convergesto
H30(x) asn 3 +00 (possibly having nothing to do with extremes). Then,

with proper constants a, and b, > 0,

F"(a,+b,x) —G,(x) > 0.

The question arises whether G, can be chosensothat the speed of conver-
gencebe better than what we obtained with H;,,(x). The answeris surpris-
ing: if we make a mistake and, instead ofH;)(x) required by the asymptotic
theory, we approximate F"(a, + b,x) by H,,,(x), then a closer approxima-

tion is obtained for example in the normalcase, provided that y= y, is ap-
propriately chosen.
The following estimate is of this nature. It is known as penultimate ap-
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proximation. The conditions cover the normal case, and the approximation
in this case has the speed of convergence of (log n)~?.

Estimate7. Assumethatthe distribution functionF(x) satisfies the von

Misescondition at (128). Define

d
k(x) =-—7, 108 (-log F(x)), —log F(a,)=1/n, b,=1/k(a,).

If k(x) is monotonic for sufficiently large x, and if

ot oh (x)
mG) (x > o(F)) (154)

then, forn = no, ifk'(a,) > 0,

sup | F"(a, +b,x) —Hy,(x/Ynt 1)|=0(1/Yn)

and if k’(a,) <0,

sup | F"(a,+ b,x) —Hoy(x/ ¥n'- 1)| =o0( 1/Yn)>

where the supremumis taken overfinite intervals, and

Yn= KP(a,) /|k' (a,)).

For proving the above estimates, put

d,(x) = —log( —log F(a,+6,x) )—x—log n.

Then,

F"(a,+b,X) =H3(x+d,(x)). (155)

Notingthat the von Mises condition (128) is equivalent to

d 1
BiG: as x3 W(F),

(just apply the fact that log F(x) ~ —[1 — F(x)]asx > w(F)), Taylor’s
formula for 1/k(a,+,x) impliesthat, uniformly overfinite intervals ofx,
asn — +00,

lim k(a,) /k(a,+b,x) =1.
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Similarly, by appealing to (154), the Taylor expansion of log| k’(a,+
b,x)| yields (recall that k’ is of constant sign )

lim k'(a,)/k'(a,+5,x) =1 (n> +00),

again uniformlyoverfinite intervals ofx. This yields

ee 2"aeolid), (156)
2 #(a,)
 

wherethe coefficient ofx*/2 is either 1/y, or — 1/y,, depending on the sign

of k' (a, ). Proceeding with the case whenit is positive, we now have

d,(x) =x?/2y, + 0(1/¥n); (156a)

uniformly overfinite intervals ofx. Thus, from (155),

F*(a, + b,x) = H30(x+27/2y%,+ 0(1/%))

=H3o( — yn log(1—x/4)) +0(1/ Yn)Hs.0( 20),

where z, = — y, log (1—x/y,) +u, with |u,|=0(1/y,). In the last step we
first applied log(1—v) = —v—v?/2+0(v°), and thena Taylor expansion
of H39(z). Because the major term above is H,, (x/y, +1), and because
H},.(.) is bounded, the estimate is established for the case of increasing
k(x). Whenit is decreasing,the final steps ofthe above calculations remain
unchanged exceptthat the main term in ( 156a) is negative, and thus, instead
ofH,,,,(.), one gets H,,,(.) when H3o(.) is transformed toits final form.
Theproofis completed. A

Weconcludethe present section with a few remarks. Notice that in the
proof of the last estimate, everywhere Taylor expansion is used, and thus
o(1/+y,) can easily be improved to 0( 1/72). Now, if, in what follows

(156a), one applies a direct Taylor expansion of H;.(x+. . . ), the error
term becomes 0(1/+,). We thus have that approximation by H;.)(x), as the

theory would suggest underthe conditionat (128), is indeed improved bythe
penultimate approximation of Estimate 7. Finally, if the additional assump-
tion is made that k(a,)/k(a,+6,x) as well as k'(a,)/k'(a,+b,x) con-

verge to one uniformly onaninterval that widens withn > w(F) (recall the
assumptionsofEstimate6, then the last estimate can be extendedto be uni-
form on the whole realline.
Estimates on the speed ofconvergenceto limiting distributionsfor the kth

extremesare similar to the case of maxima and minima. See Exercise 16.
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2.11. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

Theinterest in the distribution of extremes goes back as far as applications
of laws of chance to actuarial and insurance problems. Gumbel (1958)
retharks that the problem did indeed come upin the works of N. Bernoulli
in the early eighteenth century. Historians will certainly discover scattered
solutions ever since Bernoulli’s time. Whatis clear now is that accurate
and general solutions are implicitly contained in the works of Poisson,
whose influence on the theory of sums andthe distribution of rare events
actually led to a basic change of thinking in the theory of probability. This
change could not comein his own time but only several decades later.

Even the basic work of M. Fréchet (1927) was not appropriately recog-
nized at that time because of his departure from the assumption of
normality of the population distribution. Statistics in the first decades of
the present century was associated with normal populations; a systematic
theory therefore received attention only if it was for normal variates. The
early works along this line were by L. von Bortkiewicz (1922), R. von
Mises (1923), and L. H. C. Tippett (1925). Tippett produced extensive
tables for the distribution of the maximum of normal variates for different
sample sizes; these tables have been in use up to date. E. L. Dodd (1923)
was the first to deviate from normality, but like Fréchet’s more detailed
work, his was also neglected. The theoretical work ‘was continued by R.A.
Fisher and L. H. C. Tippett (1928), who found the three possible limiting
distributions of the extremes, and by R. von Mises (1936), who classified
absolutely continuous population distributions according to their limits for
maxima (domains of attraction) (Theorems 2.7.1 and 2.7.2). It was pointed
out by Fisher and Tippett that the speed of convergence to the asymptotic
distribution of the maxima for normal populations is slow, a fact which
further delayed practitioners’ acceptance of the asymptotic theory.

B. V. Gnedenko (1943) developed the theory to a high level by establish-
ing practically all results contained in Sections 2.1-2.4, except that he
obtained Theorem 2.4.3(iii) in an abstract form, which can be stated in our

approach as follows. The existence of a function A(t) such that (99) holds
is a necessary and sufficient condition for F(x) to belong to the domain of
attraction of H;o(x). The final neat step leading to Theorem 2.4.3(iii) was
made by L. de Haan (1970 or 1971), whose major contribution is that he
made h(t) specific (R(t) in our notation). The proofadopted here is acom-
bination of methods of Gnedenko, de Haan,and D.G. Mejzler (1949),
whose result is Step 3 in Section 2.5.
The approach of de Haan madealso possible to obtain several equiv-

alent forms of Theorem 2.4.3, some of which are listed among the ex-
ercises. This same techniqueled to the interesting result of A. A. Balkema
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and L. de Haan (1972), which roughly says that functions in the domain of
attraction of H3(x) are “comparable” with functions which satisfy the
criterion of von Mises (see Exercise 20). The limit relation of Exercise 20'

is termed tail equivalence, aconcept introduced by S. Resnick (1971a). This !
conceptis also basic in de Haan’s work. Asamatteroffact, Step 5 is essential :
in Section 2.5. Ifthe populationdistribution is assumedsmoothenough,then
already the result of von Misesleads to h(t) = R(t) (we have reversed the
procedure here). Someofthe results of de Haan are also containedin the pa-
per by M. Marcusand M.Pinsky (1969). We should add that somestepsof
Gnedenkoare usedin the present book in forms whichare well knownin the
theory of slowly varying functions (although wedid not usethe theory it-
self). Someofthe reformulations of Gnedenko’s workinto the set-up men-
tioned are due to W.Feller (1966). See also L. de Haan (1974a).
The relation of moment convergence to weak convergenceis settled in J.

Pickands, III (1968). Some special cases were discussed earlier by von Mises
(see selected works), J. Geffroy (1958), P. K. Sen (1961), and J. R.
McCord (1964). See also L. K. Chan and G.A.Jarvis (1970).
The theoryofthe k-th extremes was developed by T. Kawata (1951) and

Smirnov (1949 and 1952). The asymptotic independenceof the maximum
- and minimum wasobserved by Gumbel (1946), Smirnov (1949) and T.
Homma(1951). However,see the last paragraph in Section 2.3.6, in which
it is demonstrated that if one of the extremesis not normalized,or not prop-
erly normalized, the asymptotic independenceis no longervalid. Tiago de
Oliveira (1961 ) and Rosengard ( 1962) established the asymptotic indepen-
dence ofthe sample mean and the extremes. A more systematic studyofthis
subject matter is given by H.J. Rossberg (1965a,b); see also J.E. Walsh
(1969a) , Ikeda and Matsunawa(1970) , and Smid and Stam (1975). Walsh
(1970) studies the sample size needed for the asymptotic independence of
the extremes. Falk and Kohne(1986) extend this investigation by providing
uniform estimates on the speed ofconvergenceofthejointdistribution ofthe
lower and upper extremesto their asymptotic distribution. Supplementing
this investigation, Falk and Reiss ( 1986) show that similar speed ofconver-
gence estimates apply in the case of the asymptotic joint distribution of the
extremesand central orderstatistics. A. Rényi (1953 ) developed a general
method to treat orderstatistics. His method is based on Sukhatme’s theorem
that we presented as an introduction to Theorem 1.6.3.

Let us return to the von Misesconditions, and the related topics ofSection

2.7. The result of Balkema and de Haan (1972), which has already been
mentioned,indicates that even though the conditions in Theorems 2.7.1 and
2.7.2 are only sufficient for their conclusion theymust comeclose to being
the best possible conditionsfor sufficiently smooth functions (although see
the example ofExercise 7 which is due to Seneta (1985) ). In recent years,
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several works were devoted to analyzing the implications of these condi-
tions, and aremarkable picture emerged. There are two different approaches

to these conditions. First, since the conditions imply differentiability, one
can analyzethe implicationsofthese conditions amongdistributions whose
density exists, or even more, whose density is differentiable. On this line,
Pickands (1986) obtains that the von Mises conditions are both necessary
and sufficient for the uniform convergenceofthe distribution, together with
its first and second derivatives, ofthe normalized maximum.Ifone requires
only that the density should converge locally uniformly (for the properly
normalized maximum), then the condition m(t)R(t) > 1 of Theorem
2.7.4, which hasa strong relation to the von Mises condition (see Lemma

2.7.1 and the subsequentresults in Section 2.7 in termsofthe integrated dis-
tributions), is shown by Sweeting (1985) to be both necessary and suffi-
cient. Actually, Sweeting workswith a different form and then showsthatit
is equivalent to the mentioned form. Sweeting also finds necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for uniform local convergence for the other two types of
extremevalue distributions, and his method allows him to unify this aspect
of the theory for the three types. Earlier, special cases of Sweeting’s results
were obtained by Pickands (1967a) and by de Haan and Resnick (1982).
Theotherline of investigating the implications of the von Mises conditions
is not to assumedifferentiability in advance, but rather to construct new dis-
tribution from a given one, which will be differentiable, and which can be
utilized in developing conditions for the convergenceofthe distribution of
the maximum froma populationwith theoriginal distribution. This approach
is adopted in Section 2.7 of the present book, andit is new. This is done
throughthe introductionofthe integrated distributions. This gave new light
to someresults ofde Haan (1970), whoseproofsare considerably simplified
through the simple representation of distributions given in Lemma 2.7.4.
Thebasic idea to this approach came from the work of Galambosand Obre-
tenov (1986), who appear to be the first to combinethe use of hazard rate
and the expected residuallife in obtaining weak convergenceresults (both
functions have, ofcourse, been used separately). Theorems 2.7.5 and 2.7.6,

as well as the example following these theorems, are due to Galambosand
Obretenov. Finally, it should be noted that several speed ofconvergencees-
timates are developed underthe von Mises conditions (we shall return to
these shortly).
Theorem 2.7.11 is a collection of scattered results in the literature. The

special distributions ofSection 2.3, although one can treat them as examples
for the theory, received specialattention in several publications. The case of
the normal distribution has been emphasized. The lognormalis receiving
more and moreattentionindifferent branchesofapplied science. In connec-
tion with Example 2.6.3, see S. Kotz (1973). With referenceto air pollution
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studies, Singpurwalla (1972) investigated Z, for lognormal populations.
Someotherspecial distributions, including lognormal, are discussed by
Bury (1975) and Villasenor (1976). Villasenor also discusses extensively

tail properties ofconvolutions, which are far-reaching extensionsofFeller’s
(1966)initial results. For simplifying the computation of the normalizing
constants, Villasenor (1976), Gomes (1978) and Takahashi (1978 and
1979) develop general reduction formulas; Villasenor (1981) further devel-
opshis earlier method. Sibuya (1984) presents methodsof generating ran-
dom numbers for H3(x). Sato (1973) gives an estimate on thetail of
infinitely divisible distributions, which later finds manyapplications. Res-
nick (1972a) gives conditions under which the productofa finite set of dis-
tributions belongsto the domainofattraction ofa limit law.

Formost populardiscrete distributions, linear normalization doesnot lead
to limiting distribution of the maximum (see Theorem 2.4.5 and Corollary
2.4.1). Asa substitute for limiting distributions, Anderson (1970) suggests
asymptotic boundsfortheir distribution of the extremes.

Asseen in Section 2.4, acentral fact ofthe theory ofextremesis that a limit
law should satisfy the functional equation (69). In its solution, we used the
validity of (69) for all m = 1. It is, however, not necessary. Sethuraman
(1965) has shownthatif (69) holds for two different values of m such that
the ratio of log B,, for the two valuesis irrational, then the solution of (69) is

unique (ifB,, = 1 for all m, then the irrationality of the ratio of twoA,, is to be
assumed). That the irrationality of these ratios cannot be dropped is dem-
onstrated in Mejzler (1965), but that itcan be replacedby another,quite sim-
ple, condition is shown in Gupta (1973). On the other hand, (69) does not
have to be considered forall x. One can rather assumeits validity on an in-
terval only on which H increases, andyet, the sameset of solutions is ob-
tained as overthe wholerealline. SeeGnedenko and Senusi-Bereksi(1983).
For a moredetailed discussion of the solution of (69) and its equivalent

forms, see Galambos (1982b). We remark herethat there is a newerresult
of solving (69), due to de Haan (1976), which many view as simpler
than the one presented in the presentbook. However,the solution in the pres-
ent book reveals nice aspects of the solutions themselves, so we did not
change to de Haan’s methodusinginverse functions. Finally, the readeris to
be reminded of Theorem 1.6.2 (see also Exercise 24 of Chapter I) in which
a momentassumptionreplaces the distributional assumptionrelated to (69)
(Huang(1974)).
The speed of convergence estimate given in Theorem 2.10.1 first ap-

pearedin thefirst edition of the present book. For numerical computations,
it still provides the best bounds. However,for theoretical studies, or for
warningsigns on the slow speed ofconvergence for many populationdistri-
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butions, a numberof results becameavailable. These are presentedasesti-
mates in Section 2.10, and are due to P. Hall (1979 and 1980) (Estimates 1
and 2); W. J. HallandJ. A. Wellner(1979) (Estimate 3); Balkema, de Haan
and Resnick (1984)(Estimate 4); R. L. Smith (1982) (Estimate 5); J. P.
Cohen (1982b) (Estimate 6), and M. I. Gomes (1978) and (1984a) (Esti-
mate 7). One can seethe striking difference between the normal and expo-
nential populations. Another surprising result of Hall (1980)is that the
distribution of the properly normalized maximumof|X,|' converges equally
slowly for allt # 2, but for t= it is faster. The fact that the convergenceis
faster for t= 2 than for t= 1 is a classical result, but that t= 2 is exceptional
amongall powers t is new. Several extensionsof, and related results to, the
specific estimates of Section 2.10 are known; see Matsunawaand Ikeda
(1976), Nair (1981), Reiss (1981) and (1984), Cohen (1982a), Davis

(1982a), Kohneand Reiss (1983), Zolotarev (1983), Galambos (1984c),
Falk (1985) and Rachev, Ignatov and Omey (1985). Although several au-
thors mentionthe possibility of extensions to extremesother than the, maxi-
mum or minimum, details of such extensions are actually given in
Dziubdziela (1977) and Reiss (1981). The error estimates by Grigelionis
(1962 and 1970)in the Poisson approximation ofthe distribution of sumsof
indicator variables can be used to estimate the numberof sample elements
which exceed a predetermined number.In order to increase the speed ofcon-
vergenceofthe distributions of extremes, Weinstein (1973) argues for non-
linear normalization. A systematic study of weak convergence under non-
linear normalizationis carried out by E. Pantcheva (1985).
The uniformity of convergenceis essentially due to Pélya (1920). The

range and midrangeare extensively studied by Gumbel ( 1958) and de Haan
(1974b). Forming midranges from the i-th extremes, Gilstein (1983) de-
terminesthejoint asymptotic distribution ofthese midranges for symmetric
distributions. The strange fact expressed by Example 2.6.5 and Exercise 17
wasdiscovered by Green (1976b) . This is extended to a systematic study of
compactness of sample extremes by de Haan and Ridder (1979) and
de Haan and Resnick (1984). The nowclassical relation of orderstatistics
to future observations (the growth of extremes, their expectation and vari-
ance as the samplesizeincreases, return periods,and others) is reviewedin
Galambos (1984b). This theory becamericherby the results of Wenocur
(1979) and (1981a,b), who usesboth classical urn models and some mod-
ern results for exchangeable variables in her developmentofasymptotic re-
sults.
A large deviation result is formulated in Exercise 26 which is due to

de Haan and Hordijk (1972). This is extended by Anderson (1978) and
(1984). An extension in another direction is given by Gut and Hisler
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(1984) , who study extremesofrandom variables with multidimensionalin-
dex. Somelargedeviation results also follow from the works ofBook (1972)
and Steinebach (1976) in view of the representation of Z, as in Theorem

1.6.3 for the exponential distribution. This can then be transformedto con-
tinuousdistributions whichare sufficiently smooth.

Thetitles of the following papersclearly indicate their content. They are
relevant to our subject matter and they stress some points which were raised
in other contexts: Singh (1967), Walsh (1969b), Barlow et al (1969),
Weiss (1969) Enns (1970) and Antle and Rademaker (1972). Thetext-
books by Galambos( 1984e ) andThompson ( 1969) both contain sections on
extremes. Asa part of a general asymptotic theory, Matsunawa’s (1985)
work containsresults related to extremes. Meilijson (1972) provesthe re-

lation (17) without any reference to extremevalue theory; he indicatesthat
it has, significant implications in other branchesof applied probability.
Even though wedo notcall X,,_,.,, am extreme when k increases with n,

whenthis increase is moderate, one can hardly makea distinction for fixed
n (evenifnis large; for example, k < 10 ork=+4loglog n can bothbe satis-
fied forall practical values of n). Therefore, the asymptotic theory of these
orderstatistics is of someinterest in relation to extremes. See the very ex-
tensive work onthis topic by Balkema and de Haan (1978). A discussion of
the asymptotic theory of different groups of orderstatistics is contained in
Galambos(1984a). The asymptotic theory oflinear combinationsoforder
statistics can be found in a bookby Serfling (1980).

Several statistical methods have been developed in connection with ex-
treme value theory. Although the methods of Cramer(1946) and Gumbel
(1958) are still the most frequently followed ones, new methodsare avail-
able, and manyare superiorto the old methods. Here welist some newerre-
sults by somecategories. Since all assumethat the variablesare i.i.d.,
caution is advised in applications. For estimation of parameters, see Tiago
de Oliveira (1972a), Pickands (1975), Weissman (1978) and (1984),
Davis and Resnick (1984) , Smith (1985) and Cooil (1986a,b); for infer-
ence about w(F) whenitis finite, see Cooke (1979) and (1980), and Hall
(1982); for selection of the type of the extreme value distribution bya sta-
tistical test, see Otten and Montfort (1978) and (1980), Canfield et al
(1981), Tiago de Oliveira (1981) and (1984b) , Galambos(1982c) , Tiago
de Oliveira and Gomes (1984), Gomes (1984c), Montfort and Gomes
(1985), and Castillo and Galambos(1986). For the asymptotic properties
of the selection differential, a statistic defined in terms of the k upper ex-
tremes, see Nagaraja (1982b,c) (1984a); for earlier results, andforits ap-
plication, see H.A. David (1981). For a reliability application of the
asymptotic distribution of the upper extremes, see Miller (1976) . For com-
putational studies and simulations in connection with penultimate approxi-
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mations, see GomesandPestana (1984), and Gomes (1986). Tables for
random numbers are given by Goldstein (1963), and for the extreme value
distributions by the National Bureau ofStandards ( 1953) , Meeker and Nel-
son (1975), and Mahmoudand Ragab (1975). A generalstatistical refer-
ence is Mann,Schafer and Singpurwalla (1975). Let us add that the
precedinglist is not complete butit is hoped to be upto datein the sense that
if the reader who consults these publications can easily find all available
methods. It is intentional that no remarksare included in this paragraph:
someof the methods are controversial, and some might work well in some
situationsbutfail in others. Hence, commentsarejustified only if space per-
mits detailed discussion whichis not the case here.

Finally, let us add that several authors disagree with the theory ofextremes
as presentedin this bookevenifthe assumptionofi.i.d. variables is not ques-
tioned. It might be due to the slow convergence,or to the limited family of
extreme value distributionsor to other factors. A major misunderstandingis
that when developing a model, the componentvariables are sometimes
strongly dependent, so Chapter 3 should be used, but when data are col-
lected, they are indeedi.i.d., so the results of the present chapterare at-
tempted to be used, but some physical character contradicts it. Thus, ad hoc
models are developed without reference to extreme value theory.
The proceedings at Vimeiro, referenced as Tiago de Oliveira (1984a),

contains several applied oriented contributions. In addition, see Challenor
(1982), Rosbjerg (1977), and Kanda (1981).

2.12, EXERCISES

(In all exercises the basic random variables are i.i.d.)

1. Let F(x) be the uniform distribution on the interval (—2,5). Find a,
and b,>0 such that (Z, —a,)/b, converges weakly. Determine the limit.
Use yourresult to approximate P (Zs, < 4.5). What does the approximation
give for P(X46.59 < 4.5)?

2. Find P(Zj)<8) by the appropriate approximation if the population
is normal with mean 2 and variance 4. Determine also the asymptotic
value of P(X¢. 100< — 8).

3. Let the distribution function of X be H;o(x). Find E(X) and V(X).

4. If the distribution of X is H,,(x), what is the condition on y if X has
finite variance?

5. Let X be a random variable with distribution function H;,(x). Show
that the distribution of the random variable Y=exp(X/y), where y >0,is
H,,,(x), and that of —1/Y is H,,(x).
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6. Let F(x) be in the domain of attraction of H3(x). Assume
w(F)=a<+o0. Show that the distribution function F*(x)

=F(w-—1/x),x > 0, also is in the domain ofattraction ofH;(x).

7. Forn = 0,set

m 2
a(n)= >, mi? s,(x) =1+sin{Lz[1 + 2n?(x—n?)]},

m=1

where the empty sumis defined as zero. Let

a(n) if n? <x S (n+1)?-1/(n+1)?
S(x) =

a(n—1)+5,(x)/n? if P-l/r sx sr’.

Define a(F) = 1, and

1—F(x) =x-7exp[—S(x-1)], x21, (y>0).

Show that F(x)is a distribution function with continuous density function
forx > 1, andthat(10), hence Theorem 2.1.1, holds. However, condition
(127) fails, and thus Theorem 2.7.1 is not applicable.

[E. Seneta (1985)].

8. Let X > andlet log X be standard normal variate (i.e., X is a

lognormal variate). Show that, as 0-0, the distribution of o~ '(X°— 1)
converges to the standard normaldistribution.

9. Usingthe results in Section 2.1, reobtain the conclusions ofExamples
1.3.1 and 1.3.2.

10. Findacriterion from (127) which guaranteesthat F(x) belongsto the
domainofattraction of H,,,(x)..

11. Show that under the conditions of Theorem 2.7.2 the normalizing
constants a, and b,>0, for which (Z, —a,)/b, converges weakly, satisfy
the limit relation

lim nb,f(a, +6,z)=e~ 7.
n= +00

12. Let X,,X2,... be i.i.d. unit exponential variates. The observationsX,

are collected in blocks of n, and mn blocks are evaluated. For the Ath

block X(4—iyn4X(k-tyn+2-s> let W,,, be the minimum.Find constants
a(m,n) and b(m,n)>0 such that as mn—+oo, the largest Z,,, of Wy.
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1<k< mn, when normalized [Z,,, — a(m,n)]/b(m,n), converges weakly to
a nondegenerate limit. Whatis the limiting distribution?

13. Restate the results of Section 2.7 for W,,.

14. Prove theorem 2.7.3.
[B.V. Gnedenko and L. Senusi-Bereksi (1983 )].

15. With the notation of Section 2.10, show that if g(n)—0 as n+ 00,
then, for the exponential distribution,

a‘ A,(x; Wa8(2)/n,1/n)
SE=

neato  * g(x)
=X

e

16. Use formula (137) to conclude that the speed of convergence of the
distribution of the kth extremes is of the same order of magnitude as the
speed for maxima or minima according as the kth extremes are upper
extremes or lower extremes, respectively.

17. By using the method of construction in Example 2.6.5 show, for an

arbitrary distribution function T(x), that there is an increasing sequence n,

of natural numbers and two sequences a, and 5, >0 of numbers such that

Zn, — Ik

by
 —T(x) weakly.

[R. F. Green (1976b)}

18. By an appeal to Lemma2.2.4, show that, when properly normalized,
Z, converges weakly to the same limiting distribution for Cauchy popula-
tions as for the special Pareto distribution F(x) = 1—1/x,x = 1.

19. Prove Lemma 2.7.3.

{L. de Haan (1970)].

20. Showthat if F(x) is in the domain of attraction of H,o(x), then there

is a distribution function F(x) which satisfies the conditions of Theorem
2.7.2 and, as xF),

1- F(x) A
MFG)(a =].li

[A. A. Balkemaand L. de Haan(1972)}

21. Prove Lemma 2.10.2.

[W.J. Hall and J.A. Wellner (1979) ].
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22. Let X,,X,,...,X, be i.i.d. random variables with commondistribution

function F(x). Let w=w(F)< +00. Show that (Z,—a,)/b, converges
weakly with some constants a, and b,>0 if, and only if, there are
sequences a* and b* such that (Z*—a*)/b* converges weakly, where
Z} =max{1/(w— X,):1< j <n} (the limits are nondegenerate).

[L. de Haan (1970)}

23. Let X,,X>,...,X, be iid. with common discrete distribution F(x).
Assumethat the jumps of F(x) occur at positive integers and that, for all
large integers, F(x) has a positive jump. Show that there is a sequence a,
such that

lim sup P(Z, <a, + x) <exp(—e7**)

and

lim inf P(Z, <a, + x) > exp(—e~°—)

if, and only if, as n—+ 00,

1—- F(n)
—_——____——— wo?
1— F(n+1)

lim e”.

Apply the result to the geometric distribution.
[C. W. Anderson (1970)]

24. Showthatif w(F)= + 00 andif, for some u and v>0, as x>+ 00,

limx“[exp(x°)][1-F(x)]=c, O0<c< +0,

then (Z,—a,)/b, converges weakly to H;(x). The constants a, and
b, >0 can be chosen as

b, =(1/v)(logne)"~/*

and

t/v_ Uloglog nc
a, = (lognc) ialSOE

v?(logne)°~ P/°

[J. Villasenor (1976)]

25. Let F(x) be the gammadistribution with parameters (u,v), where wu is
an integer. Let 7(x) be an absolutely continuous distribution such that
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wT)= + 00 and

+00
{ x"~le*/°dT(x)< +00.
— co

Then the convolution of F and T belongs to the domain of attraction of
H, fx).

: [J. Villasenor (1976)}

26. Let F(x) be absolutely continuous and put 7(x)=[l— F(x)]/f(x),
where f(x)= F(x). Let w(F) = + 00. Let s(x) be nondecreasing and s(x)—>

+oo with x. Show that if 7’(t)s*{1/(1— F(t))]0 as t++0o and if
x, = O(s(n)), then as n+ 00,

1— F"[a,+x,T(a,) |

1 —exp[ —exp(— x,) ] =

where a, is defined by F(a,)=1—1/n.
° [L. de Haan and A. Hordijk (1972)}

lim l,



CHAPTER 3

Weak Convergence of Extremes
in the General Case

Our aim is to get rid of the restrictive assumptions of the preceding

chapter, that the basic random variables X,, X,,...,X, are i.i.d., and to

replace these assumptionsbylessrestrictive ones. These new modelswill

cover mostfields of interest to the applied scientist, when the solution to a

problem can be expressed by the asymptotic distribution of extremes.

Weshall first give a very general result for the exact distribution of

extremes for a fixed n. Weshall then deduce several limit theorems from it.

Finally, in a number of sections, we shall specialize these results for

specific structures of the X;, 1 < j <n. In these latter models we shall focus

on two problems: (i) whatrestrictions on the structure of the X; will lead to

the same typesof limiting distribution for the extremes which we obtained

in the i.i.d. case, and (ii) by droppingthe restrictionsof (i), what new types

of limiting distribution are obtained for the extremes? After completing the

theoretical investigations, we shall discuss several applied models.

Throughoutthe chapter weshall use the notations introduced in Section

£2:

3.1. ANEW LOOK AT
FAILURE MODELS

Letus call acomponentofa piece ofequipmentessentialif its failure causes
the failure of the equipment. Let X; denote the random life length of the jth

essential component and let n be the number of such components. Then

the time to failure of the equipmentis evidently W, = min(X,,X2,...,X,)-

Assumethat our use of the components is what they were producedfor;

that is, X, is not affected by our particular equipment, but by its produc-

tion procedure alone. Therefore, W,, for a particularpiece ofequipmentis de-

termined at the factory (or factories) where the components were produced

160
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and bythe selection procedure of purchasing the n (essential) components.

In order to simplify the discussion (and this will turn out not to be a

restriction at all, see Section 3.2), we consider the following case. Let all

componentsbe similar in nature; thus a particular piece ofequipmentcan be
assembled by purchasingn itemsout ofa large lot ofNproducts. Ifthere are
M=MV(N,x) products in the whole lot which would fail in the time
interval (0,x), then { W,, > x} if all components were purchased from the
N-M items, each of which lasts for at least x time units. Now,if at any

time a fixed number ofitems is available in a store but the unknown M
is random, depending on the time of purchase, and if the n items we buy
are selected at random, then by the total probability rule and by the basic
formula for random selection from a finite population (the hypergeometric
distribution)

N-n7n (*5)

P(W,>x)= >) —
= (3)

where the distribution P(M= 1) depends on x. The formula (1)is, in fact, a

special form of the following result. If »,(N,x) denotes the number of

components amongthose n which we purchased and which fail in less than

% time units, then

—n t\(N-t

P(r,(N.x)=k)
= 3) (ibn)

= (M
The surprising result of the next section is that the model we have just

described is the most general one we can get for W,. In other words, the
distribution of W, is always of the form (1), and (2) also represents the

most general form of the distribution of the number of occurrences in a
given sequence of events. Hence, the distribution of all order statistics can

be reduced to (2) (see (34) and (35) of Section 1.4).

Since our model is very significant, let us look at it more closely.
First, why is our approach a new look at failure models? In all published

works known to the present author the manufacturer of the components of
the equipmentis never considered. Instead, assumptions are made about

the interrelation of those n components which are used in the equipment.
Wereverse this approach andassign all blame (or credit) to the manufac-
turer of the components. Theinterrelation of the X, does not have any

direct role in (1); the sole influencing factor is the distribution of M. Of

 P(M=?), (1)

P(M=2). (2)
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course, indirectly, we also impose a structure on the X,, since by (2) their
joint distribution is determined by the distributions of M= M(x) as x
varies over the real numbers.
The following example illustrates this point. In the example we denote

the life length of the N original components by Y,, Y3,...,Yy. They are
assumed to have the same distribution function F(x). As_ before,
X\,X>,...,X, are those Y’s that we purchased for assembling the equip-
ment, and 'M= M(x) denotes the number of Y,, 1<j<N, for which
{¥,<x}. (In the example, we shall use an “identity for binomial
coefficients. For this, see Exercise 3 of Chapter 1.)

Example 3.1.1. Let the multivariate distribution of the Y;, 1 <j < N, be

such that, for all choices of the subscripts 1 <i, <i,<... <i, <N,

P(Y,, <x, ¥,,<x,...,¥, <x) =A, (x)

depend only on k oi x. (Notice that it is not required that the distribution
of the vector (Y; - ¥;,) be independentof the subscripts (dj, bg, -- + dy)
Such an ceeissmade only when,for each t, { Y, <x} is considered
with the same x.) Since M(x) is the number of the events {Y,;<x},
1<j<N, which occur, Theorem 1.4.1 yields

N-t

P(M(xy=n= > (-D(FTN)ra t WNk+t

a>Xoraaruane
A substitution into (1) thus leads to

CVn"1y(=)Med)
P(W,, > x)= Ss

1=0 (¥)

->(";"\S(- y(%7)Aess(2). (3)
k=0

 

The case H,(x)=F*(x), of course, yields independence, but other func-
tions H,(x) result in dependentdistributions, for the X,, 1 <j <n. A
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3.2. THE SPECIAL ROLE OF
EXCHANGEABLE VARIABLES

Onewidely used class of dependent random variables in probability theory
is the exchangeable one.

Definition 3.2.1. We say that the random variables U,,U,,...,U, are
exchangeable if the distribution of the vector (U,, U,,,...,U,) is identical
to that of (U,, U,,...,U,) for all permutations(i,,i,,...,i,) of the subscripts
(1,2,...,). Furthermore, an infinite sequence U,, U,,..., of random vari-
ables is called exchangeable if each finite segment U,, U;,..., U, constitutes
exchangeable variables.

Notice that a subset of exchangeable variables is also exchangeable. It
suffices to show this for a finite number of variables, since the concept of

exchangeability for an infinite sequence is reduced to that for a finite

sequence. In order to avoid complicated notations, let us first show this

claim for a fixed n, n=5, say. We assume that U,, U,,..., U; are exchange-

able and we showthat so are U,,U;, and U,, say. Let j,, j2, and j, be an
arbitrary permutation of 2, 3, and 5. By definition

P(U,< x4, Ug< x2, Uj, < x3, Uj, <Xq Uj, < x5)

= P(U,<x,, Ug< x2, U, < x3, U3 < x4, Us < x5).

Let x, and x, tend to +00. We get

P(U, <3, Uj, < Xa Uj; < x5) = P(U,< x3, U3 < x4 Us < x5)

for all permutations (/,,/2,/3) of (2,3,5). This is, however, the definition of
U,, U;,U, being exchangeable. The proof for arbitrary n and for an
arbitrary subset is similar to the one above. One simply lets those x; tend to
+o the subscripts of which are not contained in the subset in question.

It is evident that if U,, U,,...,U, are i.id., then they are exchangeable.
Hence, the concept of exchangeability extends that of independence if the
random variables are known to be identically distributed.
The assumptions that a finite number of random variables are exchange-

able or that they are a finite segment of an infinite sequence of exchange-
able random variables are significantly different. The following random
variables are exchangeable but they cannot be extended to more than six
variables without violating exchangeability. Let U,, U,, and U, be random
variables which take the values 0 and | only. Let P(U,=1)=.5, 1< j <3,
and P(U,= U,=1)= P(U, = U,=1)= P(U,= U,=1)=.2. These are in-
deed exchangeable, since, for any real numbers x,, x, and x3, and for any
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permutation (i,,i2,i,) of (1,2, 3),

P(U,, <x, U;,< xz U,,< x3)

is either empty (whenever oneof the x, is negative), or the sure event(if all
x;>1), or one of the following forms: P(U,=0) or P(U,=0, U, =0) or
P(U,=U,= U;=0). But, by assumption, P(U,=0)=1—P(U, =1)=.5,
whatever be i,, and for any values ofi, andi,,

P(U, =0, U, =0)

= P(U, =0)— P(U, =0, U, =1)

= P(U, =0)—[P(U, =1)— P(U, =1, U,=1)]

= 2.

Let us now assumethat U,, U2, and U, were the first three in a sequence
U,, U,,...,U, of exchangeable variables. Then, in particular, P(U;=1)=.5
and P(U;=1, U,=1)=.2 for all 1< j<t<n. Let », be the number of ones

among U,,U,,...,U,. We can calculate the variance V of », by Lemma
1.4.1. We get

0< V=E(v2)—E?(»,)

= E[v,(¥,—1)]+ E(»,)— £7 (>)

=25,,+5,,—S?,

=2( 5 )x0.2+0.5n—(0.5n)?

=0,3n—0.05n?

—thatis, 0.05”? <0.3n, and thus n <6, as stated.
In the preceding paragraph we have seen for a special case that if

U,, U2,...,U, are indicator variables (that is, they take the values 0 and |
only), then the concept of exchangeability is equivalent to the following
property. For all k > 1 and for arbitrary subscripts 1 <j; <j,<... <j, <a,

P(U, =U,=...=U, =1)=P(U,=U,=... = U,=1).

It is indeed true in the general case, andits proof is exactly the sameas the
one presented in the preceding paragraph. Hence, the details are omitted.
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Definition 3.2.2. A finite or infinite sequence of events is called ex-
changeableif their indicator variables are exchangeable. Therefore, Defini-

tion 3.2.1 and the remark in the preceding paragraph imply: the events
C,,C,,...,C, are exchangeable if, for all k > 1 and for arbitrary subscripts
<j, <2< 0. Sy Sa,

P(C,G,---G,) = P(CiCp--- Cy).

Furthermore, an infinite sequence C,, C,..., of events is exchangeableif
so are all segments C,,C,,...,C,, > 2.
Wenowstate our somewhatsurprising result.

Theorem 3.2.1. Let A,,A3,...,A, be an arbitrary sequence of events. Let
v,(A) denote the number of the events A, which occur. Then there is a
sequence C,,C},...,C,, of exchangeable events such that, for t > 0,

P(v,(A)=t)= P(»,(C)=2),

where v,(C) is the number of the C, which occur.

Recall Section 1.4, where the significance of the distribution P(»,,(A)= t)
in the theory of orderstatistics was pointed out. In particular, P(»,(A)=0)
= P(W, > x) for the special choice A; = A;(x)={X; <x}, where
X\,X>,...,X, are random variables. Our theorem above thus implies that,
instead of arbitrary random variables, we can always consider sequences
when {X;< x} are exchangeable. A similar remark applies to Z, as well as
to arbitrary order statistics.
For proving Theorem 3.2.1, we first present a lemma.

Lemma 3.2.1. A decreasing sequence 1™ay>a,>...?a,20 of non-
negative real numbers can be associated with a sequence C,,C,...,C, of

exchangeable events as

a, = P(C,C,...C,) (4)

if, and only if, the differences 5a, satisfy

6a,_,20, O<rK<a, (5)

and

2(7)8’a9-1= 1 (6)

Here, 5'a,is defined recursively by 5°a, = a,, and

Sa, =a,—O,4;, 8',=6(5"'a,), rl. (7)
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Proof. Let us first assume that the sequence a, is defined by (4), where
C,, C,,...,C, are exchangeable. Then, evidently, a, > a, ,, and thus da, >
0, 0<k<n-—1. For showing (5) for r>1, notice that

8a, = P(C,Ca° °° CyCea Gaps k<n-r, real. (8)

Indeed,

Sa, = P(C,C,-- > C,)— P(C,Cy?» Qe=P(CCa OE.41),

which gives (8) for r=1. Assume that (8) holds for a given r andforall
k<n-—r. Then

8’*'a, = 8 (8’a,)

= P(C,C,: Ongar Cy+r)

—P(CCy+ Ce i Cenr?* Gare): (9)

But, by exchangeability,

P(C,Ca° ++ Cea Cean? Ceara) = PCCCa CeChan harCeara)»

and thus (9) yields

BP Nay =PCCGeChan CharChara)

Induction over r thus establishes (8), which, in turn, implies (5). Equation
(6) also follows from (8) in view of the exchangeability assumption. By
exchangeability, for an arbitrary permutation (i,,/,,...,i,) of the integers
(1,2,...,#), (8) implies

6'a,_,= P(C,C,,° PCCyase C’,). (10)

The events on the right hand side are mutually exclusive, and their union
over all permutations and overall r equals the whole sample space. Thus
summation in (10) leads to (6), which completes the proof of one part of
the lemma.

Let us now assumethat(5) and (6) hold. We shall construct a probabil-
ity space and a sequence C,,C,,...,C, of exchangeable events on it for
which (4)is valid.

Let the sample space be the set (0, 1,2,...,2”— 1) of consecutive integers.
Write

n-l

x= Sia, a =Oorl, 0<x<2"-1. (11)
=0
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Define the probability measure on the set of all subsets of the sample space
by assigning the value 5’a,_, to P({x}), where r equals the number of
zeros among the a, for x in (11). Let now C, be the set of those x’s,
0<x<2"-1, for which a,=1. Then, for 1<i,<--- <i, <a, the event
C,,C,,"** C, is the set of x’s for which a, =a, =--- =a, =1. The remaining
(n— ky a,’s can be either 0 or | and, since P is defined through the number
of zeros amongthea,’s,

P(C,Cy-=D("TDS (12)
r=0

Since the right hand side of (12) does not depend on(i,,i2,...,i,), the
events C, C,,...,C, are exchangeable. In addition, we can deduce from (7)

n—k

D> ("7 *)8%--= ae (13)
r=0

which, together with (12), yields (4). Therefore, the proof is completed if
we show the validity of (13). We first note that induction over r and (7)
yield

Sa, = DEW(jJerss ktr<n. (14)
j=0

(details are left as Exercise 4). Thus

a—k n-k or

Ble BRCMMG)
= Bad-0("5*)(5)

where >° signifies summation over r andj such that n—r+j=1,0<j<r
and 0<r<n-—k. Hence, if t=k, =" contains a single term, namely, j=0,
and r=n—k; that is, the coefficient of a, equals one. On the other hand,
for t>k, r=n—t+j<n-—k results in j <t—k, and thus the coefficient of
a, now equals

E-("AY(J)=See)(”)
j=0

-(A)B-0('54)-0
j=0
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Therefore, (13) follows, and the proof is completed. A

Proof of Theorem 3.2.1 We appeal to Theorem 1.4.1, which says that
the binomial moments determine the distribution of the number of oc-
currences in a sequence of events. Let S,,(A) and S,,(C) denote the
binomial moments of »,(A) and »,(C), respectively. For proving Theorem
3.2.1, we thus have to show that, for a given sequence A,,A,,...,A4, of
events, we can find exchangeable events C,,C,,...,C, such that, for all
k>1,S,,(A)=5S,,,(C). But, for exchangeable events,

Sen(C)= (J oes kel,

where a, is defined as at (4). Therefore, we have to show that the sequence
Q=1 and

Sk.n (A)

n ?

(i)
is decreasing and that it can be associated with a sequence C,,C,,...,C, of
exchangeable events as at (4). The fact that a, is decreasing can be shown
by several methods of Chapter 1 (see Exercise 2 of Chapter 1). On the
other hand, for showing that the sequence (15) can be associated with a
sequence of exchangeable events as at (4), we apply Lemma 3.2.1. We got
that the theorem is equivalent to the validity of (5) and (6) with the
numbers defined in (15). Notice that (13) immediately yields (6), since
Q= 1. Hence, only the validity of (5) needs proof. The case r=0is, of
course,trivial. Let r > 1. Then, by (14), (5) becomes

>(-1 SroreinlA) l<r<n. (16)

of, )(r+)
In view of Lemma 1.4.1,

Spraun(A) _ e| ralA)[ Pa(A)—1]-+- [2(A)atr-J41] |.
(~on) (n=l(r-ftl
‘Cney,

Hence, putting

 a, = I<k<n, (15)

v,(A)[»,(A)—1]- .. [»,(A)-—k+ 1]

n(n—1)---(n—k+1) ,
°

a, = (17)
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by another appeal to (14) we can rewrite (16) as

E (8’as_,) > 0, l<r<a. (18)

For proving (18), consider the following simple selection problem for each
point w of the sample space. Let w be fixed and thus »,(A) a well-defined
integer. Let an urn contain 7 balls, out of which »,(A) are white. We select
balls without replacement and let G be the event that the jth selection
results in a white ball. Then the events CG are exchangeable and the
corresponding value as at (4) is a, of (iy (see Exercise 5). Thus, by
Lemma 3.2.1, 8’a*_,>0 for each w, which evidently implies (18). The
theoremis established. A

We now give a general formula for the distribution of »,(C) for
exchangeable events C,,C;,...,C,. This formula, when combined with
Theorem 3.2.1, will be similar to (2). This will, therefore, justify the remark
which followed (2).

Theorem 3.2.2. Let C,,C,,...,C, be exchangeable events. Then, with the
previous meaning for v,(C), for t > 0,

where N > 7 is a fixed integer and P;,0< TN,is a probability distribu-
tion.

Remark 3.2.1. With N=n, the statement is, of course, trivial, but it is

significant whenever N >n. In particular, this representation is of great

value in limit theorems when is large compared with n. The proof, which
follows, is constructive, and the actual sequence P;, 1 < T<N,is given in
(19). To give lower estimates on possible values of NV, one can use Lemma

3.2.1, although the actual calculations can be very demanding without a
high-speed computer. The aim in presenting Theorem 3.2.2 is, however, not
to gain computational advantages; rather, it is included for theoretical
purposes: to prove our claim in Section 3.1 that general models are
equivalent to the simple failure model discussed there. This is, in fact,
expressed in Corollary 3.2.1. In addition, Theorem 3.2.2 will serve as the

basis for the limit theorems of Section 3.4 as well as for the model of
Section 3.5.

Before the proof, let us combine Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 into a
corollary.

Pr
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Corollary 3.2.1. Let A,,A,...,A, be arbitrary events. Let v,(A) be the
number of those A’s which occur. Then there is a distribution P; on the
integers 0< T< N with some integer N > n such that

nv (T\N-T

P(v,(A)=1)= >, (7)( n-t )

= (ay
This corollary is immediate from the mentioned theorems. Conse-

quently, only Theorem 3.2.2 needs proof.

Proof of Theorem 3.2.2. Let N >be an integer such that C,, C,,...,C,
can be enlarged to a set C),C;,...,Cy of exchangeable events. Then, by

(10),

P(»,(C)= T)=(")5"-tap= Pr, say. (19)

Wenowrecalculate P(C;C,,---C,) for 1< i, <i,<-++ <i, in terms of P7.
By the total probability rule

N

P(C,-°-C,)= X P(C,:*: C,|en(C)=T)Pr. (20)
T=k

On the other hand, by another appeal to (10) and by (19),

N—-k)\sw- N-k

P(C, +++ C,ley(C)=T)=

r

s

aea (725)

ere”
_ T(T=1)-++(T-k+)
~ N(N=-1)-°*(N—k41)’

 

T>k. (21)

This is the familiar formula in connection with sampling without replace-
ment from a population of N items which contain T marked ones (see
Exercise 5). Hence, (20) and (21) yield the claimed formula of Theorem
3.2.2. The proof is complete. A

3.3. PREPARATIONS FOR LIMIT THEOREMS

We would like to determine the limiting distribution of (Z,—a,)/b, and
(W,,—c,)/d, with suitable constants a,, b, >0, c,, d, >0, when the random
variables X,,X>,...,X, are not iid. We would like to impose on their
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interdependence as little restriction as possible. However, in order to
achieve meaningful limit theorems, restrictions are necessary. The follow-
ing examples will indicate the kind of restrictions needed for nontrivial
limit theorems.

Example 3.3.1. Let X,,X2,...,X, be n identical repetitions of a random
variable X with distribution function F(x). Then Z,= W, =X, and thus
the arbitrary F(x) would serve as limiting distribution for both Z, and W,,.
Hence, some assumptionsare definitely needed. a

Example 3.3.2. Let Y,, Y2,..., Y, be i.id. standard normal variates. Let
U be an arbitrary random variable with distribution function F(x). Let
X,=U+Y,, 1<j<n. Then

Z, = U+ max (Yj, Yx..., Y,)-

However, by Section 2.3.2, for any e>0, as n>» + 00,

lim P(| max (Y,, Y2,..., ¥,)—(2logn)'/7| > e) =0.

Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.1, as n+ 00,

lim P(Z, —(2logn)'/? < x)= P(U<x)= F(x).

Since F(x) is arbitrary, a meaningful model for the asymptotic theory of

extremes should not combine such X/s with other structures. A

Example 3.3.3. Let F(x) be an arbitrary distribution function. Let r(¢),
t=1,2,..., be a probability distribution with r(t)>0 for all ¢. Let
X,,X2,..., be independent random variables and let the distribution func-
tion of X, be F(x). Then, by the basic formula (5) of Chapter 1,

P(Z,< x)= F(x)FPO(x) ++ FCOx) =FHx),

where s(m)=r(1)+7r(2)+--- +7r(n). Hence, as n+ 00,

lim P(Z, <x) = F(x),

which was again arbitrary. A

Each example can suitably be modified to lead to warnings concerning
W,
Let us analyze the reasons why arbitrary distributions were obtained as

limiting distribution of Z,. More importantly, what conditions would

exclude these structures?
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The trivial model of the first example is evidently excluded if it is
guaranteed that W, and Z, are substantially different. This is achieved by
the simplest assumptions.

In order to understand the structure of the second example, let us look

at all extremes of X,,X,...,X,. Evidently, all order statistics of the X; can
be obtained from the orderstatistics of the Y; by adding U to the latter.
Since, by Theorem 2.8.1 and by Section 2.3.2, as n+ 00,

P(l¥,—s:n— (2logn)'/7| > e)> 0, (22)

where e>0 is arbitrary and k is a fixed integer, again by Lemma 2.2.1, as
n—>+ 0,

lim P(X,_g:n <(2logn)'/? + x) = P(U<x)= F(x). (23)

That is, for all upper extremes, both the normalizing constants a,=

(2logn)'/?, b, =1, andthelimiting distribution F(x) are independent ofk.
Wecan go even further to see that (22), and thus (23) as well, holds for
k=k(n), which tends to infinity very slowly with n (we do not go into
detail, but the interested reader can easily deduce this fact from the
formulas of Section 2.8). Therefore, we exclude this structure from a model

by assuming thatthere are at least two upper (lower) extremes which are
significantly different. We can also exclude it by assuming that X,_,., has
different asymptotic properties according as k is fixed or k goes to infinity
with n.

Turning to the last example, we note that the contribution of the
distribution of X; to the distribution of Z, did not change with n. Hence,
the effect of each X; on Z, was permanentas 7 increased to infinity. Such
a situation will be excluded by the following type of assumption. In some
models, we shall assume that the normalizing constants a, and 6, in
(Z,—4,)/5, are such that Fj(a,+5,x) tends to one uniformly in j as
n—» + oo. Here, F,(x), as in general, denotes the distribution function of X;.

The assumptions, specified in the preceding paragraphs, will of course
exclude several models, not just the ones given in the three examples. For
example, assuming that all upper extremes have limiting distributions with
suitable normalizing constants automatically excludes models where (Z, —
a,)/b, converges weakly, but with no normalizing constants a, and b, >0
would (X,_;.,—4,)/5, converge weakly. Therefore, we shall not aim at
obtaining a single general model. Rather, we shall specify general struc-
tures, which may provide overlapping models, for which both the mathe-
matical theory and its applicability are interesting and important.
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3.4. A LIMIT THEOREM FOR MIXTURES

Let f,(n,M,N)signify the hypergeometric distribution

(Cm)k}]\ n-k
N >

(7)
Then Corollary 3.2.1 can be restated as follows: the distribution of the
numberof occurrences in a given sequence of events is always a mixture of
J,(n,M,N) and an arbitrary discrete distribution for M. In an integral
form, Corollary 3.2.1 becomes

k=0,1,...,min(M,7n).

P(x(A)=t)= f°fi(ny.N)AU, (9), (24)

where U,(y), for each n=1,2,..., is a distribution function with positive

increaments over such intervals only which contain nonnegative integers
and U,(N)=1.

Weshall prove the following importantresult.

Theorem 3.4.1. With the notations of (24), for each t, as both n and N/n
tend to infinity,

lim P(»,(A)=t) =,

exists and { g,} is a distribution if, and only if, U,(Ny/n) converges weakly
to a distribution function U(y). The limits g, satisfy

+00

gmafe7du(y). (25)

In order to shorten the proof, we separate one part of it as a lemma.

Lemma 3.4.1. Let g,, t=0,1,..., be a distribution and let U(y) be a
distribution function. Assume that (25) holds. Then the sequence { g,}
uniquely determines U(y).

Proof. Let z be a real numberwith z < 1. Then by (25)

te yw (a)meee &aatm[er
(= t!1=0

+00
=f e%"-DqU(y), 21,

0

dU(y)
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where the interchange of the integration and summationis justified by the
dominated convergence theorem (Appendix I). In the final integral, let us
substitute u=e~” and define V(u)=1—U(,y) at points of continuity of
U(y). Then

M(1-3)= [wav(u), s?0.

That is, M(1—s) is the sth moment of V(u). Since the moments uniquely
determine V(u) (V(u) is the distribution function of a bounded random
variable; see Appendix II), we now get our lemma by the following chain.
The sequence { g,} determines M(z), M(1—s) determines V(u), which
finally uniquely determines U(y), which was to be proved. A

The following lemma is well known in elementary probability theory.

Lemma 3.4.2. As n—+ 0, M+0, and nM/N-a>0,

k,~-a

lim, (n, M,N)= ,  k=0,1,2,... 

Proof. Let us introduce the notation b,(x)=x(x—1)---(x—m+1).
Then

b, (n)b,(M)b,_,(N-M)

OMNIS kb, (N)

Let us write in the denominator b,(N)=5,(N)b,_,(N—k). Next we
observe that, under the assumptions on the passageto limit, for fixed k,

 

- b,(n)b,(M ) =ak

5.(N)

Hence,it remains to establish

. b,-4(N-M) -a
MS(NR=e". (26)

Westart with

b,_4(N— M)(My 1-j/(N-M)
b,-«(N-k) \N-k 1-j/(N-k) ©
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From elementary calculus, under our assumptions (Kk is fixed)

_ (N-M\"-*_ 1. (N=M)\"
tim( 4) = lim( 4—*)

On the other hand, by the Taylor expansion,

log(I—y)=-y+’, |r| <1 for |y| <4,

one can easily deduce that

n-—k-1

1—j/(N-M) Mn?
WD jay~ 2? (- HEP j=l

Hence,(26) now follows, and the proof is completed.

Wecan nowturn to the proof of Theorem 3.4.1.

175

A

Proof of Theorem 3.4.1. Let us first assume that U,(Ny/n) converges
weakly to a proper distribution function U(y). Let B be a continuity point

of U(y) such that 1— U(B)<e. Then

+00 l

f 4y'e"dU(y)<1- U(B)<e
oe

and, for n sufficiently large,

(27a)

i(n,nav, (=) <1- u, (42)<a- U(B))<2e. (27b)
n n

Let us replace in (24) y by Ny/n. We get

P(os(ayai= [5 (n9P.w)au,(*?).
0

n
(28)
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Forestimating the difference P(»,(A) = t)— g,, where g, is defined by (25),
wefirst estimate

[sleRn)eu(R)-[rrerwon
By the triangle inequality

[sleBo)eu(2)-(area
[oleEna)-Carra(t)

B N B

[ pren,(2)-f 5y'e"dU(y)a ht!

Lemma3.4.2 guarantees that, as n and N/n tendto infinity,

Ny Teccgtes
(nn}o4yt ts

and,in fact, this convergence is uniform over the finite interval, O< y < B
(see Exercise 6). Therefore, for arbitrary e>0 and for sufficiently large n,

[[oZw)-ne?au, (2)

In order to estimate the second difference on the right hand side of (29),
we construct Riemann sums whichare close to the integrals there. Let T be
a fixed number. Let 0=yy<y,<--: <y-=B be continuity points of
U(¥y). Furthermore, let T and the y, be such that

B e N Ni1 2 Ny 1 a Jj Yj-1
f aye rau, (—)- Due |Ula) ;

0

  

<

  

+ (29)
  

<u,(2) <e. (30)

 

 

<e 

 

 

 

T[pero> Jvfe U(y)- U(y;-1)] <¢.

j=l  
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Since, by assumption, U,(Ny,/n)—>U(y,), 0< j< T, as n->+ 0, the two
Riemann sums are closer to each other than e forall n sufficiently large.
Thus, once again by the triangle inequality, the absolute value of the
difference of the integrals is smaller than 3e. Combiningthis fact with (30),
the left hand side of (29) becomes smaller than 4e for all large n.
Therefore, in view of (27) and (28),

|P(»,(A)=1)—2,|<     
B By

du, — { 1ye-"dU(y)
0 0 &  

+00+0 1 ss

+ fau,+ J J y'e-"dU(y) <Te,
B B “i

where the variables of f, and U, are as in (28). This completes the proof of
the sufficiency of the theorem.
Wenowturn to the converse. We assume that, as n—> + 00, P(v,(A)= ¢)

converges to g,, t==0,1,2,..., which sequence forms a distribution. Then,
starting with (28), we select a subsequence n(m), m=1,2,..., of the

integers for which U,,,,.(Ny/n(m)) converges weakly to an extended
distribution function U(y) (such a subsequence exists by the compactness
of distribution functions, see Appendix II). Then, by repeating the first
part of the theorem for the subsequence n(m), with the exception that we
choose B so that U(+00)— U(B)<e, we get

a= 4[°°y'e-dU(y). (31)
' th Jo

The sequence g, is a distribution. Thus, summing the two sides above with
respect to ft, we get U(+00)=1, that is, U(y) is a distribution function.
Now, if U,(Ny/n) did not converge weakly, then we could select two
subsequences n(m) and n(s) such that U,((Ny/n(m)) would converge
weakly to U(y) and U,,,(Ny/n(s)) to another distribution function U“(y).
But formula (31) would then hold both with U(y) and U°(y), which
contradicts Lemma 3.4.1. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.1. A

In the proof, it was not significant that f, represented the hypergeometric
distribution. Several distributions could have been chosenforf,. In particu-
lar, the replacementoff, by the binomial distribution does not require any
change in the proof. We thus have the following results.

Theorem 3.4.2.2. Let U,(y) be a sequence of distribution functions with
U,(0)=0 and U,(1+0)=1. Then, for each t, as n+ 0,

imf(7)!1-2)"aU, (P=,
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exists, and { g,} is a distribution if, and only if, U,(p/n) converges weakly to
a distribution function U(y). The limits g, satisfy (25).

Theorem 3.4.2.b. Let U,(y), for each p with O< p<\1, be a distribution
function and such that U,(y) can have positive increments over only those
intervals which contain nonnegative integers. Let p(s) be a sequence of
numbers with 0< p(s)< 1 andp(s)-0 as s+ 00. Then, as s>+ 0,

limf(: )p(s) 1—p(s)]”"dU,.(¥) = 8,
0

exists for each t, and { g,} is a distribution if, and only if, U,..(y/P(s))
converges weakly to a distribution function U(y). The limits g, satisfy (25).

Notice that in each of the three theorems, when the limits g, exist, they

satisfy the formula (25). Therefore, Lemma 3.4.1 implies the following
interesting fact. Since the sequence g, uniquely determines U(y)in (25), a
specific distribution g, can be obtained only by a well-defined U(y). We
illustrate this in the following two corollaries.

Corollary 3.4.1. With the notations of (24), as n and N/n tend toinfinity,

 limP(»,(A)=)=22", a>0, 1=0,1,2,..., (32)

if, and only if, U,(Ny/n) converges to one for y>a and to zero for y <a.

Proof. By Theorem 3.4.1, the left hand side of (32) has a limit for each
t, and the limiting sequence is a distribution if, and only if, U,(Ny/n)
converges weakly to a distribution function U(y). Furthermore, (25) holds.
Since, with

1 ify>a
U(y)= 4 33
(y) { 0 otherwise, (33)

g, Of (25) does becomethe right hand side of (32), Lemma 3.4.1 says that
there is no other U(y) with which this same relation would hold. The
proof is complete. A

Corollaries of the above nature can be produced by working backward.
Westart with a function U(y), we compute g, by (25), and these limits g,
can be obtained only by the weak convergence of U,(Ny/n) to the
function U(y) that we started with. For future reference we record one
more specific case. This is obtained by working with U(y)=l-—e™?,
a>0, y 20.
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Corollary 3.4.2. With the notations of (24), as n and N/n tend to infinity,

lim P(v,(A)=t)= ——+—-,__ a>0, 1t=0,1,2,...,
(1+a)'*'

if, and only if, U,(Ny/n) converges to U(y)=1—e~%, y 20.

3.5. A THEORETICAL MODEL

Exploiting the results of the previous section, we shall describe a model of
great theoretical value. In particular, we shall obtain a large class of
possible limiting distributions for the extremes in nontrivial situations (see
Section 3.3). Therefore, if the assumptions of the special models of the
forthcoming sections (Sections 3.6-3.10) are not justified in a given situa-
tion, we can appeal to the general model of the present section and try to
fit the data to one of the extreme value distributions to be obtained.
As remarked earlier, we use the notations of Section 1.2. Hence

X,,X>,...,X, denote the basic random variables and F,(x)= P(X; <x).
Furthermore, H,,(x) and L,(x) denote the distribution of ihe maximum Z,
and the minimum W,,respectively. Finally, a frequently used notation will
be

Fichy(4s Xpy +++ X) = P(X, <x, 1 <5 <k) (34)

and

Giciy(10X29 +++ %y) = P(X, > x, 1<5<k), (35)

where 1 <i, <i,<--- <i, <m are given integers. When all variables x,=
X,= ++: =x,=x, then we abbreviate

Ficay(*1Xpy 00+ Xy)FM(k)(X)> Gicay(x 12 Xpp 0409 Xq) = GF(k)(X)- (36)

Evidently, Fiy(x1)= Fin(*)= F,,(x) and Gi)(x,)=Giy(%,) = 1 — F(x).
Since the vector i(n)=(1,2,.. )) is unique, we also use Fiy= Fe and
Gitny= G2. Notice that H,(x)= Ft(x) and 1— L,(x)= G?(x).

Wenow describe the model for the upper extremes.
With the above notations, define So,(x)=1 and

Sin (x)= 2 Gra(x), kal. (37)
lice Sign

Thus, S,,(x) is the Ath binomial moment of the number»,(x) of those
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X;,1<j<n, which satisfy X;>x. We introduce additional theoretical
random variables X,,),X,42)---»Xy With the property that, with this
enlarged set X;, 1 <j < N, of random variables, for k > 1,

Sk.n (x)

n
(i)

This formula actually imposes conditions on the multivariate distribution
on cubes of the enlarged set X,, 1 <_< N—thatis, when all variables in the
distribution functions equal x (see Remark 3.5.1). Finally, in order to avoid
situations like the one in Example 3.3.2 (see (23) and the discussion
thereafter), we make the following assumption on the normalizing con-
stants a, and b, >0.

Let a, and b, >0 be such that, as n—> + 00,

limP(X,4 1:n <4+ 5,x) = Ey (x) (39)

 Sw (x)=(%) : (38)

exists for each fixed k, and such that, for all x > xo, there is at least one k
with 0< E,(x)< 1. Furthermore, if k= k(n)— + 00 with n,

plP(Xn-ainyin <4, +,x) 1, XP XQ (40)

Weshall refer to this condition as the normalizing constants a, and b, >0
being characteristic to the upper extremes.

Notice that we did not require that the functions £,(x) be distribution
functions. They are, however, distribution functions in the extended sense;
that is, O< E,(x)<1, but the equalities are not necessarily achieved. It
does not cause any problem or inconvenience later, since, in all statements
where they occur, actual formulas will be given for E,(x). Hence,it is
always clear when they become properdistribution functions.

Wenowhavethe following result.

Theorem 3.5.1. Let X,,X2,...,X, be such that they admit additional
random variables X,,41,Xn429---»Xy with distributions which satisfy (38);
furthermore, N/n—+ 00 with n. Then there are normalizing constants a, and
b, >0, which are characteristic to the upper extremes (so that (39) and (40)
hold) if, and only if, as n—+ 00, P[vy(a, + b,x) <(N/n)y] converges weakly
to a distribution function U(y)= U(y; x). The limiting distributions E,(x) of
(39) satisfy the relation

Sent +00
AW= Daf yle’dU(y;x),  k> 1. (41)
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Remark 3.5.1. The theorem is theoretical only in the sense that it
requires that the original variables X,, 1 < j <7, be extendible into a larger
set X;, 1< j < N, with somedistributional requirements (38), and such that
N be large compared with n (N/n—+0o with n). Results which would
guarantee such a possibility are not readily available in the literature (of
course,if the original X,’s are i.i.d., or if they form a segmentof a large set
of exhangeable random variables, then (38) evidently holds). One can
construct very complicated sufficient conditions forit, by applying Lemma
3.2.1, but they would not simplify the model. We therefore adopt the
present approach, leaving the condition of extendibility untouched and
labeling the modelas theoretical. The fact that the choice of a, and b, >0
is given in terms of the distribution of »,(x) further justifies the label
“theoretical,” although, with the binomial moments S,(x) specified in
(38), there is a fast developing theory on »,(x) andits distribution. In
addition, we shall have several cases when a, and b,>0 can easily be
computed.In spite of these remarks, the theorem is a valuable contribution
even from the applied scientist’s point of view. Namely, (41) provides a
general class of possible limit distributions for the upper extremes.

Remark 3.5.2. If we replace Gj,,(x) in (37) by Fy,)(x), then S, ,(x) is
the kth binomial momentof the number »,(x) of those X,, 1 <j <n, which
are less than x. Furthermore, if we replace X,_441:, aNd X,_x(n):n OY Xun
and Xj(n):,> Tespectively, then (39) and (40) lead to the definition of
normalizing constants characteristic to the lower extremes. With these new
terms, but with no other modification, Theorem 3.5.1 gives a general limit
theorem for the distribution of the lower extremes. In particular, formally
(41) remains unchanged (the actual distribution functions U(y)= U(y; x)
will, of course, be different).

Proof of Theorem 3.5.1. We shall apply Theorem 3.4.1 with the events
A, = Aj(x)={X,> x}, 1< j <n. With this choice, »,(A) of Section 3.4 is the
present »,(x). We next observe

k-1

P(X,Kt: < x)= 2 P(v,(x)= t).
(=

Therefore, the convergence of P(X,_441:,<4,+5,x) for each k>1 is
equivalent to the convergence of P(»,(a, +5,x)=t) for each ¢ > 0. If these
latter limits are denoted by g,=g,(x), then the fact that {g,} be a
distribution is equivalent to (40). Therefore, by Theorem 3.4.1, our theorem
is proved by recalling that U,(y) in (24) is in fact P(»,(a,+5,x)<,y).
Indeed, (24) is a reformulation of Corollary 3.2.1, where U,(y) represents
the discrete distribution {P,}. Thus, by (19), U,(y) is the distribution
function of »,(a, + 5,x). This completes the proof. A
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As remarked, the difficulty of appying Theorem 3.5.1 lies in the extendi-
bility requirement of X,,X>,...,X,, into a larger set of N variables for which
(38) holds. This, however, evidently holds if the X; are i.i.d., or if they are a
segmentof an infinite sequence of exchangeable variables. Let us work out
the other conditions of Theorem 3.5.1 for these special cases.

Example 3.5.1. Let X,,X,,...,X, be iid. with common distribution
function F(x). Then, it is well known in the foundations of probability
theory that, for any N,the original set, can be extended to a larger set X,,
1<j<N, which are still iid. Hence, (38) holds, and the assumption
N/n—+ 00 with n can also be satisfied. Since

P (ry (x)= 1) =(¥)[1- F(x) ]'FY-“(x),
by the Chebishev inequality, for any e>0,

27, -—

P (rn ay b,2)— N[1~ F(a, +b,x)]}> Me)LFed
n Ne?

Therefore, if a, and b, >0 are such that, as n+ 00,

limn[1—F(a,+b,x)]=—logH (x), say, (42)

is finite, then P[vy(a,+b,x)<(N/n)y] converges weakly to U(y), which
is degenerate at y= —logH(x). Hence, by Theorem 3.5.1, the upper
extremes, when normalized by a, and b,, converge weakly. Their asymp-
totic distributions are E,(x),k > 1, given in (41). With the special U(y)=
U(y;x) obtained above

k-1

E,(x)=H(x) >) 4[-logH(x)]) kd. (43)
t=0

Condition (42) and formula (43) are, of course, the familiar expressions
from Chapter2. A

Example 3.5.2. Let X,,X,,...,X, be a segment from an infinite
sequence of exchangeable random variables. Then, by definition, we can
extend them to X,, 1 <j < N, for any N, without violating exchangeability.
In particular, (38) holds for all x and N. For this example, let us further
assume

Ginlx)= [""-eMav), >I, x>0,
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where V(A)is a continuous distribution function. Then, by Theorem 1.4.1,

P(vy(x)= y=(*)fa—e-y'e-\-OPagy(A), 10,
0

which, by the substitution s = (1 —e~ '/*), becomes

Pemad=(%)(5)(I$)av" (s;x) (44a)
t n n

with

s 1

V (s;x)=1-— - ——————- |. 44b
(six) v| Soaca/n| ’ ®)

Now,since log(1—s/n)~—s/n, for fixed s>0 and x >0, as n+ 00,

s $ es IV* (sinx)1 v(+). (45)

With one more appeal to the Chebishev inequality for the binomial
distribution, we thus get from (44) and (45),

N 1
P (vy (nx) <*y)1 = v(+),

as n and N/n tendto infinity. Therefore, in view of Theorem 3.5.1, (45)
implies that the upper extremes, if divided by n, converge weakly. We can
again compute the limiting distributions by (41). In particular,

+00 1

lim P(Z,<nm f erdi-v(3)|
n= +00 yx

0

IStipe oe IM)f (e ya (5) :

Weshall see that the general asymptotic theory of extremes for segments
of infinite sequences of exchangeable variables goes along the line of
Example 3.5.2. However, we first have to prove that Gia) can always be
represented as the kth momentof a bounded random variable. Because of
its significance in Bayesian statistics, we devote the next section to this
theory.
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Weconclude the present section with the remark that, although our

model was labeled as theoretical, there are several other possibilities forits

direct application. In particular, if X,,X,...,X, are known to have come

from a larger set of N exchangeable random variables, then (38) is

automatically satisfied. Hence, Theorem 3.5.1 is directly applicable. This is

always the case for the failure model of Section 3.1, for which someresults

are contained in Exercises | and 2.

3.6. SEGMENTS OF INFINITE SEQUENCES
OF EXCHANGEABLE VARIABLES

In order to incorporate prior knowledge on the observed variables, the
Bayesian statistician always assumesthat the parameterof the distribution
consideredis itself a random variable. Hence,in this view, the observations
X,,X,...,X,, are iid. for a given value of the parameter A of the common
distribution function F(x,A). Consequently, the joint distribution

+ 00

P(X) <xXp<XpXq <q)= f F(x,,y)F(xay)+ ++ F(xy)dV(y),
— 00

where V(y) denotes the distribution function ofA. Since i.i.d. variables can
always be extended to an infinite sequence, X,,X>,...,X, are in fact a
segmentof an infinite sequence of exchangeable variables. In particular,

Gin)= f-”[1- Flew)fav) (46a)

and

Fa(o=[°F (xy)AV(9). (46b)

Hence, Example 3.5.2 was a typical example of this viewpoint. In order to
find the limiting distributions of the extremes of X,,X2,...,X,, we can thus
proceed as in Example 3.5.2. Before doing this, however, let us record an

importantresult for arbitrary infinite sequences of exchangeable variables.

Theorem 3.6.1 (the deFinetti representation). Let X,,X,,..., form an
infinite sequence of exchangeable random variables. Then for each real
number x, there is a random variable Y(x)™ Y(x,w) with O< Y(x)<1 and
such that

Fic(X11 Xpy +++ 9%) ™ E(Y(x,) ¥ (x2)--- Y(x,)). (47)
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Furthermore, Y(x), for every random point w, is a distribution function in x.

Remark 3.6.1. Those familiar with the concept of conditional expecta-
tion will realize from the proof that the variables X,,X>,..., are condition-
ally independent given the process { Y(x), x real}.

Remark 3.6.2. If x,=x,=--- =x,, (47) differs only in emphasis from
(46b). Both express Fi(*) as the kth momentof a random variable which
is bounded by zero and one, and whichis a distribution function in x.

Proof. For a fixed x, let J;(x) be the indicator variable of the event
{X; <x}. Thatis, J;(x)=1 or 0 according as X;<x or not. Define

Y, (x)= +4 > I(x).
n j=l

Weprove that Y,(x) converges in probability to a random variable Y(x)
whichsatisfies the claimed properties of the theorem.

First observe that, by exchangeability, for m>n,

$ ute)
jai M jantl

[ P(X, <x)— P(X,<x,X,<x)].

        E{[Y¥,(x)- Y,, (x) ]‘jnel[ m8

 

m—-n

mn
 

Therefore, as n and m tendtoinfinity, E {[ Y,(x)— Y,,(x)} tends to zero.
But then by the completeness theorem (Appendix II), Y,(x) converges in
probability to a random variable Y (x). Evidently, 0< Y(x)<1. Thus, by
the dominated convergence theorem (Appendix I), for any fixed real
numbers x), X2,.--,X,>

lim E(Y, (21) Yn (%2)- ++ Yn (44) = EY(241) Y (x2)- ++ ¥ (4):n= +00

On the other hand, by exchangeability,

E(Y, (x1) Yq (x)°++ Yn (x,)) = i(k FranXp. 15%) +0(4 ),

and thus (47) follows.
Finally, since for each n, Y,(x,)< Y,(x) for x,;<x,, Y(x) is also

nondecreasing in x. Wealso easily get that Y(—0o)=0 and Y(+00)=1.
Of course, all statements can be made only for almost all w-points.
However, if Y(x)= Y(x,w) has the above properties for almost all w, then
it can be modified on a null set so that it has these properties for all w.
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Furthermore, the left continuity requirement can also be achieved. Details

are left to the reader. The theorem is established. A

Before formulating the result for the asymptotic distribution of extremes,
let us recall Example 3.3.2. The sequence X;, j>1, of this example is
exchangeable, and in fact (46) applies with F(x,y)=®(x+,y), where ®(x)
is the standard normal distribution function, and with V(y) arbitrary,
signifying the distribution of U. Hence, by the discussion of Section 3.3, we
should impose restrictions on the normalizing constants in order to have
meaningful results. We shall use our concept of a, and b,>0 being
characteristic to the upper extremes, a concept introduced for the specific
purpose of excluding the structures represented by Example 3.3.2. (see (39)
and (40) in Section 3.5). We first formulate Theorem 3.5.1 for exchange-
able variables.

Theorem 3.6.2. Let X,,X,... be an infinite sequence of exchangeable
random variables. Let Y(x), x real, be the set of random variables occurring
in the deFinetti representation (47). Then there are normalizing constants a,
and b, >0, which are characteristic to the upper extremes, if, and only if,

lim P(n[1—Y(a,+b,x)]<y)=U(y)=U(y;x) (48)
n= +00

for all continuity points of U(y), where U(y)is a distribution function. For
the limiting distribution of the extremes, formula (41) applies.

Proof. We apply Theorem 3.5.1. Let N be a sequence of integers such

that N/n-»+ oo with n. Then,if »,(x) denotes the number of X),1< j< N,
whichsatisfy X, > x, Theorem 3.6.1 yields

P(ry(a,+8,x)=1)=(le {[1- Y¥(a,+5,x)]'Y"~! (a,+b,x)}.

By Theorem 3.5.1, we have to show that (48) is equivalent to the weak

convergence of nv,(a, + b,x)/N to U(y). That is, we have to show that, as
nand N/n tendtoinfinity,

yN/n

ine| > (*)pi- Y¥(a,+b,x)]|‘Y"~' (a,+6,x)}=U(y) (49)
=)

at continuity points of U(y) if, and only if, (48) holds. Let us put

yNi/n

Ky (93x) ™ S (*)t- Y(a,+,x)|'Y"~' (a, +,x).
1=0
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The function K,y(y;x) is, of course, a random variable, but, for each

w-point, it represents in y the distribution function of a binomial variate
(normalized by n/N). Therefore, the Chebishev inequality yields (the
computation is similar to the one in Example 3.5.1) that, as N/n—+ 00
with n,

1 if n{1— Y(a,+6,x)]<y ultimately
K. 7x
mn (y M45 if n[ 1— Y(a,+6,x)] >, ultimately.

It now follows that (48) implies (49). Since this argument can be repeated
for subsequences of n, we get that, on any sequences on which (48) applies,
the same limit is obtained in (49). Consequently, if (49) applies, so does
(48). In view of Theorem 3.5.1, the theorem is established. A

Corollary 3.6.1. Let X,,X;,... be an infinite sequence of exchangeable
random variables and let Y(x) be as in Theorem 3.6.2. Let us assume that
there is a distribution function D(x) with the following two properties: (i)
there are sequences a, and b,>0 such that, as n+, D"(a,+b,x)
converges to a distribution function Hp(x), and (ii) as x»D),

1— Y(x)
imp( <o} -u'(y) (50)

exists for all continuity points y of U"(y), which is continuous at zero. Then
the normalized upper extremes (X,—k+1:n—4%n)/0, converge weakly. Their
limiting distributions E,(x) are of the form

k-1

Eg(x)= [loo(x)]'f""2'H5 (x)dU%(2). (51)
*=0

Proof. Thecorollary is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.6.2 and of
the fact that condition(i) is equivalent to

lim n[1—D(a,+6,x)|=—logHp(x),  Hp(x)>0. (52)
n=+00

(Although we have dealt with functions satisfying condition (i) extensively
in Chapter2, the reader can easily reproduce this fact by taking logarithms
and using the first term in the Taylor expansion of logz =log{1 —(1 —z)],
\z|< 1). As a matter of fact, we deduce (48) from our assumptions (50) and
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(52). As n—> + 00,

lim P {n[1— ¥(a,+5,x)]<y}

=limP fe 1- D(a,+ b,x)|

ee 1— Y(a,+5,x) < y

im" T= D(a,+8,x) —logHy (x)

1— Y(a,+5,x)

1— D(a,+,x) <|

=Ooa)
where the result is formally true even if Hp(x)=0 or 1, since U*(0)=0 and
is continuous at zero, while, for Hp(x)=1, one should write U*(+ 00) =1
in limit. Notice that we applied the fact that n+ 0o implies a,+5b,x—>
«(D), which is now evident by the experience of Chapter 2 (and can easily
be reproduced). In addition, we in fact applied Lemma2.2.2 at the second
step, when we replaced n[1 — D(a, + 5,x)] by its limit. We thus proved (48)
with U(y; x)= U*{y/[—logHp(x)]}. Hence, (41) applies for E,(x), which
can be rewritten as (51). From this specific form, one immediately gets that
the E, (x) are proper distribution functions. This completes the proof. A

Although Corollary 3.6.1 expresses only a sufficient condition for the
existence of E,(x), k > 1, it has the convenience of reducing the choice of
the normalizing constants to the case of Chapter 2, where condition (i) was
extensively investigated.

Werestate Corollary 3.6.1, where Y(x) does not occur explicitly.

Corollary 3.6.2. Let X,,X>,...be an infinite sequence of exchangeable
random variables. Let D(x) be a distribution function which satisfies condi-
tion (i) of Corollary 3.6.1. If U*(x;y) is a distribution function for each real
number x <«XD) such that U*(x;0)=0 and

G*()(*)ykdU*(xsy) =—s y* dU*(x;y) 1-Day k>1, (53)

and if U*(x;y) converges weakly to a distribution function U*(y) as x—>

«(D), then the conclusion of Corollary 3.6.1 is valid.

Proof. We first show that (53) uniquely determines U*(x;y) for each
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x<o(D). As a matter of fact, we show

1- Y(x)

1-D(x) ~~)’ (54)U*(x;y)=P

where Y(x) is defined as in Theorem 3.6.2. Namely, on account of
Theorem 3.6.1, (53) holds if the function U*(x;y) is defined by (54). But
the random variable [1— Y(x)]/[1— D(x)] is bounded for each x <u(D),
and thus its momentsequence uniquely determines its distribution (Appen-
dix II). Hence, the assumption of weak convergence of U*(x;y) is exactly
the assumption (50), from which the conclusion follows. This completes the
proof. A

The following statement gives a case when, for the asymptotic distribu-
tion of extremes, infinite sequences of exchangeable variables can be
approximated by i.i.d. ones.

Corollary 3.6.3. With the notations of Corollary 3.6.1, the asymptotic
distribution of (Z,—a,)/b, is one of the three possible types H,,,(x),
H,,(x), and H;(x) for i.i.d. variables, if U*(y) of (50) is degenerate at
some positive constant. In particular, if, as n—> + 00,

limnP(X, > a, + 6,x)= — logHp(x) (55)

and

limn?P(X, > a, + b,x,X,> a, + b,x) =[logHp(x))’, (56)

where a,, b,, and Hp(x) are defined in condition (i) of Corollary 3.6.1, then
the limit distribution of (X,,—4+1:n—%n)/5, is of the same type as for i.i.d.
variables.

Proof. The statementis immediate from Corollaries 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 by
evaluating E,(x) of (51) and by noting that, for each of the three types
mentioned in the Corollary, H‘(x) is of the same type as H(x) for any
constant c>0. For the particular case, one has to observe that, by the
Chebishev inequality, (55) and (56) imply that U*(x;y) of Corollary 3.6.2
tends to one fory > 1 and to zero otherwise. The proof is completed. A

Notice that, in (46b), the deFinetti representation is readily available.
Therefore, all preceding statements are applicable in connection with it.
There are, however, situations when only the existence of Y(x) is guaran-
teed, but it is not known explicitly. In this case, Corollary 3.6.2 and the
particular case of Corollary 3.6.3 are applicable.
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We nowwork out three examples. Let us, however, first remark that the
theory of lower extremescan be obtained by a changeofsign from the pre-
vious statements. Theseresults are collected as Exercises 7 and 8.

Example 3.6.1. Let X,,X,,...,X, be unit exponential variables with
random location parameter a. We assume that, for a given value of
a,X,,X>,...,X, are i.i.d. Hence

Gtu(x)= [7eKePav(y)+fav(y), (57)
where V(y) denotes the distribution function of a. Let V(y)=1—
exp(—e”). We now deduce from Theorem 3.6.2

 lim P(Z,<logn+x)= a= —o<cx< +o. (58)
n= +00

Indeed, (57) already shows that Y(x) in the deFinetti representation is
1—e~“~®if x >a and zero otherwise. Thus, for y >0,

lim P(n[ 1— Y(logn+x)] <y) = P(e%<ye*)=V(x+logy).

Consequently, Theorem 3.6.2 is applicable with

U(y;x) = V(x +logy) =1—exp(—ye*),

and with a,=logn and b,=1. The limiting distributions E,(x) for the kth
extremes can be computed by (41). In particular, k= yields

[Merrau(yix)=feraf 1—exp(—ye*)]

= f°"exp(—ze-*)a(1—e"*)

a wal
l+e7*’
 

wherex is arbitrary, as stated in (58). A

Example 3.6.2. Let X,,X,,... be an infinite sequence of exchangeable
variables andlet

k

Gras) =k|1-exe(~ 5) | » *>0, kel.

We do not know Y(x) and we cannot determine it from the information
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given above. Hence, the only applicable result is Corollary 3.6.2. Since the
ratios

Gicx)(*) _

[1—exp(- 1/x?)]*

are the moment sequence of the exponential distribution U*(x;y)=1—
e~”,y>0, the conditions of Corollary 3.6.2 are satisfied. Namely, D(x) =
exp(—1/x?) satisfies D(x)=D"(Vn x); thus Hp(x)=D(x) and a,=0,
b,= Vn. Furthermore, the requirement on U*(x;y) evidently holds. Thus,
for each fixed k > 1,n~'/2X,_,,,., converges weakly. Thelimiting distrib-
utions can be computed by (51). For example,

k}, kal, x>0,

E, (x)=["D%) a-e*)=(1+4)", x>0.
x

A

Example 3.63. Let X,,X,,... be an infinite sequence of exchangeable
variables. Let the commondistribution be F(x)=1—e7~*,x>0. Let further

Fh(2)(x) = P(X, < x,X,<x)=(I ~e-*)(1+c
e-*),

where c is a given number. Then,with a,=logn and 5, =1,

n[1—F(a,+6,x)]=e7%,

and, since

Gi(2)(x) = F¥(a)(x) +2e7*-1

=e+ce-3*(1—e-*),

n’Gi2)(a, + b,x) ze*+O 1)

Without specifying higher-dimensional distributions, we can apply
Corollary 3.6.3. It yields that, for each k>1, X,_441:,—lognm has an
asymptotic distribution, and these distributions are of the sametype as if
the X; werei.i.d. In particular, as n—+ 00,

P(Z, <logn+ x)—exp(—e~*).
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3.7. STATIONARY SEQUENCES

In the present section we shall deal with sequences X,,X,,... of random
variables whichsatisfy the properties (i) P(X;< x)= F(x) for each j and
(il) for any positive integer s,

Fis)%19X29 009 Xq) Ficts(Xp X99 +00 Xp)

where i(k)+ signifies the vector (i, +5,i.+5,...,i,+5). We shall refer to

such a sequence of random variables as stationary (the usual term in the

mathematical literature is “stationary in the strict sense,” but we do not

need this distinction here). Evidently, exchangeable variables are

stationary, and thusso are i.i.d. variables. On the other hand, important

classes of stationary sequences of random variables are not exchangeable.

Oneclass is exemplified by the following construction.
Let Y,, Y,,... be i.id. random variables. Let m>0 be a fixed integer. Let

us now define X;=g(Y;, Yj41.---»Yj4m—1>/ 2 1, where g is a (measurable)

function of m variables. For example, g(u),u2,...,U,)™=Uyjtu,t::: +u,,
OF g(Uj, U,...,Up)= UyUz*** Up, etc. This special sequence X;, j > 1, has the
following additional property. For any integers 1 <i, <i2< +--+ <i,<j,<J/2

<+++ <j, the vectors (X,,X;,,....X,) and (X;,,X),-..,X,) are independent
wheneveri,+ m<_j,. A sequence of random variables with this last prop-
erty is called’ m-dependent. Hence, the above constructed sequence
X\,X2,..., for any function g, is an m-dependentstationary sequence.

A more general important class of sequences to be investigated is the
so-called mixing random variables. This concept gives accurate mathemati-
cal meaning to the requirement that the terms in a sequence of random
variables be less-and less dependent as they are further and further apart.
Since, for extreme value theory, not the whole sequence X,,X;,... of

random variables, but only the events {X; > x} or {X;< x} are significant,
we adopt the following definition for mixing.

Definition 3.7.1. A stationary sequence X,,X,,... of random variables

is called mixing (in the uppertail) if the following condition holds. For
vectors i(k) =(i,,i2,...,4,) andj(t)=(C).J2,---sj,) with 1< i, Cig s+ Si,

HSS fj <60+ <j,

Fru)— Fray“)Fiy(4) < 7(s,), (59)

where i(k),j(¢) signifies the combined vector(ji),...,ig/15--+.J,). and where
t(s,u) is nonincreasing in s and is such that, for at least one sequence
u,—w(F) as n— + 00, there is a sequence s,—>+ 00 with n and 1(s,,u,)—0
as n— + oo. If (59) is replaced by

IGF)— GFay(u)Gn(u)| < 7(5,4) (60)
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and if the condition on u, is changed to u,—a(F), then we speak of
sequences mixing in the lowertail.

It is evident that if a stationary sequence is m-dependent, then it is
mixing (in both tails). Namely, 7(s,u)=0 for s > m, identically in u.
Our aim is to find additional conditions to mixing which guarantee that

Z,» W,, and other extremes would have the same types of limiting
distribution as those obtained in the i.i.d. case. Exchangeable sequences
(Section 3.6), Gaussian sequences (Section 3.8), and others (Section 3.9)
provide ample situations when the distribution of extremes for stationary
sequences cannot be approximated byi.i.d. variables.

Theorem 3.7.1. Let X,,X.,... be a stationary sequence of random vari-
ables with common distribution function F(x). Let a, and b, >0 be sequences
of real numbers such that, for each real number x,

lim_n[1—F(a,+6,x)]=u(x) (61)
n= +00

exists and 0<.u(x)< +00 on an interval of positive length. Set H(x)=
e~“), where e~© =0. Assume that (59) holds and 1(s,,u,)—>0 as n—»+ 00,
where u,=a,+b,x and s, is a sequence of integers such that s,/n—0 as
n—» + 00. Finally, let us assume that, with the above u,,

limsupn 5) P(X, > unyX;> tan) 0( 32) (62)
n= +00 jo2

as M-»+ 00. Then, as n+ 0,

P(Z,<a,+6,x)—>H (x). (63)

Remark 3.7.1. If X,,X,,...,X, are iid. then the only assumption is
(61). Hence, in this case, the theorem reduces to Corollary 1.3.1. This fact
implies that the limit distribution H(x) is of the type in the general case as
it was fori.i.d. variables.

Remark 3.7.2. If the stationary sequence X,,X,,... is m-dependent,
then (59) holds with r(s,u) such that 7(s,u)=0 for s > m, identically in u.
Therefore, for m-dependent variables, the only assumptions are (61) and
(62). Notice that (62) follows from the simpler assumption

max P(X,>u,X,>u)
2<j<m.

u=w(F) 1—F(u) = (s4)
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As a matter of fact, from the estimates

> P(X,>u,X)>u)= S P(X,>u,X,>u)+(n—m-1)[1-F(u)}’
j=2 j=2

2< m|max P(X, >u,X,> u)]+n[1 F(u)]

(62) is immediate.
Let us turn to the proof of Theorem 3.7.1. Instead of trying to deduce it

from the result of Section 3.5, we give a direct proof.

Proof. Throughout the proof, we put u,=a,+5,x, where a, and 5,
satisfy (61). We first prove that from the assumptions it follows that, for
any fixed integer M >0, as n+ 00,

P (Zorg < Ung) — PM(Zq < Ugyy)—> 0. (65)

The proof of (65) is based on the following simple observation. If we
remove a finite numberof blocks ofs, (or s,,,) from the original sequence
X,X2,.--,Xpy» it does not have any effect on the asymptotic distribution
of the maximum.On the other hand, this procedure makes (59) applicable.
The details are as follows.

Let i(k,)=(1,2,...,”), i(k.) =(n+s+1a+s+2,...,2n+5),...,i(Ky)=

((M — 1h(n+5s)+1,(M—1)(n+s)+2,...,(M—1)(n+s)+n), and let i(k,),
i(k2),...,i(Kyy) signify the vector which combines the components of
i(k,), i(k2),...5i(Kyy). We shall later choose s as s,,,. Now, using the
triangular inequality, by induction and by stationarity, we get from (59)

| Fey), i(beg)s oon Cag)(4) — FIC) (u)| <(M— 1)7(s, 0). (66)

Since Fy, (u)= P(Z, <u), in order to obtain (65) from (66), we have to
estimate the difference

P (Zang <U) — Fiche), i(eg)oe-es i(k)(4)

One more appeal to the triangular inequality yields

[P (Zang <u) — Fict,),i(k),---ike(4)

SP(Za <4) — P(Zaagsscm 1) <4)

+|P (Zines—1)<4) — Fick,),.... ey(4) (67)

We can further simplify the second term in the above estimate. If we
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denote by A; the event that each X,<u with (j—1)(n+s)<t<j(nt+s)—s

and X,>u forjn+(j—1)s<t< j(n+s), then

M

O< Fichy),....i(k) (4) — P (Zamasm < y=>( U 4)
j=l

< s P(A,)=MP(A,)=M[P(Z,<u)—P(Z,45<%)]>
j=l

where we used the first term in the inequality of Theorem 1.4.1 and then
the assumption of stationarity. Hence, (66) and (67) can be combined to
read

IP (Zin <u)— P™ (Z, <u)| <(M—1)1(s,u)

+[P (Zam <u)— P(Zpwescm—1 <4) |

+M[P(Z,<u)—P(Z,4,<u)]. (68)

The last two terms in (68) are similar in nature, for which we show

0< P(Z,<u)-P(Zrui<u) So +2Rr(s,u), (69)

where R is an arbitrary integer with 0< R< 7/(t+). In the proof of (69),
we follow the argument which led to (66). We divide the integers
1,2,3,...,7+¢ into R blocks of length ¢ as follows. We work backward,
and thus the first block B, = (T+1,7+2,...,.7+1t). We then neglect at
least s numbers, and B,is the last ¢ integers which remain. We then delete

at least s terms again, construct B;, etc. Thus

P(Z,<u)— P(Z7,,<u)=P(Z,-<u,Z;,,>u)

 

R T+t

<A(1 Nn (4;<0)}n{ U ww}
r=2 jEB, j=T+l

R R

=P} M 1 {X%<u}|-PIN N (X%<u}],
r=2 jEB, r=1 jEB,

    

which, by the inequality (66) and by stationarity, becomes

0< P(Z,<u)—P(Zr,,<u)< P®(Z,<u)—P®*'(Z,<u)+2Rr(s,u),
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from which (69) evidently follows. Notice that when we apply (69) in (68),
we can choose R as an arbitrary positive integer with R<n/2s. Therefore,
with s=5s,,,,R can be fixed arbitrarily large as n—+ 00 and M is fixed, on
account of the assumption of s,/n—0 as n+ 00. Consequently, with
uU= ua, (68) and (69) imply (65).
We can now complete the proof as follows. By Theorem 1.4.1 and by

stationarity

1— mP(X, > tay) < P(Z, < tay) <1 — P(X, > Uyag) + S245

where

n

Son De P(X; > tang X) > ta) <0 P(X> angX; > Uae):
l<i<j<n j=u2

Thus, by (61), (62), and (65), for any fixed M >0, as n— + 00,

 

M

< lim infP (Zag < Uaa)

< lim supP (Z,4y < Ua)

<(1- ts +o(4:))- (70)

Now let N be an arbitrary integer. Let us write N=nM+1, where O<1<
M. Then

 

P(Zy<Uuy)< P(Zany < Uy) < P(Zin < Uae) (71)

Since, by (69), as n—> + 00,

lim sup P(Zyaq < Upag+g) = limsupP (Zangs.g < Una>

(70) and (71) imply that, for arbitrary M >0,

 

; u(x) 1)\"limsup P(Zy <p) <(1- Mf +o(34)} :

This in turn, by M’s being arbitrary, results in

limsup P(Zy < uy) <e~““=H (x).
N=+00

In the same manner, the inequalities

P(Zy <uy) > P(Zana nm <Uv) > P(Zaman < Une)
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on accountof (69) and (70),yield

liminf P(Zy <uy) > H (x).
N= +00

This completes the proof. A

The preceding proof can be analyzed to obtain necessary conditions for
the conclusion of Theorem 3.7.1. Let us record one of these conditions.

Theorem 3.7.2. Let us assume that all conditions, except perhaps (62), of

Theorem 3.7.1 hold. Furthermore, let (63) be also valid. Then, for any fixedi,

as N-»>+ 00,

lim N P (X, = Ay + byx,X; = ay + byx) =0, iz 2 (72)

whenever H (x) of (63)is positive.

Proof. Weagain use the abbreviation u,, = a,, + 5,,x. Since (62) was not
applied in the proof of (65), the estimates (68) and (69) remain to hold
under the present assumptions. Therefore, if we choose a sequence M—>
+oo and such that, as N->+00, Mr(sy,uy)— 0 and N/M-—>+ 00, then
with n the integer part of N/M, (65) follows again. But then by (63)

P™ (Z, < Uny)—>H(x). (73)

Since M-—»>+ 00,the limit relation just obtained can hold only if P(Z, <
U,w)—>1. Therefore, by the frequently applied Taylor expansion

—logu~1—u, O0<u<l, ul,

we can rewrite (73) as

lim M[1— P(Z, <U,y) ] = —logH (x)= u(x), (74)

whenever H (x)>0, where n and M arespecified as in (73).
Wenowestimate | — P(Z, < u,y,)= P(Z, > Una) by terms which involve

P(X, > Uys X; A Ugy) and 1— F(u,,,), an estimate that will lead to (72).
For fixed i, combine someof the random variables X,,X.,...,X,, into pairs
(X,,X,,;) in such a way that no X; would occur twice among those selected
into the pairs. Let the number of pairs (X,,X,,,) be at least in and, for

easier reference, let the set of ¢’s be T. Now,bystationarity,

P(X,> 4,X,,, 2 u)= P(X, 2 u,X;,,2 4)

and thus, since for any events A and B, P(AUB)=P(A)+P(B)-—
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P(AB),

P(X,>u or X,,;> u)=2[1—F(u)]— P(X, > 4,X;4,> 0).

Hence

P(Z, > tay) = P(X; > unay for at least one/)

< > P(X, > Ung OF X45 > Ung) + > P(X; > Un)
teT JET

=n[1—F(u,w)|— 2P(X, > tanXi > Yaa)
1€

< n[1— F(tug) ] — $0(X, > tnaXi41 > Una)

< n[1— F(unas) |-

Let us multiply these inequalities by M and let M—+ 00. By (61) and (74),
the extreme sides tend to u(x) and thus so doall terms in between. In
particular, as M—+ 00,

lim { Mn[ i F(una) | — {MnP (X, > tyneXi41? um) = u(x),

from which, by one more appeal to (61), (72) follows with nM for N, where
n and M both tendto infinity with N, and n is the integer part of N/M.
Therefore, nM < N, and thus by monotonicity

MnP(X, ? uy, X; > uy)—0.

Finally, nM< N<(n+1)M<2nM,from which (72) is now evident. The
theorem is established. A

Remark 3.7.2 and Theorem 3.7.2 can be combined into a necessary and
sufficient condition for m-dependent sequences which guarantees (63).

Corollary 3.7.1. Let X,,X;3,... be an m-dependent stationary sequence
with commondistributionfunctionF(x). Assume that (61) holds. Then (63)
is valid if, and onlyif, foreach1 <i < m,asn3+o,

limnP (X, > a,+b,x,X; > a,+ b,x) =0,

or, equivalently, as uAF),

P(X,>u,X;> u)
0, <i<m.1—F(u) 2<is<mlim
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This easily follows from the above mentioned statements; hence we omit

details.
All the results of the present section can be restated for the minimum by

our usual change of the sequence {X,} to {—X,}, which changes the
assumptions which were in terms of 1— F and {X,>u)} to F and {X;<u},
respectively. In addition, in all limits, the argument of F should tend to

a(F) rather than to w(F). The readeris invited to carry out the details. The

proofs, of course, do not have to be repeated.

We delay the discussion of the asymptotic distribution of the kth

extremes to Section 3.11, where the relevant result will be obtained as a
corollary to general Poisson limit theorems.

In the next section we deal with special stationary sequences, when the
finite dimensional distributions are normal. Since the early developmentof

statistics was based on the assumption of normality, normal sequences

received special attention. This, of course, led to finer results in its basic

theory, permitting us to obtain specific and concrete conclusions with

simple assumptions. Some of the results could be deduced as corollaries to

theorems of the present section, while others would follow from general
statements of Section 3.9. We shall, however, give direct proofs which are

very specific to normal sequences.

3.8. STATIONARY GAUSSIAN SEQUENCES

Let X,,X,,... be a stationary sequence of random variables. In addition,
we assumethat, for all n > 1, the distribution of the vector (X,,X>,...,X,,) is

normal with E(X;)=0 and V(X;)=1,j > 1. This means that (X,,X,,...,X,)
has a density function of the form

|R\!'/?

(20)"/?
 f, (x) =f, (x;R)= exp( - 4xR $s x’), (75)

where R is a positive definite n Xn matrix whose (i,/)th entry is r(i,j)=
E(X,X;), |R| is its determinant, and x=(x,,x,...,x,), While x’ is the same
vector written in a column. The assumption of stationarity results in
rij)=r, Where m=|i-Jj|, and the assumption on the first two moments
yields rj ljal.
A sequence X,,X,,...,X, of random variables with E(X;)=0 and V(X;)

=],/> 1, is called Gaussian if their joint density function is given by (75).
An infinite sequence X,, X,,... is Gaussian if, for all n> 1,X,,X>2,...,X,, is
Gaussian. Notice that a subsequence of a Gaussian sequence is also
Gaussian. This easily follows from the definition if one turns to the
distribution function and lets x,»+ 00 if j does not occur in the sub-

sequence in question.
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Weshall again give details about the asymptotic distribution of Z, under
different assumptions on the sequence r,,,m>1. The results can then be
changed into results on W,, which, by symmetry about the origin of f(x),
does not even require additional computations.

Oneof ourbasic tools of proof will be the following lemma.

Lemma 3.8.1. The n-variate normal distribution function ®,(x; R) is an
increasing function of each elementr(i,/) of R.

Proof. We do not give a detailed proof, which is quite simple in
principle. Simply differentiate ®, (x; R) with respect to r(i,/), which will be
the integral of the density f.(y;R), Y=(7p¥---»¥,), over the following
region. If ¢i,j, then the integration with respect to y, is from — 00 to x,.
On the other hand, y, =x; and y;=x,. Therefore, this derivative is positive,
which implies the monotonicity as stated. A

In fact, the mentioned explicit formula for the derivative of ®,(x; R)
with respect to r(i,/) helps us to arrive at an important inequality. The
integral quoted can be rewritten as

d®,(x;R)

ar(i,/)

where f,(x;,x;) is the density of (X;,X;) and s and V in ®,_, are defined as
follows. The vector s contains n —2 components whichwill be labeled as s,,
1<t<n, but ¢4i orj. Then s,= x,—z, with

=f, (x;,x;)®, _2(S; V), i#j, (76)

z.=[1-ri)]7'7{ [rl-G.OrGis)Jat [G9 —(ri)] 5)}-

Finally, V is the conditional variance-covariance matrix of X,, 1<t<n,
t#i or j, given (X;,X;).

Wecan nowprove the followingresult.

Lemma 3.8.2 Let {X,;} and {X,;}, 1<i<n, be Gaussian sequences and
assume that both r,(i,j)= E(X,,X,,) and r,(i,j)=E(X,,X2;) depend on
i—j only. For i<j, m=j—i, we put r,, and r,,, for r,(i,j) and r(i,/),
respectively. Then

 

n _ 2
|P(Z,,,<x)—P(Z,,<x)|<n > rie ~ Pal(1 — me) exo( - i x |

k=l +m,

where m, = max(|r,«|, |"2,x\)-

Proof. By the definition of Gaussian sequences and by the basic
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formula (5) of Chapter1,

P(Z,,,<x)=®,(x;R,), t= 1,2,

where x=(x,x,...,x). We assumed that the (i,/)th entry of R,, t= 1,2,is
Tim and r,,,, respectively, where m=|i—|. Therefore, if R denotes the
nXn matrix, the (i,/)th entry of which is 7,,_,, the difference

P(Z,,<x)- P(Z,, <x) =©,(x; R, )—®,(x; R, )

is an “increment” of the function ®,(x;R), where the variables are the

entries of R. Hence, from the elements of calculus (one of the so-called
mean value theorems),

0,(x; R)

or, » (7)P(Zin<X)—P(Zyn<x)™ S (ra rou)
k=l ates 

where R®* is also of the structure that its (i,/)th entry r¥_,, depends on
|i—J| only, and rf is a number between r,, and r,,. We now estimate the
partial derivatives on the right handside of (77) by an appealto (76). First
note that, for general symmetric matrices R, and for x =(x,x,...,x), (76)
implies

—<fi(xx)= ze [1-PG]exp
ge

ar(i,/) 1+r(i,j) |’

which is further increased if we replace r(i,j) by a number m such that
\r(ij)| < m< 1. Thatis, for any number m with |r(i,/)| <m<1,

 

 

 

Dy aeina (- <)
<57 (1 m*)”'’“exp a (78)

d®,(x; R)

dr(i,/)  

Next, we get by the chain rule that, for the special matrices R with

ri)=ri—s

d@,(x;R) d®,(x;R)

ar, ar(i) ”

where the summationis for all i<j for whichj— i=k. Since the numberof
terms here is smaller than n and each term can be estimated by the
formula (78), we immediately get from (77) the inequality that was to be
proved. A
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We can now prove asymptotic results for Z, by the following method.
Wefirst investigate sequences for which the sequence r,, has very simple
properties. We then use Lemmas 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 to show that a deviation
from these “neat” sequences ,,, will not affect the limiting form of the
distribution of Z,, when properly normalized.

Westart with the following simple structure. Let X,,X,,...,X, be a
Gaussian sequence with zero expectation, unit variance, and constant
correlation r= r(n)= E(X;X,), i#/j. This sequence, for r >0, can be exem-
plified, and for distributional results can also be replaced, by the following
sequence. Let Yo, Y;, Y;,..., Y, be i.i.d. standard normal variates andlet

X=r'?Y+(1-r)'7Y, 1<j<n, r>0. (79)

The case r=0, of course, reduces to X,= Y¥,—thatis, to iid. standard
normal variates, which, in view of Lemma 3.8.1, will give a lower bound

for the distribution of the maximum when r>0. We now prove the
following result.

Theorem 3.8.1. Let Z,(r) be the maximum of a Gaussian sequence
X|,X>2,...,X, with zero expectation, unit variance, and constant correlation
r=r(n). Let

b,(loglogn+log47), b, =(2logn)~'/?. (80)oA i
eb. 2

If, as n—»+ 0, r(n)logn converges to a finite value 7, then (Z,(r)—a,)/b,
has a limiting distribution H(x). For 1=0, H(x)= H3o(x)=exp(—e~*),
while, for +>0O, H(x) is the convolution of H3(x+1) and ®[x(2r)~'/?,
where ®(x) is the standard normaldistribution function.
On the other hand, if r(n)logn— + 00, then, as n—> + 00,

lim P[ Z, (r)<a,(1— ry+ xr'/?] = (x).

Proof. By the representation (79)

Z, (r)=r'?Y,4+(1—r)'?Z3, (81)

where Z, = max(Y,,Y2, .. . ,Y,), and Y, andZ, are independent. Hence, by

(80),

Zz aiyay
b
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where

Z-(1-r)7'a,
b ?U,=(2rlogn)'Y,,  -V,=(1—-r)'”

and U, and V, are independent. Weshall show that, if rlogn—r, whichis

finite, both U, and V, have a limiting distribution. In fact, if r=0, then,

for any e>0, as n>+ 0,

limP (| U,| > ¢) =0.

Therefore, by Lemma2.2.1,

limP(Z, (r) <a, +5,x) =limP(V, <x),

whichwill be shown to equal H;o(x). On the other hand, for 0<1< +0,
as n—+ 00,

lim P(U, < x)=®[ x(27)~'/"].

Consequently, if we show

P(V, <x)>H39(x+7), (82)

Lemma 2.9.1 will yield our claim. It remains now to investigate the
distribution of V,. Notice that it suffices to prove (82), assuming that
0<1< +00, since the limit reduces to H,(x) for r=0.

Weknowfrom Section 2.3.2 that, as n+ 00,

P(Z* <a,+6,x)—>H;,9 (x). (83)

Now,let us write

P(V,<x)=P(Z* <A, + B,x),

where

A,=(1-r)7'7a,, BB, =(1-r)7'6,.

In view of Lemma 2.2.2, we immediately get (82) if we show that, as
n—+ 00

 d 5, ]—T an be
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Thelatter is evident from the assumption rlogn—r, and thus r—>0. Hence,
only the first relation needs proof. Applying that, as r0,

(i-r)'?=1 +ir+O(r’),

we get by (80)

A,-a, %[(-r)7'?-1]
5, b,
 

= [r+ O(r?) |[2logn + o(log n)]

=[1+0(1)]rlognor, asn—>+too.

This completes the first part of the proof.
Turning to the case of rlogn—+ oo with n, we use the new normalizing

constants

rVLZ,()-a,(1-7)"?]
which, by (81), reduces to

Yo+(1—r)'r-'/2(Z# —a,) = Yo+ Ty, say.

If we showthat, for any e >0, as n+ 00,

P(|T,| > €)— 0, (84)

then Lemma 2.2.1 would imply that the limiting distribution of Z,(r),
normalized as above, is the actual distribution of Yo, which is ®(x). We

thus have to prove (84). It, however, immediately follows from (83) by the
- estimate

Z*-a
P(|T,|> )< P(r7'/|Z* —a,| > e) = Pa> e(2rlogn)'/

and by rlogn—> + oo with n. The proof is complete. A

Theorem 3.8.1 is interesting in that it shows that the limiting form of
Z,(r), when suitably normalized, depends on the relation of r(n) to logn.
Wenow show that the assumption of constant correlation is not essential
in this regard.

In order to simplify proofs, we separate an important step as a lemma.
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Lemma 3.83. Let X11,X1.2.-X1_ and X1\,Xz2...,X2, be two
Gaussian sequences, each term with zero expectation and unit variance. Let
Tig E(X,jX1544) and ron E(XjX2,+k) for all j. Let us assume that
Tik= Tok for all k>s(n)=n' with some 0<t< }. Finally, let |r,4|<M<1
and r,,—>0, as k-»+ 0, forj=1,2. Then, as Pas

lim[ P(Z,,, <4, + b,x) — P(Z2,,<4,+ b,x) |=0,

where a, and b, are defined in (80).

Proof. By Lemma 3.8.2

s(n) 2

IP (Zin < Cn) — P(Zon<Cq)| <0 D (1— mp)”xn-
k=]

 (85)
n

1+m,

where m, =max(|r,;|,|72,,|). By assumption, m,—0 as k->+ oo. Therefore,
there is a fixed N such that, for all k > N, 1+ m, <2/(1+20). Furthermore,
m, < M and (1—mj?)~'/? is bounded. We now estimate the terms of (85)
for c, =a, +,x, which we use in the form c?=2 logn+ o(log n). Now,if
k<N,each term of(85) is smaller than

n(—_M?)-"“exp|— i———logn+ o(logn) |-> 0

as n—» + oo. Since N is fixed, their total contribution to (85) also tends to
zero. Next, for k > N, we estimate the number of terms by s(m)itself, and,
in the individual terms, the choice of N will be used. Furthermore,
ns(n)= n'*! = exp{(1+ /logn]. Hence, the total contribution of these terms
to (85) does not exceed

exp[ —(1+2¢)logn +(1+s)logn + o(logn) J,

which also tends to zero. This completes the proof. A

Theorem 3.8.2. Let X,,X.,-:-- be a stationary Gaussian sequence with
zero expectation and unit variance. Assume that the correlations r,,=
E(X;X;4m) Satisfy 1, log m0 as m—>+ co. Then, as n+0,

P (Z,, < a, + b,x)H3,9 (x),

where a, and b, are as in (80).

Proof. We introduce two additional Gaussian sequences
X11X1,2-++X1,, and Xz ,,X>2,...,X2,, with the following properties. Each
has zero expectation and unit variance. The correlations E(X,,X;)4)™
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mi= 1,2, depend on m only. Finally, for m<s(n)=1'73,r7)9 SS <F2,ms
and, for m> s(n),r,,,, and r2,,, do not depend on m and the actual values
are r,,, = — p(n) and r,,,= p(n), where

p(n) =sup{|r,|:2'/? <m<n}.

By the monotonicity property of Gaussian sequences in terms of the
correlations (Lemma 3.8.1),

P(Z,,, <4, +b,x) < P(Z,<a,+,x) < P(Z,,,<a,+5,x). (86)

On the other hand, both {X,;} and {X,,} differ from a Gaussian
sequence with constantcorrelation in the first 1 < m<n'/? of the correla-
tion sequence 7;,,,4= 1,2. Hence, by Lemma 3.8.3, the outermost terms of
(86) have the samelimits as if the basic random variables were equally
correlated with the common values — p(n) and p(n), respectively. Since,
from r,,logm-—>0 it follows that p(n)logn—0 as n+ 00, Theorem 3.8.1
yields that the two extreme terms of (86) tend to H;o(x), and the statement
follows. A

With no modification in the preceding proof, we get the following result.

Theorem 3.83. With the notations of Theorem 3.8.2, let r,,log m—7,

which is finite and positive. Then, as n—>+ 00, (Z,—a,)/b, has a limiting
distribution H(x) which is the convolution of Hy,o(x+7) and ®{x(2r)~'/?}.

It is evident that none of the theorems is stated in the most general form.
By the inequality of Lemma 3.8.2, one can always modify a sequence {,,}
in such a way that a “neat” property is broken butthe limiting distribution
of Z, is not affected (when normalized). But, apart from this freedom of
modification of the sequence r,,, the theorems are the most general when,
“for most values of m,”r,, log m is bounded. Notice that Theorems3.8.2
and 3.8.3 state, and the proofs clearly show,that if r,, log m converges,
then it does not matter whether the correlations are equal or not.

Thecase r,, log m—» + 00 is more difficult in that the sequence r,, enters
the normalizing constants needed for the extremes. It is contrary to the
fact that, with constant correlation, this case was the easier part of the
proof of Theorem 3.8.1. There are numerous possibilities for giving condi-
tions which guarantee the existence of a limiting law for the maximum
with suitable normalization. Out of these we give only one, which will
indicate that approximation with sequences of constantcorrelation is again
possible.

Theorem 3.8.4. Using the notations of Theorem 3.8.2, we assume that, as
m-—>+ 00, r,, is decreasing and r,(logm)'/? tends to zero, but r, logm .
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increases and tends to + 00. Then, as n—+ 00,

lim P(Z, <(1—r,)'/7a, + xr}/?) = (x).

Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 3.8.2, in which Lemma 3.8.3
was a basic tool. We cannot use this lemma, however, since the normaliz-

ing constants are different now. In addition,it will not suffice to limit s(n)
by a power of n, when we approximate Z, by Z,,, and Z,,, as in (86). The
fact that s(n) should be muchcloser to 7 will make the calculationsa bit
longer, but, at the same time, we gain somewhat by the monotonicity
assumptions.
Our first step is to obtain an estimate similar to Lemma 3.8.3. Let

s=5(n)<xn be a function which wespecify later. We estimate the effect on
the distribution of Z,, if we modify r,, for m< s(n). We apply Lemma 3.8.2,
which yields that the change of the distribution of Z, is bounded by a
constant multiple of

 

s x2

n r,— rt \exp| - ——— ], 87

where 7 is the modified sequence and m,=max(r,,rf), and where we
assumed that m, < M<1. This latter assumptionis nota restriction for us,
since ourinterest is limited to rf =r, for all k<s or rf =r, for all k <s and
thus, by the monotonicity assumption, 0< r# <7, <r,<1 (because, for a
stationary Gaussian sequence, r,=1 is not possible; it would imply that
X,=X,=X,=---, and thus s,,=1 for all m). In the sequel we assumethat
r? is one of the above sequences and that x, =(1—r,)'/"a,+xr)/2. Thus
m, =r, and |r, —rjf|<1r,. Since

x? = 2(1—r,)logn+ o[ (logn)'/”],

the expression (87) is bounded by

2(1—,,) 5: T

nd nen|= logn+ ofoen)]| =n S.tn D

tod wk k=l k=T+1
 

=+2,

where T= 7‘ with some 0<1< 1. Just as in Lemma 3.8.2, it easily follows
2, =0(1). In 25, we increase if we replace r, by r, for all k. Thus, if we
write n= exp(logz), the major term in the exponent of the summands of 2,
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does not exceed

 logn. (88)
2~2r,\, r7+2r,—1

=: l+r7

Since r;—0 as n> + 00 and 0<,r, <r,, we further increase (88), for large 7,
if we replace it by

(r7 +2r, —1)(1—r7)logn <(4r,— Ilogn.

Finally, since r,, logm is increasing, and since T=n’‘,

_frl0BT ¢rlOn |r
T TogT tlogn
 

The combination of the preceding estimates thus yields that, with the
choice f= 4, say,

22< s(n)exp{(12r, —l)logn+ o[ (logn)'/?] }.

Let

s(n) =exp{ [1— 12r, — (logn)~'/ ]logn}. (89)

It follows that the expression in (87) tends to zero as n—»+00. We
therefore have proved that the limiting distribution of [Z, —(l-
r,)'/a,|r- '/?is not affected if r, is changed for all k < s(n) either to r, or
tor, whee)s=5(n) is defined in (89). Therefore, we assumer, =.= =
TeVPoot AM.

Let us now again, as in the proof of Theorem 3.8.2, introduce two new
sequences, each with constantcorrelation. If Z,, is the maximum of n
Gaussian variables with zero expectation, unit variance, and constant ,
correlation, and Z,,, is a similar maximum except that the constant

correlation is r,, then, by Lemma3.8.1,

P(Z,,<%,) < P(Z,<x,) < P(Z),,<Xq)s (90)

where, as before, x, =(1—1r,)'/“a,+xr)/2. We know from Theorem 3.8.1
that, as n— + 00, the extreme lefthand side of (90) tends to ®(x). By this

same theorem, as n— + 00,

limP[ Z,,,<(1—1,)'a, + xrj/? | = (x). (91)

In view of(90), therefore, it remains to show that (91) holds if we changer,
to r,. A criterion for such a possibility is contained in Lemma 2.2.2. It says
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that, for our purposes, we have to show that, as n+ 00,

Sl, ary ?[1—4,)'?—(1-1,)'7]0. (92)

By the monotonicity assumptionson,,, and r,,logm,

lo r,
JOBS <-—< 1,

logn =r,

from which, with s=s(n) of (89), the first limit of (92) follows. For the
second limit, we use (1—,r)'/?=1—17+ O(r?), as r>0. Thus, as n+ 00,

0< alyvt —r,)'?-(1 a r,)'?] <4,7, /2(r,—r,)

<(2logn)'/77,- Mtr = Tn)

(2r, logn)'”?
= logn(7, logn —T, logn)

1
<(2r,, logn)'(re - )

<(2z, logn)'/7[ 12r,+(logn)~ els

where we have used again the explicit form of s(n) from (89). This last
expression tends to zero by the assumption r,(logm)'/?40 as m—>+ 00.
Theorem 3.8.4 is thus established. A

While the proofs were challenging, and the results are interesting, from
the mathematical point of view, they are far from pleasant for the applied
scientist. For the mathematician, there is an easy way to decide which
asymptotic law applies if, say, r,, is decreasing. But when the applied
scientist estimates r,, from data, the relation of the estimated value to logm
is not easily recognizable. These two viewpoints are illustrated in the
following examples.

Example 3.8.1. With the basic notations of Theorems 3.8.1-3.8.4,let

_ &(m)
logm ’
 

lm

where, for large m, ¢3(m)~exp(1/loglogm)-— 1. Then, since ex —1~x as
x0, r,,logm—0 with the speed of 4/log logm. Therefore, Theorem 3.8.2
applies, and thus the normalizing constants for Z, are a, and b, of (80),
andthelimit law is H,o(x). A
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Example 3.8.2. Now let 7,, be asymptotically 2/logm as m—+ 00.
Then Theorem 3.8.3 applies, when the normalizing constants for Z, remain
the same as in the previous example but the limiting distribution is the
convolution of H;o(x +2) and ®(3 x). A

Example 3.83. If r,,=g(m)/logm, where g(m) is increasing but ,, is
decreasing, and if, as m—» +.00,g(m) is asymptotically loglogm, then all
assumptions of Theorem 3.8.4 are satisfied. Consequently, we have to
modify the normalizing constants to (1—r,)'/“a, and r'/?, respectively, for
finding a limiting law for Z,. The limiting distribution nowis the standard
normal distribution. A

Example 3.8.4. Assume that a sample is known to have a multivariate
normal distribution, each term with zero expectation and unit variance.
Furthermore, the sequence is known to be stationary and the correlations
r, to decrease with m increasing. The sample was large enough to estimate
Tn for m< 1,600. From the theory we know that r,, should be compared
with logm, and thus, for each m, r,, log m was computed. It turned out

that, for 1,100< m< 1,600, 1.95 <7,,logm<2.01 and in fact the last 200
values of r,, logm were exactly 2.00 for two decimal digits. Having
computed the previous three theoretical situations, one inclines to accept
that the model of Example 3.8.2 is to be used. But then the experimenter
looks at the values of 4/log logm as well as of log logm for 1,400<m<
1,600, which lie in the intervals (2.00, 2.02) and (1.98, 2.00), respectively. He

now,of course, has no choice but to recommendfurther investigations. He
may try to make a decision on the base of values of 7,, with values of m
smaller than 1,100. But he may recognize no tendencythereatall. Another
evidence against such a decision is that the initial values of 7,, have no
effect on the asymptotic theory.

Finally, there is one more disturbing fact for the applied scientist here.
With the above figures, r,, varied between 0.27 and 0.28 for m> 1000.

Therefore, it was not even justified that r,, tends to zero. This difficulty
can, however, be overcome,since it can be accepted quite safely thatif r,,
is written as g(m)/logm, then g(m) is “much smaller” than logm, from
which r,,—0 can be concluded.
The abovesituation rarely occurs in practice. However, the difficulties it

emphasizes are very frequent. A

3.9. LIMITING FORMS OF THE INEQUALITIES
OF SECTION1.4

While for several applied models the mixing concept of Section 3.7 is
appropriate, for others it has serious disadvantages. One disadvantage,
which is only an inconvenience in somecases, is that the conceptis defined
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in such a way that a relabeling of the random variables is not possible. In
other words, if the observations came in a different order, it is not
guaranteed that mixing was preserved. Another disadvantage, which makes
the concept inapplicable in certain situations, is that any member of the
sequence of random variables should be asymptotically independentofall
others if their subscripts are sufficiently far apart. For example, if the X,
represent the random life lengths of the components of a complicated
piece ofequipment, there may be noobviouswayoflabeling the components
by which the above property would hold. This is avoided in the modelthat
follows, which also describes a situation where asymptotic independenceis
stressed but with weaker assumptions than in a mixing model.It implies a
wider freedom in applications. Although we describe the model in general
terms, the reader mayfind it convenientto translate everything to ‘‘life
lengths of components.’’ The mathematical foundation of this model was
laid downin Section 1.4. ,
For a given sequence X,,X>,...,X, of random variables, we introduce a

set E, of so-called exceptional pairs (i,/), i<j, of the subscripts as follows.
Weplace (i,/) into E,if it is not reasonable to assume(or, in mathematical
arguments, if it fails to hold) that, as x, tends to max[a(F;),a(F;)],
P(X;<x,,X;<-x,) is asymptotically F;(x,)F;(x,). Here, as usual, F,(x)
denotes the distribution function of X,.

Example 3.9.1. Let X,,X,,...,X, be independent. Then E, isempty. A

Example 3.9.2. Let X,,X,,...,X,, be m-dependent. Then E, = {(i,j):1<
i<j<i+m<n}. Hence, the number N(n) of elements of E, equals

(m—1) (n-m)+(‘9). A

Example 3.9.3. Let X,,X,,...,X, be such that X,,X;,...,X, are inde-

pendent but X, and X; are strongly dependent for each j. Then E,=
{(1j):1<j<n)}. Here, N(n)=n—1. A

Notice that the case of Example 3.9.3 is not covered by any modelof the
previous sections, although the asymptotic properties of the extremes can
easily be reduced to the case of independence. A slight modification ofit,
however, will require a new argument for finding the asymptotic distribu-
tion of extremes. Let us look at an example.

Example 3.9.4. Let X,,X,,...,X, be such that X; and X, cannot be

considered asymptotically independentin the sense of the definition of E,,
whenever(i,/) is an element of E, = {(i,/): either i= 1 andj>1; orl <i<n
andj=i+1; or 1<i<jnandj=2i}. In this case, N(n) <2.5n. A

From the definition of E, it follows that if 1<i,<i,<--- <i, <a are
such that no pairs from them are contained in E,, then the events
{X,<x,} are pairwise asymptotically independent as x, tends to the
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largest of a(F,). In building our model we assume more, namely, that
pairwise independence can be extended to independence. We now specify
our model, in which weuse the notations (34), (35), and (36). Furthermore,
as in the examples above, we put N(n) for the number of the elements of
E,. We call X,,X>2,...,X, an E,-sequence, if the following three assump-
tions aresatisfied.

Assumption 1. If the subscripts i(k) =(i,,/2,...,4,) contain no pairs from
E,, then the difference

k

diny(Xp) = FRXn) 57 II F,(x,)

t=]

is negligible compared with either of the terms as x,—> sup a(F,).
1>1

Assumption 2. If there is exactly one pair (i,,i,,) among the components
of i(kK)=(i,,i2,...,4,) which belongs to E,, then

k

Fr(%p) < P(X, <%pX <a) ID Fe)
Fac

where », is a constant.

Assumption 3. N(n)=0(n?).
Notice that, for an E,-sequence, there is no assumption on the interde-

pendence of (X,,X,,,....X;,), if (i,,42,---,4,) Comtains more than one pair
from E,. In other words, ‘if we consider a subset of the original set of
randomvariables, which contains at least two pairs about which we could
not accept asymptotic independence,then this subset can have an arbitrary
structure. Furthermore, we.did not assume that the X, are identically
distributed. It should also be emphasized that AssumptionoFis far less than
asymptotic independence, even in the weak sense of considering each X,
falling below a fixed number x,, for the constant n, can be arbitrarily
large. As a final comment, let us add that Assumption 3 is a natural one.
As a matter of fact, the numberof all pairs of the subscripts 1,2,...,n is

(3). which is of the order of n*. Hence, Assumption 3 requires that a

positive percentage of all pairs cannot be exceptional.
Wenowstate an important theorem.

Theorem 3.9.1. Let X,,X2,...,X,, be an E,-sequence. Let x, be such that,
as n+ 00,

n

D F(%)7a, 0<a<+oo. (93)
j=l
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Let us assume that there is a constant K such that, for all j and n,
nF,(x,)< K. Let, finally,

lim P(X;<xX,<x,) =0. (94)
me TS i)EE,

Then, as n> + 00,

limP(W, <x,)=1l-—e7%. (95)

In particular, if F;(x)= F(x) for allj, then the theory of Chapter 2 applies to.
W,

Let us define an E¥-sequence by changing {X,;<x,} to {X,;>x,}, and
thus a(F;) to w(F;), in the definition of an E,-sequence. Then X,,X>,...,X,
is an E¥-sequence if, and only if, (— X,),(—X,),...,.(—X,) is an E,-
sequence. Hence Theorem 3.9.1 yields the following result for Z,.

Theorem 3.9.2. Let X,,X;,...,X, be an E*-sequence. Let x, be such
that, as n—»+ ©,

> [1-F(x,)]>74, 0<A<+00.
j=l

Let us assume that there is a constant K* such that, for all n and j,
n{1— F;(x,)] < K*. Furthermore,let

im 2 P(X, > x,,X; > x,)=0.
(iE ER

Then, as n— + 00,

lim P(Z, <x,)=e74.

In particular, if F;(x)= F(x) for allj, then the theory of Chapter 2 applies to
Z

Proof of Theorem 3.9.1. The proof is based on the inequalities of
Theorem 1.4.2, in which the following notations are used. Let x, be
specified in such a way that (93) holds. Let C;={X,<x,}, 1<j <n. Then,
of course, for i(k) =(i,,iy).--.4)) 1S i) <ig< 00 <i, <1,

P(C,C,,: *C, ) = Fruy(%)-

Weintroduce the following sums.

n

ST, = ST =S..™ > F,(x,)

j=l
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and, for k > 2,

St.™ > k FP(xy%,)> Sra= > tee(Xn)

where 2% and Zf* denote summations over i(k) =(i,,i2,..-,4)) 1<i, <i,
<-+++ <i, <n, which contain no pairs, and at most one pair, respectively,
from the exceptional set E,,. The fact that noneof the C,, 1 <j <x, occurs
is equivalent to { W,, > x,}. Thus, Theorem 1.4.2 yields that, for any fixed
integer m > 0;

1— St*4 St,—St*+--- — S84,

< P(W, > x,)

<1-S*, + S3*— St, +--+ +S3%,. (96)

Wenow complete the proof by showingthat, for any k > 1, as n+ 00,

lim(Sf7, — Sen)= (97)

and

0k

lim S?,.= 7: (98)

Namely, if we apply (97) and (98) in (96), we get that, for any fixed m > 0,
as n+ 00,

2m+1

2, Gl+ Slim infP (W, > x,)

<lim supP(W,, > x,) <sCaMay »

from which (95) is immediate by m’s being arbitrary. It remains therefore
to prove (97) and (98). Both hold for k= 1, (97) by definition and (98) by
condition (93). We thus assume k > 2. By Assumption 2,

O< See—SE,< Sin? DY P(X; <xX/<%,);
(iV) EE,

which tends to zero on account of (93) and (94). This proves (97). Turning
to (98), we first write

Si,n™ Del F, (x,)F;, (x,)°° :F, (x,)+d,kyXn)].
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By Assumption | and by the condition F,(x,) < K/n,

dyciy(Xq) = Of F;, (%_) Fi, (Xq)* + + Fi, (%q) | o(n-*).

Therefore,

Tidal)=ol(Z)-*|=0(0).

Furthermore, the nonnegative difference

 

> F,, (x,)¥;, (x,) pares F, (x,) ms =F, (x,)F;, (x,) aa F, (x,)

V<Si<ia<sss Sig Sn

<N(m)[ maxFix)A(4)|Sta?
3<(n) sks,

which, by Assumption 3 and by (93), tends to zero. Collecting the above

estimates, we obtained

Sin™ = Fi, (x)Fj, (Xn) * + Fi, (Xn) + (1).
I< ji<jra<- + Sip can

If we appeal once more to the condition F;(x,)< K/n forall j, we get

I
k!

by S,,,’s being bounded. Condition (93) now leads to (98), which com-
pletes the proof of (95).
The particular case Fj(x) = F(x) for allj indeed reduces to the theory of

Chapter 2, since (93) becomes nF(x,)—a. This is exactly the rule of
Chapter 2 to determine x, =c, +d,x for normalizing W,. Furthermore, the
form of the limit law for W, was exactly (95). Here, of course, a= a(x).
This completes the proof of the theorem. A

[St,- 7StI <—Ast'+0(1)>0

Thereader is advised to go through Examples 3.9.1—-3.9.4 once again and
to translate the conditions of Theorems 3.9.1 and 3.9.2 to these specific
models. In particular, it should be realized that, for the i.i.d. case, no new
assumption is made, hence the present model extends the iid. case.
Furthermore, for m-dependent variables, stationarity is not needed in
Theorem 3.7.1 (see also Remark 3.7.2).

Notice that E, can be empty even though the X, are dependent—
namely, when the approximation expressed in Assumption | holds forall
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i(k). In this case the proof can be shortened by applying Theorem 1.4.1

rather than Theorem 1.4.2.
For important applications of the model, see Section 3.12.

3.10. MINIMUM AND MAXIMUMOF
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The model of the preceding section reduced the asymptotic theory of

minima and maxima of dependent variables to independent ones. How-

ever, we investigated independent variables only under the additional

assumption of the variables’ being identically distributed. We now supple-

mentthese results.
In view of the discussion in Section 3.3 (see particularly Example 3.3.3),

we have to make somerestriction on the individual terms F,(x) of the

distribution functions as well as on the normalizing constants. For this

section we adoptthe following concepts.

Uniformity Assumption for the Minimum. Wesay that a sequence F,(x),

F,(x),... of distribution functions and sequences c, and d, >0 of normaliz-

ing constants satisfy the uniformity assumption for the minimum if, as

n+ 0,

lim max { F,(c, + d,x):1< j <n} =0 (99)

and, for any fixed number 0< < 1,

lim > F,(c, + 4,x) = w(t; x) (100)
j=l

exists which is finite for all 0<¢ <1 wheneverit is finite for t= 1. (Recall

the convention that if u is a limit in a summation, then we meanbyu its

integer part.) Here, x < w(L), where L(x)is the limiting distribution of
(W, —c,)/dn.
The uniformity assumption for the maximum is similarly defined except

that F, is to be replaced by 1 — F, in both limit relations, andx > a(H).
The class of possible nondegenerate limiting distributions for the

minima under the uniformity assumption is characterized in the following

statement. When we use log z, we always understand z >0.

Theorem 3.10.1. Under the uniformity assumption for the minimum, a

nondegenerate distribution function L(x)is the limiting distribution of (W,,—

c,)/d,, for some sequence X,,X>,...,X,, of independent random variables and

for some sequevces c, and d,>Q of normalizing constants if, and only if,

either (i) log{ 1 — L(x)] is concave or(ii) w(L) is finite and log {1 — L[u(L)—
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e~*]} is concave, or finally, (iii) a(L) is finite and log{1— L[a(L)+ e*]} is
concave, where, in (ii) and (iii), x >0.

By applying the above theorem to the sequence — X),1 <j <n, we get
the following result.

Theorem 3.10.2. Under the uniformity assumption for the maximum, a
nondegenerate distribution function H(x) is the limiting distribution of (Z,, —
a,)/b,, for some sequence X,,X,,...,X,, of independent random variables and
jor some sequences a, and b,>0 of normalizing constants if, and only if,
either (i) log H(x) is concave or (ii) w(/H)< + 00 and log H[uw(H)—e~*] is
concave, where x >0, or, finally, (iii) a(H)is finite and logH(a(H)+e*],
x >0, is concave.

Proof of Theorem 3.10.1. By the basic formulas and by independence

P(W,>y)= II [1-5()].
j=l

Thus, if P(W,, > c, +d,x)>0,

logP(W,, > c, +4,x)= > log[ 1—F(c, + 4,x)|.
j=l

If we put

m, =m,(x)= max F(c,+4,x):1< j <n},

the Taylor expansion

|log(I1—z)+z|<z? for |z|<}

and (99) yield that, if F,, 1< j<x,c, and d, satisfy the uniformity assump-
tion,

n

logP(W, > c,+4,x)=—[1+O0(m,)] ¥ F(c,+4,x). (101)
j=l

Furthermore, for the same reason, if 0<r< 1,

nt at

log I] [1-F(c, +4,x)]=[1+0(m,)] D F(ca+4,x). (102)
j=l j=l

Now, if L(x) is the limiting distribution of (W,—c,)/d,, and if the
uniformity assumption holds, then, for all x<«ZL), (101) implies that
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w(1; x) of (100) is finite. Hence, once again by the uniformity assumption,
w(t;x) is finite for all 0<¢<1. This fact, in turn, on account of (102),

yields that, as n—> + 00,

P( Wy, > C,+4,x)—exp[ —w(t;x)], 0<r<1, (103)

where the subscript nt is to be read as its integer part (we adopt this
convention for the sequel of this proof). But, by the definition of L(x),

P (Wo > Cn + Gn,X)—>1 — L(x).

Comparing these last two limits, we conclude from Lemma 2.2.3 that, as
n— +00,

 

. d, . Ch —¢,

lim =B, lim Z =A, (104)

exist and B, >0. Furthermore, for 0<¢<1,

w(t; x)= —log[ 1+ L(A, + B,x)]. (105)

We now conclude the proof of one part of the theorem as follows. From
(104), we specify the possible forms of B, and A,. Namely, we prove that,
for all O0<7¢< 1, either

B,=1 and A,=klogt (106)

or

B,=t"™ and A,=k(t"—1), (107)

where k and mm are suitable constants. We then use the relation

r 1— L(x)
Il ORGS)era<an

jont+l

which immediately follows from (103) and (105). Since the left hand side of
(108) is one minus a distribution function, it is decreasing in x; conse-
quently so is the right handside. But if (106) applies, then the decreasing
property of the right hand side of (108) is equivalent to log{1— L(x)]’s
being concave. On the other hand, if (107) applies, then we write the right
handside of (108) as

(108)

1—L[(x+k)—k]

1—L[t"(x+k)—k] oe
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Since it is decreasing both in x and in ¢, (—k) is either a(L) or o(L)
according as m<0O or m>O. Therefore, the fact that (109) decreases in x
implies that either log{ 1 — L[a(L)+e”]} or log{1— L[w(L)—e~”]} is con-
cave, where y>0. We have thus obtained the three claimed classes as
possibilities for L(x), provided that (106) and (107) hold.

For proving (106) and (107), we appeal to (104). We write, for 0<s,
t<l,

 
 

Gras Gris Soa
d, 4, 4d,

and

Cus — Cn Ly Cats ~ ne dy, Cur n

4 hy he a,
These yield

B,,=B,B,  A,,=A,B,+A,=A,B,+A,.

Since B, = 1 and B, is monotonic in ¢, with the substitution s=e~“, =e°,
u,v >0O, Lemma 1.6.1 yields that either B, =1 for all ¢ or B,=t” with some
constant m#0. The corresponding equations for A, are therefore

A,=A,+A, (B,=1)

or

A,(t™—1I)=A(s™—1) (B= t”).

Thelatter implies that A,/(t”— 1) is a constant k, which proves (107). On
the other hand,if the first case holds, we represent A, = log C,, C, >0. Since,
on account of (103) and (105), A, is monotonic, so is C,. Hence, the
equation for A, reduces to C,,=C,C, for C, with C, monotonic. Therefore,
just as for B,,C,=«* with some constant k. Consequently, A,=klogt, as
wasstated in (106). This completes the proof of our claim on the possible
forms of L(x).

Let us now turn to the converse. Let L(x) be a nondegenerate distribu-
tion function and let log{1— L(x)] be concave. We construct a sequence
F,(x),1< j<n, of distribution functions and specify sequences c, and
d,>0 of real numbers with the following properties: (i) the uniformity
assumption for the minimum.holds and(ii) if X,,X,,... are independent
random variables with distribution functions F,(x), F,(x),..., then (W, —
c,)/d, converges weakly to L(x). Namely, let F,(x)= L(x) and, for / > 2,
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define

1— L(x +log/)
TeGetsea-D

Since L(x) is a distribution function and log{1— L(x)] is concave, each
F;(x) is a distribution function. We next define c,=—logn and d,=1.
Then (99) is immediate. On the other hand, under (99), the sum in (100) is
asymptotically equal to the sum of log{1— F(c,+4d,x)], which in turn is
the logarithm of the product of 1— F,(c,+d,x). This product, for our
specific form of F;(x), simplifies to

log{ L(x—logn +log[nt])},

where [nt] signifies here the integer part of nt. This evidently converges to
log{ 1 — L(x +logt)}, whichis finite for all 0< ¢< 1 wheneverit is finite for
t=]. Hence, the uniformity assumption for the minimum holds. As a side
result, we have also obtained our second claim of W,,+logn converging
weakly to L(x).

If log{1— L(x)} is not concave but w(L)< +00, and log{1— L(@(L)—
e—*)} is concave, or a (L)is finite and log{1— L[a(L)+ e*]} is concave
for x >0, the construction is similar in principle to the one in the preceding
paragraph except that we now aim at the normalizing constants cor-
responding to (107). We therefore omit details. This concludes the proof. A

There are no general criteria by which one could decide if, for a given
sequence F,(x),j > 1, of distribution functions, the minimum or maximum,
when suitably normalized, would have a limit law. Some special cases are
represented in Exercises 21-23.

3.11. THE ASYMPTOTIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE
kTH EXTREMES

In the case of iid. variables, the asymptotic distribution theory of ex-
tremes did not require any addition to the theory developed for the
maximum and minimum. However, for dependent random variables,
several new problems may arise. The most significant new problem is that
it is not at all sure that, if the maximum or minimum can be properly
normalized to have an asymptotic distribution, then so can the other
extremes (see Exercise 15). In the present section we give some criteria
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which guarantee the existence of normalizing constants with whichall
upper or all lower extremes have limiting distributions.

Wefirst recall from Section 1.4 that the exact distribution of order
Statistics can always be reduced to the distribution of the number of
occurrences in special sequences of events. As a matter of fact, if we define
the events A; = A,(x)=({X;> x} and B= B(x)={X,<x}, where X,,X),...
are the basic random variables and x is a real variable, and if »,(x,A)
and »,(x,B) are the numbers which occur among A,,A,,...,A, and
B,, B2,...,B,, respectively, then the distributions of v,(x,A) and »,(x, B)
lead to the distribution functions of the upper and lower extremes, respec-
tively. Thus, Theorem 1.4.1 yields the following basic limit theorem.

Theorem 3.11.1. Let the random variables X,,X,,...,X, and the

sequences a, and b,>0 of real numbers be such that, for any fixed integer

j 20,

lim S; (a, + b,x) = uj(x) (110)

exist, and are finite on an interval (a,w), where

S;(x)= > P(X, > x,X,,2 x,....X, > x).
I<i<ig<-++ <<a

Assume that the series

u,c)= F-4(tue acx<a,
k=0

converges. Then, for a<x<w, as n—>+ 00,

k-1

lim P(X,—41:n <4, + 5,x) = > U, (x).

t=O

Proof. Notice that S,(x) is the jth binomial momentof »,(x,A) (see
Lemma 1.4.1). Hence, by Theorem 1.4.1, for any integer s > 0,

2s +1 2s

> (-9'(*F)s..<P95 Dd (-(t5,4.
k=0 k=0

where S,,,= 5,4,(4,+5,x) and v, = v,(a, + 5,x,A). Let us fix the integers
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t and s, and let n+ oo. From the assumption (110), we get, for a< x<w,

2s+1

S (=!(4+).(x) < limingP(», =1)
k=0

< lim supP (», = ¢)

2s

<D(-(AFtess

Since s is arbitrary and U,(x) is well defined for all x above, limP(», = 1)
exists as n—»>+00 and it equals U,(x). Formula (35) of Section 1.4 thus
completes the proof. A

Corollary 3.11.1. With the notations of Theorem 3.11.1, let us assume
that u;(x)= u/(x)/j! with some u(x) >0. Then the series for U,(x) converges
for all x for which u(x)is finite. Furthermore, as n—+ 0,

oa t x
limP(X,44 1:n <4_ + 5,X) =eHeh y,

=0

 

The statement above is an easy consequence of Theorem 3.11.1 and can
in fact be obtained by a substitution for u,(x). Notice that it eontains, as a
special case, Theorem 2.8.1. However, it can also be applied to dependent
variables such as m-dependent, mixing or Gaussian sequences.

In many applications the assumption (110) turns out to be too strong.
Notice that a few exceptional members of the sequence X,,X,,... can spoil
a property of an “average type,” while they may have noeffect on the
extremes. In such situations the method of the following example makes
Theorem 3.11.1 still applicable.

Example 3.11.1. Let X,,X,,...,X, be unit exponential variates. Assume
that most of these variables are independent but a few among them follow
a bivariate exponential distribution of the Frechet type. To be specific, let
T, be the set of complete squares and 7,theset of all other integers. If all
subscripts belong to 7, or if all of them to T,, then let the corresponding
X’s be independent. However, if iG 7, andjE T,, we assume

P(X,>x,X,>x)=je"*, x > log2.

Let a, =logn,b, =1. Then S,(logn + x)=e~* but

S, (logn + x) >3n?/] sexp(—logn -x)|>+ 00.
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Here wecalculated the contribution to S, only of those pairs which are
dependent. Their number certainly exceeds }n°/? for n>5. Therefore,
Theorem 3.11.1 is not applicable even to Z,. However, if we write

Zn = max(Zn, by Ln, 2)

with

Z,.i=Max{X,:1<j<n, jET,},  i=1,2,

then

P(Z, > logn+ x)= P(Z,.> logn+ x)

+ P(Z,,<logn+x,Z, , > logn+ x).

Estimating

P(Z,,2<logn+x,Z,, > logn+x) < P(Z,, > logn+ x)

=1—P(Z, ,<logn+x)

 

sie

n

= O(n~'/2),

we reduce the distribution of Z, to Z,5, to which the results of Chapter 2
are applicable. Should the variables be such that they are dependent, but,
on 73, Theorem 3.11.1 is applicable, we would have obtained a limit
theorem for Z, itself. The argument is similar with the other upper
extremes. Evidently, the specific structure of 7, is not essential; its role is
thatits numberof elements is much smaller than that for 7,, when they are
restricted to the first n integers. A

The above discussion can easily be transformed to the investigation of
lower extremes by reversing the inequality in the definition of S,(x). We
thus omit details.
The reader who is fimiliar with the asymptotic theory of sums of

triangular arrays of (dependent) random variables will realize that the
asymptotic distribution of (X,_441:,—4,)/5, can also be obtained as a
part of that theory. Indeed, if Y,, denotes the indicator variable of the
event {X,>a,+5,x}, then

n

V,(a, + b,x) = > Yn
j=1
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However, such an approach already assumes that we know a, and b, >0.
Therefore, an essential part of the present theory does not follow from the
theory of sums (the so-called central limit problem). In addition, the
analytic tools applied in the theory of sums usually require different types
of assumptions than the present direct and elementary approach.

3.12. SOME APPLIED MODELS

The applied scientist faces a more difficult problem than the mathemati-
cian, since he must choose an appropriate model for the specific situation
he is investigating. The mathematician can make assumptions under which
neat solutions can be found, but the applied scientist must confront
situations in which a slight error may lead to a huge loss. The problem
investigated more or less specifies the random variables X,,X,,...,X,
(Sections 1.1 and 1.2) but seldom specifies their structure. It is usually not
hard to decide if they are independent and/oridentically distributed. The
more difficult decision is the next step: what type of dependence to use
and what the common distribution is if the variables are identically
distributed. In the present section we describe some general rules and
discuss some specific models as well.

3.12.1. Exact Models Via Characterization Theorems

The most pleasant case in applications arises when simple nonmathemati-
cal properties completely specify the model to be applied. We have
described a number ofsituations of this nature in Section 1.6. We add one
more example here, in the solution of which we use asymptotic theory. The
emphasis in the example is that we make only logical, but nonmathemati-
cal, assumptions, from which we deduce that there is a unique model for
the problem.
A piece ofequipment composedofsimilar components breaks down when

the first component does. The components function independently of each
other. We acceptthat the random timeto the first breakdownhasa distri-
bution similar to those of the components X,, 1 < j < n. Experience shows
that nE(X) = E(X,). We deducethat the distribution both ofthe components
and of the equipmentis exponential.

Notice that the assumptions can be translated as X,, 1 < j <n,are iid.

and X= W,, the minimum of the X;. Furthermore, the distribution of W,,
is of the same type as the distribution of X,. That is, if P(X,< x)
= F(x), then P(W, < x)= F(C,+D,x) with some constants C, and D, >
0. Finally, nE(W,)= E(X,). The first part of the assumptions is logical;
thatis, n is arbitrary. The equation nE(W,)= E(X,), however, is based on
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experience; therefore n is either a given value or one of a few possible
values. Hence, in the solution, we proceed as follows. By assumption, for
all n,

F(C,+ D,x)= P(W,<x)=1-[1—F(x)]’,

or

[1— F(c,+4,x) ]"=1— F(x),

where c, = — C,/D, and d,=1/D,. Thus, by Theorem 2.4.2, F(x) is one of
the three types L,,(x), L,,(x), or Ly;o(x). In fact, since X,>0, a(F) is
finite, therefore F(x) is of the type L,,(x). Evaluating E(W,) and E(X))
for L, ,(x), the assumed equation for these expectations yields y = 1, which
is the exponential distribution (see also Theorem 1.6.2).

Unfortunately, the assumptionsare valid for a very special piece ofequip-
mentonly. Very rarely can onearrive at a unique model to describe failures
or other practical situations. In the next subsection, however, we give a
method whichleadsto a uniquetype of distribution for some importantran-
dom quantities.

3.12.2. Exact Distributions Via Asymptotic Theory (Strength of Materials)

Let a piece of metal have random strength X. Let its distribution be F(x).
Weassumethat X is proportional to the size of a particular sheet of metal.
In other words, if we theoretically cut the sheet into n equal parts, then
each piece will have the same distribution and this distribution is of the

same type as F(x). Let X,,X;,...,X,, be the strengths of the n equal pieces
of the original sheet. We also assume that the sheet breaks at its weakest
point, that is, ¥= W,, the minimum of X,, 1 <j <n. Finally, we assume
that the pieces close to each other may be strongly dependent, but the
dependence weakens with distance. We shall show that X has a Weibull
distribution.

Again, the assumptions are logical ones, free of mathematical niceties.

Someof these assumptionseasily translate into mathematical formulas, but
there is no unique way of reformulating the dependence structure which
weakens with distance. We have two models to choose from: the mixing
model of Section 3.7, and the so-called E,-sequences of Section 3.9. We

should reject the mixing model for two reasons. The moreserious isthat, if
the sheet is divided into n =m? equal parts in such a way that—assuming
the sheet is rectangular—both edges are divided into m equal parts, then
the neighboring pieces on the sheet will not be successive terms in the
sequence X,,X>,...,X,. Therefore, indices’ being far apart does not mean
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distant neighbors. The second objection is the choice of r(s,u), which does
not have any practical equivalent. On the other hand, the model of Section
3.9 is very appropriate. Its assumptions are made in general terms, and one
does not have to accept mathematical conditions which cannot be checked.

Let us go through the model of Section 3.9, as it applies to the present
problem.

Let the sheet be rectangular, and let us divide each edge into m equal
parts; this divides the sheet into n=m? pieces. Let us denote by X, the
strength of the piece obtained by the ith horizontal and the jth vertical
division. We shall refer to this peice as the (i,/)th piece. We say that the

(i,,/,)th and (i,,j,)th pieces are s-close neighbors if both |i,—i,| and
|j;—J2| are smaller than s. By assumption, if two pieces are close, their
strengths are dependent. Thus, for a givens, let E,, be the set of all pairs
{(ii/1)> (igu/2)} that are s-close. Now, our assumptionis that, if s is large,
then elements which are notin E,, are almost independent. This is exactly
the Assumptions | and 2 of Section 3.9, expressing almost independence in
the weakest mathematical terms.

Let us look at Assumption 3. This is related to the choice of s in E,,.
Since the number N(n) of terms of E,, is of the order of ns*, the
assumption N(n)=0(n?) means that s=o(m). But this is reasonable in
terms of the practical model, if we look at a middle piece of the original
sheet. If s were as large as m, then this middle piece would be dependent
on all other pieces, since its s-close neighbors would exhaust the whole

sheet. In other words, if, with increasing m, the dependent neighbors do
not cover the whole, or a positive percentage of the original sheet for a
fixed piece, then s = o0(m), which is exactly Assumption 3.

Therefore, we can conclude that the sequence X;, is an E,-sequence and
they are identically distributed. This makes Theorem 3.9.1 applicable,
which states that the minimum of an identically distributed E,-sequence
has the same asymptotic properties as in the case ofi.i.d. variables. But, for
each n, the minimum of X, is X itself. Consequently, the asymptotic
distribution of the minimum, on the one hand,is one of the three possible

types L,,(x), L,,(x), and L,(x); on the other hand, it is F(x). It is
evident that a(F) is finite; thus F(x) is of the same type as L,,(x)—that
is, F(x) is a Weibull distribution.
While we made the deduction above for the special problem of strength

of metals, the method can be formulated as a general principle. If a
random measurement X is the minimum of X,, 1 <j <7, where the X, are
the X-values of members of a division of an item measured by X, then X
has a Weibull distribution under the following conditions. The distribu-
tions of X and X, belong to the sametype, and,if the sizes of two members
of a division are equal, then the corresponding X-values are identically
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distributed. Furthermore, distant neighbors in the division are asymptoti-
cally independent.
Amongthe assumptionsin the previous general Weibull model was that

X is the minimum of the X-values of the members of the division. This fact
is frequently referred to as the weakest-link principle. Whenever X can be
related to the strength of a chain, where the division corresponds to the
links, then the above property expresses the fact that a chain is as strong as
its weakest link. It should be emphasized, however, that this principle is

only a part of the model, which alone would not permit us to obtain the
exact distribution of X.

Here, we have obtained that the type of the distribution function F(x,
of X is Weibull. Hence,

F(x)= L,(C+ Dx)=1 —exp|[ —(C+ Dx)"|

for C+ Dx>0, and F(x)=0 otherwise. Here, C and D >0 are unknown
parameters. We thus see that F(x) contains three unknown parameters
C,D, and y>0. Their values should be determined from observations,
using one of the several available statistical methods.

3.12.3. Strength of Bundles of Threads

While the model of the preceding subsection is applicable to a large variety
of industrial problemsrelated to strength, a new modelis needed for the
strength of bundles of threads.

Consider a bundle of n parallel threads of equal length. Let X,, X,,...,X,
denote the strength of the individual threads. We assumethat the X, are
iid. Furthermore, let us assume that a free load on the bundle is distrib-
uted equally on the individual threads. Evidently, the bundle will not break
under a load S if there are at least k threads in the bundle each of which
can withstand a load S/k. In other words, if X,.,<X2.,<°°* ©X,:, are
the ordered strengths of the individual threads, then the strength S, of the
bundle is represented by

S, =max{(n—k+1)X,.,:1<k <n}.

The variables X,., are strongly dependent and none of our models
describes the asymptotic behavior of S,. Without specifying the actual
distribution F(x) of the X;, we can show that S,, properly normalized, is
asymptotically normal under very mild conditions on F(x). In fact, the
following result is true.

Let F(x) be absolutely continuous withfinite second moment. Assume
that x[1— F(x)] has a unique maximum at x=x,)>0 and let @=x1 —
F(Xp,)]. If, in a neighborhood of x, F(x) has a positive, continuous second
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derivative, then, as n—>+ 00,

limP(S,<nO+xVn )=Qny7" e~"2at.

The differentiability properties can be replaced by mathematically
weaker assumptions, but those would not make the conclusion more
readily accessible to the applied scientist. However, relaxing the indepen-
dence of the X, to m-dependence has the advantage that if the bundleis
made of threads, m of which were cut from the same longer thread, then
one does not have to assume the independence of these m pieces. The
conclusion is known to hold under the condition of m-dependence.
We do not prove the above statementin full. However, we wish to point

out that the asymptotic properties of S, can be reduced to the so-called
central limit problem, which is known to lead to the asymptotic normal
distribution. To see the method of the reduction, let us first introduce the
empirical distribution function K,(x). It is defined by K,(x)=»,(x)/n,
where »,(x) is the number ofj <n for which X,< x. Then

S, (n—k+1)X;,.,
— =max = A<ken|
n

= max, (5[1-6%)]}
=sup{x[1—K,(x)]: -o<x< +o}.

;
and conclude that it tends to zero for any fixed «€>0. On account of
Lemma 2.2.1, the asymptotic distributions of Vn (S,/n—®) and
Vn (K,(X)— F(x9)) thus coincide. But the latter, by the simplest form of
the central limit theorem, is asymptotically normal. This gives our claim.

Under our conditions, one can now estimate

P| Va (3-2), 640-F0)
  

3.12.4. Approximation by i.i.d. Variables

The early applications of the asymptotic theory of extremes to practical
problems were based on the assumption that the basic random variables
X,,X,,...,X, are iid. Although this assumption is rarely correct, we have
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described several dependent models when the asymptotic results remain
the same as for i.i.d. variables (Theorem 3.5.1 with degenerate U(y; x);
Theorem 3.6.2 again with degenerate U(y; x); Corollary 3.6.3; Section 3.7;

Theorem 3.8.1 with r=0; and Section 3.9). It should be noted that the
model of Section 3.5 does not require that the basic random variables are
identically distributed. The approximation maystill be valid when the
extendibility requirement is satisfied. Although this condition, and the
assumptions of several of the other models,are difficult, if not impossible,

to check in a given practical situation, the value of these results cannot be
overemphasized. They provide conditions under which an approximation
by i.i.d. variables is valid. At the same time, the additional results on each

of the mentioned models clearly state that, when these conditions are

violated, the asymptotic properties of the extremes maysignificantly de-
viate from those known in the i.i.d. case. Here, conditions that cannot be

checked are accepted by scientists as reasonable; at the same time, an
alternative is given that leads to different results. On the contrary, when
one assumes X,,X,,...,X, to be i.id., in most cases it is clear that the
starting point is already wrong, which spoils the credibility of any conclu-
sion.

For the sequel of the present subsection, let us assume that we deal with
a problem in which one of the mentioned models was found reasonable,
and wethus accept that the asymptotic distributions are one of the limited
possibilities of Chapter 2. .
The actual application of an asymptotic model is as follows. One may

use a numberof observations to find a statistical estimate of the common

distribution function F(x) and then compute the normalizing constants by

which the extremes are transformed. The distribution of this transformed
variable is then assumed to be the asymptotic distribution corresponding
to F(x). Or, one may use directly one of the extreme value distributions to

replace the exact distribution of the extremes in question, and then
estimate its parameters from a set of observations.

Before going on, we should reemphasize that all limit theorems de-
termine only a type of limiting distribution. Hence, if H(x) is a limit law,

then all functions H(Ax+B),A >0, are actual candidates in a particular
problem. Therefore a limiting distribution will contain two or more un-
known parameters. Both methods are widely applied and neither is super-
ior to the other. Both, by the nature ofstatistical decisions, have errors in
the final conclusion. These errors, which can be very significant (see, for

example, Examples 2.6.3 and 3.8.4), are due to lack of more accurate

statistical methods rather than to the theory discussed here. We therefore
do not analyze this problem further.

Weillustrate with actual solutions to some practical problems.
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Air pollution. Let X, be the concentration of a pollutant in the jth time
interval of a predetermined length. It is reasonable to assume that the X;
are identically distributed but successive X, values are dependent. How-
ever, the dependence weakensas the time passes. As a first approximation,
m-dependence is reasonable. More cautious people would incline toward
mixing or toward the model of Section 3.9. In any case, the approximation

by i.i.d. variables is reasonable. As soon as this has been agreed upon,it
does not matter which model was accepted, if only individual distributions

and asymptotic extreme value distributions are of interest. At the time of

this writing, the most widely accepted conclusion is that the common

distribution F(x) of the X; is lognormal. (There is no theoretical justifica-
tion for this. Conclusions of such nature are arrived at by making observa-
tions, assuming different distributions for the observed quantity, and

accepting that distribution the graph of which is closest to the observa-
tions. Such comparisons are done with a few families of distributions, and
so the distribution accepted should be understood as being the most likely
one out of those that have been tried. It may be of interest to remark that,
before 1969, F(x) was believed to be different from lognormal.)
The general lognormal distribution has several parameters which are

estimated from random observations. With these estimated parameters, the
X; are transformed into the standard form that we adopted in Section
2.3.3. We now compute a, and b, by the formulas of Section 2.3.3 and,
using H;(x) as the distribution function of (Z,—a,)/b,, we compute the
probability that this particular pollutant concentration would remain be-
low a given level during a period of n intervals of the length specified at
the definition of X,. If this probability is not close to one, then society is
justified in requesting preventive measures from those responsible for this
particular pollution.

Floods, Let X,,X;,... be the daily maximum discharges of river R at
city C. Then Z,,, is the annual maximum flood. Notice that X; itself can
be decomposed into smaller units of time, and by this the annual maxi-
mum flood will be the maximum of a much larger number of quantities.
Without specifying the actual distribution of floods in these timeintervals,
we can safely assume the annual maximum flood to follow an asymptotic
extreme value distribution. It is again reasonable to accept that discharges
are less and less dependent as times of records are far apart. Hence, the
model of Section 3.9 is acceptable to support the assumption of approxi-
mating the model by i.i.d. variables (m-dependence or mixing are not
completely acceptable, since relations of successive days are not uniform
all year round). Therefore, the annual maximum flood Z,,,= Z is distrib-
uted as one of the types of H,,(x),H2,(x), or H3,o(x). The concept of
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types of distributions brings in two parameters, as x is to be transformed to
Ax +B. There is, however, no theoretical reason to favor any of the three
types, and in fact all three have been used at different times and at
different locations. When one has decided the actual form to use, thenits
parameters are to be estimated from observations on Z. With these
estimates, the distribution of Z is completely specified (rememberthat it
applies to R at C). This distribution is then used to predict future water
discharges.

. Droughts. If again X,,X,,... are the daily discharges of river R atcity
C, their annual minima W= W,,. are called droughts. With the argument
adopted in connection with floods one can conclude that the type of the
distribution of W is one of the three types fori.i.d. variables. Furthermore,
since W > 0, we obtain as a single possibility,

P(W<x)=L,,(Ax+B)=1—exp[ —(Ax+B)"],

where Ax + B>0 and y>0. From observations, A,B >0 and y>0 are to

be estimated to make the distribution P(W< x) specific. It can then be
used for the prediction of droughts in the future, which is very important
for irrigation projects.

3.12.5. Time to First Failure of a Piece of Equipment with a Large
NumberofComponents

Several of the examples in the developmentof the asymptotic theory in the
present book are given in terms of failures of equipment. In particular, we
should stress the model of Section 3.1, which was later shown to be
equivalent to an arbitrary failure model whenever failure can be expressed
as the maximum or minimum ofcertain random variables (see Corollary
3.2.1). Although the direct application of this equivalence is not yet
possible without further developing the theory, it shows one significant
fact: approximation by i.i.d. variables is not justified in describing the
random timetofirst failure ofa piece ofequipmentin the general case. There
are, ofcourse, cases when such approximationisjustified; we shall comment
on these after showingthat,in fact, the timeto first failure of any piece of
equipmentcan be expressed as the maximum or minimum of well-defined
random variables.

Bya piece of equipment we meana structure of components which was
assembled in such a way that each component serves some purpose and
the repair of nonfunctioning components means an improvement(these
terms have accurate mathematical meanings). We call a subset of compo-
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nents a minimal path set if it is a minimal set of components such that
when each functions, so does the equipment. Let the equipment contain n
minimal path sets R,. Let X, be thelife length of R,. Then thelife length Z,
of the equipmentis evidently the maximum of the X,. From the definition
it is also clear that X, is the minimum of the life length Y, of the
components belonging to R,. In summary,

Z,=max{X:1<j<n},  X,;=min{Y,:sER,}.

If n is large, then the distribution of Z, can be approximated by an
extreme value distribution. The X; are, however, usually dependent, since
R, and R,,,jm, may have components in common. In most cases, even
an approximation by i.i.d. variables is unjustified. In the case of series
systems (n= 1) or of parallel systems (the R, are disjoint), one can of
course assume independence. In these cases, Section 3.10 is applicable. By
Theorem 3.10.1, if the system is series and the absolutely continuous
distribution L(x) of Z, satisfies L(x)<1 for all x, then, for independent
components, L(x) has a monotonic hazardrate. Recall that the hazard rate
is defined as the ratio L'(x)/[1 — L(x)].

In the general case, the conditions of Theorem 3.9.1 maybe satisfied. If

not, Theorem 1.4.2 can provide good estimates. The construction of the
sets E, is evident: if R; and R, contain common elements, then let (i,/)
belong to E,. Some examples of this nature have been worked out in the
text without actual reference to minimal path sets.

Another potential application of the asymptotic theory of extremes is to
the theory of competing risks. This theory is developed for providing a
probabilistic model for life distributions when an individual can die from
one of causes. Let X; be the individual’s hypothetical length oflife that
would apply if only the ith cause of death were present. The actual life
length is therefore W,, the minimum of the X;, 1<j<an.If n is large, an
asymptotic model for W, can give a good approximation. Because a
forthcoming book deals with this subject (see the survey), we do not
discuss it further here.

Thefields of application of extreme value theory are not limited to those
that we mentioned in the present section. However, each model typifies a
class of solutions in spite of the very specific terms used in it. By the
methods described, one should see that asymptotic theory may provide
exact solutions to some problems (3.12.1 and 3.12.2). On the other hand,
when approximations are used, the statistician faces a more difficult
problem than in the case of averages (estimation of location or scale). The
distinction between two distributions that are uniformly close to each other
may be irrelevant when the mean is estimated, but they can lead to
substantially different decisions in extreme value theory (see Example
2.6.3).
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3.13. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

The need for deviating from the assumption of the basic random variables’
being i.id has been stressed ever since the theory was applied to specific
problems. Even if the approximation byi.i.d. variables is good, the credi-
bility of a solution should be questioned if it starts by assuming that the
variables are i.i.d. when they are not. Therefore, the results of this section
are very valuable in providing conditions for a good approximation byi.i.d

variables as well as providing alternate models when such an approxima-
tion is unjustified. It should be noted that there do exist limiting distribu-

tions for the extremes in very simple models which are unrelated to the
basic three possibilities of the modelofi.i.d variables.

Twoclasses of results should be very pleasing to scientists. One is the
class of distributions (51), which, when written in detail for the maximum,

can be reformulated as a classical distribution but with an arbitrary

distribution assigned to its parameter. This is the Bayesian thinking, and

thus (51) is in fact a natural class of distributions to be used. The other

result, Theorem 3.10.1, yields as a limiting distribution of the minimum
any distribution with a monotonic hazard rate. Scientists in reliability

theory find this appealing, in that the choice of such functions as the

population distribution is theoretically justified. The two quoted results are

for special models, but when we add Sections 3.5 and 3.9, where the

conclusions are the same, a very widejustification is given for using these

distributions. The other sections, on the other hand, provide justifications

for approximations byi.i.d. variables.
In its construction the present chapter is new, unifying and bringing

together for the first time the scattered literature. Some of the proofs are

new as well. In particular, the material has not previously been related to

applied fields. The possibility of bringing these results together, however,is

due to very active research in this field. These contributions are analyzed

below.
The pioneer in deviating from independence was S. M. Berman. In a

series of papers, Berman (1962b,c) and (1964) established the basic results

for extremes of segments of infinite sequences of exchangeable variables

and for stationary sequences. His investigation for exchangeable variables

is along the line of Corollary 3.6.1, his result being more general than that.

In particular, he obtained that, under (i), (50) is also necessary for the

existence of the limiting distribution of (Z, —a,)/b,. Because we estab-

lished the more general result Theorem 3.6.2, which is due to J. Galambos

(1975e), we did not state Berman’sresult in its generality. Theorem 3.6.1 is

due to B. deFinetti (1930). Useful and interesting inequalities for the

distribution of extremes of exchangeable sequences are obtained in B. B.

Bhattacharyya (1970). Applications of results for exchangeable extremes

are given in W. Dziubdziela and B. Kopocinski (1976a), Dziubdziela
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(1976) and Chernick (1980). A general limit theorem with relevanceto ex-

tremesis proved by Romanowska (1980). Fora veriety ofnew results on ex-

changeability, see Koch and Spizzichino (1982).

Forstationary sequences, Berman (1964) established a general result,
which we did not reproduce here. He then applied his method to special

cases and founded a technique for Gaussian sequences. His inequality of

Lemma 3.8.2 becamebasic for later investigations. Its proof is based on

Lemma3.8.1, which is due to R.L. Plackett (1954)(it is also reobtained in

M. Sibuya (1960) and D. Slepian (1962)). One of the major results of
Berman is Theorem 3.8.2. The method of its proof is also applicable to
obtain the result stated in Exercise 16. M. Nisio (1967) gave some exten-

sions. J. Pickands, III (1967b) gave an example of the type of Theorem

3.8.4, which was later proved under some assumptions by Y. Mittal and D.

Ylvisaker (1975). Theorem 3.8.3 is also due to them. The fact that the normal

distribution is a possible limit for Z, was observed by Berman (1962c). Exact
results on the distribution of Z, were given by A. Kudo (1958). Odeh (1982)
gives tables of percentage pointsof the distribution of the maximum absolute

valueofequally correlated normal variables. Mittal ( 1978 ) investigates the ex-

tremesin partial samples of Gaussian sequences, and observesthat limit laws

other than thosein the full sample are possible. Pakshirajan and Hebbar (1977 )

investigates the joint distribution of the maximum and second maximum in

Gaussian sequences, extending someofthe results obtained for Gaussian and

general mixing sequences by Welsch (1971, 1972 and 1973), Deo (1973a),
Newell (1964) and Mori (1976a). It should be remarkedthat, if one considers

mixing sequences without further assumptions, then it is possible that
(Z, —a,)/b, converges Weakly but X,-1., cannot be normalized to obtain a

limit law. Such an exampleis given by Mori ( 1976a) (see Exercise 15). There-

fore, the theory of k-th extremesis not always automatic from Z,itself for de-

pendent sequences.This theory, however, has been developed for some special

sequences:for strong mixing by Dziubdziela (1984), for associated variables

by Domsta and Dziubdziela (1984), for conditionally mixing by Dziubdziela

(1986), and for distancesof i.i.d. vectors by Dziubdziela (1976), Henze
(1982), Mammitzsch (1983), Onoyama, Sibuya and Tanaka (1984), and

Reiss (1985). General Poisson, compoundPoissonorotherlimit theoremsfor

sums of indicator variables provide tools for general dependent systems: see

Philipp (1971) , Berman (1980) and Takeuchi and Takemura (1986a). Let us

return to stationary Gaussian sequences. McCormick (1980) showsthatif one

first normalizes the maximum bythe sample mean andvariance,then additional

constant normalizationstill leads to the limiting distribution H3,9(x). Rootzen

(1983) studies the speed ofconvergenceand findsthat for dependent Gaussian
sequences the convergenceis aboutthe sameasin the i.i.d. case (see Section

2.10).
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While the mentioned dependent models enlarged the set of possible limit
laws, the results of Section 3.7 concentrate on dependent models, the limits

for which are the classical ones. This approach started with the work of

Watson (1954), who gavethe sufficiency part of Corollary 3.7.1. Its ne-

cessity was established by O’Brien (1974a). The first extensive study of
mixing sequencesis due to R. M. Loynes (1965), whoarrived at (63) under
somewhatdifferent conditions than those in Theorem 3.7.1. His approach was
further analyzed by O’Brien (1974a), who, in addition to obtaining
Corollary 3.7.1, gave examples which showthat the conditions in Loynes’s

approach cannot be dropped, if one insists on getting the same conclusions

as in a classical model. Galambos (1972) generalizes the results of Loynes
by dropping the stationarity assumption, and by considerably relaxing the

assumption of weak dependence implied by the mixing condition. Clearly,

for extremes only the tails of the population distribution matter, so depen-

dence of the events {X; > x} (for maxima)only are important. Then imposing

a very mild assumption on the dependence of these events, as described in

Section 3.9, Galambos (1972) proved the results of Section 3.9. Now,if
E, containsall pairs (i,i+k),1 <k <s,1 <i <n, wheres=s(n)=o0(n),
and if the X; are identically distributed, the model of Section 3.9 becomes
the mixing modelof Section 3.7, and thus, under weaker conditions than in

Section 3.7, the results of Section 3.9 imply Theorem 3.7.1. Not recognizing,

Leadbetter (1974) proves Theorem 3.7.1 by a different method. Section 3.9
implies another important earlier result as well, namely the case of inde-

pendent (but not assumed identically distributed) random variables, for

which Mejzler (1949-1956) developed a thorough theory. The main results
of Section 3.10 are essentially due to him. We should remark that not both
(99) and (100) have to be assumed for the conclusions; however, upon
assuming only (99) and (100) with t=1, proofs would be longer, and not
all intermediate steps would follow. The interested reader is referred to

Weissman (1975b,c), who generalizes results of Mejzler, for a discussion
of the interrelation of the statements and assumptions at (99)—(107). Ex-
tension to k-th extremes is given by Mejzler and Weissman (1969). Addi-

tional interesting results on independent sequences are given in Juncosa
(1949), Tiago de Oliveira (1976), Mucci (1977), Daley and Hall (1984),
and de Haan and Verkade (1985). The works of Tiago de Oliveira, Daley
and Hall, and de Haan and Verkade are special in that they start with i.i.d.
variables, which are shifted or weighted to represent disturbancesor trends.
Theresults are quite general.

Theorem 3.7.1, and the model associated with it, drew much atten-
tion. See O’Brien (1974b), Adler (1978), Davis (1979), Hiisler (1980),
which extends results developed earlier in Hisler (1979) , and Leadbetteret al
(1983). Earlier, under the stronger assumptionof strong mixing, Ibragimov
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and Rozanov (1970, p. 250) have shown that Gaussian sequences with zero
expectation and unit variance satisfy the condition of Exercise 16 and thus

Z, for such sequences behavesasin the case of i.i.d. normal variates. Under
other mixing conditions, Mittal (1979) investigates Gaussian sequences, and
Davis (1982b, 1983 and 1984) develops the asymptotic theory of the joint
distribution of the maximum and minimumin stationary sequences. Hefinds
that asymptotic independence is possible (as for i.i.d. variables), but in
general the joint distribution follows an asymptotic bivariate extreme value
distribution (see Chapter 5). A similar observation is made for autoregressive
processes in Chernick and Davis (1982). Other limit theorems for the ex-

tremes in autoregressive processes are presented in Rootzen (1978), Cher-
nick (1981) and Finster (1982). A time series model for fatigue failure is
analyzed by Castillo, Fernandez-Canteli, Ascorbe and Mora (1984). Aber-
nethy (1984) utilizes Theorem 3.7.1 in an aging model. Mori (1977b) and
Hsing (1985) investigate asymptotic extreme value theory in mixing se-
quencesvia two dimensional point processes. A special case ofSection 3.9, but
still covering many ofthe stationary mixing models is covered by Galambos
(1970).
A completely new approach was proposed by Galambos (1975e). It was

made possible by the recognition in Galambos (1973a) that the number of
occurrences in a given sequence of events can always be reduced to ex-
changeable ones (see somediscussions on this in Galambos (1982a) ). For
exchangeable events, on the other hand, we have D.G. Kendall’s (1967)
representation, which leads to problems of limit laws for special mixtures.
This approach is used in Sections 3.1-3.6, and the results could have been
applied to other structures as well. In this case, however, we would have
lost the diverse ideas on which the models discussed in detail are based. The
basic tool, Lemma 3.2.1, is due to D.G. Kendall, and so is Theorem 3.2.2.

Corollary 3.4.1 is essentially due to Ridler-Rowe (1967), and Theorem 3.4.2
was obtained in a somewhat more special form by Benczur (1968). In the
case whenthebinomial moments converge,special cases ofSections 3.5 and 3.6
were obtained by Galambos (1974). In the same paper, the inversion
formula of Takacs (1965) or (1967b) is extended, making it applicable to
limiting forms.

For lack of space of precisely describing sequences defined on a Markov
chain, we limit ourselves to a list of papers dealing with their extremes:
Resnick and Neuts (1970), Fabens and Neuts (1970), Resnick (1971b and
1972b), and Denzel and O’Brien (1975). For the same reason, maxima of
sums of random variables are not treated here; see Takécs (1967a) and
(1975).

In the field of applications, B. Epstein, E. J. Gumbel, W. Weibull and
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H. E. Daniels are the pioneers. Their work is properly acknowledged by

Gumbel (1958). Gumbel’s book takes a technical approach; muchis told

in easier terms in papers by Epstein ( 1948) and (1960), and Daniels (1945).
See also the monographsof Bolotin (1981) and Castillo et al (1985). Out
of the special topics, the book by Barlow and Proschan (1975) provides an

accountof worksin reliability. For the theory of competing risks, see David

and Moeschberger (1978). Out of the papers dealing with air pollution

problems, see Larsen (1969), Barlow (1971), Singpurwalla (1972), and
Barlow and Singpurwalla (1974) who laid the foundations for the mathe-
matical theory.

The fact that the choice of the population distribution has a great effect
on decisions when the extremes govern the laws is a serious problem in

medical research and for the government agencies which regulate food or
drug safety standards. The majordifficulty is that the range of values which

can be measured in experiments is too small to permit one to distinguish on
a Statistical basis between different models. This point is clearly demonstrated
in the report of the Food and Drug Administration Advisory Committee on
Protocols for Safety Evaluation (1971) and in the paper by Guess and Crump
(1977). For additional discussion of this problem, see Galambos (1981 and
1982b).
The strength of bundles is a majorstatistical problem. Our description is

based on the papers by Suh et al (1970) and Sen (1973a,b), who extend
the classical investigations by Daniels (1945). Additional strength related

models can be found in Kunio et al (1974), Phoenix and Taylor (1973),
Harlow and Phoenix (1978 and 1981), Harlow, Smith and Taylor (1983),
Phoenix (1978 and 1979), Smith (1983), Sonza Borges (1983), Tierney
(1982), Castillo et al (1983), Castillo, Fernandez-Canteli, Mora and As-
corbe (1984), and Castillo and Galambos (1987). The earlier mentioned
monographs by Bolotin and Castillo et al, as well as the monograph by

Schueller (1981) contain a wealth of material, including additional important
references. See also the bibliography by Harter (1978) (which misses the
mathematical theory of extremes).
Queueing andreliability applications are presented in Clough and Kotz

(1965), Morrison and Tobias (1965), Posner (1965), Clough (1969), Har-
ris (1970) , Downton (1971), Iglehart (1972), Stam (1973), Pakes (1975),
Karr (1976), Pakes and Tavare (1981), Kelly (1982), and Feigin and Yash-
chin ( 1982) (see also Chapter 6).
The surveys Marszal and Sojka (1974) , Tiago de Oliveira (1975) , Galam-

bos (1977a) and Deheuvels ( 198 1a) stress different points of theory. The sur-
veys by Jensen (1969) and Todorovic (1979) are devoted to applications in
hydrology. For somespecifics, see Todorovic (1978). Teugels (1984) sum-
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marizes the problemsandresults in insurance mathematics, while Ramachan-

dran (1982) stresses fire protection and insurance.

David’s (1985) review of available models and the presentation of statis-

tical methods is a supplementto his excellent book (1981). Special ques-

tions of statistical nature are treated in Stevens (1939), Greig (1967),
Afonja (1972), Sen (1970), Veraverbeke and Teugels (1975), and Castillo,
Moreno and Puig-Pey (1980 and 1982). A variety of results are presented
in Sarhan and Greenberg (1962). For the theory of distributions in general,
see the four volumes of Johnson and Kotz (1968/72).

Extremes in occupancy problemsare treated in the papers by Kolchin

(1969) and Ivcenko (1971). The mathematical approach to dependent sam-
ples by Gyires (1975) maylead to simplified proofs and new results. Fas-
cinations with numbersandtheir structures led to manyinvestigations of the

magnitude of certain prime divisors. De Koninck and Galambos (1986)

utilize inequalities of Chapter 1 of the present book to obtain asymptotic

lawsfor the largest and intermediate prime divisors.

A special dependentsystemis the spacings generated byi.i.d. variables. That
is, if X, 1<j<n, are i.id., the differences dj.,=Xj:n—Xj-1:

2 <j <n,form the spacingsofthe X;. There is a very extensive research con-
cerning the maximum ofd,.,, and applications of results on spacingsto esti-

mation. Without attempting to be complete, we mention the pioneering workof

Pyke (1965), and the more recentresults of Devroye (1982) and Deheuvels
(1983c, 1984b, 1985b and 1986). Deheuvels’s (1985b) result reinforces an
earlier result by Weissman (1978), stating that the joint limiting distribution,
when normalized, of d,_;:,,0 <j < k, k fixed, is that of independent expo-

nential variables. Deheuvels ( 1986) showsthe role ofthe extremes in the max-

imal spacings. For limit theorems for some functions of spacings, see Cressie

(1977), Molchanov and Reznikova (1982), Hall (1984) and McCormick
(1985).

3.14. EXERCISES

1. In the failure model of Section 3.1, let us purchase five components
out of a lot of 100 items in the store. Let Y,, Y3,..., Yigg be the life lengths
of the items in the store, out of which Yj, Y3,..., Yq are i.i.d. exponential
variates with expectation of 50 units. The rest, Y¢),..., Yigg, are indepen-

dent of the others, and their joint distribution is given by

P(Y,<x,61< j<100)= f" [] (1-e-“-)du,
1 j=61

where x, > 40. Find P(W,> x).
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2. Write formula (3) in detail for n= N—5=6. Choose different func-
tions H,(x) and compare the results with the case of H,(x)= F*(x).

3. Let A,,A2,...,4, be exchangeable events. Show that if P?(A,)>
P(A,A,), then

PUA)P(4142)
P?(A,)— P(A,A2)

Hence conclude that, for an infinite sequence of exchangeable events,
P?(A,)< P(A,A,). (Use the method preceding Definition 3.2.2.)

4. Prove formula (14).

5. Out of an urn of M white and n—M red balls, select R without

replacement. Let C, be the event that the jth choice results in a white ball.

Show that the events C,,C,,...,C,,f=min(M, R), are exchangeable and

M(M-1)--*(M—k+1)
PCC tC eees
OOF=e)

6. In Lemma3.4.2, let M=Ny/n. Show that the convergencestated in
the lemmais uniform on any finite interval 0< y < B.

7. Prove the following version for the lower extremes. Let X,,X,,... be
an infinite sequence of exchangeable random variables. Let Y(x), x real,
be the set of random variables occurring in the deFinetti representation
(47). Then there are normalizing constants c, and d, >0, which are char-
acteristic to the lower extremes,if, and only if,

tim P[ nY (c,+4,x)<y]=U(y;x)

exists for all continuity points y of U(y;x). Here, U(y;x)is a distribution
function in y. Give the formula forthe limiting distribution ofthe normalized
lower extremes.

8. Let D(x) be a distribution function such that, with some constantsc,

and d,>0, [1—D(c,+4d,x)}" converges to 1—L(x), where L(x) is a
nondegenerate distribution function. Using the notations of Exercise 7, let
us assumethat, as xa(D),

Y (x)
lim P Dix) <y|=U*(y)

  

exists for all continuity points y of U"(y), where U‘(y) is continuousat
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y=. Show that the normalized lower extremes (X,.,—¢,)/d, converge
weakly to E, (x), where

k-1

1-&, (x)= > + —log[1- L(x)]} [7 2"[1- L(x) ]'au" (2).
‘=0 2

9. Restate Theorem 3.7.1 for stationary sequences which are mixing in

the lower tail and conclude that (W,—c,)/d, converges to the same

distribution as if the basic variables were independent.

10. Let X,,X,,...,X, be iid. variables with common exponential distrib-

ution. Let Y,, Y2,...,¥, be another sequence of i.i.d.. unit exponential

variates, where

P(X,<x, ¥,<x)=1-2e7*+(2e*—-1)7'

and X;, is independent of all other Y’s and Y, is independentofall other
X’s. Thus the sequence X,, Y,,...,X,, Y, is a two-dependent sequence.

Showthat the maximum Z,,, of this combined sequence can be normal-
ized to have a nondegenerate limiting distribution but the result is different
than if the X’s and Y’s were completely independent.

11. Let X,,X,,...,X,, be an m-dependentstationary sequence with distrib-

ution F(x). Let c, and d, >0 be such that, as n+ 00,

nF(c,+4,x)—e*,  nP(X,<c,+4,x,X;<c,+4,x)0,

where 1 < i S m. Showthat, as n> +o,

lim P(W, <c,+4d,x)=1—exp(e-*).

12. Show that, for the stationary m-dependent sequence X,,X;3,...,X,,
(Z, —a,)/b, and (W,—c,)/d, are asymptotically independent, whenever
the conditions of both Corollary 3.7.1 and Exercise 11 are satisfied.

13. Show the validity of the conclusion of the preceding exercise for
stationary mixing sequences if the conditions of Theorem 3.7.1 and of
Exercise 9 are satisfied.

14. Show that, under the conditions of Theorem 3.7.1, (X,—4:n— 4n)/9,
converges weakly. Also obtain that the limiting distribution is the same as
if the basic variables were independent.

15. Let Y,, Y;,... be i.i.d. unit exponential variates. Let f(x)=1 on each
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of the intervals [2¥,2¥*'),j7>0, and zero otherwise. Define X,=
max{ Y;_,, ¥;—f(¥,)]. Show that the sequence X,,X>,... is a stationary,
two-dependent sequence for which Z, —log n converges weakly, but Z,
and X,_,., cannot be normalized to have a joint limiting distribution.

[T. Mori (1976a)]

16. Let X,,X,,.... be a stationary Gaussian sequence with E(X;)=
0,V(X,)=1, and E(X,X,)=7,. Let

+ 00

> ne +00.
j=l

Show that, with the usual normalization a, and 5, >0 for i.i.d. standard
normalvariates, (Z, —a,)/b, converges weakly to H3(x).

[S. M. Berman (1964)}

17. Let X,,X,,... be random variables for which

> P(X, > 4,+b,x,1< j<k)
I<ij<in<- ss Sig San

converges to e~**, where a, and b, >0 are suitable constants. Show that
(Z, —4,)/5, converges weakly to the logistic distribution 1/(1+e~~).

[J. Galambos (1974)]

18. Let Y>0 be a random variable with distribution function U“(z),
which is continuousat zero. Let S,, S,, and S, be random variables with
distribution functions H,(x), H,,(x), and H,o(x), respectively. Assume
that S; and Y are independent. Show that (51), for the case of Z,(k = 1),
can be interpreted as (Z, — a,)/b, converges weakly to the distribution of
one of S,Y'/7, S,+log Y, or S,Y~'/".

[S. M. Berman (1962b)]

19. Show that none of the distributions in (51) with k=1 is the normal
distribution.

[S. M. Berman(1962b)]

20. Evaluate explicitly (51) for U°(z)=1—e77,z>0.

21. Let F(x) be a distribution function with a(F)=0 and w(F)= +00.
Let A, >0 be a given sequence of numbers. Let X,,X,,... be independent
random variables with P(X, < x)= F(A,x). Assume that, as t—
0*, F(tx)/F(t)>x’ with some r>0. Let DA= +00 and A, =0(242,A,).
Show thatthere is a sequence d, >0 such that W,,/d, converges weakly to
1—exp(— x’).

[M. L. Juncosa (1949)]
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22. Let X;,E(X;)=1/A,,j > 1, be independent exponential variates. Show
that, with suitable d,>0, W,,/d, is unit exponential.

23. With the notations of Exercise 21, let us assume that F(x) and the
sequence A, >0 satisfy the following properties:

(i) a(F)=—oo and F(x+y)/F(y)-e* asy>— 0,
(ii) O<A,<M< +00 and »,(y)—>g(y), where nv, is the number

k <n with 0<A, < yM.

Show that there is a sequence c, such that W,—c, converges weakly to
1—exp[—u(x)], where

u(x)= f'e*dg(y).

[M.L. Juncosa (1949)]



CHAPTER 4

Degenerate Limit Laws;
Almost Sure Results

For a sequence of random variables, a degenerate asymptotic distribution
expresses that the sequence in question is asymptotically close to a con-
stant. As a matter of fact, if, as n-+00, P(Y,<.x) converges to the

degenerate distribution F(x)=0 if x<c and F(x)=1 for x>c, then, for
any e>0,

lim P(|Y,—c|>e)=0  (n—->+00).

In the first section of the present chapter we shall investigate this property
for normalized extremes. We shall consider two types of normalizations:
purely additive or purely multiplicative. That is, we seek conditions under
which there are sequences of constants a, and b, >0 such that, if E, is one
of the extremes, then either E,—a, or (1/b,)E, converges weakly to a
degenerate distribution function. In the second part of the chapter we
strengthen the results to E,—a, or (1/5,)E, converging almost surely to
zero or one, respectively. This will be obtained through a more general set
of problems: we shall determine constants a, and b,>0 such that, as
n—» +o, the limsup or liminf of (£, —a,)/b, is finite and different from
zero almost surely. Most of the results will be stated fori.i.d. variables, but
several general results will also be formulated and somespecial dependent
systems will be mentioned.

4.1. DEGENERATE LIMIT LAWS

In the present section we deduce limit theorems with degenerate limiting
distributions. We start with a simple general rule.

Lemma 4.1.1. Let Y, be a sequence of random variables and u, and
0, >0 be two sequences of numbers such that, as n—>+ 00, (Y,—u,)/U,

243
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converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution T(x). Then

(i) if u,/v,—+ 00 with n,

_/1 ifz>1,
nlm, PCY, < M2) ‘ ifz<1; (1)

(ii) if v,70 as n>+0,

: -!/1 ifz>0,tm,PCY, <4, +z) a Sherwike. (2)

Proof. By assumption, as n+ 00,

lim P(Y, <u, + 0,x) = T(x) (3)

for all continuity points x of T(x). Let e>0 be an arbitrary number and
let x, and x, be such that T(x,)> 1—e and T(x.)<e. Then, for part (i), we
proceed as follows. Let z >0 be fixed. Since u,/v,—+ 00 with n, (u,/v,)zZ
>x, for all large n. Hence, in view of (3), as n>+ 00,

liminfP(Y, <u,(1+2z)) > liminfP(Y, <u, +0,x,) > 1—e.

Since e>0 is arbitrary, the limit itself exists and equals one, which is the
first claim in (1). On the other hand, for z<0, (u,/v,)Z—>— 00, and thus
(u,/v,)Z <x, for all large n. We thus get, for n+ 00,

lim supP(Y, <u,(1+z)) <limsupP(Y, <u, +0,x2)<e,

which yields the second limitof(1).
The proof of part (ii) is similar. We write

u,+2=u,+0,( =},
n

which will be greater than u, + x,v, for z >0 and smaller than u, + xv, for

z <0 by the assumption v,—0. This completes the proof. A

Notice that both (1) and (2) express that, in probability, Y,, is “close” to
the constant u,. Borrowing the term of laws of large numbers from the
theory of sums of random variables, we shall refer to a limit theorem with

a degenerate limit distribution as a weak law of large numbers. For
distinguishing the situations of (1) and (2), we shall speak of a multiplica-
tive or of an additive weak law of large numbers.

Definition 4.1.1. If, for a sequence Y, of random variables and for a

sequence u, of numbers, (1) holds, then we say that (Y,,u,) satisfies the
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multiplicative weak law of large numbers, to be abbreviated to MWL. On
the other hand, if (2) is valid, then (Y,,u,) is said to satisfy the additive
weak law of large numbers, or AWL.

Lemma 4.1.1 gives conditions under which a weak convergence to a
nondegenerate distribution implies weak laws of large numbers. We can
therefore apply several theorems andresults of examples from Chapters 2
and 3 and combine them with Lemma 4.1.1. Before formulating this
possibility into general theorems, let us list some weak laws for extremes.

Example 4.1.1. Let X,,X,,... be a stationary sequence of Gaussian
variates with E(X;)=0 and V(X,)=1. Let 7,,= E(X,X.41), and assume
that r,,=0(1/logm) as m—»+00. Then, by Theorem 3.8.2 and Lemma
4.1.1, (Z,,a,) satisfies both the MWL and the AWL, where a, is given in

(80) of Section 3.8. Notice that here the AWLis a stronger statement than
the MWL. A

Example 4.1.2. Let X,,X;,...,X, be iid. unit exponential variates.

Then, by Example 1.3.1 and Lemma 4.1.1, (W,,0) satisfies the AWL and
(Z,, log n) satisfies the MWL. The normalizing constants are, ofcourse, not
unique. Since Lemma 4.1.1 makes reference to a weak convergenceto a
nondegeneratelimiting distribution, the normalizing constants 0 and log n
above can be modified to the same extentas in the corresponding weak con-
vergence theorems. Forexample, in view ofLemma 2.2.2, (W,,u,) also sat-
isfies the AWL whenevernu,—0 as n> + 00. A

Example 4.1.3. Let X,,X,,...,X, be iid. with the common Weibull
distribution

F(x)=1-exp(- Vx ).

Then, by Corollary 1.3.1 and by Lemma 4.1.1, (Z,,(loga)’) satisfies the
MWL,while no AWLfollows. A

The examples above well illustrate the fact that no general rule can be
given for the interrelation of the two types of weak laws of large numbers.
However,if the normalizing constants u, in the definitions are limited to
sequenceswhichtendto infinity, then a criterion for one type of weak laws
can be transformed into a criterion for the other one. One such possibility
will be stated after the proof of Theorem 4.1.2.
Wenowstate a result for maxima.

Theorem 4.1.1. Let X,,X;,...,X,, be identically distributed random vari-
ables with common distribution function F(x) such that w(F)= + 00. Assume
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that there are constants a, and b, >0 such that, as n+ 0,

limF” (a, + b,x) = H3,9(x). (4)

If (Z,—4,)/5, converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution function,
then (Z,,,4,) satisfies the MWL.

Remark 4.1.1. We did not assume that the X; are independent. The
theorem, therefore, can be applied to several models of Chapter 3. All
assumptions aresatisfied if the X; can be approximated byi.i.d. variables
for which the maximum, when normalized by a, and 8,, is attracted to
Hyfx).

Proof of Theorem 4.1.1. By Theorem 2.4.3(iii), assumption (4) implies
that all conditions of Theorem 2.1.3 hold. In particular, a, and 5, >0 can
be evaluated by its formulas, implying that a4,—+ oo with n. Furthermore,
as n—+ 00,

1— F(a, +,x):
mn 1 F(a,) esr,

where x is an arbitrary real number. But then, by F(a,)—1, the numerator
1— F(a,+5,x) should tend to zero. This in turn implies that a,+)b,x—
+o. It thus follows that, for any fixed x, a,+5,x>0 for all sufficiently
large n. Thatis, for any negative x, as n—>+ 00, a,/b, > — x, which means
that a,/b,—+ +00 with n. This, together with the assumption that (Z, —
a,)/b, converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution, makes part (i) of
Lemma 4.1.1 applicable. The proof is complete. A

Wenowprove a theorem which leads to an AWL.Although westate it
for i.i.d. variables, it can easily be transformed into a statementfor several
dependent systems.

Theorem 4.1.2. Let X,,X,,...,X,, be i.i.d. random variables with common
distribution function F(x). Let w(F)= +00. Then there is a sequence u, of
real numbers for which (Z,,u,) satisfies the AWL if, and only if, for all
positive x, as y—> + 00,

1— F(y +x)

IFO) 7° ~lim

Proof. The fact that there is a sequence u, such that (Z,,u,) satisfies
the AWL means that, as n— + 00,

lim F'((u,+x)=1, x>0, (6a)
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and

lim F"(u, + x) =0, x<0. (6b)

Therefore, we have to prove the equivalence of (5) and (6) for some
sequence u,. We shall show that we can always take u, =sup{z:1—F(z)>
1/n}.

Let us first assume that (6) holds. Then, for x >0, F(u, + x)—1. But, by
the definition of u, and by the assumption w(F)= + 00, u,—+ 00. Hence,
for x <0 as well, F(u,+x)—1. We can thus take logarithm in (6), which,
by using the Taylor expansion

logo=log[/1—(1-v)]~v-1 as_ v1,

yields

‘ - -/0 if x >0,
aie E(ut) { +o if x<0. y)

From the definition of u,, n{1— F(u,)]> 1. Substituting this relation into
(7) leads to (5) for the special sequence y =u,. Let nowy+ 00. Let n be
such that u,<y<u,,,. Thus, for any x >0,

1-F(y+x)  1-—F(u,+ x)

ERO:eRGeg

ye

nee
which establishes (5).

Conversely, if (5) holds, then it holds for y=u, as defined earlier. But
then, for x >0,

1— F(u, +x)
(n—1)[1—F(u,+x)]< 1 F(u) — 0,

whichis the first limit of (7). Working backward from (7), we immediately
get (6a). For proving (6b), we again argue with its equivalent form in (7).
If, for a given x <0, we choose y = u, + x in (5), then we obtain

1 1— F(u,)
n{ 1— F(u, +x) ] : 1—F(u,+x) .

This is the second limit of (7), and now (6b) follows. The proof is
completed. A

Let us remark that, for i.i.d. variables, when the commondistribution
function F(x) is such that w(F)= +00, an AWL for Z, can always be
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transformed into a MWLbythefollowing transformation. Define

F(logx) if x>0,

0 otherwise
P(x)=|

Now, if, with some sequence u,, (Z,,u,) satisfies the AWL, when the
common distribution function is F(x), then (Z%,u*) satisfies the MWL,
wherethestar signifies the commondistribution to be F*(x). This remark,
together with Theorem 4.1.2, gives additional cases when the conclusion of
Theorem 4.1.1 holds with some sequence a,.

4.2. BOREL-CANTELLI LEMMAS

The lemmas to be developed in the present section will help us in
establishing almost sure results for normalized extremes. These lemmas are
known in the literature as different forms of a Borel-Cantelli lemma.

Lemma 4.2.1. Let A,,A,,... be an infinite sequence of events. Let

v= (A) be the numberof those events A, which occur. If

+00

> P(A) < +0, (8)
j=l

then P(v< +00)=1.

Proof. Let By =U;~yA;. Then

{y= +00} C By, N=1,2,....

Thus, by Exercise 6 of Chapter 1, for all N > 1,

+ 00

P(v=+00)< P(By)< > P(A).
jan

Letting N-> +00, we get from (8) that P(y=+00)=0, which was to be
proved. A

Lemma 4.2.2. We use the notations of the preceding lemma. Let us put

Siu DPA) Sug SD_ P(A)
j= <i<csen

if
¥P(A) = +00 (9)
jel
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and if, as n+ 0,

Son

Stn
 

l
=? (10)

then P(v= +00) =1.

Proof. Again introducing By = U;-%4,, we have
J

+00

{v=+o00}= () By.
Ne=l

Weshall show that, for each N, P(By)=1, from which the relation above
yields the conclusion of the lemma.

Fora fixed N,let us define

S.(N)= > P(A), S,(N)=  S P(A,A)).
J=N N<i<j<a

Then, (9) and (10) imply that, for any fixed N, as n+ 00,

limS,,(N)=+0, lim (11)

Now, by the following special form of Theorem 1.4.3 (see Exercise 15 of
Chapter 1),

P(By)> P| U A, (12)\> S?,(N)
j=Nn 2S,,(N)+5,,(N)’

we get from (11), by letting n+ 00, that P(By)=1. This completes the
proof. A

The following statement is a special case of Lemma 4.2.2.

Lemma 4.2.3. Let A,,A2,... be an infinite sequence of events such that

P(A,A,)<P(A)P(A), i#j.

Then (9) implies P(vy = +00) =1. In particular, if the events A, are indepen-
dent, then the conclusion holds.

Proof. With the notations of Lemma4.2.2, our condition implies

2S,,< S?,. (13)
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On the other hand,as a corollary to Theorem 1.4.3 we got in Exercise 15 of
Chapter | (see (12) above) that, for any sequence of events,

282nt Sin? Sin

This inequality, combined with (13), yields (10). Consequently, Lemma
4.2.2 is applicable and the proof is complete. A

A direct consequence of Lemma 4.2.1 to extremes is formulated in the
following theorems. As usual, Z, = max(X,,X2,...,X,) and W,=
min(X,,X>,...,X,). We use the abbreviation i.o. for “infinitely often.”

Theorem 4.2.1. Let X,,X>,... be an infinite sequence of random variables
and let F(x) be the distribution function of X;. Let u, be a nondecreasing

sequence ofreal numbers suchthat, for allj = 1,

P(X, < sup,u,) =1. (14)

Then

P(Z, = u, i.o.) = P(X, = u,i.o.). (15)

In particular,if{u,} is as above, and if

+0

a [1-F,(u;)] < +00, (16)
=

then

P(Z,, > u, i.0.) =0. (17)

Proof. Consider the sequence A, ={Z, > u,} of events. We shall show
that, by our assumptions, for almost all points of the probability space,
infinitely many of the A,, n> 1, occur if, and only if, infinitely many of the

events { X; > u;} occur. This evidently implies (15), Hence, the combination
of (16) and Lemma 4.2.1 yields (17).

Since Z, > X,, if X, > u, infinitely often, then Z, also exceeds u, for
these same infinitely many values of n. Therefore, only the converse
implication needs proof. Let Z, > u,. Then, for aj<n, X; > u,. Since u, is
nondecreasing, X; > u;. Let us denote by j(m) the largest of such values of
j <n. Clearly, j(m) is a nondecreasing sequence of n. Since Xjq) > U, > Ujcnys
there corresponds an infinite sequence ofj(m) to an infinite sequence of n,
whenever uw, is unbounded. However,if u, is bounded, then, in principle,
the same value j=/(m) can be taken for infinitely many values of n. But

such a case meansthat, fora fixed m, Xjm) 2 u, for alln = m. By (14), its

probability is zero. Hence, (15) follows andthe proof is complete. A
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Wealso state the corresponding result for the minimum. As usual, it

does not require a separate proof.

Theorem4.2.2. With the notations ofthepreceding theorem,let,forall

j21,

P(X, > infgte) =1, (18)
where t, is a nonincreasing sequence of real numbers. Then

P(W, <1, i.0.)= P(X, <1, i.0.). (19)

Consequenily,

+0

> F,(t;) < +0
j=

implies

P(W,, <1, io.) =0.

The assumption (14) in Theorem 4.2.1 is necessary. For example,if X, is
a unit exponential variate which is independent of X,, j >2, where these
latter variables are i.i.d. with P(X,<1)=1, then, with u,=2 for each n,
(16) holds but

P(Z, > u, i.0.) = P(Z, >2,n>1)= P(X, >2)>0.

43. ALMOST SURE ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES
OF EXTREMESOFI.1.D. VARIABLES

Throughoutthis section, X,, X,,... are i.i.d. variables with common nonde-
generate distribution function F(x). The sequence u, is always assumed to
be nondecreasing and ¢, to be nonincreasing.

Since the following result is an easy consequence of the results of the
previous section, wecall it a corollary.

Corollary 4.3.1. With the standard assumptionsofthepresent section,

P(Z, 2 u,i.o.)}=0 or 1

according as

+00

d [1-F(u,)]< +0 or =+0.
a=1

Proof. Put u=sup, u,. If P(X, < u)=1, then Theorem 4.2.1 is ap-
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‘licable, which, in view ofLemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.3, implies the corollary.
However,ifP(X, < u) < 1, thenthe corollary is evidentsince it either im-

plies that u < w(F), oru=w(F) and hasa discontinuity at w(F). In both
cases, we get P(Z, = u, i.o.) =P(Z, = ui.o.) =1, andtheseries in the
corollary is divergent. The proof is completed. A

The investigation of the reversed inequalities {Z,<u,} is far more
difficult. A somewhat lengthy proof will lead to the statementthat follows.

Theorem 4.3.1. In addition to the standard assumptions of the present
section, let us assume that n{1— F(u,)] is also nondecreasing. Furthermore,
let F(x) be continuous. Then, for u, <uF),

P(Z, <u, i.0.)=0 or | (20)

according as

¥ [1-F(y)]exp{-i[1- F(u)]} < +00 or =+0. (21)
j=!

The proof will be split up into a numberof steps, stated as lemmas,
several of which are of independentinterest.

Remark 43.1. Statements like P(Z, <u, i.o.)=0 or | are evidently not
affected by changing the value of u, for a finite number of n. Conse-
quently, any assumption on the sequence u, is to be valid for all but a
finite number of n. This remark applies to all statements of the present
section.

Lemma 4.3.1. For any nondecreasing sequence u,, the probability occur-
ring in (20) is either 0 or 1.

Proof. Let u,—>u<o(F). Then

P(Z, <u, i.0.) < P(Z, <u i.o.) < F% (u)

for any N > 1. Since F(u)< 1, our claim follows. We thus assume u,—(F)

for the remainder of the proof.
Let M be any fixed positive integer. Define Z,4 =

max(Xy,Xiy41--->X,)- We shall show that the complement D ofthe event

{Z, <u, i.0.} can be expressed by the sequence Z,y for any M. Therefore,

D is independentof X,,X>,...,Xy_, for any M. Let C,, be an event which

depends on X,, 1 <j <M,only. We have got

P(C,D)=P(D)P(Cy).
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Since M is arbitrary, we can let M—> + 00,yielding

P(CD)=P(D)P(C), (22)

where C is any event that can be approximated by events of the type

Cy,M > 1. But any event related to the sequence X,,X,,...is an event of
the type of C, and thus D can be taken as C in (22). That is, P(D)=

P*(D), yielding P(D)=0 or 1. By the definition of D, this result is
equivalent to the lemma.

It remains now to show that D is indeed expressible in terms of Z,y,
n> M, whatever be M >0. As a matter of fact, we shall show that, for any
fixed M >0, with probability one,

D={Z,>u, for all large n} = { Z,,4 >u, for all large n}.

Since Z, > Z,,4, the inequality Z,4 >, implies Z,>u,. Consequently,
only the reversed implication is to be proved.

Assumethat Z, > u, for all n> N, but there is an infinite sequence n(k)
of positive integers such that Z,(4)4 < U(x. Then, for at least onej=j(k) <
M, X; > ny k > 1. Since M is bounded, the samej occurs in the preceding

argumentfor infinitely many k. Thus, by u,’s being nondecreasing and
u,—>uF), we get

P(Z,,>u, for all large n, but Z,,4 <u, i.o.) =0,

whatwasto be proved. A

Lemma 4.3.2. For proving Theorem 4.3.1, it can be assumed that, for
n> 3,

n[{1—F(u,)]l
2 : loglogn Se. (23)

Proof. Let u, be an arbitrary sequence satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 4.3.1. Introduce an additional sequence v,, which equals u,, if (23)
holds. On the other hand,if (23) fails; then v, is defined by

sup{ 0: (vo) <1- EB" |

v, = 1> loglogn
int | o:F(0)> 1-2"

according as the upper or the lower inequality of (23) is violated. By this
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definition, both v, and n[1l — F(v,)] are nondecreasing, and (23) holds with

v, replacing u, (recall that F(x) is continuous). Therefore, if Theorem 4.3.1
had been proved under the additional condition (23), then

P(Z, <v, i.0.)=0 or 1 (24)

according as

+00

> h(v)<+00 or =+0, (25)
j=l

where, with a general variable x;

h(x,)=[1—F(x,) ]exp{ —j[1- F(x) ]}. (26)

Wenext showthatthe series (21) and (25) converge or diverge simulta-
neously. We distinguish two cases. First, let u,>v, for infinitely many
values of n. Let this sequence be denoted by n(t), 1> 1. We then evaluate

a(t)

>A(u)= lim > A(u)),
j=l f= +O jm]

and we showthatthis always diverges. First note that, by the monotonicity
of n{1— F(u,)},

> h(u,) > exp{ —n[1— F(u,)]} >[1- Fly)
j=l j@=

Once again, by the monotonicity of n[{1— F(u,)] and by u,,<w(F), J[1—

F(u,)] > 2[1— F(u,)]=c>0, we get

> h(u) > cexp{ —n[1— F(u,)]} 2 i
jm) J

Finally, for n=n(t), u,>v,, which means n[1— F(u,)]<4loglogn, and

thus

a(t)

D h(y)> c[logn(1)]"'7logn(t)>+00 with s.
jul

Since, by definition, j[1 — F(v,)]> ; log logjand, for n=n(t), n[{1 — F(v,)]

= loglogn, an even simpler argument yields that the series in (25) also

diverges. For showing the equivalence of (21) and (25) in the remaining

cases, that is, when ultimately u, <v,, we have only to observe that only
equal values u, =v, can make (21) and (25) diverge. Namely, by A(x,) of
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(26) being increasing, whenever 1 — F(x,;)>1/j,

D Aly) <E blo) < Howes—=—== (logj)~? < +00,
j=l j

where 2, is summation over those j for which 0, > wy.
We now complete the proof of the lemma as follows. Assume that

Theorem 4.3.1 has been proved under the additional assumption (23).
Then, for an arbitrary sequence u,, satisfying the conditions of Theorem
4.3.1 but not necessarily (23), we first introduce the sequence v,. If (21)
converges, then, as was shown, so does (25). This implies P(Z, < vu,
i.0.)0. In addition, in the course of the preceding arguments we have
seen that the convergence of (25) yields v, > u, ultimately. Hence

P(Z, <u, i.0.) < P(Z, < 0, io.) =0.

Finally, let (21) diverge. Then so does (25), and thus P(Z, < v, i.o.)=1. Let
T={n:n>1,v,>u,}. Recall that if n€7, then 1— F(v,)=(2loglogn)/n,
and if for all n this were satisfied, then (25) would converge and thus

p(z,<F-[1-Se io.)=0. (27)

Combiningall these with evident estimates, we get

P(Z, <u, i.0.) > P(Z, <u, i.o. and Z, < v, i.0.)

= P(Z,<v, io.) — P(Z, < v, i.o. and Z, >u, ultimately)

=1—P(Z,>u, ultimately and Z,< v,i.o. forn ET)

>1-P(Z, <v, io. fornE T)=1,

wherethe last estimate follows from (27). This completes the proof. A

Lemma 43.3. Let u, be a nondecreasing sequence for which T*7=[1—
F(u,)]= + 00 and (21) converges. Then P(Z,, <u, i.0.)=0.

Note thatif (23) holds, then the series above always diverges. Hence, in
this case, the only assumption is the convergence of (21).

Proof. In view of Lemma 4.2.3, the independence of the X; and the
condition L74[1— F(u,)]= +00 imply P(X, >, i.o.)=1. This, in turn,
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yields P(Z,>u, i.o.) = 1. Therefore

P(Z,, <u, i.0.)™ P(Z, < Uy» Zn 4.1 > Uy 41 10.). (28)

Since u, is nondecreasing and the X, are independent, weget

+00

> P(Z, < Uys Zy41> Una)

n=!

+00

fae > P(Z, < UysXn> Une)

= F F*(u)[1-Flme,)]
n=!

< Sp (u,)[1— F(u,)
n=]

On accountof the upper inequality of Lemma 1.3.1, the last series aboveis
smaller than the series of (21), which is assumed to converge. Hence,
Lemma4.2.1 and (28) conclude the proof. A

{n the proot of the next theorem, we shall argue on the following
subsequence m(n), n > 2, of the positive integers. Let r >0 be a constant to
be determined later. We then define m(n) as the integer part of
exp(tn/logn). An important property of m(n) is that, for moderate values
of t>0, as n+ 00,

m(n+t)— m(n)
A, A>0. 29Wath loglogm(n+1)>17 > (29)

Furthermore, if i, is an arbitrary sequence of integers such that i,=
o(logn), then, as n—> + 00,

m(n+i,)—m(n) Ti,

m(n+i,) _ log(n+i,)’ (30)

We now conclude the proof of Theorem 4.3.1 by proving the following
result.

Theorem 4.3.2. Let u, be a nondecreasing sequence satisfying (23). Let
(21) diverge. Then P(Z, <u,i.o.)=1.

Proof. Weshall in fact prove that, under the above conditions, P(Z,n)
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< Upp) 1-0.) = 1. By Lemma4.3.1, it suffices to prove that

P(Zn) < Un(n) i.o.) >0. (31)

Since, for any sequence A, of events, {A, i.0.}= 0 72;U7Aw (31)
follows if we show the existence of an absolute constant c>0, for which

+00

P U {Za(ny < sn} 7 C, Ms My

n=M

(See Appendix I for probabilities of monotonic sequences.) We shall
actually show that, for large M >0, there is an integer M’>M such that

M’

| U {Zncny < ua}} 2620 (32)

n=M

where c does not depend on M or M’.
By the identity, which westate for arbitrary events A,

i a i
P| U 4)- 2 Plan Nn 4;

j=M j=M t=j+l

(32) follows, if we prove that there is a A>0, not depending on M and M’,
such that

mM

> P(Zn) < Un(n)) 2A>0 (33)

n=M

and, with another absolute constant 0<5< 1, for all My< M<n<M’,

i

P(2s Sunny and UO {Z40< sa) < 5P(Zany < Uen(ny)- (34)
tant!

Wefirst prove that the divergence of (21) implies

+00

2P(Zam < Un(n)) ms +00. (35)

Evidently, (35) is a stronger statement than (33). We start with the
observation that, since the basic random variables X, are iid. and wy
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satisfies (23), by Lemma 1.3.1,

P(Zan) < Un(n)) = Fm)(tly(un)EXP { = m(n)[ L=#(tbacny) } }. (36)

Hence, (35) is equivalent to

Fexp{ -m(n)[1— F(ueg)]) = +00. (37)
n=2

Now,from (21) and because the sequence u; is nondecreasing (we use the
notation (26)),

+o m(n+!1)-1

+ co= >h(u= XL LD Au)
nm2 n=2 t=m(n)

< E [1~ FCunen)J[om(n +1) ~ mn)exp—m(n)[1~Fnine)]}
By (23) and (30), and by m(n+1)/m(n)>1,

[1— Fuca)|[m(n+1)+m(n)]>7r asn—+o0.

Hence,the above estimate immediately yields (37). In (36), when compared
with (23), we also get that, as n— + 00,

limP (Z,,(n) < Un(n)) = 0.

Therefore, (35) yields that, for any sufficiently large M >0, we can find an

M’>M such that

oy
O<A< SD P(Zycny < Ucn) < 2A, (38)

n=M

where A>0 is an arbitrary prescribed number.
Turning to (34), we first use the elementary estimate

ir

P (Zan <unnand UO {Zac1)
tmntl

re

< > P(Z,a(n) < Um(nyy Z(t) < Upn(s)) (39)
t=n+l

Once again, by the nondecreasing property of u, and by: the X;’s being
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i.i.d., for t> 2,

P (ZNaucny < Upe(nyr Zin(t) < Upa(ty) = P(Zoacny < Bonny?~ ™(tdyaey)- (40)

Furthermore, by Lemma 1.3.1 and by (23),

FmO-O(n) < ex| - 5“omloglogm(t) | (41)

or, by using the opposite inequalities in Lemma 1.3.1 and in (23), for any
t>T>n,

2m(n)

m(T)
 FeOOycy) < FO(acy)cx| loglogm(T) . (42)

Now, for completing the proof of (34), and thus the theorem itself, we
apply the estimates (39)—(42). We split the region n<t<M’into three
subsets; namely, n<t<k, where k—n is moderate and thus (29) is
applicable. Furthermore, we choose a T > k, for which the exponent on the
right hand side of (42) remains bounded for T<t< M’. Finally, for the
middle terms k<< T, we apply (30). We thus get by (40), (41), and (29),
for k=k(n)>n,

k +00

XS P(Nyacny < Man(nyr Za(sy < Uns) SP (Zyacny Umm) Dy 7OHIDe®
tmnt! t=ntl

e (1/2)rr

< P (Zan) < Um(n)) 1—e7('/2)rA

on the other hand, (40), (41), and (30) yield

T T
DPZNyacny < bencny» Z(t) < Manin) < P(Zyacny S Meniny) Dy UME

imk+] teak+il

<P (Z,4(n) < Um(ny)( T— k)exp 2 a(k oi n)t];

and, finally, by (40), (42), and (38), for our choice of T,

M’ M’

SP(Zisiay <Uninys Znlt) <Um(1y) <P (Zany < Un(ny)P > F™O(wny)
t=T+1 t=T+1

< 2ApP (Zya¢ny < Umn(ny)s

where p>0 is the bound of the exponential function on the right hand side
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of (42). Note that, by increasing the value of 7, p can be brought
arbitrarily close to one. If we combine the three estimates above, (39)

yields (34), where

gece(Tk Le“70a| = dexp| — 4 —n)r|+2dp.

Weare free-to choose r and A, where 0<A <1. Thus, thefirst term can be
made smaller than i, say, by a proper choice. For the second term, we

observe that the conditions on the choice of k and aresatisfied if both
T—k and k—n tendto infinity as fast as positive powers of log n. Hence,
the second term actually tends to zero. Consequently, if Mo is large
enough, then, for all n> M > Mg, the secondterm is also smaller than }.
As remarked earlier, p< 3, say, for large 7. Therefore, since (38) holds with
arbitrary A>0 for all M > M,= M,(A), there is no restriction on A. Thus,
with A= <1, the third term above does not exceed }. That is, (34) holds
with 0< 8< 3, which completes the proof. A

Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 and Theorem 4.3.2 evidently imply Theorem
4.3.1.

Let us also state the corresponding result for the minimum of1.i.d. We
combinethe results into one theorem.

Theorem 4.3.3. Let v, be a nonincreasing sequence. Then P(W,v, 1.0.)
=0 or | according as +S, F(v,) converges or diverges.
In addition, if F(x) is continuous and if v, is nonincreasing and either

nF(v,) is nondevreasing or, for all large n,

1 2F(v,)
2  loglogn
 <2,

then P(W,, > v,)=0 or | according as

+0

D> F(v,)exp[ —nF(v,)]<+00 or =+00.

This statement, of course, follows from Corollary 4.3.1 and Theorems
4.3.1-4.3.2 by turning to the negative of the original sequence of random
variables.

Example 43.1. Let X,,X,,... be independent random variables with
uniform distribution on (0,1). That is, their commondistribution function
F(x)=x for 0< x <1. Then, for any y >0,

loglp(z,>1- 22808" io.) = p(w, <2 ere" io.)=1,
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Wefirst note that, for any increasingu,,

P(Z,>u, i.0.)=P(W,<1—u, i.0.). (43)

Let us put u, = 1—(yloglogn)/n. Then u, increases and

>[1-Ftu“\= S(i-w)ey & POEes
n=2

 

for any y>0. An appeal to Corollary 4.3.1, combined with (43), results in
the statement of the example. A

Example 4.3.2. Let X,,X,,... be.i.id. uniform variates on the interval
(0,1). Then, forall y,

1+y)loglogn
p(z,<1-Seeeen io.

n

 

; 2+y)loglog!. P(z, <1 — loslogn _ 2+y)loglogloga io.)
n n

and this common valueis 0 or | according as y>0 or <0.

Indeed, since F(x)=x for 0< x <1,

1 +,y) loglo;
eyees and n{ 1— F(u,)]=(1+y)loglogn

are increasing in n. Furthermore,

¥ [1 F(u) Jexp(—a[1- Fu) ]} = (ity) > eee

ea
n=2 n(logn) ~”

converges or diverges according as y >0 ory <0. Hence, by Theorem 4.3.1,
the claim about the value of

1+y)loglogn
p(z,<1- eeeer io.

follows. If we now choose in Theorem 4.3.1

,

—

oglogn (2+)logloglogn
u.=|— — —_—____———__,
a n n
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then again both u, and n[l— F(u,)] increase in n. The series (21) becomes

+ loglogn +(2+y)logloglogn
2
n=2~— (nlogn)(loglogn)2+y

which again converges or diverges, depending on whether y >0 or y <0.
Wethus get what was stated. A

Example 4.3.3. Let X,,X,,... be unit exponential variates. Then

‘ Zh
P( lim ~t}a1

n=+o logn
 

Asa matter of fact, by Corollary 4.3.1,

+00 +00 1
> [1—F(logn +2loglogn)]= > stm
n=2 n=2 n(logn)

implies

P(Z, <logn+2loglogn ultimately) =1.

On the other hand, for u, =logn —loglogn, the series (21) becomes

£2 logn
> —8" < +00.
n=2 Nn

We can apply Theorem 4.3.1, since u, and n[{1—F(u,)]=logn both in-
crease. Thus

P(Z,,>logn—loglogn ultimately) = 1.

It now follows that, with probability one, Z,/logn—1. A

Example 4.3.4. Let X,,X;,... be i.i.d. with commondistribution func-
tion F(x)=1—1/x, x > 1. Then, with arbitrary increasing sequence d, >0,
either

Zz,
P limsup—- =+o]}]=1

or

Zz,
P (imsup32 -0} =].
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In both statements, limsup is taken as n—+ 00. Since

Z +00

imsup| = +00} = N {Z,>td, i.o.},
n tm]

we have from Corollary 4.3.1,

Zz. +00

P(iimsup* = +00} if, and only if, >» += +0

for all ¢ > 1. But the latter condition is evidently true, whatever be the value
of t, if the sum of 1/d, diverges. On the other hand, if 2*351/d,< +00,
then, for any t> 1, P(Z,<d,/t ultimately)=1. This is, however, equiv-
alent to P(limsupZ,/d,=0)=1. A

Examples 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 express very distinct properties of the two
distributions occurring in them. Since, in mathematical investigations, the

actual order of magnitude of Z, and W, plays an important role, we
analyze this problem further in the next section.

4.4. LIM SUP AND LIM INF OF NORMALIZED EXTREMES

In the present section we again assume that the basic random variables
X,,X2,... are independent, but in some statements we will not need that
they are identically distributed. We put F,(x)= P(X;<.x). Our aim is to
find conditions under which the limsup or liminf of the extremes, when
normalized, is almost surely a finite, nonzero constant.

Wefirst establish a general result.

Theorem 4.4.1. Let X,,X;,... be independent random variables. Let
B,>0 be a nondecreasing sequence of real numbers which tends to infinity
with n. Let S be the set of numbers k>0for which

¥ [1-5(8) (44)

diverges. Then

Z,
P (imsup32 = j =I, (45)

where t=O if S is empty and t=sup S otherwise.
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Proof. Letus first observe that, for any n > 1, X, < Z,. Thus, in view of
B,— +00 with n,

Z Z
P| limsup— >0] = P| liminf— >0]=1. (46)

B, B,

Next we show that, for any k >0,

P(Z,>kB, io.)=1 or O (47)

according as (44) diverges or converges. Indeed, since B,—> + 00 with n, we
can apply (15) with u,=kB,. Thus, by independence and by Lemmas 4.2.1
and 4.2.3, (47) follows. Thus,if, for arbitrary k >0, (44) diverges, then (45)
holds with t= + 00, which also equals sup S. Now let S be empty. Then, by
the criterion for (47), for arbitrary k >0,

Z,
P (imsup <k ultimately =I.

This is evidently equivalent to (45) with ¢=0.
It remains to investigate the case when § is nonempty and t=sup S <

+00. The definition of S and the equivalence of (47) to the divergence or
convergence of (44) yield that, for any e>0,

P(Z,>(t+e)B, io.)=0 and P(Z,>(t—e)B, io.)=1,

and thus (45) is valid. The theorem is established. A

For the liminf, we prove a weaker statement.

Theorem 4.4.2. Let X,,X,,... and B,>0 be as in Theorem 4.4.1. Then

Bn

es
P(imint = r) =], (48)

where t* >0 and t* is a constant, possibly infinite.

Proof. The fact that :* >0 has been established in (46).
Again let k>0 be an arbitrary number. Since, in the proof of Lemma

4.3.1, only the independence of X,,X,,... was used, but nothing about
their distributions, we have

P(Z,<kB, io.)=1 or 0. (49)

Let S*={k:k>0 and the value in (49) is one}. Set ¢*=infS* if S* is
nonempty and ¢* = +o if S* is empty. It is now an easy repetition of the
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last steps in the preceding proof to conclude that (48) holds with ¢* just
defined. The proof is completed. A

Wenowturn to i.i.d. variables. In this case, we have Theorem 4.3.1 to
decide the actual case that applies in (49). Therefore, ¢*, defined in terms
of S*, can be determined which, as was shown,is the value occurring in

(48). This fact will be used in the forthcoming arguments. The sequence a,
will always signify

a,=inf{ y:F(y)>1-+}. (50)

Theorem 4.4.3. Let X,,X,,... be i.i.d. random variables with common
continuous distribution function F(x). Let w(F)= + 00. Then, for any B,~
ain?

Pili inf" | Pili Zn 1j=1.imi 3 * = msup3>

Proof. The assumption w(F)=-+0o implies that a,>+00 with n.
Therefore, it suffices to prove the theorem with B,=a,. We shall apply
that, by the continuity of F(x), F(a,)=1—1/n.

Wefirst apply Theorem 4.4.1. Since, for any k <1,

& [1-F(ka)]> ¥ [1-F@)]= fm +00,
Jj™ J™ j=l

we immediately get the claim about lim supZ,/B,.
Turning to liminfZ,/a,, let us observe that n[1—F(a,)]=1 and thus

both a, and n[l— F(a,)] are nondecreasing. Theorem 4.3.1 is thus applica-
ble, which yields that

> [1-F(a)]Jexr{ -J[1- F(@)]}nos

implies P(Z, <a,i.o.)}=1. This is equivalent to our statement on
lim inf Z,,/B,. The proof is completed. A

Corollary 4.4.1. Let X,,X,,... be i.i.d. with continuous distribution func-
tion F(x). Let (F)= + 0. If P(limZ,,/B,=1)=1, then B,~a,,.

Example 4.4.1, Let X,,X;,... be i.id. standard normal variates. Put, as
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in Section 2.3.2,

}(loglogn + log47)
a* =(2logn)'/? —

(2logn)'/?
>

b, =(2logn)'/2.

Then, with probability one, there is an integer No such that, for all n> ng,
and for arbitrary 5 >0,

as- b, [ logloglog n + log(1 +8)]<Z,<at+(1+6)b,loglogn. (51)

In particular,

P( lim(Z,— V2logn )=0)=P( tin,we}

The method ofarriving at (51) is generally applicable to any continuous
distribution function F(x). Therefore, we state each step in general terms,
and then the calculations are carried out when F(x) is the standard normal
distribution function. We shall make several references to Section 2.3.2.

First, let us determine an asymptotic expression for a, defined in (50).
For the normal distribution, this has been done in Section 2.3.2, where a,
was found to be asymptotically equal to a* above. Next, guided by Lemma
4.3.2, we determine u,=a*—s, such that (23) holds and (21) converges.
Since, by definition, n[1— F(a*)]~1, s, >0. If we consider (23) alone, then
formula (62) of Section 2.3.2 yields

C {exp| - 3(at—s,)"]}
1— F(at—s,)~ —_—

n a

*

~at [1- Flat) Jexp(ats, — 382). 

Now,if s,—>0 (which holds in our case, and which we can always achieve
by finding an accurate enough expression for a,, namely, by stoppingin its
approximation at a term whichitself tends to zero), then the aboverelation
reduces to

Ss eh poole arSn1— F(a*—s,) no
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Thus, writing s,=s*/V 2logn , then

1- F(ag—s,)~+e*. (52)

An appealto (23) thus yields

logs < s* —logloglogn < log2.

We thus choose this difference by which (21) converges. If t=s*—
logloglogn, then with u,=a*—s,,

e‘loglogn
[1- F(u,) Jexp{ —n[1- F(u,)]}~ : (logn)~“’.

Hence, with t=log(1+65), 0<8<1, the nth term of (21) is of the magni-
tude

loglogn

n(logn)'*?"

the sum of which is well known to converge. The lower inequality of (51)is
thus implied by Lemma 4.3.3. The upper inequality is much simpler, and
the preceding calculations can be used. We now apply Corollary 4.3.1 with

u, =a*—s,, where s,=5*/V2logn <0. By (52), if s* = —(1+5)loglogn,
§>0,

1

pote) n(logn)1+8”

the sum of which converges, whichis sufficient for the validity of the upper
inequality of (51). A

Thestated limits are special cases of (51). They show that both the AWL
and MWLof large numbers can be strengthened to almost sure conver-
gence. Suchsituations will be referred to as strong laws of large numbers.
We speak of additive strong laws (ASL) and multiplicative strong laws
(MSL)according as Z, —a,-0 or Z,/a,—>1, respectively, both limits being
valid almost surely. In the MSL, it is, of course, always assumed that

a, #0. The ASL and MSLaresimilarly definedfor arbitrary extremes.
The reader can realize from the calculations leading to (51) that the

orders of magnitude of both bounds are accurate. Therefore, the different

orders of magnitude in the two bounds are not just matters of convenience.
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Remark 4.4.1. The result (51) is pleasing to the mathematician but
disappointing to the applied scientist. For the mathematician it is neat that
we developed a method by which accurate bounds can be set on Z, to be
valid with probability one. But let us consider the applied scientist’s point
of view. The mathematician instructed him in Section 2.3.2 that, for a
sample of n independent observations on a standard normal variate, he
should first calculate a* and 5,, as given in Example 4.4.1. Then, if 7 is
large, the distribution of (Z, — a*)/b, is well approximated by H;o(x). The
scientist by now has gathered n= 10,000 observations and he computes a*
and b,. His actual Z, is just slightly smaller than a*; in fact, (Z, —a*)/b,
= —0.81, say. The approximation by H;o(x) yields

P(Z, <a*—0.8b,)~.108.

As a double check, he also computes the lower bound of (51) with a small
6. Since logloglog 10,000 =0.7977, (51) implies that (Z,—a*)/b, practi-
cally never would fall below —0.8.
These seemingly contradictory conclusions are not contradictions atall.

The approximation by H,o(—0.8) above is accurate (see Theorem 2.10.1).
On the other hand, the inequalities of (51) are valid, with probability one,
for all n> no, but no itself is a random variable depending both on the
actual sample andon the choice of 5 >0. In other words, ny varies from
sample to sample, and a fixed n can be large for one set of observations
and thus exceed 7g, while in other cases the same n remains smaller than
Mp. Consequently, practical conclusions cannot be drawn from (51). Its
theoretical implications, however, are interesting.

In Example 4.4.1 we described a method of obtaining the exact order of
magnitude of the bounds on Z,, which are valid with probability one. If
oneis interested in the major terms of these bounds only, then the method
becomes simple. In particular, strong laws of large numbers are immediate.

Theorem 4.4.4. Let X,,X,,... be i.i.d. random variables with common
distribution function F(x). Let uw{F)= + 00. Let a, be the sequence defined at
(50). Then

P( lim Zmi)=1 (53)
n= +00 a,

if, and only if, for arbitrary k>1,

S (1-F(ta)]<+0. (54)
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Proof. By Theorem 4.4.1, (53) implies (54). Therefore, we have to prove
the converse implication. Since the series of (54) diverges for k=1 by the
definition of a,, one more appeal to Theorem 4.4.1 yields that the validity
of (54) implies

Z,
P| timsup =—_—= |= l.

n=+co @,

Hence,it remains to prove that the validity of (54) is also sufficient for

Z,P (timing = =1) =1.
n=+0 a,

We apply Lemma 4.3.3 with u, = fa,, where 0<¢< 1. For

E [1-F)]> & [1- Fa)]> B b= +00

it suffices to show that (21) converges for each fixed t< 1.
Wefirst show that (54) holds if, and only if, for arbitrary 0<¢<1,

|ie ED ae (55)
I- F(ty)

Let G(y)=inf{x:F(x)>1—1/y}. Then a,=G(n) and G(y) is a nonde-
creasing function. Thus, by

[C1FkG0)]} b<1- Fa) <f"{1 F[kG(y)]} &,

(54) is equivalent to

[PUFk)b< +00.

But

[7O-Faciniof""|°°arco]

7 f= f 1/t'-cn. dF(x),

the convergence of which is indeed equivalent to (55). A somewhat more
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unpleasant but notdifficult calculation now shows that, as a consequence
of (55), (21) converges. Out of this calculation, we mention only that one
should start with the observation that the convergence of (21) is equivalent
to

+ co

D [1-F(4,41) lexp{ —(n+ 1)[1- F(u,)]} < +00,

where u, =ta,, 0<¢<1. By the monotonicity of G(y), the series above is
dominated by

+O Ant]

Z fo (1 F[16(»)]}ex{-y[1- FEO)}} o-
n=!

Writing this as a single integral and substituting x= G(y), one arrives at
an integral which converges whenever(55) holds. This completes the proof.

A

The results of this section can be extended in several directions. Since
they do not require essential new ideas, they are collected among the
problems for solution. In particular, results will be found for specific
distributions, for extremes other than the maximaas well as for dependent
cases.

4.5. THE ROLE OF EXTREMES IN THE THEORY OF
SUMS OF RANDOM VARIABLES

The classical theory of probability is associated with the theory of sums of
i.i.d. random variables. In particular, the laws of large numbers (for sums)
and the asymptotic normality were the centers of investigation, in both of
which it is assumed thatat least the variance of the populationis finite. In
such cases, the contribution of the extreme terms to the sum of 1.i.d.
random variables is negligible. This explains why theory of sums was not
related to the theory of extremes for a long period of time. However, with
the recognition of the importance of distributions for which the expecta-
tion itself is not finite, the interrelations of the two theories emerged. The

present section is devoted to this relation. We give all results for i.i.d.
random variables, but those familiar with the theory of sums of dependent
random variables (stationary, mixing, and exchangeable sequences are the
best developed) will recognize the corresponding relations with the ap-
propriate reference to Chapter 3.
Throughout this section X,,X,,... are i.i.d. random variables with com-

mondistribution functionF(x). In addition to our standard notations, we put
T, =X, +X,+°*++X,.
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Let us start with an example. Let

F(x)= i + +arctanx,

the standard Cauchy distribution. Then routine calculation shows that the
distribution of (1/n)T,, is also F(x) (one can use the standard convolution
formula or characteristic functions or Laplace transforms). We emphasize
from this result only that the normalizing constant by which 7,is divided
in order to get a nondegenerate (limiting) distribution is of magnitude n.
Next, we observe that the order of magnitude of 5, in the relation

n= +00 b, x

Z,
lim °(F <x)=exe(- +), x>0, (56)

is also n. Indeed, in Section 2.3.4 we found (56) together with b, = tan(/2
—/n). But, in view of cos(7/2— x)=sinx and, for x0, sin(7/2—x)—>1
and (sinx)/x—l,

cd 7) l n_ u/n n

b,=tan(5-5 )~ sin(7/n) 7 sin(w/n) 7’

as stated. The fact stressed here suggests a close relation between 7,, and
Z, for the Cauchy distribution. This relation actually is due partly to
E(|X,|)= +00 and partly to the behavior of 1— F(x) as x>+ 00. Itis,
however, not essential that X, and (1/n)T7, are identically distributed. In
fact, the following result is true.

Theorem 4.5.1. Let X,,X,,... be i.i.d. random variables with common

distribution function F(x). Let F(0)=0 and w(F)= + 00. Assume that there
are constants a,, b,>0, A, and B,>0O such that (Z,—a,)/b, and (T,,—
A,)/B, converge weakly to some nondegenerate distribution functions H (x)
and U(x), respectively. Then b,/B,~t, 0<1< +00,if, and only if, F(x)
belongs to the domain of attraction of H,,,(x) with some 0<y<2.

Remark 4.5.1. The assumption F(0)=0 can be dropped. The conclu-
sion then becomes that F(x) should belong to the domainofattraction of
both H,,(x) and L,,(x), where 0< y<2 and y <6. This exact statement
follows from the theory of weak convergence of (7,—A,)/B,. It is,
however, quite plausible that it should be so. Namely, if F(x) were such
that |W,| would become large compared with Z,, then 7, would be
comparable with W, rather than Z,.

Wealso wish to remark that no general rule can be expected about the
relation of a, and A,. As a matter of fact, if we add a fixed number to each
X;, then T, increases by a multiple of 1, but Z, increases only by the fixed
constant.
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Finally, notice that the conclusion of the present theorem and Theorems
2.4.1, 2.4.3, 2.1.1, and 2.7.3 imply thatif b, and B, are proportional to each
other, then a,=0 and E(Xf)=+0 or <+00 according as a>y or
0<a<y<2.

Proof. By w(F)= +00 and by (Z,—a,)/b, converging weakly to a
nondegenerate distribution function H(x), the theorems of Section 2.4
yield that F(x) is in the domain of attraction of either H,(x) for some
y>0 or H;(x). Should F(x) belong to the domain of attraction of
H,(x), then Theorem 2.7.3 would yield E(X/)< +00 for all a>0. In
particular, E= E(X,) and V=V(X,) werefinite. Then the classical central
limit theorem would imply A,=7nE, B,=(nV)'/2, and U(x)=(x), the
standard normal distribution function. On the other hand, if E(X°)<
+00, then by (129) of Chapter 2,

+00>f°"x*-"1—F(x)]dx

Se >ps

n “%a,+b,

>D (a, + b,)7'[1— F(an41+bn41)],

where summation is over n>k with a,+5,>1. Now, since F(x) is
assumed to belong to the domainofattraction of H3o(x), Step 1 of Section
2.5 and the convergence above imply, for n—> + 00,

(a, + b,)°~

7 0 or a,+b,=o0(n'/4-),

Wehave shown in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 that b, =o0(a,). Therefore
b, = 0(n'/@-), for all a>1. This now gives that b, and B, =(nV)!/? are
not proportional. Consequently, F(x) can belong only to the domain of
attraction of H,,(x) with some y >0. Thus, by Theorem 2.4.3, for all x >0,
as [> + 00,

1— F(tx
oeee) =x7,

1— F(t)

Werewrite this relation as

L(x) L(tx)

xe L(t)
  1— F(x)= =! (t— +00). (57)
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Let us now compare 5, and B,. If y>2, then, in view of Theorem 2.7.3
again, E and arefinite and thus B, =(nV)'/2. But, by (22) of Chapter2,
for any y>0,

nL(b,)

b}
 n[1—F(6,)|= 1 as n—-+00. (58)

Since, for the slowly varying function L(x), L(x)<x* for any e>0 (see
Appendix III), b, < n'/’—"), Hence, for y >2, we can choose e >0 suchthat
1/(y—e)< }. Consequently, b,/B,—0 as n—»+ 00.
Now let 0<y<2. Then it is known from the theory of sums ofi.i.d.

variables (see Ibragimov and Linnik (1971)) that U(x) exists and B, is such
that

nL(B,)
B,
 —>S, 0<s<+t+o, n—->+o.

This, combined with (58), yields

 

( b, ) L(b,)

_

L[B,(b,/By) ] L(b,)
By)" L(B,)——«L(B,) «LB(B,/8,)]

The right hand side always tends to s because either b,/B, or B,/b, is
bounded (see Appendix III). Therefore, so does the left hand side, which
was to be proved for 0< y <2.

There remains only the case y =2. Now,the variance of X;,is notfinite,
but U(x) is again the standard normal distribution. In this case, a
somewhatmoreaccurate result than in the case of y <2 is needed from the
theory of sums to conclude that Z,/B, has a degenerate distribution,
which is degenerate at zero. Therefore, b, and B, cannot be of the same
order of magnitude. For the details on the theory of sums, we again refer
to Ibragimov and Linnik (1971). This concludes the proof. A

It follows from Theorem 2.8.1 that if F(x) belongs to the domain of
attraction of H,(x) with some 0< y<2, and if F(0)=0, then all upper
extremes X,_,.,, When normalized by B, of Theorem 4.5.1, have a nonde-
generate limit law. It has an interesting implication. Namely, however large
n is, a constantplus a finite number of upper extremes will have the same
magnitude as 7,. Even moresurprising is the case when A, can be taken as
zero. For example, if 1<y<2, then E(X,)=E< +00, and translating
each X; by — E gives A, =0. We get from Theorem 4.5.1 that, to any x >0,
there is a unique y >0, such that U(x) = H(y) (both arestrictly increasing
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continuous functions) and thus, as n— + 00,

limP (T, < b,x) =limP(Z, < b,y),

where b, = inf{z:1—F(z)<1/n}. If one takes several, but a finite number
of, upper extremes, x and y will be closer and closer to each other.

Let us continue our investigation for i.i.d. random variables. We assume
X,20 as before. Let now E(X/)= +00 for all a>0. Then, by Theorem
2.7.3, there are no sequences a, and b, >0 for which (Z,—a,)/b, would
have a nondegenerate limit distribution. A similar observation is known in
the theory of sums. However, in this case, the relation of 7, and Z, is even

closer.

Theorem 4.5.2. Let X,,X>,... be i.i.d. random variables with common
absolutely continuous distribution function F(x). Let F(0)=0 and WF)=
+00. Assume that, for all x >0, as t+ 0,

_ 1-F(tx)

Then

stne(Z)= om

Proof. Put R,=T7,/Z,. Let the joint density function of X,,X,...,X,
and Z, be g(x,,X2,...,X,,Z). Since Z, is one of the Xj, and, by the
assumption of continuity, ties can be neglected, z= x, for some 1 <j <n.
Because of symmetry,

8X4, XQ, 06+) Xqo Xj) = G(XX79--+)XqeX1) for all

and

F(x)f(%2)° °° f(%,) if x; =max{x;},B(X1,X5-++>Xp_rX1) -| .
ie ee 0 otherwise,

where f(x)= F(x), the density of F(x). From basic formulas of expecta-
tion we thus get
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If we differentiate with respect to ¢ and set t=0, the left hand side yields
iE (R,). Therefore

E(R,)=nf~
0
“([swdu)"sender,

+n(n= 1f""(fswdau)”(fsa)fn)dx,

erDf"Fr?|[4Hara]ae (61)

For estimating the second term above, wefirst rewrite the inner integral by
substituting v = u/x and then integrating by parts. We get

flode = fvxf(ox)do

=f[1-F(ox)]do—[1- F()]

 

1-F(o
[1Fo}oe”

In view of (59), the results of Appendix III are applicable. In particular, as
X— +00,

limf|a4[ano

Let us put J(x) for this last integral. Let now A be such that, for all x > A,
I(x) does not exceed a given e>0. For x <A, this sameintegral is, of

course, bounded. In addition, if x <A, then n(n—1)F"~*(x)<n(n-1)
x F"~2(4)->0 as n—> + 00, because w(F)= + 00. Therefore, if we write the
second term of the extremeright handside of (61) as

+00

n(n—1)f F"-? (x)[1— F(x) ]1 (x)f(x)dx,

we can easily estimate it and conclude that it tends to zero as n+ 00.
Indeed, if we cut the integration at A, n(n—1)F"~?(A)-20 guaranteesthat
as x varies from zero to A, the integral will be small. On the other hand, by
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the choice of A, the integral from A to +0 will be smaller than

en(n— \fee (x)[1— F(x) ] f(x) dx

=e{1-nF"-'(A)[1-F(A)]},

which tends to e as n—»+ 00. Since e >0 is arbitrary, we obtained (60),
which wasto be proved. A

Wenowinvestigate the converse ofTheorem 4.5.2. For thei.i.d. random
variables X,, X2,°°* ,X,, define Mas the r-th maximumof|X,|. For sim-
plicity, we assumethat the commondistribution function F(x) of the X; is
continuous, so M” is uniquely one ofthe |X,| (with probability one). Let
X=X,if |X| =M\. We theninvestigate

Typ = Ty —X69 —X@ — 0s —XO,

Theorem 4.5.3. If T,/M° 7 1, i.e., T,,/M$ 3 0 in probability, as
n- +00, then, foreveryr = 1,

M’*/M~ 0 in probability.

Proof. Consider P(MY*"e(y, y+ Ay)). We decomposethis as the sum
over all 1 ki, <k, <*+*+<k, Snof

P(X) =X,07°, XO=X,, Mte(y,y+ Ay)).

Now, by symmetry, one can replace X;,, by |X,|, X;, by [X,_,|, etc, in which
case the above event meansthat eachof |X,_| 0 < j < r—1, exceeds y, and

the largest M‘), of the remaining n—r absolute values |X, 1 <j <n—r,
falls into the interval (y, y+ Ay). We thus have

P(My*Ye(y, yt Ay)) = (") G'(y)P(My2,€(y, yt Ay)),

implying

P(ME*%e(y, y+Ay)) =~ G(y)P(MEP€(y, y+Ay)), (62)
where G(y) = P(|X|| = y). Now since

T=Dasay +Xirt ay
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we have

Mor) IT,.,| Met) IT,.r+:11

Mo”) Mor Mo) ert?
    

which converges to zero in probability if we can conclude that the assumptions

imply T,,,/M‘ > 0 for all r = 1. For this we go back to (62). Note that, for

every Borel set A,

P(T,,,+:€A|MU*t? =x) =P(T,_1,€A|M\? , =x).

Wehave,by the continuousversionofthe total probability rule,

+00

P((Tareil = aMe*?)=[" PU Tareil > aMe*P =x) d P(X),
where P’*)) (x) =P(M*(x, x+dx)). Therefore, by cutting the integral
at an appropriate fixed point B, > 0, the integral from 0 to B, can be ma-
jorized by the distribution function of Mt” at B,, which can be made
arbitrarily small, while the second integral becomes

fh Ultaad > axl’? =x) " G(x) dP{?4(«)
+0

“ G(B,)J, P(IT,-1.1 2 ax 2 1=x) dP“) (x)

=KPI.i aM\”,),

where wenowspecify thatB, is chosen by the equation G(B,) = K/n. Hence,

by inductionoverr,asn > +00,|T,,,|/M(” — Oinprobability, whichwasdem-

onstrated earlier to imply the statement of the theorem. The proof is
completed. A

Theorem 4.5.4. IfT,/M‘ ~> 1 in probability, then, forx > 0, ast >

max(—a(F), (F)),

G(tx)

G(t)
 lim =1, (63)

In particular, if a(F) =0, then (59) is both necessary and sufficient for
T,/Z, > 1 in probability.

Proof. Assumethat (63) fails. Then there is a sequence t, > 0 and two
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numbers 0 < x < 1 and 0 < A < 1 such that, as n> +00,

lim G(t,) /G(t,x) =1—A.

Choose the sequence m, of integers so that m,G(t,x) > 1. Then,

m,G(t,) 9 1—A and mJG(t,x)—G(t,)] 3 A. (64)

Hence,

P(M® <1,,M&*" > t,x)

P(ME-) > t,, M® <1,, Mt > t,x, ME*?) < t,x)V

!
siTae\(1,)|G(t,x) — G(t,)P11 — G(t,x)9,

which converges to a positive number C (see (64) ). This contradicts Theo-
rem 4.5.3, and thus (63) holds.
The second part of the theorem is an immediate consequenceofthefirst

part and Theorem 4.5.2. This completes the proof. A

Theorem 4.5.1 is frequently used for justifying the assumption in insur-
ance businessthat the underlying distribution of large claimsis one from the
domainofattraction ofH,,,(x) for Z,. Namely, one arguesthat large claims
take up a positive percentageofthe total claims, and thus Theorem 4.5.1 ap-
plies. This, combined with Theorem 2.1.1, then raises the question of find-
ing ways of determining y based on observations. Becausestatistical
methodsare outside ofthe scope ofthe present book, normally we would not
discuss such a question. The following method, however,is a very nice dem-
onstration ofhowtoutilize the results ofthe present theory to developingsta-
tistical methods.

Westart with Theorem 2.7.10. If we replace in it F by the empirical dis-
tribution function F,,, based on n observations,and if we translate ‘large x’

into ‘a large orderstatistic X,_,.,’ one gets the following ‘estimator’ of y.

Uponnoting that

aeS|. ody,ie 1—F,(y) a 1—-F,(y)

ee. Kise CD

and that 1 — F,,(y) is constant between X,-,., and X,-441:,, Theorem 2.7.10
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suggests the asymptotic formula:

1 1
lim — > (log Xn-i+1:n— log Xin= (65)

r j=)

where r=r, and n > +00.

While (65) still requires a proof because we replaced the numerical value

x by the random quantity X,_,., and F by F, in Theorem 2.7.10, the proof

itself is not involved. One can either argue with the terms behind the sum-
mation sign, or prove a law of large numbersfor the whole sum.The details
are omitted.

Let us conclude this section by remarking that results similar to those in
the preceding section have been developed for sums of i.i.d. variables as
well. The reader whois familiar with the theory of sums will immediately

recognize the strong relation of the criteria for P(T7,, <u,i.0.)=1 or 0 to
those for P(Z, <u, i.o.)=1 or 0; however, we do not discuss it here.

4.6. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

The degenerate limit laws, under names different from ours, were first
investigated by B. V. Gnedenko (1943), although the case of normal
populations was recorded earlier. Theorem 4.1.2 and its equivalent form by
transforming F to F* (see the last paragraph of Section 4.1) are due to him.
J. Geffroy (1958/1959) continued his work and obtained extensions in two
directions—to the kth extremes and to almostsure results. Geffroy’s results
include the necessity part of Theorem 4.4.4, the relations between Z, and
X,,—k:n» and the case c=0 of Exercise 17. This line of work was continued,

and substantially improved results were obtained by O. Barndorff-Nielsen
(1961 and 1963). The major idea of Section 4.3 is due to him. So is
Theorem 4.4.4 andits extension to X,,_,., aS stated in Exercise 9. Actually,
Barndorff-Nielsen shows that the assumption of continuity in Section 4.3 is
not necessary. On the other hand, in Theorem 4.3.2 he needs that n[1—
F(u,)] is nondecreasing. This restriction was dropped by H. Robbins and
D. Siegmund (1972), who reobtained Barndorff-Nielsen’s result. Both
papers use the same method of proof, which is also adopted in this book
and is basically due to P. Erddés (1942), who considered the iterated
logarithm theorem for sums ofi.i.d. variables. It should be remarked that
the monotonicity of n[1— F(u,)] cannot be disposed of in Theorem 4.3.1,
as shownby the example of Exercise 21. For another set of conditions im-
plying (20), see Klass (1984 and 1985).
De Haan (1970) gave equivalent forms of the results of Gnedenko for
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weak laws. Hehas also shown that Geffroy’s results on absolutely continu-
ous populations in connection with weak laws are essentially necessary
conditions, not only sufficient. For smooth enough functions, de Haan and
Hordijk (1972) obtained easily applicable results for the almost sure
limsup and liminf of normalized extremes. They partly extend results of
Pickands III (1967a). Pickands (1968) related weak laws of large numbers
to convergence of moments. S. Resnick and R. J. Tomkins (1973) analyze
the relation of B, to a,=inf{x:1—F(x)<1/n}, where B, is such that
either liminf or limsup of Z,/B, is positive and finite. Some of these
results have already been present in the work of Barndorff-Nielsen (1963).
C. W. Anderson (1970) obtains an interesting extension of weak laws to
discrete populations. This result is quoted in Exercise 19.

Out of dependent systems, systematic studies are available only for
Gaussian sequences. Some general cases are mentioned in the present
chapter which do not assume normality, and other possibilities are indi-
cated in Exercises 13 and 14. In addition, the technique of the present

chapter can be translated to several dependent models of Chapter 3
without much effort [for a case of strong mixing, see W. Philipp (1976)].
For the normal sequences, the first general result is obtained by S. M.
Berman (1962a). His work is extended in several subsequent papers:
Pickands III (1967b and 1969), M. Nisio (1967), C. M. Deo (1971), P. I.
Judickaja (1974), Y. Mittal (1974), Y. Mittal and D. Ylvisaker (1976),
Hiislet (1981), and Ortega and Wschebor (1983). W. Philipp’s result
(1971) on sums of mixing variables can be transformedto results on ex-
tremes, although further work is needed on these to be useful in extreme

value theory.
It is clear from Sections 4.3 and 4.4 that a dependentstructure can be han-

dled without additional difficulty if Borel-Cantelli lemmasare available for
it. Lemma 4.2.2 is due to P. Erdés and A. Rényi (1959). Another form,
which wedid not quote, is due to W. Philipp (1967) and can be used to es-
timate the rank ofan orderstatistic for which the normalizationis essentially
the same as for maxima. Forother forms of the Borel-Cantelli lemma, see
Iosifescu and Theodorescu (1969). General asymptotic bounds(for arbi-
trary dependent systems) are established by T. L. Lai and H. Robbins
(1977) in their investigations on maximal dependentsystems.
The relation of extremes and sums is somewhat surprising. Theorem

4.5.1 presents a new viewpoint of a result known in the theory of sums (see
Ibragimov and Linnik (1971) and J. L. Mijnheer (1975) ). It suggests that
if one removes a few large terms in absolute value from the sum, then the
trimmed sum hasdifferent asymptotic properties from the original sum, pro-
vided that F is in the domainofattraction of H,, with 0 < y < 2. This is

indeed the case. Different aspects of the limiting behavior of the trimmed
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mean are presented by Hall (1978) and Teugels (1981). The case is com-
pletely different when the classical central limit theorem applies to the sum.

Then the normalized sumand extremesare asymptotically independent (Ro-

sengard (1962) and Tiago de Oliveira (1961) ), and the central limit theorem
is not effected by the removal of extreme terms, as shown by Maller (1982)
and Mori (1984). However, the speed of convergence is effected by the

removal of large terms as demonstrated by Hall (1984b); more complicated
normalization than for the mean, however, is required. For extensions to
vector valued random variables, see Kuelbs and Ledoux (1985). Davis
(1984) investigates the relation of sums and extremesfor stationary depen-
dent sequences. Hatori, Maejima and Mori (1979) show in connection with

the law of large numbers what waslater shownbyHall for the central limit

theorem : the speed of convergence is improved by the removal of the ex-
tremes. Mori (1981) gives an excellent review of this subject matter. Theo-

rems 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 are also due to Mori (1981). The converse statement,
i.e. Theorem 4.5.2., has been established by Darling (1952). More extensive
studies on this line were carried out by Bobrov (1954) and Arov and Bobrov

(1960). Prior to their joint paper, Mori (1976b) and (1977a) obtained results
on the influence of the extremes on strong laws of large numbers. Nagaev
(1970 and 1971) studies the influence of Z, on the sum, given that the sum

is large. O’Brien’s (1980) result is, in a sense, a complement to Theorems

4.5.2 and 4.5.4; he finds a necessary and sufficient condition for Z,/T, >

0 for nonnegative random variables X;. de Haan and Pickands (1986b)
present a unifying method of proof for asymptotic laws of maxima and sum

whenthe limits are not normal and H;,.(x), respectively. Another nonstan-

dard method of proof is suggested by Cressie (1983), whose basic idea is
that large powers of sums become more and more dominated by large values
of the terms. In addition, see Kasahara’s (1984) work on the relation of

sumsand extremes. .
Green (1976a) observes the strong relation of weak lawsto the statistical

problem of outliers. (See the books Barnett and Lewis (1978), Hawkins

(1980) and David (1981) for more details on the statistical aspects of out-

liers.) Green classifies tails of distribution in terms of Z,—X,_1:, and

gives criteria whena tail is outlier prone or resistant. A representative ofhis re-

sults is given in Exercise 11. His results have been extended by Mathar(1981a,b

and 1984), Gather and Mathar (1983), and Schuster (1984). It would be in-

teresting to relate these results to known characterizationsof distribution in

termsofthe relation of Z, and Z, —X,_1.»; see Shimizu and Huang (1983) for

such a characterization.
The simple approachleading to (65) drew muchattention in the literature.

The sum in (65) wasfirst proposed by Hill (1975) as an estimator of y. A
proof for (65) is given by Mason (1982a). The asymptotic normality of the
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sum in (65) is established by Hall (1979b), and the speed of convergence
in this approximation is estimated by Hall and Welsh (1984). Further asymp-
totic results for this sum are provided by Csérgé and Mason (1985), and
Lo (1986). de Haan and Resnick (1980) study the asymptotic behavior of
an estimator similar to (65), namely, when the whole sum is replaced by
its very first term.

Related to this chapterare the investigations of almostsure limit points ofex-

tremes by Hebbar (1979, 1980 and 1981), and Nayak (1986). In the general
laws of large numbers of functions of orderstatistics, established by Mason
(1982b), properties of the maximum areutilized.
The questionofthe behavior of 24._,Z, or 2%.,W, was raised first by

U. Grenander (1965). He obtained a normalization of logn for the latter

sum. Grenander’s work induced much further research, and extensions are
found in the papers O. Frank (1966), T. Hoglund (1972), P. Deheuvels
(1974), M. Ghoshet al. (1975), Hebda-Grabowskaand Szynal (1979),
and Haiman (1981).

Interestingly, the theory becomes very difficult if stationarity is dropped.

R. Mucci (1977) makes extensive study of almost sure results for Z, and
W,, for independent but notidentically distributed variables. Because this
permits the inclusion of a few variables which may control Z, and W,,
very varying results can be obtained without restrictive assumptions.
Theorems 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are essentially due to him.

In a much more analytical manner, several theorems can be unified by
studying different representations of functions and their inverses. Although
in Chapter 6 we present such mathematical approaches, the reader may be
interested at this stage in the works by W. Vervaat (1972) and A. A.
Balkema (1973). See also the surveys of W. Vervaat (1973b and 1977).

4.7. EXERCISES

1. Show thatif (Z,,u,) satisfies the AWL, then so does (Z,,u*), where
u* satisfies u, —u*—0 as n—>+ 00.

2. Showthatif (Z,,u,), u,>0, satisfies the multiplicative law of large
numbers, then so does (Z,,u*), whenever u*/u,—>1 as n—+ 00.

3. Let X,,X>,...,X, be iid. nonnegative random variables with com-
mon distribution function F(x). Let w(F)= +00. Show that if (Z,,u,)
satisfies the MWL,then u, can be taken as inf{x:1— F(x) <1/n}.

4. Show thatif, in Exercise 3, Z, satisfies the MWL or the AWL, then
E(X,)is finite.

5. Transform Theorem 4.1.2 by introducing the function F*(x) of the

last paragraph of Section 4.1 and obtain a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for Z, satisfying an MWL.
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6. Show that if, in Exercise 3, (Z,,u,) satisfies an MWL, then so do

(X,,—4:n»%,) for all fixed k.

7. Obtain conditions for (W,,v,) satisfying a weak law from those
known for (Z,, u,).

8. Extend Exercise 6 to additive weak laws and concludethatif (Z,,u,)
satisfies the AWL, then, for any e>0, P(Z, — X,,_,:, 2 &)0, where k > 1
is a fixed integer.

9. Let X,,X,,...,X, be iid random variables whose commondistribu-
tion function F(x) satisfies w(F)= +00. Let k>1 be an integer and
assumethat, for every e>0,

J Teesaegis +00.
wo [I-F(x-e)]

eo

Showthat X,,_,4 ., Satisfies the additive strong law of large numbers.
[O. Barndorff-Nielsen (1963)]

10. Let F(x) be a distribution function with w(F)= + 00. Let 0<1<1 be
such that, for every e>0,

*°  dF(y) *°  dF(y)
/ I-Al-ey] J 1—F[(t+e)y] xe

Show that if X,,X,,...,X, are iid. with common distribution function
F(x), then, as n— + 00,

lim sup=" = t
n

almost surely, where a,=inf{x:1—F(x)<1/n}. Hence, conclude that
Z,/ B, cannot converge to a constant with probability one, whatever be
the value of B, >0.

[S. I. Resnick and R. J. Tomkins (1973)]

11. Call a distribution F(x) outlier prone if there exist e>0, 5 >0, and
No > | such that for all integers n > no,

P(Z,—X,-1:n2 &) 2 6,

where X;, j>1 are iid. with common distribution F(x). Prove that if
wF)= + 00, then F(x) is outlier prone if, and onlyif, there exist constants
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c>0O and d>0 such that

1— F(x+c)
2d for all x.

1— F(x)

[R. F. Green (1976a)}

12. Compare the behaviorof the difference Z, — X,_,., when the popula-

tion distribution is normal with the case of exponential population, assum-

ing that the basic random variables X,, j > 1, are 1.1.d.

13. Let X,,X,... be identically distributed random variables. Assume °
that their multivariate distribution results in the bivariate marginals

P(X,<x,X,<y)=l-e *-e"+e"[1+ }(1-e-*)(1-e”) |

(the so-called Morgenstern bivariate exponential distribution). Show that,
for any nondecreasing sequence u,,P(Z, > u, i.0.) is either 0 or 1. (Apply
Lemma 4.2.2 and Theorem 4.2.1.)

14. For the sequence of random variables of Exercise 13 prove that, with
probability one, as n— + 00,

Z
n
 =].lim sup logn

15. Let X,,X,...be standard normalvariates. Let 6, =(2logn)'/?. Show
that, whatever be the interdependence of the X's, it has probability one
that, as n— + 00,

[J. Pickands, III (1969)}

16. In Exercise 15, assume that E(X,X,,,)=7,, such that

+ 00

> rn< + 00.
kel

Show that the conclusion of Exercise 15 can be improved to equality.
[J. Pickands,III (1969)]

17. Let X,,X,... be iid. random variables with common distribution
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function F(x). Put

[1 F(x) ] loglog[ 1/(1— F(x))]
g(x)= F(x) ’

where F’(x) is the derivative of F(x), which is assumed to be positive for
all large x. Assume that, as x>+ 00,

g(x)
x

 lim =C¢, O0<c< +0.

Prove that, with probability one,

imine lneupeeeim - ; eeBS =e,

where 5, is defined by F(b,)=1—1/n.
[L. de Haan andA. Hordijk (1972)]

18. Apply the abovecriterion to the distribution function

F(x)=1—exp(—logxloglogx), x>e.

19. Let X,,X,,...be i.i.d. discrete random variables which take nonnega-
tive integers. Assumethatif n is large, then P(X, =n)>0. Let F(x) be the
common distribution function and assumethat, as n— + 00,

1— F(n+1)

“=F

Show that there is a sequence a, of integers such that, as n—»+ 00,

lim P(Z, =a, or a,+1)=1.

(C. W. Anderson (1970)}

20. Compare Z, when the basic random variables X,, />1, are iid.
Poisson or geometric variates.

21. Let X;, j > 1, be i.i.d. uniform variates on the interval (0,1). Define
n, =2?", and A, =exp(—2logk/n,) for n, <n<n,,,. Show that P(Z, <A,
i.0.)=0 but

loglogn a

n
 Fra) +00.

an=3

[O. Barndorff-Nielsen (1961)]



CHAPTER 5

Multivariate Extreme Value Distributions

If measurements of several characteristics are taken on the same members
of the population, then the observed random quantities follow some type
of multivariate distribution. Let the number of characteristics be m and the
corresponding random quantities be (X,X®,...,X). We shall
abbreviate vectors of this kind by a boldfaced letter X and the dimension
m will always be specified in advance. Observations on X will be denoted
by X,,X,,...and the components of X, by X,,. That is, X,, is the ¢th
component of X,, or, X;=(X1j;,X2j,.--.Xmy)- Let X,1<j <n, be n ob-

servations. The order statistics of the th component are X,,.,<X,2-5
<---> <X,,.,. AS in the previous chapters, we also use the notation
W.n™X,1:, and Z,,=X,,:,, Our main interest in this chapter is to
investigate the existence of the asymptotic distribution of (W,,,,W2,;
-0>Wan) and (Z,,4,Z2n2-+->Zm,n)> Which we also refer to by the vector
notations W, and Z,, respectively. Some results will also be obtained on
other extremes of multivariate observations and on so-called concomitants
of order statistics. These will be accurately defined later.
For numerical vectors x=(x),X2,...,X,,), the components are signified

by a subscript. Basic arithmetical operations are always meant component-
wise. Thus

x<y means x,<y, I<t<m,

XA Y=(Xp $1,XQ AV29-0 Xm tds XV =(XpXQ20-++>Xm) and x/y=
(X1/¥11X2/¥2-++sXm/Ym)- The special vectors 0=(0,0,...,0) and 1=
(1, 1,..., 1) will frequently be used.
The distribution function F(x)= F(x,,x,...,X,,) Of the vector X is

defined as

F(x) = P(X<x)=P(X%<x,,XO<x...,XM< Xp_).

We can now formulate our problem. We seek conditions on F(x), under
which there are sequences a, and b, of vectors such that each componentof

286
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b,, is positive and

P(Z, <a, +b,z) = H,(a, +b,z)

converges weakly to a nondegenerate m-dimensional distribution function
H(z) (see the next section for definitions). The problem can also be stated
in terms of W,, which can again be reduced to Z, by turning to (—X,).

5.1. BASIC PROPERTIES OF MULTIVARIATE
DISTRIBUTIONS

Let X=(X,X®@),...,X™) be a random vector and let x=™(Xx),X2,..-)%m)
be an arbitrary point of the m-dimensional (Euclidean) space. Thenthe
distribution function F(x)= F(x,,X2,..-,X,,) is defined as

F(x) = P(X<x,,X%<x,,...,.XM<x,,).

Then elementary properties of probability immediately yield that F(x)
is nondecreasing in each of its variables x,, 1 <j < m. Furthermore, if xj

—oo for one j, then F(x)->0. On the other hand, if x,»+ 00, then F(x)
tends to an (m—1)-dimensional distribution, which is the distribution
function of the vector obtained from X by removingitsjth component. We
can, of course, repeat this limit procedure a finite number of times, by
which wearrive at the marginal distribution F,(x) of X W”), Namely, if we

let each x,, tj, tend to +00, the limit of F(x) is F,(x). As a particular
consequence of this observation, we obtained that F(x) uniquely de-
termines all marginals. The converse is not true, however. There are several
possibilities for F(x) for given marginals F(x), 1 <j <-m, although oneis
not completely free in choosing F(x). The following simple theorem shows
that the distributions F;(x), 1 <j < m, do impose restrictions on F(x).

Theorem 5.1.1 (The Fréchet Bounds). Let F(x) be an m-dimensional

distribution function with marginals F(x),1< j<m. Then, for all
NiXor sve:

mao, > F,(x))—m+ ) < F(X1,X2)--+ Xp) <min( F;, (x,),---> Fn (Xm):
j=l

Proof. The proofis a simple observation on probabilities of events. Put
Ay={XY%<x} and B={X”> x}. Then

F(X),X25+++)X%m) = P(A\A2: ++ A,,) < P(A,); l<j<m,
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which yields the upper inequality. The lower inequality is a special case of
Theorem 1.4.1. If we write y,, for the numberofj < m for which B; occurs,
then

P(v,,, 20) = F(X), X25 --+) Xp) (1)

Applying Theorem 1.4.1, we get

P(%q™0)>1-Siq=1— %P(B)=1— B[1-5(s)],
j= j=

which leads to the lower inequality upon our observing that, if this
expression is negative, then it can be replaced by zero. The proof is
complete. A

Although, for large m, the lower bound tends to be trivial, in the
bivariate case (m=2) it proved to be a useful guide in actually construct-
ing bivariate distributions with given marginals.
Wecan set up further inequalities if we use higher-dimensional distribu-

tions, not just univariate marginals. In fact, all the inequalities of Chapter 1
can be restated in view of (1). We shall restate only Theorem 1.4.1, since
we shall make several references to these inequalities. We first introduce
two notations. Let

GytyXj%)p-+-0%,) = P(BB,-* B,)s

where B,={X> x,} and j(k) signifies the vector (j,, j2,...,j,). Further-
more, we put S)(x)=1 and, for k > 1,

5. (x)= 2 Cry Xp+19 %)-
Vj <j2<°++* <i

Theorem 1.4.1 and (1) now yield the following relations.

Theorem 5.1.2. Let m>2. Then

Fenceme SCScl): (2)
k=0

In addition, for any integer 0<s <(m-—1)/2,

2s+1 2s

> (= 1S, (x) < F(x) < ¥ (—1)*S, (x). (3)
k=0 k=0

Example 5.1.1 (Bivariate Exponential Distributions). Let (X,Y) be a
two-dimensional vector, where both X and are unit exponential variates.
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Let F(x,y) be their bivariate distribution function. We put

G(x,y)= P(X >x,Y >y). (4)

Then, by (2),

F(x,y)=1l—e7-*—e+ G(x,y).

One has much freedom in the choice of G(x,y) to arrive at different
bivariate exponential distributions. What one has to consider are (i) the

probabilistic meaning of G(x,y)in (4), (ii) the Fréchet bounds, and(iii) the
fact that both g,(x)=G(x,y)—e-* and g,(y)=G(x,y)—e™” should be
nondecreasing functions.
We now list the most commonly used bivariate exponential distribu-

tions.
The Morgenstern distribution:

G(x,y)=e"*~[ 1+a(1—e7*)(1—e~”) };

Gumbel’s type I distribution:

G (x,y) =exp(— x—y +62);

Gumbel’s type II distribution:

G(x,y)=exp[ —(x™+y")/"];

The Marshall-Olkin distribution:

G(x,y)=exp[ —x—y—Amax(x,y)]  A>0;

Mardia’s distribution:

G(x,y)=(e*+e"—-1)'.

It should be noted that any continuous distribution T(x) can be trans-
formed to an exponential distribution by turning to the random variable
[—log7(X)] from X. Hence, other bivariate exponential distributions are
immediate. A

We conclude the section with two definitions. The first is a direct
extension of the univariate concept of weak convergence. We say that a
sequence F,(x) of m-dimensional distributions converges weakly to F(x),
if, for all continuity points x of F(x), F,(x)—>F(x) as n— + 00. Second, we
call an m-dimensionaldistribution function F(x) nondegenerate if all of its
univariate marginals are nondegenerate.
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5.2. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF EXTREMES
FOR I.LD. RANDOM VECTORS:BASIC RESULTS

All boldfaced letters signify vectors of the same dimension m. We use as

standard notations those of the introduction to the present chapter.
Throughout this section, X,,X,,...,X, are independent random vectors

with commondistribution function F(x). Thus

H,, (Z) ™ P(24,4 <24,Z9,_ < 2290009Ln < 2m) =F" (z) (5)

and

L*(y)=P(W,., AY) W, 7 Yar---> Wain >Ym) = G" (y),

where

G(y)=P(X>y,,X%dy,,...,.XM>yn).

Again, any problem on W,is equivalent to one on Z, by changing the
basic vector X to (— X). We therefore concentrate on Z,,.
Our aim is to give conditions on F(x) under which there are sequences

a, and b, >0 of vectors (an inequality with vectors is meant component-
wise) such that

H,, (a, +b,x)—>H (x), (6)

where the limit is in the sense of weak convergence and H(x) is a

nondegenerate distribution function. The following lemma shows that the

choice of a, and b, >0 has actually been settled in Chapter 2.

Lemma 5.2.1. Let F,(x) be a sequence of m-dimensional distribution
functions. Let the tth univariate marginal of F,(x).be F,,(x,). If F,(x)

converges weakly to a nondegenerate continuous distribution function F(x),

then, for each t with 1<t<m, F,,(x,) converges weakly to the tth marginal

F,(x,) of F(x).
Proof. Let x, be an arbitrary fixed number. Let x be an m-dimensional

vector whose ‘th componentis x,. Now, by assumption, for any e >0 there

is an integer mp such that, for all n> no,

|F, (x) — F(x)|<e. (7)

In principle, ny depends on both e and x. But just as in Lemma 2.10.1, we
can prove that for continuous limit F(x), weak convergence is uniform in

x. Hence, mp is a function of ¢ alone. We can,therefore let the components

of x vary without affecting (7). We next use the elementary considerations
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of Section 5.1, by which, for sufficiently large x,, j/##,

|F(x) — F,(x,)|<e. (8)

Let now n > no be fixed. Let us choose each x,, j#?, large enough so that,
in addition to (8), the inequality

|F,, (x) — Fin (x,)|<e

also holds. Thus, for all n > no,

[Fin (x,) rt F, (x,)|

< | Fin (4) — Fn (XO)+1F, (x) — F(X)+1F(x) — F,(|

<3e.

Since e>0 is arbitrary, F,,,(x,)—>F,(x,) as claimed. This completes the
proof. A

Weshall prove later that all limiting distribution functions of multi-
variate extremes are continuous. Hence, Lemma5.2.1 tells us that we can

appeal to Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.4 for determining the components of a,
and b,, whenever(6) holds.

Example 5.2.1. Let (X,Y) have a bivariate exponential distribution in
the sense of Example 5.1.1. If (Z,—a,)/b, converges weakly to a nonde-
generate distribution H(z,,z), then we can choose a, =(logn, logn) and
b, =(1, 1).

Indeed, by assumption, each component is a unit exponential variate.
Therefore (Example 1.3.1), each component of Z, can be normalized by
a, =logn and b,=1. We now apply Lemma5.2.1, which gives the state-
mentof the example. A

Example 5.2.2. For the Marshall-Olkin distribution (Example 5.1.1),
the limit distribution of Z, —a, is H(z;,22)= 3o(z,)H3,o(22). On the other
hand, for Mardia’s distribution,

H(21,22) = H3,9(21)H3, (z,)exp[(e*! +e%)7'],

Wesaw in the preceding example that a, =(logn, logn). Thus

e 71+e° 72
- + G(logn + z,,logn+z,).F(logn + z,,logn + z,)=1—

Now,for the Marshall-Olkin distribution, the last term is O(n~*) and, for
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Mardia’s distribution,

G (logn + z,,logn + z,) = (ne?! + ne??—1)7'.

The elementary relation

lim (i+4 +0(2)] ze"
n= +00 n n

combined with (5) and (6), thus yields the claimed forms for H(z,,z2). A

This last example clearly shows that the limit distribution H(z) is not
determined by the univariate marginals.
The following concept will prove useful in the investigation of limit

distributions for normalized extremes.

Definition 5.2.1. Let F(x) be an m-dimensional distribution function
with univariate marginals F,(x,), 1<t<m. Let D(y) be an m-dimensional
function over the unit cube 0< y, <1, 1<¢<™m, and suchthat it increases

in each of its variables and

F(X),X3)--+5 m) = DL F; (1), Fy (2), +++) Fin (%m ]. (9)

Then the function D(y) is called a dependence function of F(x). When
needed, we shall emphasize the relation of D(y) to F(x) by writing

Dr= D,(y)= Diy).
Remark 5.2.1. If each of the functions u,(x), 1 <j <™m,is increasing,

then the dependence function of the distribution of a vector X=
(X,X®,...,X™) is the same as that of the distribution of Y=
(Y, Y,...,¥™), where YY=u,(X). Hence, if each marginal of F(x)
is continuous, then, by the choice u,(x;)= Fj(x;), we can conclude that
D,(y) is a distribution function whose marginals are uniform on the
interval (0,1).

Example 5.2.3. The dependence function D(y,,y,) of the Morgenstern
distribution (Example 5.1.1) is

D(¥¥2) *Y1Y2[ 1+ a(1—y,)(1—y2) ]-

For Mardia’s distribution

1 1 ae
D(¥1,¥2) =Y1+¥2— 1+) —— + aT

l-y, I-y,

 

Both formulas are obtained from the definition by a simple substitution.

A
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From the definition of dependence functions we have

Dra (y)= De (vivaees Aen) (10)

Namely, the sth marginal of F"(x) is F"(x,), and thus

F" (X15 X25-++)Xm) Depo (FT (1), FF (%2)5 +++ Fin (Xm):

On the other hand, if we take the nth power of (9), we get

FP (4,99-0+5%m) = Dp (Fy (21) Fo (%2)s-++1 Fin (Xm))-

A comparison of these last two equations leads to (10).
Wecan nowproveseveral importantresults.

Theorem 5.2.1. Jf F(x) is such that, with some sequences a, and b,, (6)
holds, then the dependence function D,, of the limit H(x) satisfies

Di (ri“*y2/,. oy, ey=D(Yo tee Ym)s

where k > 1 is an arbitrary integer.

Proof. Let k>1 be a fixed integer. Then, by (5) and (6),

yy (Quy +0.)= F™ (a,, +b,,.x)—>H (x)

as n—»+ 00. This can also be written as

F" (a, +b,x)2H'/- (x) (n>+00). (11)

Wenotice that Lemma 2.2.3 can be extended to multivariate distributions
(no changeis required in the proof if we adopt that an inequality between
vectors is considered componentwise). Therefore, (6) and (11) imply that
there are vectors A, and B,, where each componentof B, is positive, such
that

H* (A, + B,x) = H (x). (12)

Since the dependence function of H*(A,+B,x) is the same as that of
H*(x) (choose each u,(x) in Remark 5.2.1 a linear function and recall that
the components of B, are positive), (10) and (12) establish the theorem. A

Theorem 5.2.2. Any limit distribution function H (x) in (6) is continuous.

Its univariate marginals belong to the types H,(x), Hz,(x), and Hyofx).

Proof. In the preceding proof we obtained that H (x) satisfies (12) for
all x. If we let each component x, of x, except x,, tend to infinity, we
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obtain (12) for the ‘th marginal of H (x). We have determined in Section
2.4 all univariate solutions of (12). These are the types of the distributions
stated in the theorem. Since the marginals are differentiable, elementary

results of calculus imply that H (x) is continuous. The proof is complete. &

Theorem 5.2.3. Let X,,X,,...,X, be i.i.d. m-dimensional vectors with
commondistribution function F(x). Then there are vectors a, and b, >0 such
that (Z,—a,)/b, converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution function
H(x)if, and only if, each marginal belongs to the domain of attraction of one
of the distributions H,,(x), H2,,(x), and Hy(x) and if, as n+ 0,

DE(yaa)Diy (Yr Y20-0Ym (13)

Proof. First, let us assume that, with some vectors a, and b,>0,
(Z,, —a,)/b, converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution H(x). Then,
by Theorem 5.2.2, H (x) is continuous. Consequently, we can apply Lemma
5.2.1, which yields that the univariate marginals of F(x) belong to the
domain of attraction of one of the mentioned distributions. Furthermore, if
(6) holds, then, on accountof (5), (9), and (10),

DP (245225-++12m)>Dip Var Ya00++1Ym)s (14)

where z, = F,(a,,, + 5,,x,) andy, = H,(x,), where the subscript ¢ refers to the
tth componentor marginal distribution as appropriate. But z,"—y, for each
t and D,,(y) is continuous by H(x)’s being continuous (Theorem 5.2.2).
Therefore, (14) implies (13).

Let us now turn to the converse. With the notations of the previous
paragraph, we assume that (13) holds and that zy, for 1<t<m, as
n—+o. Applying again that D,,(y) is continuous, we get the validity of
(14), which, in view of (5), (9), and (10), yields (6). The theorem is
established. A

For completing the discussion, we add the following simple result.

Theorem 5.2.4. An m-variate distribution function H(x)is a limit distri-
bution in (6) if, and only if, its univariate marginals are of the same type as
one of the functions H,,(x), Hz,,(x), and H,(x) and if its dependence
Junction Dy satisfies the condition of Theorem 5.2.1.

Proof. If H(x) is a limit in (6), then Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 imply the
conclusion of the theorem. Conversely, let the univariate marginals of
H(x) and D,, be as stated. Then,for all n > 1, and for each 1 < t< m,there
are numbers a, ,, and 6,, >0 such that the marginals H,(x) satisfy

HF? (4,+ b,,.) = H, (x). (15)
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Choose H(x) as the population distribution F(x). Let a, =
(4), nr F2.nr-++rOmn) and b, (5,4,529s+++>2m.n)- We now apply previous
relations in the following order: first (5), then the definition (9). It will be
followed by (15), (10), and finally by the condition of Theorem 5.2.1. We
get

P(Z, <a, +b,x) = H" (x)

= Dago[ HY (aynt OinX1)s0++o He (Gn t OnnXm) |

= Diy-| Hy (x,),--++Hm (*n)]

= Dal Hi!" (x1),---> Ha!” (Xm) |

= Dyl Hy (%,)y.-+sHyy (Xp) ] =H 00.
Thus, (Z, —a,)/b, converges weakly to H (x); thatis, H (x) is a limit in (6).
The proof is completed. A

In principle, we have completed the investigation. Given an m-variate
distribution function F(x), we check if its marginals belong to the domain
of attraction of one of H,,(x),H,(x), and H,o(x). If yes, then we use the
methods of Chapter 2 to determine the components of the normalizing
vectors a, and b,. Furthermore, we determine D,(y) by its definition (9)
and check if D?(y'/") converges. If this limit exists, then we check the
condition of Theorem 5.2.1. If it holds and if it is a dependence function,
then we have got the actual limit distribution.

In several practical problems, the questionis only if a given distribution
is a limiting form for Z,, when suitably normalized. If the assumption of
the observations’ being i.i.d. vectors is justified, then the answer is quite
simple: one has to check the types of its marginals andthe validity of the
condition of Theorem 5.2.1.

Example 5.2.4. Let H,(x), H,(x),...,H,,(x) be of the same type as one
of H,,(x), H2,(x), and H;(x). Then

H(x) = Hy,(x1)(x2)- ++ Hm (%m)

is a possible limit in (6).
By assumption, the condition of Theorem 5.2.3 on the marginals is

satisfied. Furthermore, by definition,

Du (Y) =Y192"* Yon

for which the condition of Theorem 5.2.1 is evident. An appeal to Theorem
5.2.4 yields the claim. A
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In this example, of course, it was not necessary to use Theorem 5.2.4.
One can easily get the conclusion by starting with a basic vector whose
components are independent.

Example 5.2.5. The distribution function

H(x), Xz, +5 Xm) texp{ —exp[ —min(x,,x2,...,X) ]}

is a possible limit in (6).
We use Theorem 5.2.4. The marginal distributions H,(x,)=exp(—e~™)

= H,((x,). Therefore, it remains to check the validity of the condition of
Theorem 5.2.1. From the definition, since

exp{ —exp[ —min(x,,x,...,X,,) ]} =min{exp[ —exp(—x,)]:1<j<m},

Daz (VY29-++Ym) =MIN(Y1529 -- + Yn)

Hence, for k > 1,

Di (yt/*,..s¥4/*) = [min(y}/*,....¥l/* |*=min(y,,....%m)s

which was to be shown. A

Notice that H(x,,x2,...,X,,) above is the Fréchet upper bound (Theorem
5.1.1) of all m-variate distribution functions F(x) whose univariate margi-
nals F,(x,)= H3o(x,) for each 1<t<m.

Example 5.2.6. The distribution

H (x),X2) = H3,9(X1)H3, (x,)| 1+3(1— 39(x,)(1- H3,9(x2))|

does not occur as a limit in (6).
As a matter of fact, even though the marginals H,(x,)=H3(x) and

H,(x2) = H3(x2), the dependence function

Dy (¥1,92) =yi¥a[ 1+3(1-y)(1 —y2) |

fails to satisfy the condition of Theorem 5.2.1. A

In the next section we give an equivalent result to Theorem 5.2.3, which
is simpler to apply to certain distributions.

5.3. FURTHER CRITERIA FOR THE
LLD. CASE

Let X=(X,X®,...,X™) be a vector with distribution function F(x).
Let j(k)=(. J2---sJp)) 1<k<m be a vector with components 1 <j, <

J2<++* <j, Sm. The distribution function Fy,)(x,,...,%,) of the vector
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(X4, ...,X©) is called a k-dimensional marginal distribution, which is
obtained from F(x) by letting x,+ 00 for all #/,, j2,...,j,. We also use
the previously introduced notation

Gi%Xp a 1%) = P(x) ?XX? Hig oyXW ? x,)-

For j(m) =(1,2,...,m) we drop the subscript and we write G(x),,X2,..-,Xm)
Wecall G(x) the survival function and Gy,)(x,,...,2;,) marginal survival
functions. If we consider a sequence of distributions, then, when turning to

marginals, we indicate the sequence by a second subscript. If we change F
into anotherletter, then this new letter with a subscript j(k) will denoteits
corresponding marginal. For example, a limit distribution in (6) is denoted
by H(x), and thus Hy,)(x;,...,%,) denotes its marginal corresponding to
the components j(k).
Now let X,,X,,...,X,, be iid. vectors which are distributed as X. We

assume that F(x) is such that each of its univariate marginals belongs to
the domain ofattraction of one of H,,(x), Hz,(x), and H3(x). There-
fore, there are constants a, ,, and b,,>0 such that, as n— +00,

lim F.”, (4,,, + 5,,,x) = H, (x), l<t<m, (16)

where H,(x) is of the same type as one of the above mentioned three
distributions. We assume that a,, and 5, ,, have been determined and we
Put &, = (4,91429r-++14m,,) and b, =(d,,,529)-++19m,,). We now prove the
following result.

Theorem 5.3.1. With the notations of the preceding paragraph, (Z,—
a,)/b, converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution H(x) if, and only if,
for each fixed vector j(k) andfor all x for which H,(x,),1<t<m, of (16) are
positive, the limits, as n—> +00

lim nGyx),n(9),.n + b,, nXjn A Gin + Byn%un) = AyaXp5%) (17)

are finite, and the function

H(x)=ex| > (-1 > hyn) (18)
k=l I< jy<s* <i

is a nondegenerate distribution function. The actuallimit distribution function
of (Z,,—a,)/b,, is the one given in (18).

When the limit distribution H(x) exists, .then the following inequalities

hold. Let s > be an integer. Then

H (x; 2s+1)< H (x) < A (x;2s), (19)
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where

Hoxt=ero{ 3(08 D bunts) (20)
l<jp<-+- <jpcm

Proof. We first prove that if (17) holds, then (Z,—a,)/b, converges
weakly and the limit distribution H (x) satisfies (18) and (19). In view of

the basicrelations (5) and (6), we thus have to prove

F" (a, +b,x)—>A (x). (21)

First, note that if x is such that, for at least one ¢, H,(x,)=0 in (16), then
F"(a,+b,x)—0. Namely, if x is any vector whose ‘th componentis x,,
then the inequality

F(a, +b,x) < F, (4,5 +b,,x,)

implies that the limit in (21) is zero. Therefore, let x be such that, for all
t,H,(x,)>0. Then, in view of (17), F(a, +b,x)—>1 as n—+ 00 and thus, for
large n, F(a, +b,x)>0. We can therefore turn to logarithms as well, as we
can apply the asymptotic relation (Taylor’s formula)

; logF(a, +b,,x)
lima|,

n=+o0 1— F(a, +b,x)

Hence, as n+ 00,

F" (a, +b,x) =exp[ nlogF(a, +b,x) ]~exp{ —n[1—F(a,+b,x)]}. (22)

We thus get from (2) and (17) that (21) holds and that the limit H (x)
satisfies (18). Applying (3) and (17), we arrive at (19). The sufficiency of
the theorem has been proved.
Turning to the converse, we assume (21). Let x be such that, forall ¢,

H,(x,)>0. We shall prove the validity of (17). Since (16) implies (17) for
k=1 (apply (22) with one component), the elementary inequality

Gyk,n(¥j,>- J,) < 1 —, F, (y,); 1 < t < k,

yields that, for any k,

NGb),n(Gn + BynXj,n ee Gin t bynXj,n)

are bounded.Therefore, we can select a subsequence n* of n on which(17)
holds. Let us repeat thefirst part of the proof for this subsequence. We get
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that the limit H(x) of (21) satisfies (18) where the limits in (17) may

depend on the actual subsequence n*. Observing, however, that (21)
implies that all bivariate marginals of F"(a, +b,x) converge to the corre-
sponding bivariate marginals of H (x) (the proof is similar to Lemma5.2.1,
wherethe univariate marginals were treated), we conclude from the repre-
sentation (18) with m=2 that (17) cannot depend on n* for k =2. Consid-
ering trivariate marginals, one gets the validity of (17) for k =3. Proceeding
this way, (17) follows for all k <m. The first part of the proof now gives
that the limit //(x) of (21) satisfies (18). Therefore, the limits of (17) are

such that the expression in (18) is a nondegenerate distribution function.

This completes the proof. A

Notice that the special case s=0 of (19) yields the inequality H (x; 1) <

H (x). This, when written in detail, shows that an arbitrary H (x) is never

exceeded by the product of its univariate marginals.

In the following theorem,thejust mentioned special form of (19) is com-
bined with an upperinequality using univariate and bivariate marginals. We
introduce the following notations. For the distribution function H(x), let
H,(x;), 1 <j < m, and H,(x,,x;), 1 < i#j < m,respectively, be the uni-
variate and bivariate marginals ofH(x). We put

H*(x) =H, (%,)H2(x2) *** Hn(%m)

and

H,(x;,x;)

H(x;)H,(x;)

Notice that H*(x) is the distribution function of the components contained
in H if these components were independent, while c,,(x;,x;) is a measure of
pairwise dependence.

Cy(2%) =

Theorem 5.3.2. Put k,for the integerpartofthe ratio

{2 log eg U. i cons)|g H*(x)],

and set s=ky+2.Then

2/s(s—1)

H*(x) < H(x) <[H*(x)P/ t, ou. : cs)|

where H(x)is as at (21).
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Proof. Asremarked,the lower inequality is already contained in (19),
so only the upper inequality needs proof.
By assumption, (21) is satisfied. Denoting by F,and F,, the univariate and

bivariate marginals ofF, (17) yields, asm > +00,

lim n(1 —F(a,+b,x)]= —log H(x),

lim nll — F,(a,,+ bjn%))|= —log H,(x;)

and

lim nl —Fy(aint bin%is Ayn +B;nX))|= —log H,(x,,x)).

Next, observe that 1 — F(a,+b,x) is the probability of the union of the
events A,,={X”) = a,,+b,,x,}. Hence, by Theorem 1.4.3, for any integer
k 22,

1—F(a,+b,x) > (2/k)S,,—{2/k(k-1)}S2, 5

where

Sin= 2 [1 —F)(aj.n+5;..%)|
j=

and

San 2 P(X& aig t DinXi, XP = aig t DjnX)-
1 i j m

Now,sincefor an arbitrary vector (U,V),

P(U =u, V2 v)=1-—P(U < u)—P(V < v)+P(U <u, V<v),

the earlier established limits yield (since m is fixed)

lim nS,,,= —log H*(x), n> +0,

and

lim nS,,,

=

log t, ssUa cases}

The inequality now follows with an arbitrary integer k > 2 in the placeofs.
Thats is optimal amongall k > 2 follows from the second part of Theorem
1.4.3 upon observing that

282.n/Sin ane 27S2.n/2S\.n5
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and so the optimal value of k will eventually not change as n increases. The
proofis complete. A

The following importantresult is an immediate consequence of Theorem
043.2:

Corollary 53.1. Assume that (Z,—a,)/b, has a nondegenerate asymp-
totic distribution H(x). Then the components of (Z,—a,)/b, are asymptoti-
cally independent if, and only if, the limits in (17) are identically zero for
k=2,or equivalently, cy (x,,x;)=1 for all ij.

Example 5.3.1. Let X be an m-dimensional normal vector. Let each of
the components of X have zero expectation and unit variance. Let
X,,X,,...,X, be independent observations on X. Then the components of

(Z, —a,)/b, are asymptotically independent, where each componentof a,
and b, is an appropriate normalizing constant for the standard normal
distribution (see Section 2.3.2). In other words, the asymptotic distribution

H (x) of (Z,—a,)/D, is H,o(%1)H3,o(%2): + + H3,%)-
For showing this claim, we appeal to Corollary 5.3.1. In view of its

conclusion, we have to investigate (17) with k=2. Because a bivariate
marginal of normalvectors is normal,it suffices to show thatif (X,Y) has
a bivariate normaldistribution then, as n— + 00,

nP(X >a,+6,x,Y >a,+6,y)0, (23)

where a, and b, >0 are chosenasin Section 2.3.2. This choice implies that,

as n— + 00,

nP(X >a,+5b,x)>-e°*, nP(Y>a,+5,y)e ’.

Thus, if one writes (u, =a, + b,x, v,=a,+,y),

P(X >u,, Y > v,)

P(X >u,)

we get (23) by the well-known property of the bivariate normaldistribution
(which is obtained by an easy calculation) that the last fraction in (24)
tends to zero as both u, and v, tend toinfinity. A

P(X >u,, Y > v,)=P(X >u,) (24)

Notice that, although Corollary 5.3.1 is stated in terms of the normaliz-
ing constants a, and b,, the criterion (23) can always be reducedto thelast
fraction in (24) tending to zero. In this latter limit, the actual form of u,

and v, is not essential. In other words, one does not have to compute a,
and b, for applying Corollary 5.3.1. A similar remark also applies to

Theorem 5.3.1 (see the discussion after Example 5.4.2, including Theo-
rems 5.4.3 and 5.4.4).
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5.4. ON THE PROPERTIES OFH(x)

Wehave given two characterizations of the possible asymptotic distribu-
tion H(x) of (Z, —a,)/b,. One was given in Section 5.2 in terms of the
univariate marginals and the dependence function. The other was obtained

in Theorem 5.3.1, and a specific representation (18) was given. We now

return to thefirst case.
Wehave seen (Theorem 5.2.4) that a function H (x) can occuras a limit

in (6) if, and only if, its univariate marginals H,(x,), 1<2<m, belong to
one of the types of H,(x), Hz,,(x), and H,(x) and its dependence

function satisfies, for k > 2,

Di (918 9218s Ym) = Dr Vs Y9-++s Ym) (25)

We know that a monotonic transformation does not affect a dependence

function. We know also that if T(x) is a distribution function which
belongs to oneof the types of H, ,(x), H2,(x), and H3o(x), then T(x) can
be transformed to H;o(x) by a monotonic transformation. Therefore, we
can assume, without loss of generality, that H (x) is such that, for each 1,

1<i<m, H,(x,)= H,(x,). In addition, (25) is assumed to hold. For the
present section, H (x) will always denote a multivanate distribution func-
tion with the mentioned univariate marginals and whichsatisfies (25).

Theorem 5.4.1. For all H(x),

exp] — > exo(—) < H(x)<exp{ —exp[ —min(x,,x,,...,x,)]}.
=!

Both bounds are sharp.

Proof. The upper inequality is the Fréchet bound of Theorem 5.1.1. On
the other hand, the lower inequality is the special case s =0 of (19) (for its
meaning, see the remark after the end of the proof of Theorem 5.3.1). The
fact that both boundsare sharp follows by observing that both bounds are
actually H-functions. Indeed, their univariate marginals are H;o(x,), 1<¢
< m (let x; + 00 for all j/##). In addition, a simple calculation showsthat
their dependence functions y, y.---y,, and MiN(y,,)2,---:Ym)> respectively,
satisfy (25). This completes the proof. A

If H (x) does not split into the product of its univariate marginals, then
more restrictive bounds are provided by (19). Of course, if marginals in all
dimensions are known, then (18) gives an exact expression for H (x). We
now deduce anotherrepresentation for H (x). Wefirst prove the following
extension of (25).
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Lemma 5.4.1. If H (x) satisfies (25) for all integers k > 1, then it satisfies
(25) when k is replaced by any real number s >0.

Proof. Let s>1 be a real numberandlet k be its integer part. Since
Dyj(¥\,¥20-++>Ym) IS NOndecreasing in each ofits variables,

Dy (yi...a Wk) < Dy Oi:wut) < Dy (yf... An BARS") ;

Therefore (abbreviating (yj,...,¥,,) to y’)

Di*" (y'/*) < Di, (y'/") < Df (y*). (26)
By assumption, (25) holds for integer k. Thus

Di (y'*)= Dj"! (y'“4*") = Dy (9).
Substituting these last identities into (26) and letting s—+ oo, we get

lim Dj, (y'“*) = Dy, (y). (26a)

Namely, D,,(y) is continuous (Theorem 5.2.2 and Remark 5.2.1) and thus
lim D,(y'“*) = lim D,, (y'/“* ») = D,,(1,1,...,1)=1. From (26a), for any
s>0,

Dy(y)= lim| Dit (y'/™)

pak im { Dal (y'”")'”"]}

= Di(y'”),

which was to be proved. A

Let us introduce the function

Dig (V120-+ + Ym) = — logDy(e~”',e %,...,€ 7),

where 0<y, < +00, 1<4< m. In view of Lemma 5.4.1,

Sdy(y)=d,(sy),  s>0. (27)

A function thatsatisfies (27) is known as Euler’s homogeneous function (of
order one). This equation has drawn muchattention in the mathematical
literature and comes up in different contexts. Its best-known solution,
stated for our form of H(x), says that there is a function v(u,, >, ...,t%p,—1)
of m—1 variables such that

H(x)= H3,9(%1)H3,0(*2)° ++ M3,aemeeo (28)
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Since marginals of H (x) in any dimension are also possible limits in (6)
with a reduced numberof variables, all marginals of H(x) have a repre-
sentation similar to (28). From this fact, together with inequalities on H(x),
one can easily deduce several restrictions on v(u,,u,...,U%,,—,)- However,
the notations become very complicated for arbitrary m. We therefore
restrict ourselves to m=2, the bivariate case, for some further discussion.

In this case, (28) reduces to

H(x,,x2)™ [ Hs, (x1)Ho(x) (28a)

Evaluating the marginals by letting separately x, or x, tend to infinity, we
get v(+00)= 0(—0o)=1. The inequalities of Theorem 5.4.1 yield

max(l,e~”)
ite < v(y) <1. (29)

Further restriction on v(y) is obtained by the following consideration. Let
(Z“,Z®) be a random vector with distribution function H(x,,x,). Then,
with Ax, >0 and Ax, >0,

O< P(x, <ZM< x, +Ax,,x.<Z%<x,+Ax,)

7 (x, +Ax,,x,+Ax,)— H(x,,x,+Ax2)—- H(x,+Ax,,x2)+ H(x;,,>).

This inequality, together with the monotonicity of the marginals, yields for
v(y) the properties listed below.

(1+ e”)o(y)is nondecreasing (30)

(1+e7”)ov(y)is nonincreasing (31)

and, for z>x, s>y,

(e~7+e~*)o(s—z)+(e-*+e-”)o(y— x)

<(e~*+e-*)o(s—x)+(e-7+e-”)o(y—z). (32)

Finally, in view of Theorem 5.2.2, v(y) is continuous. The reader can
easily verify that the listed propertiés of v(y)—thatis, v(+ 00)= v(— 00)=
1, v(y) is continuous and satisfies (29)-(32)—are also sufficient for
H(x,,x,) of (28a) to be a bivariate limit in (6). One simply has to check
that H(x,,x,) of (28a) is a distribution function, its marginals are Ho(x,)
and H;(x2), respectively, and its dependence function satisfies (25).

If H(x,,x,) has a density, then a neat representation holds.

Theorem 5.4.2. If H(x,,x2) has density 07H/(0x,0x,), then v(y) in the
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representation (28a)is of the form

eff°" a(u)dut [”ete(u)du

o(y)=1-—__-* (33)
where g(y)>0 is an arbitrary function with

[orsaus 1, [e's(u)du < 1. (34)
od

Conversely, any function H(x,,x2) of (28a) with v(y) satisfying (33) and (34)

is a limiting distribution in (6).

Proof. Wefirst observe that v(y) of (33) satisfies v(+ 00)= v(—0o)=1.
Next, we conclude from (28a) that if H(x,,x,) has density, then v(y)is

twice differentiable. Therefore, collecting all terms to the right handside in

(32), dividing by z— x, and letting z—>x results in the inequality

e~*o(s—x)+e~*o0(s—x)+e7v'(s—x)—e"v'(y— x)

—e7*v'(y—x)—e7*0(y— x) 20.

If we now divide this inequality by s—y and let sy, we get

(e~*-—e7”)o'(y— x) +(e-*+e”)v"(y— x) 20,

or, dividing by e~*,

(l—e7“)v'(u) +(1+e7“)v"(u) > 0. (35)

Let us put

g(u)=(1—e™“)o'(u) + (1 +e“)o"(u). (36)

Then, on accountof (35), g(u) > 0. Further, the solution of the differential
equation (36), under the condition v(+ 00)= o(— 00) = 1 as well as (30) and.

(31), is the function (33), which shouldsatisfy (34). This proves the claimed

representation.
As to the converse, one has to check that the function H(x,,x,) of (28a)

with o(y) defined in (33) and (34) is a distribution function. This is a

simple and routine calculation. We thus omit the details. The theorem is

established. A

Example 5.4.1. Let g(u)=e~*“ for u>0 and zero otherwise. We then
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get

I+ie” ify <0,

tener ify >0

Consequently, by (28a), the function

H(x),x2) sexp[(—e7*!— e7*#)0(x2—- x,)]

=exp(—e~*?—je7*') if x, > xz

mexp(—e""$e) ifx,< x,

is a possible limit distribution in (6).
The claim of the example is obtained by a straight substitution into

Theorem 5.4.2. Starting with a function g(u) > 0, one first has to check the
validity of (34). If it holds, then o(y) can be evaluated with (33) and
H(x,,x,) by (28a). A

Example 5.4.2. The distribution F(x,y) of a vector (X,Y) is in the
domain ofattraction of H(x,,x,) of the preceding example if, and only if,
its marginals F(x, + 00) and F(+0o,y) are in the domain of attraction of
Hy,fx) and if G(x,y)= P(X > x,Y > y)satisfies

imnG(4,,,+ 8),,X1,42,_ + bz,,X2) eC *2u(x,—x;),

where u(x,— x,)=je*"*! or 1—4e*'~* according as x, >x oF x, < Xz,
respectively. Here, (a,,,@2,,) and (6,,,5,,,) are the normalizing constants
for the univariate marginals.
We now arrive at the conclusion of the example by an appeal to

Theorem 5.3.1. The function H(x,,x,) of the previous example is given in
the form (18), where h,(x,)=e7*', h(x.) =e7*2, and h,o(x,,x.)=e7“u(x,
—x,), where u(y) is as specified above. Thus, the criterion expressed in
(17) is exemplified above. A

We can avoid the necessity of actually calculating (a,,,@,,,) and
(5,,,»52,,) before applying Theorem 5.3.1. This can be done in the same
manner in which we avoided the computation of these constants in
Example 5.3.1. For simplicity, we carry out the necessary steps for the case
whenthe marginals of F(x,y) are identical, F(x, + 00) = F(+ 00,x)= F(x).
Then, for F(x) to be in the domain ofattraction of H;o(x), it is necessary
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andsufficient that, with some h(t), as t>u(F),

1- Fl t+xh(1)]

1— F(t)

Here, h(t) can be chosen so that h(a,)=5,, where a, and b, denote the
commonvalues of a,,, a2, and b,,,5,,, respectively (see Section 2.5). We
have also seen that

lim me*, x real.

n{ 1—F(a,)]>

as n— +00. Thus, if

G(t+h(t)x,,t+h(t)x,)

1- F(t)

as [>AF), then, with t=a,, h(t)=5,,

—e~*u(x,—x,) (37)

G(t+hA(1)x,,t+h(t)x,)

1— F(t)

also converges to e°“u(x,—x,). The converse statement 1s also true
(which is immediate by the methods of Sections 2.4 or 2.5). Thus, the
criterion of Example 5.4.2 is equivalent to (37). The general statement of
the transformation of Theorem 5.3.1 into a parametric form like (37)is not
essentially different from the preceding argument. Even the assumption of
identical marginal distributions can be avoidedbythe transformationsgiven
in the following statements.

nG (a, + b,X1,4, + b,x2)=n[1— F(t)]

Theorem 5.4.3. Let H(x) be a limiting distribution in (6) whose uni-
variate marginaldistributions are H,4(x), 1 <j < m. Let F be thepopu-
lation distribution. Assumethat the univariate marginals F, ofF are even-
tually strictly increasing. Define the functions 5(t)= G,'(G,(t)),
2 <j < m, whereG,= 1 — F,. Then(6), or equivalently (21), holds, if, and
only if, ast 3 +0,

1-F I» 92 29° °° sy Sm m
limeee—log H(x).

The case of the univariate marginals’ being H ,,is left to the reader as

Exercise 13.

Theorem 5.4.4. Let H(x) be a limiting distribution in (6) whose uni-
variate marginals are H;,9(x,), 1 < j < m. Then (6) holdsif, and onlyif, as
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t-> o(F,),

1-F
limos—log H(x),

whereF, is thej-th univariate marginalofthe population distributionfunc-
tionF, G;=1—F,, 8(t) =(s\(t), °° * , Sm(t)) with s(t) =G, '(G,(t))and
u(t) =(u,(t), °° * , Un(t)) with uj(t) =R(s,(t)), where R; is the expected
residuallife functionofF;. ; .

Notall limiting distributions H (x,,x,) have density, and thus Theorem
5.4.2 does not apply to arbitrary H(x,,x,). For example, H(x,,x,)=
exp[ — max(e~*',e~*2)], obtained in Theorem 5.4.1 as the upper bound of
all possible limiting distributions (see the convention stated just before
Theorem 5.4.1 concerning the form of H(x)), does not have a density.
Some further analysis of this distribution, however, can lead to another
representation that is applicable to any limiting distribution in (6).

Let us first introduce a parameter in the above H (x,, x2). Namely,let us
consider

H(x,,x);p) =exp{ —max[ pe~*,(1—p)e~**]}, (38)

where 0<p< 1. This imposes a parameter on the marginsas well, but they
remain of the same type as H;o(x). Next, we enlarge the above parametric
family to

H*(x,x,)=exp{ - f'max(pe~*,(1—p)e~*)aU(p)}, (39)

where U(p)is a distribution function concentrated on the interval 0,1].
Then we get back (38) with a degenerate distribution function U(p), which
is degenerate at some point in (0,1). It is immediate from Theorem 5.2.4
that the function in (39) is a possible limit in (6). As a matter of fact, its
margins are of the same type as H;o(x), and its dependence function

Dye (yny2) =exp = Jmax( —plogy,, -(1 -p)logy,)aU()|

-evidently satisfies (25). Now the fact is that the class H*(x,,x,) coincides
with te classof all limiting distributions in (6) whose marginsare of the
type ofH3o(x) (by the nature of (39), we actually get H;.(x+A),A > 0,
for the margins). The additional advantage of (39) is that it can easily be
extended to a representation ofthe limits in (6) for arbitrary dimension. Be-
fore formulating the exact statementin higher dimensions, we introduce a
concept.
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Definition 5.4.1. The m-dimensional unit simplex S is the set of vectors
p with nonnegative components p, such that D7_,p, = 1.

Wenowestablish the following general representation forH(x). This, in
fact, gives a new solution of (27).

Theorem 5.4.5. (The Pickands Representation). Let H (x) be a
function with univariate margins H,(x,) =H39(x,+A,), A, > 0. Let U(p)
be afinite measure onthe m-dimensionalunitsimplexS. ThenH (x)is alim-

iting distribution in (6) if, and only if,

H(x)=ex{ ~ f[ max(ne*)]dv()}. (40)

Proof. (Thisis the original proof of J. Pickands, reproduced here with
the kind permissionofthe author.)
On accounts ofTheorem 5.2.4, Lemma 5.4.1 and formula (9), H(x), whose

marginals are ofthe type ofH3,9(x), is alimiting distribution in (6) if, and only
if, forevery vectory > 0, andscalart,0 < t < +o,the transformation(recall

(27))

P(y1,Y25 mS Ym) =Dy(e~”, Cry e7*) (41)

of the dependence function Dyof satisfies

t log P(y,/t, y2/t, meet Ym/t) = log P(y1,¥2 Sos Ym) + (42)

Wefirst provethat (40)is sufficient for (42). Clearly, the transformation
(41) of (40) satisfies (42). It remains to prove that P(y)is a distribution
function. Without rigor one could argue as wedid at (38) and (39) in two
dimensions. However, wegiveall details here. Let V be a random vector
with components V;= U/a,, whereO < a; < +00 buta, > 0 forat least one

i, and U is a unit exponential variable. Then

P(V, = v,,V2 = V2,°°* » Vn = Vm) =P(U = max ay,)
1<i<m (43)

=exp(— max a,,).
1Sism

Hence,upon putting P*(v) for the left hand side above,it satisfies (42) and
the transformation

S;= 1/V,, v,=e™, 1<iss m, (43a)
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leads to the conclusionthat

P(y1,y25 Maes Ym) =ex9(- max ae) (44)

1s<ism

is a distribution function. Since (43) and (44) are equivalent forms, wepro-
ceed with (43). Let V and V* be independentvectors, each distributed asat
(43). Weshall, in fact, refer to (43) as the survival function of (the distri-
bution of) ofthe vector involved. Let V** be the vector ofthe component by
component minimaofV and V*. Then the logarithm ofthe survival function
of V** equals

— max ay;— max ajv;.
1<Sigsm 1sism

In addition,note that the form of (43)is not effected by changesofscale. We
thus havethat ifp(v) is in the linear convexset of the functions max(a,v,),
exp( —p(v) ) isasurvival function. With the transformation leading to (44)
this now completesthe sufficiencypart of the proof.

Weturn to the necessity. We again argue with survival functions via the
transformation (43a), i.e., the survival function ofvectorV = Oatthe point
v becomesthedistribution function ofS at exp( — y). Hence,in view of(41)
and (42), we have to provethatifP(y) is asurvival function satisfying (42),
then

—log py)=[,| max (avo dU(q), (45)
1siam

where S and U(q)are as defined in the theorem.
Wepermit that some components,but notall, becomeinfinite. So, we are

dealing with the m-dimensionalfirst ‘quadrant’ from which the point with
each componentinfinity has been removed. We nowshowthaton the Borel
subsetsofthis set there is a unique sigma-finite probability measure mp(.)
such that, on

B(y)=UW, < yb, (46)

m,(B(y)) = —log P(y), (47)

and, for any measurable set A and any t,0 < t <+o,

mp(A) =tm,(A/t), (48)
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where the set A/t={a: taeA}. The random vectorV is suchthatits survival

function is P(y).
For proving (47) and (48), for each t, 0<t< +00, we introduce

mp,(.) =tP(./t), where P(.) is the probability measure defined by P(y).

Uponutilizing

—log P(y) = —logi1—(1-P(y))] ~ 1-P(y), Py) 91,

weget from (42), ast > + 0,

lim t(1—P(y/t)) = —log P(y). (49)

Definethe set function

m,(.) =lim mp,(.) =lim tP(./t) (t73 +00).

Now,on accountof (46) and (49),

mp(B(y))= lim ¢P(B(y)/t)= lim t(1—P(y/t)) = —log P(y),
t=+o0 t= +00

that is, (47) holds. In order to see that mp(.) is a sigma-finite measure, first
notice that it is finitely additive by passageto the limit. It is countably ad-
ditive, since log P(y) is nonincreasing in all subsetsofits set of arguments.
Finally, it is sigma-finite since mp(B(y)) is finite. All that remains is to
demonstrate thevalidity of (48). It is sufficient to show thatit holdsforall
sets of the form B(y) of (46). But, by (42) and (47),

tmp(B(y/t)) = —t log P(y/t) = —log P(y) =mp,(B(y)).

Hence,all that was said about m,{.) have been established.

Upon comparing (45) and (47), ouraimis to obtain an integral represen-
tation of mp(B(y)), given (48). We introduce an alternative coordinate
system. For our points y = (y,,y2, °** » Ym), We introduce

a=) Dye and =($or) : (50)

which we call, respectively, the direction and modulus coordinates on the

unit simplex S. Notice that y,= +00 if, and only if, g,;=0 provided that

O<r< +o.

The property (48) holds if, and onlyif, mp(.) is a product measure with
one dimensional Lebesgue measure on the modulusr and a finite measure
U,(.) for the direction q on the unit simplex S. To see this, for a, b,
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O<a<b<+.o, let the set A(a,b)={(r,q): a<r<b, qeC}, where
C is some Borel subset of S. By (50), if y is replaced by yr, then r is
replaced by rt and the vector qeS is unchanged. Now, clearly,
A(a,b) =A(0,b)NA‘(0,a). By (48), for any 0 < t < +00,

A(0,b)/t=A(0,b/t) = {(r,q): r = b/t, qeC}.

Hence, since mp(A/t)=mp(A)/t (see (48)), we proved m,(A(0,d))

= bm,(A(0,1)), which is the product of b, the one dimensional Lebesgue
measure, and

Up(C) =mp(A(0,1))=mp({(7,q): r <1, qeC}),

a measure on S.
Weare nowin the position to establish (45). From the definition at (50),

for each qeS, V, < y, if, and onlyif, the modulus R ofthe vectorV satisfies
R/q, = y,, that is, if R < qy,. So, the conditional Lebesgue measure

L(V, < ya) =qs. Hence, from (46), L(B(y)|q)= max q,y,, and so,
by (47), 1<itrm

log Pty) =m4(B(y))= |, L(B(y)Ia) aU>(a)

=| ( max aw dU,(q).
S\i1<i<m

The proof is completed. A

It is not aneasy task to give the representation (40) for a given H(x).
But one usually does not aim at giving another form of H(x) whenit is
already known. The value of (40) lies in its possibility of generating
functions which are limits in (6). Such a problem of producing limiting
distributions H(x) is faced by the statistician who wants to make a
decision on the form of H(x) by a goodness offit test, based on a given set
of data. The comments made on this difficult practical question in the
univariate case apply to multivariate situations as well. An additional
difficulty here is that when a reasonable decision has been madeonthe uni-
variate marginal distributions, there still remains a large number of
possibilities for the actual multivariate distribution of the population. This
is further complicated by the fact that the theory of multivariate distribu-
tions is far from being thorough. Andfinally, even if one is convinced that
the appropriate distribution F(x) of the population has been found, its
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actual computation in dimension m > 5 canbe tremendouslydifficult (this
is why probably most readers have not seen a table even for four-dimen-
sional normal distributions). Some of these difficulties, however, can be
avoided if the interest is H (x). This is illustrated in the following numerical
examples.

Example 5.4.3. Assume that X,,X,,..., X59 are independent observa-
tions on X=(X,X@,X ©,x), where X is a normal vector with E(X“)
=0 and V(X”)=1, 1<j<4. Let us find P(Z9<x), where x=
(3, 3.5, 2.8, 4).

If we wanted the exact distribution of Z,.9, we would need a table for
four-dimensional normaldistributions with actually arbitrary covariances.
This can, however, be avoided by an appeal to asymptotic theory. In
Example 5.3.1, we have seen that the components of (Z,—a,)/b, are
asymptotically independent, where the components of both a, and b, are
identical and they can be computed by the formulas of Section 2.3.2. We
get

Q259™ 2.685, by59= 0.301.

Thus, in view of (x—85q)/Dy59™* (1.047, 2.708, 0.382, 4.369),

 

Zrs0— M259 X— M250
Paspx)P(“28 < Doo

~H39 ( 1.047)H39 (2.708)39 (0.382)H39 (4.369)

= 0.329. A

544. Let X,,X,,...,Xj99 be independent observations on X=
(X ©,X®@,X©,X), where each component is unit exponential variate
and each bivariate marginal distribution is a Morgenstern distribution (see
Example 5.1.1). Find P(Zj99 <x) with x= (6, 6.5, 6.2, 5.8).

Notice that we did not specify the distribution of X. Hence, the answer
could not be given without the asymptotic theory. With the asymptotic
theory, however, we know that Z,—a, has an asymptotic distribution,
where each componentof a, is logn. As a matter of fact, by the result of
Example 5.2.1 and by Theorem 5.3.1 and Corollary 5.3.1, the components
of Z,—a, are asymptotically independent, with univariate margins
Hyx,), 1< <4. One has only to observe that

nG (x +logn, y +logn)—>0

as n-»+00. Hence, all limits of (17) exist (and they are zero). Thus
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(log 100= 4.605)

P (Zy99 <x) = P(Z09— ®100 <X — B00)

~Hy,9(1.395)H9 (1.895)Hyo (1.595)H,9 (1.195)

=0.405. A

Example 5.4.5. Let us change the Morgenstern distributions to
Mardia’s distribution in the previous example. Let us estimate P(Z,99 <x),
where again x =(6,6.5, 6.2, 5.8).

Again, the distribution of X is not specified, and thus P(Zj9) <x) cannot
be computed exactly. Neither can the asymptotic theory be applied to
compute the above probability, because the components are not indepen-
dent as n—»+ 00 (see Example 5.2.2). Therefore, formula (18) shows that
the asymptotic distribution of Z, —a, (each componentof a, is again logn,
as shown in Example 5.2.1) depends, for example, on the trivariate
margins, which we do not know. We can, however, give estimates. The

inequalities of Theorem 5.4.1 yield, when asymptotic theory is applied,

0.405 < P (Zig) <x) < H3,9 (1.195) = 0.739.

The lower bound can be improved considerably by the inequality of
Exercise 1. That an improvementis possible can be expected, since in the
estimates above we did not use bivatiate margins. We found in Example
5.2.2 that the bivariate margin of the asymptotic distribution of Z, —a,
that corresponds to the first and the jth componentis

Hy= H3.9(2\)H3,0 (z)exp| (e? +e3)"'],

where Z=(2),2Z,23,24) =X —qq= (1.395, 1.895, 1.595, 1.195). Thus, by Ex-
ercise I,

P (Zio <x) > Hyg + Hy + Hyg—2Hy,9(z,) =0.550.

Further improvement is possible by interchanging the roles of the first

componentand the fourth one. The readeris advised to carry out the calcu-
lations, as well as to use the inequality ofTheorem 5.3.2. A

5.5. CONCOMITANTS OF ORDER STATISTICS

Let (X;, Y;), j= 1,2,...,n, be independent and identically distributed ran-
dom vectors. We consider the orderstatistics X,.,<X.,< °°: <X,., of
the first component and we denote the corresponding Y’s by Yy.,p
Yia:np-:+> Vin:ny That is, if X;=X,.,, then Y;,.,,= Yj. The sequence Y/,. »,
1<r<a,is called the concomitants of order statistics.
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The Y;,.,, are of interest in selection problems, where selection is based
on the X,.,. That is, we select those m individuals who had the highest
X-scores and we wish to know something about the behavior of the
concomitant Y-scores. For example, the X’s mayrefer to a first test and
the Y’s to a later test, or the X’s to a characteristic in a parent and the Y’s
to the same characteristic in an offspring. In more general terms we can
say that a theory of the concomitants is needed whenever we want to judge
individuals whose characteristics are measured by the Y’s but we can

observe only somerelated measurements X.
Some asymptotic results are easily obtained in certain cases. One possi-

bility is illustrated below.

Example 5.5.1. Let (X,, Y;) be i.i.d. normal vectors with E(X;)= E(Y,)

=0 and V(X,;)=V(Y,)=1. Then, as n+ 00,

lim P( ¥jn:nj <e(2logn)'/? +y)=|(1p?) 'y],

where ®(y) is the standard normal distribution function and p is the
correlation coefficient of X, and Yj.
The limit relation above can be deduced from the following representa-

tion. For 1 < j<a,

¥,= eX, +(1—p7)'7U, (51)
where the X’s and U’s are independent standard normalvariates. Thus

Yinnj™PXnin + (1 —p*)'Un.

We know that X,.,—(2logn)'/? converges to zero in probability (see
Example 3.3.2). In addition, U,,, is independent of the X’s with distribu-
tion

P(Uim<x)= 3. P(Upa<x1Xeen =X )P(Xin X)
j=l

n

= D P(U,<x)P(X;=X,:,) = 0(x), (52)
j=)

because, for each j, P(U;<x)=®(x). Lemma 2.2.1 now leads to the
claimedlimit. A

There is a notable difference between Y,,.,,; and Y,., both in the
normalizing constants for a nondegenerate limiting distribution and in the
actual limit law (see Section 2.3.2 for Y,,.,). The argument can be repeated,
without any change, for Y,,_,.,, with k fixed as n—> + 00. Wethus get that,
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for any k, as n+ 00,

(2logn)~'/?Y,_inl, (2logn) 7/7YneenP

in probability. A particular consequence of this result is that, in a large
population, offspring of the top individuals will not be among the top

members of the next generation in terms of the measurementrepresented
by X and Y.
The normality of X and Y was not essential. The aspect of major

importance wasthe decomposition (51) of Y; into aX; + bU;, where U,is in-
dependentofthe X’s. .

Wecan, of course, evaluate the exact distribution of Y;,.,, without any

structural assumption. For simplicity of analysis, let us assume that the

commondistribution function F(x,y) of (X,, Y;) is absolutely continuous
with density function f(x,y). Let f(y|x) denote the density function of Y;

given X,;= x. Since the vectors (X;, Y;) are i.i.d., the conditional density of

Yim given X,.,=x also equals f(y|x) (apply the argument of (52)).
Therefore

P( Yir:n) <I|X, sn =X)= P( Y, <y|X,= x),

and thus, by the continuous version of the total probability rule (Appendix

I),

PUY<r=fPON SIM=Dhinlade, (53)

wheref,.,(x) is the density function of X,.,. Denoting by F,(x) =F(x,

+00) and byf,(x) = F,(x) the special case r=n of (53) yields

P(Yinin<y=nfP(X <y|X,=x)FTO! (x)f, (x) dx. (54)
—o

Wenowprovethe following generalresult.

Theorem 5.5.1. Let (X;, Yj), 1<j<n, be i.i.d. vectors with absolutely

continuous distribution function F(x,y). Let the marginal distribution F(x)

= F(x, +00) be such that u(F,)= + 00, Fi'(x) exists for all large x, and

F\(x) =f\(x)#0. Furthermore, let

tin. &
x=+00 Qx f, (x)

 

Se |-s
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If the sequences a,, b, >0, A, and B, >0 are such that, as n+ 0,

limF}(a, + 5,2) = H3,0(z) (55)

and

lim P(Y, <A, + B,u|X, =a, + 6,z) = T(u,z), (56)

a nondegenerate distribution function, then

timPCYniny< Ant Bu)= T(u), (57)

where

T(u)=JT(u2)H0 (2)e tae (58)

Proof. The conditions on F(x) are such thatall conditions of Theorem
2.7.2 are satisfied. Therefore, there are sequences a, and b, >0 for which

(55) holds. In addition, the reader was asked in Exercise 12 ofChapter 2 to
showthat, with these samea, and 5,,

nb, f, (a, + 5,z)e 77. (59)

Ifwe now substitute x = a, + b,z in (54), the conclusion (57) and (58) fol-
lows from (55) and (59) by the dominated convergence theorem (Appen-
dix I). A

Notice thatifthe marginalF, (x) is smooth, the sole conditionofthe theo-
rem is (56). For example, this is the case for all bivariate exponential

distributions as well as for logistic, gamma, and the limit laws H(x,y) in
(6). Therefore, the theorem has a very wide appeal. Evidently, the normal
case is also covered.

As was pointed out for the normaldistribution, the concomitants of the
extremes among the X’s are not extremes among the Y’s (with high
probability). It is therefore an interesting question to investigate the rank
A(r) of Y;,.,} For defining A(r), let us first introduce the function

a-/! ifx>0,

I(x) 0 otherwise.

Then we define for continuous marginals F,(y)= F(+ 00,y)

A(r)= > T(Yersny~ Y;).
j=l
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Thus ¥;,..)= Yawy:n and

P(Mr)=s)= 3D P(Y,= YewX= Xnn)
j=l

=nP(Y,= Yom X1=X,:n)s

the last equation being due to the fact that the vectors (X;,Y;) are
identically distributed. Now, the event { Y,= Y,.,,X,=X,.,} means that
out of Y;, 2< j<n, exactly s—1 are smaller than Y, and out of the X,,
2<j <n, exactly r—1 do not exceed X,. Collecting the terms according as
{X;<X,V;< Y,}, or (X;<X,,V;>Y7,}, or (X,;>X,,Y;< Y,}, or (X;>
X,,Y;> Y,}, we get, by conditioning on (X,, Y,),

Poin==n(TNEena)fo[ooelsvibees,
k=0

where

8(x,y3k) = fag!uso agerGEDf(x,y)

with

u,=P(X,<x,Y,<y), u,= P(X,>x,Y,<y), u,= P(X,<x, Y,>y),

07F(x,y)
u,=P(X,>x,Y,>y) and f(x,y)= ax dy

For a given distribution F(x,y), P(A(r)=5s) can easily be given by a
computer. From the exactdistribution, the expected rank E[A(r)] can also
be computed.
The theory of concomitants of orderstatistics is at a very early stage, in

particular as it concerns extremes. It is hoped that the early results will
induce further research. It should be of great interest for sociologists,
psychologists, and medical researchers.

5.6. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

The asymptotic theory of the extremes for bivariate distributions started
with the short announcement of results by Finkelstein (1953). His work
was notfollowed by details. Several years later, approximately at the same
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time and independently of each other, three basic works appeared on
bivariate extremes: J. Geffroy (1958/1959), J. Tiago de Oliveira (1958),
and M. Sibuya (1960). Each of these papers arrives at a representation
equivalent to (28a), and actually the multivariate case (28) is also obtained
in the first two. Geffroy and Sibuya obtain conditions for the asymptotic
independence of the components. Geffroy’s criterion is equivalent to the
form expressed at (24)(see also Exercise 20), and Sibuya’s result is as given
in Exercise 21. Although each of the above three works discusses several
properties of v(y) occurring in the representation (28a), the method
leading to formulas (29)-(32) and, in particular, to the representation (33)
and (34), when the density exists, is due to Tiago de Oliveira (1962/1963).
Here he also establishes that the components of the normalized maxima
are independent in arbitrary dimension if, and only if, the bivariate
marginals are asymptotically independent. This is obtained by setting
bounds on H(x). His bounds include the important lower bound of
Theorem 5.4.1. The special case of m=2 of this bound is supported by the
observation that the correlation coefficient p of the two components of a
vector with distribution (28a) is always nonnegative (see Exercise 29). The

formula of Exercise 30 gives a further insight into the structure of the
bivariate distribution (28a).

Formula (28a) greatly enriched the set of easily accessible bivariate
distributions. One should realize that, by monotonic transformations, one

immediately gets distributions with uniform, exponential, logistic, Pareto
or Weibull marginals from (28a) and thus, starting with (33) and (34),

arbitrary g(u) leads to a bivariate distribution (28a) whose density function

exists and is easy to handle. Of course, not all bivariate distributions can

be generated this way because ofthe restriction of the dependence func-

tion of (28a). Some methods of generating multivariate distributions be-
came well known and are mentioned in bivariate exponential forms in
Example 5.1.1. The works treating those methods are by D. Morgenstern

(1956), E. J. Gumbel (1960), A. W. Marshall and I. Olkin (1967), and K.V.

Mardia (1964a and 1970). A basic work on the theory of multivariate

distributions is that of M. Fréchet (1951). A good collection of material

and references is found in N. L. Johnson andS. Kotz (1972).

The asymptotic independence of the components of (Z,—a,)/b, has

drawn muchfurther attention. S. M. Berman (1961) continued the work of

Geffroy (1958/1959) alongthis line. This was then extended to a condition
guaranteeing the asymptotic independence of other extremes (not just

maxima) of the components in the bivariate case in the works of K.V.

Mardia (1964b) and O.P. Srivastava (1967). Finally, independently of each

other, V. G. Mikhailov (1974) and J. Galambos (1975d) obtained a

necessary and sufficient condition for the asymptotic independence of
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arbitrary extremes in any dimension. This condition, which is the same for
all extremes, is formulated for maxima in Corollary 5.3.1.
The paper by J. Galambos (1975d) is the only one which gives the

asymptotic distribution of all extremes (for the definition in the bivariate
case, see Exercise 24). This distribution is given in terms of the limits in
(17). Its wide applicability lies in combining the two representations (28a)
and (18). For example, in the bivariate case, let us generate a distribution
H(x,,X2) by (28a). Then, writing this in the form of (18), one gets h,(x,),
h,(x2), and h, ,(x,,x2). With these functions known, the asymptotic distri-
bution of (X,_j:n>Y,-j:n), When normalized, can be computed by the
formula of Galambos (1975d) (see Exercise 24). It should be observedthat,
just as in the univariate case, the same constants are used for normaliza-

tion of all upper extremes (fixed i and j above) as for maxima. On the
other hand,if the population distribution is available (which is rare, and a
Statistical choice is as difficult, or even more so, as in the univariate case),

then one directly computesthe limits (17), and thus (18) becomes the basic
representation. The inequalities (19) appearedforthefirst time in such gen-
erality in the first edition ofthe present book. The upperinequality ofTheo-
rem 5.3.2 is due to Galambos (1985).

J. PickandsIII (1976) gave a valuable representation ofmultivariate asymp-
totic distributions ofthe maxima. His ownproof, adapted to the presentation and
notations of the present book, appears hereforthe first time. Equivalent forms
ofrepresentations have also been given by de Haan and Resnick (1977) and De-
heuvels (1978). A basic tool of de Haan and Resnickis the concept of max-
infinite divisibility, and the properties associate with it, which was introduced
by Balkema and Resnick (1977). For related results and extensions, see De-
heuvels (1980) and (1983b and 1985a), and de Haan and Pickands (1986a).
For more details than given in this chapter on the existence and uniquenessof
dependence functions, see Deheuvels (1980). The surveys by Deheuvels
(1984) and de Haan (1985) stress different points. A characterization of mul-
tivariate extremevaluedistributionsis given by de Haan (1978). A special topic
is treated in de Haan (1984) on max-stable processes. An approach completely
different from the present chapter (and thus from the quoted references)is
emerging throughthe worksofa group headed by Wim Vervaat. The present au-
thor becamefamiliar with this approach from personal letters from, and lectures
by, Vervaat, as well as from O’Brien, Torfs, and Vervaat (1983) (only outlines
were provided), and from the work by Gerritse (1983). The basic ideasofthis
new approachoriginate from Chapter 3 of Matheron (1975).
The possibility of combining the two representations (18) and (28a) is

being overlooked in the literature, and so is the possibility of transforming
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Theorem 5.3.1 into a parametric form as in Example 5.4.2. Withoututilizing
such an approach, several domainsofattraction results have been developed.
Nair (1976) treats the case of a special family of limiting distributions, which
are extendedin Villasenor (1976)into a larger family. Villasenoralso studies

asymptotic theory forexchangeable vectors alongthe line ofthe treatmentofthe

univariate case in Section 3.6. Forarelated work, see Umbach (1978 ). The gen-

eral domainsofattraction results of de Haan and Resnick (1977) and Marshall

and Olkin (1983) are different in nature. Theorem 5.4.3 is due to Marshall and

Olkin, while Theorem 5.4.4 is on the line of Example 5.4.2. Takahashi

(1986) generalizes the results ofMarshall and Olkin, and obtains a remark-
ably simplified condition for asymptotic independence.
The numberof published papers dealing with applications of the asymp-

totic theory of multivariate extremes is very small. See Gumbel and Gold-
stein (1964), Gumbel and Mustafi (1967), and Posneret al (1969). Papers
dealing with the statistical aspects of multivariate extremes are by Arnold

(1968), Tiago de Oliveira (1970, 1971 and 1974), Pickands (1981), and Ma-
thar (1985). In the last reference, Mathar extendsthe characterization oftails

as outlier prone and resistant to multivariate setting. Eve Bofinger and V .J. Bof-

inger (1965) analyze the accuracy of the approximation of bivariate extremes

for normalpopulations throughthe correlation ofthe extremes. This is extended
to some nonnormalcasesin V.J. Bofinger (1970). Cacoullos and DeCicco
(1967) determine the distribution of the bivariate range. See also Mardia

(1967). The surveys by Tiago de Oliveira (1975) and Gumbel (1962)arestill
of interest.

In contrast, the field ofconcomitantsoforderstatistics, which is applications

oriented, grew fast. Its foundations were laid downin the papers of David

(1973), David and Galambos (1974) and Bhattacharya (1974), whoused the
term inducedorderstatistics. Further works are O’Connell and David (1976),

Sen (1976), David, O’Connell and Yang (1977) and Yang (1977). The book
by David (1981) has extensive material on the subject. Thefirst result in con-
nection with extremes appearedin thefirst edition ofthis book, whichis supple-
mentedby the works of Eddyand Gale (1981) and Nagaraja (1982b), and the
systematic study by Gomes (1981a) and (1984b). For additional works, see
Harrell and Sen (1979), Kaminsky (1981), Yang (1981), Egorov and Nevzo-
rov (1981 and 1982), and review article by Bhattacharya (1984).
The influence of the maximumin the sum of multivariate observationsis

investigated by Kalinauskaite (1973 and 1976). A special class of extreme
value distributions, the density of which admits a special series expansion,
is treated by Campbell and Tsokos (1973). Finally, for other kinds ofor-
dering of multivariate data, see the survey by Barnett (1976).
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5.7. EXERCISES

1. Let X be an m-dimensional vector with distribution function F(x),

whose univariate and bivariate marginals are F,(x,) and F,,(x,,x,), respec-
tively, where 1 < ij Smi<j. Show that

F(x)> 3S Fy (xpx)—(m—2)F, (x).
je

[Hint: Apply Exercise 18 of Chapter | and Theorem 5.1.2 with m=2.]

2. Using the notation of the preceding exercise, show that, for any
integer 1<k<m-—1,

 FO<EGap _E,Fultns)(mk)&F(a4-42}

(Apply Theorem 1.4.3.)

3. Evaluate the two bounds above for m=5,if F, ;(x,.x)), for all 1<i<j
<5, equals (i) Gumbel’s type I distribution with O= 4 and (ii) Mardia’s
distribution (see Example 5.1.1). Choose numerical values for x=
(X},X,%3,X4,X5) and compare the bounds obtained. Also compare the
results with the Fréchet bounds (Theorem 5.1.1).

4. Let (X, Y) have a bivariate normal distribution with E(X)=0, E(Y)
= —2, V(X)=1, V(Y)=4 and with correlation coefficient p=.3. For an

independent sample (X,, Y;) of size n=40 on (X, Y), evaluate P(Z,49 <2.8,
Z,,40< 1.8). Compare the exact value with the appropriate asymptotic
expression. Make this same comparison if 7 is increased to 100.

5. (i) Let X;, 1<j<n,be iid. normal vectors such that each correla-
tion coefficient of the components is positive and less than one. Show that
the asymptotic distribution of (Z, —a,)/b, is a lower estimate of the exact
distribution.

(ii) Let p be the largest correlation coefficient of the components of
X,. Let Z, be the Z-vector of i.i.d. normal variates whose components are
equally correlated with coefficient p. Assume that n is such that the
distribution of (Z, —a,)/b, is accurately obtained upto five decimal digits
by its limit distribution. Show that then the sameis true for (Z, —a,)/b,,.
(Hint: Apply Lemma 3.8.1.]

6. Let F(x), 1<j<k, be m-dimensional distribution functions whose
univariate marginals do not depend onj. Let u=(u,,u2,...,4,) be such that

O<u,<1 and u,+u,+--- +u,=1. Show the following relations for
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dependence functions:

(i)
k

Dry)=SuDp(y) for T®)= ¥ yF(x),
i=l i=]

and

(ii)
k

Dz (y)= I D#(y) for R(x) = Fi (x): ++ Fit (x).
i=]

7. Show that if each of the m-dimensional distribution functions H,(x),
1<j<k,is a limit in (6), then so is

R (x) = Hy!"(x)Hy?(x): + Hy (x),

where O<u,<1 and u,+u,+---+u,=1. [Hint: Apply the preceding
exercise and Theorem 5.2.4.]

8. Let L(x) be the limit distribution of (W, —c,)/d, for a given popula-
tion distribution F(x) and for the appropriate c, and d,. Give a characteri-
zation of the dependence function D,(y), based on Theorem 5.2.1.

9. Give a necessary and sufficient condition on L(x) of the preceding
exercise based on Theorem 5.2.4.

10. Let L(x) be as in Exercise 8. Let T(x) be the survival function of a
vector whose distribution function is L(x). Give a representation of 7(x)in
the form of (18).

11. With the notations of the preceding exercise, show that T(x) is never
smaller than the productof its univariate marginals.

12. Prove that (37) is also necessary for the conclusion of Example 5.4.2.

13. Extend the method discussed after Example 5.4.2 andarrive ata state-
mentsimilar to Theorem 5.4.3 in which the marginals ofH are ofthe type of
H,,.

14. With the appropriate transformation of the marginals, transform the
representation (28a) to obtain a form for an arbitrary limit occurring in (6).

15. Let v(y,,y2) be the exponentin (28) for m=3. Rewrite the inequali-
ties of Theorem 5.4.1 to obtain bounds on v(y,,y3).

16. Let the distribution function of the vector (X, Y) be H(x,,x,) of (28a)
with v(y)=max(l,e-”)/(1+e~”). Show that P(X= Y)=1.
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17. Evaluate v(y) of (33) and H(x,,x,) of (28a) if g(u)=exp(—3|ul) for
all u.

18. Let X and Y be independent random variables with commondistri-
bution function H,o(x). Put X,=X and X,=max[X+ logy, Y+ log(1—»)}.
Find the distribution function H (x,,x2) of (X,,X,). Show that H(x,,x,) is
a possible limit in (6), and give its representation in the form of (28a).

19. Let g(u)=Cu* for O<u<A< +00 and zero otherwise, where C >0
and s>0O are given numbers. Determine v(y) of (33) and H(x,,x,) of
(28a).

20. Let F(x,y) be a bivariate distribution function with identical margi-
nals F(x)= F(x, + 00)= F(+00,x). It was shown that in (24)if u, and v,
tend to w(F) as n—+ 00 andif

P(X >u,, Y > v,)
0 + 00,P(X >u,) > as n—> 00

where (X,Y) is a vector with distribution F(x,y), then, for i.i.d. observa-

tions on (X,Y), the components of (Z,—a,)/b, are asymptotically inde-
pendent whenever it has an asymptotic distribution. Reobtain this result
from Corollary 3.7.1 by using the following property. If (X;, Y;) are i.i.d.
random vectors with common distribution F(x,y), then the sequence
X,,Y1,X>, Y2... is a two-dependent sequence (see Section 3.7).

21. Let (X;,¥), 1<j<n, be iid. with commondistribution function
F(x,y). Let the marginals of F(x,y) be such that, with suitable vectors a,
and b,, the components of (Z, —a,)/b, have limiting distributions. Then
(Z, —a,)/b, itself converges weakly, and its components are asymp-
totically independent, whenever the dependence function D-(y,,y2) of
F(x,y) satisfies the asymptotic property

D,(1—s,1—s)=1—2s+o0(s),  s—0.

[M.Sibuya (1960)}

22. Let (X, Y) be a random vector with survival function P(X > x, Y >y)
= G (x,y) whose univariate marginals are denoted by G,(x) and G,(y). Let
(X,, Y,), 1<t<xn, be n independentobservations on (X, Y). Put A,,={X, >
x} and A,,={Y,>y}. Show that S(u,v) of Exercise 19 of Chapter 1
becomes

min (u,v)

S(u,v)= 2 T, (u,v;d),
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where

T, (uyosd)=(4)("—4)(0964(ey)Gt-4 (2)GE-* (y).

23. With the notation of the preceding problem, we introduce the follow-
ing additional quantities. X,.,, and Y,., denote the rth order statistic of the
X’s and the Y’s, respectively. Let

V(ki,ky =(-1-*-* li, (a2)Suna

where, in >,, summation is for (u,,u,) with u,>0 and u,+u,=t. Finally,
let

j k,+k,+s

1, (if; 5) = > > > V(k,,k330).
k,=0 k2=0 mk, +k,

Use the inequalities of Exercises 19 and 20 of Chapter | to establish, for
any s>0,

1 (i, J; 2s+ 1) < P(Xpeke <x, Yejon <y) < T(i/; 2s). (60)

[J. Galambos (1975d)]

24. We use the notation of Exercise 22. Assume that G(x,y), G,(x), and
G,(y) are such that, with suitable constants a, =(a,,,, @2,,) and b, =(5,,,
b,,), (17) holds. Show that, as n— + 00,

min (u,v); 1
lim S (u,v) = 2 d\(u—d)\(v—d)! hil, (x1, x2)At~ 4 (x,Ay4 (x2).

Hence,find the limit of the boundsin (60) for fixed i, j, and s. By letting
s—» + 00, conclude that, under (17), the bivariate extremes (X,,_ jn» Ya—j:n)>
i, j fixed, have limiting distributions, when normalized bya, andb,.

[J. Galambos (1975d)]

25. Prove the conclusion of Exercise 24 for m-dimensional vectors.

[J. Galambos (1975d)]

26. Show that the limiting distribution obtained in Exercise 24 for

((Xn-i:n— F1n)/Oi (Y,-j:n~ 42,n)/bon} is the Cauchy product of the
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functions

i AfoS ey : hfae
> 3(-1)4 =>
k,=0 k;! d=0 d! k,=0 k,!

   exp{ —A,(x,)}

and a similar function, where i is replaced byj and h,(x,) by A,(x,).
[O. P. Srivastava (1967)]

27. Extend the preceding result to dimension m.
[J. Galambos (1975d)]

28. Rework Exercises 22-27 for the lower extremes (X;.,, Yj.,), where i
and j do not vary with n.

29. Let the random vector (X, Y) have distribution function H(x,,x,) of
the form (28a). Show the formula

6 +00
=e 1 :p=-SJ solv)

where p is the correlation coefficient of X and Y. Hence conclude that X
and Y are independentif, and only if, they are uncorrelated (that is, p =0).
(Note that p>0. Why?)

[J. Tiago de Oliveira (1962-1963)]

30. In the preceding exercise, let H(x,,x,) have a bivariate density.
Evaluate the distribution function T(x) of the difference Y—X. Establish
the relation

o(y)=(1+ 6?) "exp{f”
— oo

T(x)dx}.

[J. Tiago de Oliveira (1962-1963)}

31. (i) Let the distribution function of (X, Y) be

F(xy)=f(Ie(16du

Let (X;, Y;), 1 <j <n, be independent observations on (X, Y). Show that,
with suitable vectors a, and b,, (Z,—a,)/b, converges weakly to

exp{—x7!—y~!+(x+y)7'}.
(ii) If 1—-e~“* and 1—e~™ are replaced by somedistribution functions

G,(u,x) and G,(y,u) in the definition of F(x,y), and furthermore if the

integration is over the whole real line with respect to a distribution
function 7(u), find sufficient conditions when the components of (Z, —
a,)/b, are asymptotically independent.

[J. A. Villasenor (1976)]
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32. (i) Let U, V, and S be independent random variables with common

distribution function F(x)=1—1/x, x>1. St X¥=U+S and Y=V+S.
For independent observations on (X,Y), show that there are vectors a,
and b, such that (Z,—a,)/b, converges weakly to exp(—1/x-—1/y
+} max(x,y)}.

(ii) Let U and V be independent random variables with nondegener-
ate distribution functions F(x) and G(y), respectively. Show that if w(F)<
+00, then, for independent observations on (X,X@)=(U, U+ V), the
components of (Z,—a,)/b, are asymptotically independent, whenever it
has an asymptotic distribution.

[J. A. Villasenor (1976)]



CHAPTER 6

Miscellaneous Results

The present chapter is devoted to three major topics. We deal first with the
weak convergence of extremes when the sample size itself is a random
variable. Then we turn to a special case of random sample sizes, when
sampling stops at a maximum or minimum. These stoppings are known as
record times and the actual values at time of termination of experimenta-
tion as records. Finally, we shall present the foundations of the so-called
extremal processes. These are continuous time stochastic processes con-
structed from extremesby a limiting procedure. The theory is similar to the
better-known extension of the central limit theorem to approximating
specially constructed piecewise linear random functions by the Wiener
process.
The section dealing with the extremal processes requires more than a

basic knowledge of probability theory, but the other sections are at the
level of previous chapters. The combination of these three topics into one
chapter, then, should not hinder the reader from going through the other
sections if he, or she, has decided not to prepare for the investigation of a
continuousprocess.

6.1. THE MAXIMUM QUEUE LENGTH
IN A STABLE QUEUE

Weshall consider the following simple model of a one-server system. The
system starts at time f;=0 when the first customer arrives whois ready to
be served. Additional customers arrive at time ¢,,2 > 1, where the intervals
t, —1,~, are assumedto be i.i.d. random variables with distribution func-
tion U(x) such that

+00

U(0+)=0 and l<a=f xdU (x) < +00.
0

If there is no customer in the system at time ¢,, then individual n+ 1 starts

328
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being served. Otherwise, he joins the queue and awaits his turn. The service
times, s,,2 > 1, of the successive customers are assumed to be independent
unit exponential variates and independentof the interarrivals ¢, — ¢,,_).
Notice that our assumptions include the choice of the time unit to be the

expected service time of an individual. Hence, the meaning of a> is that
service is expected to be shorter than the intervals between arrivals. It is
thus immediate from the strong law of large numbers that, with probability
one, there is a finite time ¢* when the server becomes idle. The period
(0,t*) is called the busy period. With the arrival of the first customer after
t* the process starts again, and we can speak of the second busy period,
and so on. With the interarrivals being independent, the busy periods are
i.i.d. random variables.

Ourinterest is the maximum queue length. Thatis, let Y, represent the
number of customers present in the system just prior to the kth arrival. We
wish to investigate Q, =max{ Y,:1<k <n}. The problem would belong to
Chapter 3, because the Y’s are strongly dependent. However, a simpler
approach presents itself by the following observation. Let N(n) be the
number of busy periods completed just prior to the arrival of the nth
customer. Furthermore, let X,+1 be the maximum queuelength in the jth
busy period. Then, as pointed out above, the X; are i.i.d. random variables
and, evidently,

Zyny < Qa < Zycny+>

where, as usual, Z, = max(X,,X,,...,X,,). We thus arrive at a new problem,

namely, finding the asymptotic behavior of Zy(,, where N(n) is a random
variable.
The subsequentsections will provide asymptotic results for Q,, via Zy(»)-

In particular, it will follow that there is a finite number c >0 such that, as
n—+ 00,

lim cgi =c in probability. (1)

In this conclusion, we do not need anything about the interrelation of
N(n) and the sequence X;, j>1. However, the following property is
essential.

Lemma 6.1.1. As n— + 00, N(n)/n converges (almost surely) to a finite,
positive constant.

Proof. Let U, be the numberof customers served in thejth busy period
and put 7, = 27.., U;. We have seen that random variables associated with
different busy periods are iid. Let p= E(U,). Evidently »>0. On the
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other hand, it can be shown that p< + 00 (see, e.g., Prabhu (1965), p. 168).
Thus, by the strong law of large numbers, for sufficiently large m,

(p—e)m< T,, <(pt+e)m,

where e>0 is arbitrary with e<p. Applying the above inequalities with
m=WN(n) and with m= N(n)+1, we get

n(pte)'—1<N(n)<n(p—-e)"'

Since e>0 is arbitrary, 0< p< +00, and all statements above are valid

with probability one, the lemmafollows. A

6.2. EXTREMES WITH RANDOM SAMPLE SIZE

Partially guided by the discussion in the preceding section, we now
investigate the following problem. Let X,,X,,... be i.i.d. random variables
with common distribution function F(x). Let N(n) be a positive integer
valued random variable. What can be said about Z,,,) or Wy;,,), or the
other extremes if the sample size is N(n)? In the first part of the present
section we shall develop a technique for the following result.

Theorem 6.2.1. Let, as n+ 0, N(n)/n-rin probability, where t is a

Positive random variable. Assume that there are sequences a, and b, >Q such
that (Z, —a,)/b, converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution function
H(x). Then, as n— + 00,

limP (Zon) <a, +5,x)= f °°HY (x)dP (1 <y). (2)

The theorem above will follow from a sequence of lemmas which
individually express very interesting facts. They can be applied to solving a
great variety of problems which are not necessarily related to extremes.

Lemma 6.2.1. Jf a sequence U, of random variables satisfies the limit
relations

dimP(U,<x)= T(x) (3)

and, for x’s for which P(U, <x)>0,

lim P(U,<x|U,<x)=T(x), k=1,2,..., (4)
n= +00

where T(x) is a distribution function and convergence is for continuity points
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of T(x), then, for any event B,

tim, P({U, <x}NB)=T(x)P(B). (5)

Proof. Let J,(x) and /(B) be the indicator variables of the events
{U, <x} and B, respectively. Then (4) can be rewritten as

lim E[I, (x)J,(x)]=T(x)E[ I, (x) ]-
n= +00

Wethus have for any fixed m and for constants c,, 1 <j <m,

lim E[ Yol,(x)]=T(x)E(Yo), (6)
n= +0o

where Y)=c, I(x) + Col,(x) + +++ +0,,J,,(x). Now let Y be a random vari-
able with finite variance and such that there iis a sequence Y,,,,m> 1, of
the form occurring in (6) with E[(Y—Yo,ay]-0 as m—+ 00. Then, by the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

{ E[ YI, (x)]— El Yomn(x)]}’< E[(¥— Yom)"]>9

and

[E(Y)- E(Yom)|< E[(Y— Yom)?]70

as m—>-+ oo. We thus get from (6) that, by first letting n—»>+0o and then
m—+ 00,

lim E[ YI, (x)]=T(x)E(Y). (7)
n=+00

Write /(B)= Y+R, where Y is of the above property and R is such that
for each n, E[RI,(x)]=0. Such a representation is possible (see Appendix
II). Since

E({ 1(B)I,(x)]=£[ YI, (x)],

the limit relation (7) implies (5), which was to be proved. A

Lemma 6.2.2. Let X,,X.,... be i.i.d. random variables with distribution

function F(x). Let there exist constants a, and b, >0 such that, as n>+ 00,

limP (Z, <a, +6,x)=H (x), (8)
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where H(x) is nondegenerate. Then, for any event B,

lim P({Z,<a,+b,x}NB)=H(x)P(B).
n= +00

Proof. We apply Lemma 6.2.1 with U,=(Z, —4a,)/6,. Since (8) corre-
sponds to the assumption (3), the lemma will be proved if we establish the
validity of (4). For this purpose, let us write Z,=max(Z,,Z,,), where

Zan ™= Max(X;,,,---,X,)- Then, by the independence of the X’s,

P(U,<x|U,< x)= P(Z, <a, +b,x| Uy, <x)P(Zy,, <a, + b,x).

Because a, + 5,x—>w(F) as n—>+ 00 (which is evident from F"(a, + b,x)—>
H(x)), for any fixed k, as n—+ 00,

lim P(Z, <a,+6,x|U,<x)=1.

On the other hand,

P(Z,.,<a,+6,x)= F"~* (a,+ b,x)H(x)

for fixed k. This completes the proof. A

Lemma 6.2.3. Let X,,X,,... be i.i.d. random variables for which (8)

holds. Let N(n) be a positive integer-valued random variable such that

N(n)/n-—>1, where +>0 is a random variable. Then, for any event B, as

n—+ 00,

limP({ Zy¢ny < Qu(ny + On(nyX} NB)=H(x)P(B).

Proof. Let e>0 be arbitrary. Choose y,<y, such that P(y, <1<y2)>
1—e. From the assumptions it follows that there is an integer n* such that
for n>n*, P(y,<N(n)/n<y.)>1—2e. Let us fix y,, y,, and n*. Let us
divide the interval [y,, y.] by the points y, =5g<s,<-+:: <5,,™y2. Let us
put n(/) for the integer part of ns,, We now have

 

m N(n)
—2e+ > P (Z9<Anen+ Puen) OBO {5-18 n <s}

jzl

= P((Zyiny < nny + Onn) MB)

 

a N(n)
<2 P (Zy-9<4Puen}BO {5-16 = <s} +2e.j=l

We make two modifications in the above inequalities. First, we replace

N(n)/n byits limit r. Because m does not depend on n,the effect of this
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change is arbitrarily small if n* is suitably chosen. Thus, the above
inequalities holdif 2e is replaced by 3e, say, and N(n)/n by r. Next, let us
write

 +ZnFn Onc. Any~ Anny
iaa: Anny bum} = | ba bun) bun Se

and similarly the event in the upper inequality. If we choose the points s,,
0< j<~™m,sufficiently close, then, by Theorem 2.2.1, for large n,

baci) nj) — Inn)
byiny

 -1;}<6 and <6,
    by(n)

where 5>0 is again arbitrary. The same argument applies if n(j) is
replaced by n(j— 1), and thus we can conclude thatif the s, are sufficiently
close andif n is large,

— ZuFat x-8
nse § p([2gmtu cant NBN{s_-,<7<5;}

j=l ats)

< P((Zyny < Ancny + By¢nyX) 1 B)

: $({Feunn <at8 nary..<r<s)} +3
i

sa

An application of Lemma6.2.2 thus yields

—3e+H(33+53)P(BN{y, S7<y.})Slim inf P((Zy¢ny<Anny + Onn)OB)
n=+0

<<limsupP((Zy. <aycny) + bynyX)OB)SH[P23* 3)P(BN{y,ST<y>}) + 3e.

In view of the choice of y, and y,,

|P(BA{y¥,<1<y2})— P(B)|< P(1r<y, or t>y,)<e.

Thus, because e>0O and 5>0 were arbitrary and H(x) is continuous

 

(Section 2.4), the proof is completed. A

Lemma 6.2.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 6.2.3, as n— + 00,

b n(n) — An
lim—-=B, lim?“ =-4, (9)

byin) byiny
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in probability, where A, and B, are defined by the relation

H' (x)= H(A,+ B,x).

Proof. Wefirst prove (9) for the following special sequence N(n), when
convergence in probability becomes the convergence of a sequence. Let
t, > 0 be a sequence of numbers which convergesto ¢ with 0< t< 1. Define
N(n) as the integer part of nt,. Then N(n)/n->t. Hence, by (8), as
n—+ 0,

FN(a, +b,x)—>H'(x).

On the other hand, by Lemma6.2.3,

FY(anont bunxX)2H (x).

Lemma2.2.3 thus yields (9) for this special sequence.
For arbitrary N(n) satisfying our assumptions, we can now proceed as

follows. Because there are only three possibilities as limits in (8), a quick
check shows that B, and A, are continuous and monotonic functions of ¢
(in fact, A, is either zero or logt and B,=1¢’ with s=0 for H,9(x)). By a
standard argumentofcalculus it follows that, for any point of the proba-
bility space for which s< N(n)/n<s*,

b,B,-8<
by(n)

 < B,.+6

for all large n, where 6 >0 is arbitrary. Therefore, choosing again y, <y,
with P(y,<7<y,)>1—e and a division y,=5s9<s,<::: <s5,,=y2 such
that

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

|B, -B,_|<6,

we get

b,(|; -a|>38}
by(n)

m b,

<> P 5 ~~ B,|>38,5,1<7<5)] +8
i=l N(n)

mn b N(n
<> | ; "_ — B|>36,5,_,<1<5,5,,< : <si

im] N(n)

= N(n
+> PlsiSr<s but : * e[s.-n8)} +6
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The terms of the second sum evidently tend to zero as n—>+ 00. On the
other hand, each term of the first sum becomes zero for all large n (not
only in limit). Namely, the monotonicity of B, and the choice of s,,0<i<
m,yield that, for all large n,

b, ,

bycn) ‘

 <|B,—B,|+26<36,
  

whenever s,;_, < N(n)/n<s,. This completes the proof of the first limit in
(9). The proof of the second limit is similar, and thus the details are not
repeated once more. The lemma is established. A

Wenowturn to the proof of Theorem 6.2.1.

Proof of Theorem 6.2.1. Let 59<5,<-:-<s,, be given real numbers.
Define the events D, ={5,_,<1<5,},1<k<™m,and let Do={17<59} and
Dy+1={T > $,,}. Then, starting with the result of Lemma 6.2.3, we have,
for0<k<m+l,

Next, we rewrite the fraction

Zy(ny—4n(ny Zn(ny— 9 Op On — Bury
es§EP eee +es 

 

byin) b, bun) byin)

Zy(n)— 9p ( b, Zy(n)— 4p ( a, — Ayn)a8a Spheee Ogyi)
b, bun) b, bwin)

By (9), the last term in (11) tends to zero in probability. We now deduce
that so does the last but one term. Namely,

b Zycn) —~%n( on -2,) 'N(n)

byiny b
P  ve

  

  

 

Zn (ny — &n b,
<p(|2no—* >>| -2|>+}

b, bycn) r   
wherer is arbitrary. The last term here tends to zero by (9) again, while the
first equality in (11), together with Lemma 6.2.3 and with (9), implies

| Zycn) — 4a,
5 >r}-+0 as r—>+ oo.
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Thus, we can conclude from (10) and Lemma2.2.1 that, as n> + 00,

b
: Zy(n)— 4n
limP {7aa44, <x} np,) =29(Dp. (12)

For 1<k<~m, let s,_,<s(k)<5s, be fixed points. Then by the basic
equation for A, and B, in Lemma 6.2.4 and by(12), as n+ 00,

Zy(n —4,
P ( AOB+A, < Agi +Bw| nD, |ou*)(x)P (D, ).

Consequently, the continuity of the functions H(x), A, and B,>0, imply
that, if s,_, and s, are sufficiently close, then, for 1<k <m,

ee
b m

( Zy(n)~ %nP {#9 <x} apy}rary
  

for all large n. If we choose sy and s,, so that

P(Do)+ P(Dmai)<e,

then, with the choice of s, required above,

Zy(n) —~ Fn m+l Zyin) ~ Fnp( Zen -\ a SS" p[ Zum—% np,
b kno b

would deviate from

m

> H*)(x)P (D, )
k=l

by less than 2e for all large n. But this latter sum is a Riemann sum ofthe
integral

f"H! (x)dP (1 <1).
So

Therefore, for all large n,

 

+ 00

P(Zyiny<a,+b,x)— f H' (x)dP(1<1)| <3e.
— 0

Because ¢ >0 is arbitrary, passing to infinity with n, we obtain (2), which
wasto be proved. A
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Thedifficulty of the proof is due to the facts that the interrelation of the
basic variables X,,X,,... and N(n) was notrestricted and that a, and 5,
do not contain the random size N(n). Had we beensatisfied with a
random normalization ay,,) and by,,), we could have stopped at Lemma
6.2.3. Such a theorem, however, is unsatisfactory, because it does not show

clearly the behavior of Zy,,).
When the sequence X,,X,,... and N(n) are independent, then a more

complete statement is possible about Zy,,,. In fact, a family of limit
theorems can be combined into one, as described in the following model.

Let X;,,,1< j<N(n), be independent random variables with common
distribution function F,(x). Let N(n) itself be a positive integer-valued
random variable whichis distributed independently of the X,,.

Let »,(x) be the numberofj < N(n) such that {X,, > x}. Then, by the
total probability rule,

Py (m()== Dy (Z)[1~FDAPy(N(=I)
jul

=f")-R@lR (x)aP, (N(n)<y).
t

We denote by X,"},,) the rth order statistic of Xn 1<j<N(n). Now,
Theorem 3.4.2.b and the frequently used relation

P, (Xn):a(n<) > P, (»,(x) = t),
t=O

immediately yield the following result.

Theorem 6.2.2. Let X,,,1< j<N(n), be independent random variables
with common distribution function F,(x). Let N(n) be a positive integer-val-
ued random variable which is distributed independently of the sequence
Xn 1S j<N(n). Let a, and b,>0 be sequences of real numbers such that
F,(a,+5,x)—1 for any x as n—»+ 00. Then, for each k,

lim P, (X¥2n)- kn < 4, + 5,X) = Ey (x)
n=+00

exists if, and only if, as n—»+ 0,

u

hm Es Ns 1— F,(a,+5,x)
= U(u;x)
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exists. The limits E,,(x) and U(u; x) are related by the formula

x +00
E, (x)= > * is u'e-"dU(u; x). (13)

If the sequences a, and b, are characteristic to the extremes in the sense of
(39) and (40) of Chapter 3, then U(u; x) is a proper distribution function.

Let us evaluate U(u; x) when F, = F for each n and N(n)/n->7, where +
is a positive random variable. Let a, and b, be such that, as n+ 00,

n[ 1— F(a, + ,x)]>h(x), (14)

where 0< h(x)< +00 on someinterval (a,w) (possibly infinite). Then, on
account of Lemma 2.2.1,

px cities N(n) u
(u;x)= lim| n <p[1—F(a,

+5,x)]

 

   = lim »(2. e |=(r< pi

Thus

E(x)= f°"e-*au(uix)= f°eMaP (1 <y),

which is the result of Theorem 6.2.1 with H(x)=e~*"® (recall from
Chapter 2 that (14) is equivalent to (Z,—a,)/b, converging weakly to
H(x)=e7*"). If P(r=1)=1, we then, of course, get back E,(x)= H(x).

63. RECORD TIMES

Weturn to the investigation of a specific sequence N(n),n > 1, of random
sample size and of the corresponding random maximum Zyiq). Let
X,,X2,.... be independent random variables with common continuous
distribution function F(x). Let N(1)=1 and, for n> 2,let

N(n)=min{j:j>N(n—-1),X)>Xwa-n}- (15)

It is immediate that P(N(n)<+00)=1, and thus the sequence p,,=
P(N(n)=k)is a proper distribution for each n.

Remark 63.1. The sequences N(n) and Xy,,) can be interpreted as
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follows. Consider an infinite sequence X,,X,,... of i.i.d. random variables
whose distribution function is F(x) (which is assumed to be continuous).
Thenlet us go through the sequence X,,X,,... with the aim of picking out
larger and larger terms. Obviously,the first largest is X,. Then, for any m,
if Z,,= X,, we ignore X>,...,X,,, and we take that X as the next one, i.e.
Xn» When, for the first time, Z,,>X,. We then continue the process. In
other words, the investigation of N(n) gives an insight into the positions of
those observations that change Z,, (by the assumption of continuity, ties
can be neglected). The values Xy(,)=Zy,,) are thus the increasing values
Z1<Zyay<°°'-
As an example, let us consider a concrete case. Let X; be the amountof

water added to a given river at spring of the jth year by the melting of
snow. Since the times are a year apart, we can assumethat the X;,are i.i.d.
If records have been kept since 1900, say, then the amount of water
measured in the above mannerin 1900 was X, = Xy,,). If the records show
that up to 1936 this amount of water was alwaysless than in 1900, but in
1936 the melting of snow resulted in a big flood, then N(2) =37,etc.
The theoremsthat follow will reveal that the sequence Z,, changes very

rarely as m increases.
Weshall use the following terms for the sequences N(n) and Xvq).

Definition 63.1. The sequence N(n),n > 1, defined at (15) is called the
sequence ofrecord times. The corresponding X-value,thatis, Xy¢,)= Zyny
is called a record.

Onecould define records and record times by reversing the inequality in
(15). In such cases, we speak of lower records, and, for comparison, the

previous definition of records is termed upper records. Because we deal
with upper records only (the theory would be the same for lower records),
we drop this qualification and use the concept records and record times as
specified in Definition 6.3.1.

Lemma 63.1. The value of N(n) does not depend on F(x).

Proof. The lemmais evident; it is formulated for easier reference only.

As a matter of fact, if X; > X, then F(X,)> F(X,). But the sequence F(X;)
is a sequence of independent uniform variates. Hence, for arbitrary (con-
tinuous) F(x), N(n) can be defined in (15) by the additional assumption
that the variables X, are independent and uniformly distributed on (0,1).
The lemmaisestablished. A

Theorem 6.3.1. The distribution of N (2) is given by

lP(N(2)=/)=7 j>2.
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Consequently, E{N(n)]= + 00 for n>2.

Proof. Let X,,X,,... be independent random variables with uniform
distribution on the interval (0,1). Then, by the continuous version of the
total probability rule (Appendix J), forj > 2,

P(NQ)=s/)= fP(NQ)=/1X,=2)de

=f—x)dx

 gt reek tl
J-1 fj jG)

Hence,

+00

E[N(2)]= 3 JP(N(2)=/) = +0.
j=2

Because N (n) > N(2), n > 2, the proof is completed. A

Notice the meaning of Theorem 6.3.1. If a disaster has been recorded by
the value of X,, then both of the following statements are valid. The value

X, that will bring an even larger disaster has a probability 1/2, but the
actual expected waiting time to a larger disaster is infinity.

Theorem 6.3.2. The sequence N (n), n> 2, forms a Markov chain. That

is,

P(N(n)=KIN (t)=j,2<t<n)= P(N(n)=k|N(n-1)=J,_1)

for all vectors (j2,...,j,—) for which the condition of the left hand side has
positive probability. The transitions

 P(N(n)=k|N(n-1)=/)= fork >j>n—1>2,
J

k(k—1)

and the conditional probabilities above are equal to zero for any other values
ofj and k.

Proof. We again appeal to Lemma 6.3.1 and consider the sequence
X,,X 2,..., which are i.i.d. with commondistribution function F(x)=x for
0<x <1. For uniformity of notation, put j, = 1. Thus, by the total proba-
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bility rule, forj,>j,_ ,,¢ > 2,

P(N(t)=j,,2<t<n)

1 1
-{ + [P(N (1) j,26 1K AIX,x1 5160-1)de -dx,-1

0 0

= poses xpxpAol. . xl(l-x

O<x,< °° Sey<1

=[G2-DUGs-DGDGDA]
Hence,

P(N(n)=k,N(t)=j,2<t<n)
P(N(n)=k|N(t)=j,2<t<n)= P(N()= 2<t<n)

Jaz *

=,jt22,
Inn — 1) : ir

from which the statement of the theorem is immediate. A

From Theorems 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, the distribution of N(n) can be de-
termined bythe total probability rule. For example,

P(N(3)=k)= 3. P(N(3)=A{N (2)=/)P(N(2)=/)
j=2

->
ju2

 

  

1
e=1 FG= "REDDe.

Theorem 63.3. For n>2, let M(n)=N(n)/N(n-—1). Let us define the
integers T(n) by the inequalities

T(n)-—1<M(n)<T(n). (16)

Then the random variables T(n),n > 2, are i.i.d. with

I
jGi-1)’
 P(T(n)=/)= j>2.

Proof. In view of (16), {7(n)>/}={M(n)>,} for any integer. Thus,
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for integersj, > 1,

P(T(k)>jps2<k<n)=P(M(k)>j,,2<k<n)

= P(N(k)>j,N(k—1),2<k<n). (17)

If we decompose the extreme right handside of (17) as

D P(N (k)=t,,.2<k<n—-1,N(n)>j,ty-1)s (18)

where the summation is over all (¢,,/3,...,f,_,) such that t,>j/, and
be >jgt,13 SK Sn— 1,we can arrive at a recursive formula for the ex-
tremeleft hand side of (17) by applying Theorem 6.3.2 to the general term
of (18). We have

P(N(k)=t,2<k<n-1,N(n)>jyty-1)

+0

 

= D P(N(k)=4,2<k<n-1,N(n)=s)
S™qty tl

+00 th)

MPNE)anRckea—t)DL ss=1)

P(N(k)™t,,2<k<n-1)
= j, F

If we substitute this into (18), (17) yields

P(T(k)>jo2<k<n)= +P(T(K)>in2S k<n-1).

Hence, by induction,

l
P(T(k)>j,,2<k <n) =——-. 19)( (k) >jy ) fds dy (19)

The special casej,=1 for t#k, 2<t<n, gives

P(T(kK)>jJ=+, jl. (20)
Jk

The expressions (19) and (20) are equivalent to what was to be proved. A

A numberofinteresting results follow from Theorem 6.3.3.
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Corollary 6.3.1. Let A(n)=N(n)— N(n—1),n>2. Then

 

E male +
N(n-l) |

Proof. Because

Mn) = (n)-1>T(n)-2 (21)
N(n-1) (n) Ose

Theorem 6.3.3 immediately yields the statement. A

_ Corollary 6.3.2. With probability one, as n+,

logA(n) —logN (n— 1)
bee 1. (22)lim sup

Proof. We start again with (21). Because, for integer j, {M(n)>j}=

{T(n)>J},

P(M(n) >j(n)infinitely often) = P(7T(n) >j(n)infinitely often),

for any sequence j(n) of integers. But, because the variables T(n) are
completely independent (Theorem 6.3.3), the Borel-Cantelli lemmas of
Section 4.2 (Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.3) are applicable. Since

SP(T(n)>n)= +0, S P(T(n)>n(logn)’) < + 00,
n=2 n=2

we have, with probability one,

T(n)>n infinitely often and T(n) < n(logn)* ultimately.

A change of n(logny into its integer part has no effect on the upper
inequalities; therefore these same inequalities hold for M(n). But these
inequalities are somewhat stronger than the fact expressed in (22). The
corollary is proved. A

In order to determine the liminf of the fraction occurring in (22), we

establish a simple inequality.

Lemma 63.2. for n>3, andfor any real number s >0,

P(M(n)<1+s)<2s.
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Proof. By the total probability rule and by the fact that N(n) > 7,

P(M(n)<I+s)= > P(M(n)<1+5|N(n—1)=/)P(N(n—-1)=))
j=un-l

+o [(1+5)/]

= DL x P(N(n)=k|N(n—-1)=/)P(N(n-1)5/),
jun-l k=j+l

where[y] signifies the integer part of y. With an appeal to Theorem 6.3.2,
we thus get

P(M(n)<1+s)= =wey){5 -Taraa}

It remains to observe that

i{? 1 |< s
i [G+s) (+s9j-1 15-17)

s
: 1+s—1/(n—1)

the last but onestep being justified byj > n— 1. The proof is completed. &

Corollary 6.3.3. With probability one, as n—»+ 00,

llogA(n) —logN(n—1)| _

logn es

<2s,

limsup 1. (23)

Proof. By (21) and by Lemma6.3.2,

A
°(e, goat :)< 2, m3.

N(n-1)  n(logn) n(logn)

If we sum the above inequality for n>3, we get a convergentseries. In
view of Lemma 4.2.1,

P (Ln> I skims =|.
N(n-1)" n(logny

  

 

Hence, with probability one,

log A(n) —logN (n— 1niAhEND 1.
n= +00 logn
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On accountof (22), this suffices for (23). The corollary is established. A

Therelation (23) will be a basic tool to show that similar limit relations
hold for logA(n) and logN (n— 1). For investigating the latter, we need the
following elementary lemma.

Lemma 6.3.3. Let the random variables e,, k >2, be defined as follows.

Let e,=1 if there is ann >2 such that N(n)=k, and e, =0 otherwise. Then
€,€3,...are independent with

P(q=1)=4.

Proof. Let usfirst consider the event e, = 1. This means that X; < X, for
all j<k. Thus, assuming that the basic random variables X,,X;,,...are
uniformly distributed on (0,1) (see Lemma6.3.1),

1

P(e =1)= [P(X< Xp 1S j<k|Xe= x) de

= [xtlax

el
k

Let now 2<k,<k,<--- <k,, be integers. Then the event e, =1,1<¢<m,
means that X;< X, wheneverj<k,. Hence

P(e, =1,1<t<m)

1 1
=f sf P(e =L 1S 1K m|X, =x) 1515 m)de, dx,

0 0

= prrrf xP fakim.hildyedx++ dx,

O<x,<++- <x,<1

eee
Kika Kk,

t

The proof is completed. A

In view of Lemma6.3.3, the relation

P(N(n)>t)=P(e,te,+--> te,<n) (24)

and elementary probability theory give a large number oflimit theorems
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for N(n). As a matter of fact, since

and

k=l

we have, as t+ 00,

ej te,t+::- +e

logt

e,te,+--+ +e,—logt
p(himsup>-1)- l, (26)

(2logtlogloglogt)'/

and

lim P(e, +e, +--+ +e,—logt<xVlogt ) = (x), (27)

where (x) is the standard normal distribution. Furthermore, (26) can be
supplemented by taking the liminf of the fraction there, which becomes
(—1). (The limits (25) and (27) are routine in elementary probability
theory, and (26) is well known, although its proof is somewhat complicated
—see Appendix I.) We thus have the following results.

Theorem 6.3.4. With probability one, as n—+ ©,

logN logAogN(n) |. oBAls) _
n n

1. lim

Proof. By (24) and (25), with probability one, ultimately,

(1—e)n<logN (n)<(1+e)n,

where e>0 is arbitrary. We thus have the limit for N(n). This, in turn,
yields the stated limit for A(m) in view of (23). The proof is completed. A

Theorem 6.3.5. As n—+ 00,

logN(n)—n 2 x}=i logA(n)—n
imp |

Vn
<: =(x).

n
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Proof. It again suffices to prove the statement for N(n)—namely,

logA(n)—n 7 logA(n) —logN (n— 1) f logN(n—1)—n

Vn Vn Vn

wherethe first term on the right handside tends to zero on accountof (23).
Therefore, by Lemma 2.2.1, this term has no effect on an asymptotic
distribution.
On the other hand, for proving the stated limit relation for N(n), choose

t in (24) as the integer part of exp(n+xV*n ). Then, as n+ 00,

n=logt—xVlogt+O(1).

Therefore, (27) and Lemma 2.2.1 give

lim P (logN (n)> n+xVn )=@(-x)=1—(x),
n= +00

as stated. The proof is completed. A

A similar simple transformation of (26) results in

logN(n)—n
lim sup 7
n=+o (2nloglogn)

l,

which is valid with probability one. In view of Corollary 6.3.3, the same
relation holds for logA(n) as well.

6.4. RECORDS

Wenowturn to the investigation of records as defined in Definition 6.3.1.
Throughoutthis section it is assumed that X,,X,,...are independent ran-
dom variables with common continuous distribution function F(x). We
denote by N(n), n> 1, the record times and by Xy,,) the records them-

selves.
In view of the results on N(n) in the previous section, Xy,,) is rarely

observed with large n. Therefore, an asymptotic theory of Xy,,) is not of
much value to the applied scientist. However, this theory is interesting
from the mathematical point of view, which justifies its detailed discussion.

Clearly from its definition, Xy(,)= Zy(,)- Hence, one would think that
when it converges, (Xy(,,—A,)/B,, where A, and B,>0 are suitable
constants, converges weakly to a mixture of distributions as at (2). The
surprising result is that this is not the case. In sharp contrast to Section 6.2,
the limiting distribution of (Xx(,)—A,)/B, is closely related to the normal
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distribution. The reason for this is best demonstrated if we considerfirst a

special case: F(x)=1—e~*,x >0. Forthis distribution the following result
holds.

Theorem 6.4.1. Let F(x)=1—e7*, x >0. Let Xyiqyn > 1, be the records
and let Y; = Xnay™ XxX, Y;,=Xyq- Xng- nv, 2 2. Then Y) Y,,.. are iid.

random variables and their common distribution function is F(x) itself.

Proof. Let us first evaluate the joint distribution of Y, and Y,. We
apply the decomposition

+00

P(Y,<x,Y,<y)= > P(Y,<x,¥,<y,N (2)=/)
j=2

+00

= > P(X, <x,X)—X)<y,X,> XX, <X,2<t</).
j=2

The general term on the right hand side can easily be evaluated by the
formula

P(A)= [°°P(A|X,=2)e-*dz, (28)

where A is an arbitrary event (see Appendix I). When conditioned on
X,=2z, the mentioned term becomes zero if x <z and, for x >z,it is

[ F(y+z)-F(z)|F-? (z)=e77(l—e~’)(l-e?77.

Hence,

+00

P(¥,<x, ¥2<y)= >) f e~*(l—e-”)(l-e7?))e-*az
j=2°?

=(1-e)f"F(1-entytee
j=2

=(1-e7”)["e-#dz
0

=(1—e7”)(l1—e°*) = F(x)F(y).

Wethus have proved the theorem for Y, and Y,. The proof in the general
case is similar, only the notations become more complicated. We again
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decompose

P(Y,<y,1<t<n)= > P(Y,<y,N(t)=j,1<t<n),

where the summationis forall integers 1 =/, <j,<--- <j,. We then apply
the formula (28) in a vector form, namely, conditioning will be on
{X, =z, 1<t<n} with 0<z,<z,<--- <z,_,. Under this condition, the
general term on the right hand side above becomes zero if y,<z, or if
y, + 2,-,<zZ,. Otherwise, it equals

Il [FO,44-1)-F1)P(e)
tm2

=Th 0 e-%) TT Pa(2, )exp(—2,-).
t=2 t=2

If we sum now these terms for 1=j,<j,<--- <j, and then multiply by

the density exp(—z,—z,—--::—z,_,) and integrate over 0<z,<z,
<-++ <z,_, and z,<z,_,;+y,,2<t<n—I1, we get the desired result. The
proof is completed. _ A

Using the result of Theorem 6.4.1, we get that, for unit exponential
variates,

Xn(n)= Y,+ Y,+-::: + Ys

wherethe Y;are i.i.d. random variables. The classical theory of probability
theory thus gives the asymptotic distribution of, and almost sure results
for, Xy,), When suitably normalized. For example, as n—+ 00,

Xnim— 7
limP ( < *} = P(x). (29)

n

While Theorem 6.4.1 is a characteristic property of the exponential
distribution (see Exercise 7), its conclusion is a basic tool for arbitrary
population distributions. Namely, if F(x) is an arbitrary continuous dis-
tribution function, then the random variables

X*=—logh1-F(X,)], >,

are i:i.d. with unit exponential distribution. Furthermore, the above trans-

formation transforms a record among the X; into a record among X;.
Moreprecisely, if U-(x)= —log{1— F(x)]}, then XX.) = Us(Xwny). We thus
have the following general result.
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Corollary 6.4.1. Let F(x) be an arbitrary continuous distribution. Then
there are constants A, and B,>0 such that, as n+ 00,

limP (Xy(ny< A, + B,x) = T(x)

exists and it is nondegenerate if, and only if,

; U, (A, + B,x)— 1
im ——————_-

n= +00 Vn

exists and is finite on an interval, where g(x) has at least two points of
increase. When it exists, T(x)= ®[ g(x)].

=8(x) (30)

Proof. Because ofthe relation of XX, and Xy,,), we have

{Xn<A, + B,x} = {Xhin< Ur (A, + B,x)}

-| Xn < U,(A,+B,x)—n

Vn Vn

Applying (29) to X¥(,), we obtain the corollary. A

The limit g(x) in (30) can have only three forms.

Theorem 6.4.2. The limit g(x) in (30) is one of the following three
functions (i) g(x)=x for all x, (ii) g(x)=ylogx with some y>0 for x >0
and g(x)=— oo for x<0, and, finally, (iii) g(x)=+0 for x>0 and
g(x)= — ylog(— x) for x <0, where y>0 is an arbitrary constant.

Proof. It follows from (30) that, as 1+ 00,

U, (A, + B,x)~n. (31)

Next, using the elementary identity a?— b?=(a—b)a+b), we observe
that, since

U,(A, + B,x)—n Ul? (A, + B,x)+ Vn
=| U}/? (A, + B,x)— Vn |

Vn Vn

converges to g(x), and since the last fraction, by (31), converges to 2,

k lim, U}/? (A, + B,x)— Vn =4 g(x). (32)

Let M=M(n) be the closest integer to exp(Vn ). Then (32) can be
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rewritten as

lim M[1— F*(Ag, + Bux)] =exp[ — 3 g(x) ], (33)
M=+00

where

F*(x) = 1 -exp[ - Uf? (x)] (34)
and At, =A,, Bf, = B,, where M and n uniquely determine each other by
the definition of M=M(n). We now apply Corollary 1.3.1 and conclude
that F*(y) of (34) is in the domain of attraction of one of the limiting
distributions H(x) for the maxima and that exp{—}g(x)] is necessarily
—logH(x). It thus follows that apart from a linear transformation, g(x)
equals —log{—logH(x)], where H(x) is one of the functions H,,(x),
H,,(x), and H,(x). This completes the proof. A

As a side result, we also obtained that the type of g(x) and thus of T(x)
in Corollary 6.4.1 depends on the distribution function (34). Let us call
®(y log.x), x >0, y >0, positive lognormal and ®{ — y log(— x)], x >0,y >0,
negative lognormal distribution. Then the limiting distribution T(x)=
®[ g(x)] is normal, positive lognormal, or negative lognormal according as
F*(x) of (34) is in the domainofattraction of H;o(x), H,,,(x), or H2,,(x),
respectively.
From the dependence of Xy,,) on F*(x) of (34), weak laws of large

numbers (both additive and multiplicative) can be deduced. This relation
can also be used to obtain almostsure results. For these, the technique of

Chapter 4 suffices.
If one compares the results on the logarithm logN(n) of record times in

the preceding section with those on the records X,,,) themselves under the
additional assumption that F(x)=1—e~*, x >0 (Theorem 6.4.1 and (29)),
a striking similarity is observed. This is not an accident; rather, the
following result is true.

Theorem 6.4.3. Let the population distribution F(x)=1—e™*, x>0.
Then, with probability one,

L logN (2) — Xnn
lim sup ———____——_ = 1.
n= +00 logn

Because we have analyzed the two sequences logN(n) and Xy,) Sep-
arately and the approach applied in each case was very straightforward, we
do not prove this theorem in detail. The basis of establishing the relation
above is the property that the random variables N(n) are conditionally
independent, given the sequence Xy,),k > 1. The conditional distribution
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of N(n)

P(N(n)> Xvcupk ? 1)= [ 1 —exp(- Xn)J:

From this fact, one gets at once by a Borel-Cantelli type of argument that

llog[ N (1) exp( — Xw¢ny)]|
lim sup —————_———————_ = l
n=+00 logn

almost surely, given the sequence {Xjy(,,k > 1}. But, since the limsupis a
constant, the sameresult is obtained if the condition is dropped.

65. EXTREMAL PROCESSES

Deviating from the basic assumption of the present book, we shall devote
this last section to a special continuous time stochastic process called an
extremal process. However, these processes are obtained directly from a
sequence of extremes which warrants the inclusion of their theory in the
present treatment.

Let X,,X.,...be a sequence of random variables and, as usual, put

Z, = max(X,,X>,...,X,). Let a, and b,>0 be sequences of real numbers
such that (Z,—a,)/b, converges weakly to a nondegenerate distribution
H(x). Let now t>0 and define ([y] signifies the integer part of y)

 

Zint)— 4n
2()=—U— teat,

X\— 4, a l

b n

Wecall z,(#) a partial maxima process. Whenit exists, a limit z(¢) of z,(¢)
is called an extremal process, where the limit is in the following sense.

Definition 6.5.1. We say that z,(t) converges to z(t) if, for any finite

numberk of reals 0< 1, <t,<--°: <4, as n+ 0,

lim P(z,(4)<x,1< j<k)=P(z(t)<x,1<j<k),

wheneverthe right handsideis continuous at x,, 1 <j <k.

Notice that, by assumption,the distribution of z,(1) always converges to
H(x). Thus, for any extremal process, P(z(1)< x)= H (x). The so-called
marginal distributions P(z(¢)< x) can also be determined forall structures
investigated in Chapter 3. However, since our aim is to lay down the
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foundations of the theory, we restrict ourselves to independent variables.
For several models, no change is required to carry out the corresponding
details.

Let first X,,X.2,...be iid. random variables with distribution function

F(x). Then, because, for large n, a fixed t exceeds 1/n and the ratio
[nt]/nt approaches one, we get

P(z,(t)<x)—>H'(x).

That is, the marginal distribution P(z(t)<x)=H'(x). With the same
argument, for 0<t;<t%<--: <&%, we get the distributions

P(z(4)<x,1< j<k)=H"(y,)H2~"(y2)--- HW" (4), (35)
where y, = min(x;,X;41,---,%,)- Indeed, putting s,;=[nzi,], then

P(z,(t)<x,1<j<k)

= F"\(a, + by,)Fi~"! (a, + byy2): + F%*%*-' (a, + b,y,).

From this, the limiting form is immediate on account of s,/n—4 and

F"(a, + b,y)>H (y).
Now the question arises whether in fact there is a stochastic process

{z(t),t>0}, whose marginal distributions are those given in (35). The
answeris yes. Its existence can be proved by an appeal to the general

theory of stochastic processes. It can also be established in a constructive
manner, which course weshall follow.

Before we construct a representative of z(1), 1 >0, let us study furtherits
basic properties. It will make clearer the reason for our method of
construction.

In view of (35), there are three types of extremal processes z(); thatis,
there are three types of H(x) (Section 2.4). In the discussion below, we
choose H(x)= H,o(x). All statements can be transformed to an equivalent
form for the other two types.

Because for H(x)= H30(x), H'(x)=H(x—logt), the bivariate margi-
nals of z(t) are

H (x,,x2) = H(min(x,,x,) —logt, |H[ x. —log(t,—1,)].

This is a bivariate extreme value distribution (see Section 5.4—in particu-
lar, formulas (28a)-(32) there). If weintroduce the new variables u,=
x, logt, and u.=x,logt,, we can write H(u,,u,) in the form

H(u,,u,)= [ Hy,9(u,)H5,9(u2)]°°?
“”
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where

1-—1t,/t,+max(e’,t,/t,)

o(r)= l+e’

In this form, one immediately obtains from Exercise 29 of Chapter 5 for
the correlation coefficient p(t,,t,) of z(¢,) and z(t),

6 %/4 logr
p(t, t2) a [a7 or 

Therefore, the process, z(t),¢>0, is continuous and integrable in mean

square.
Wereturn to the general case; that is, H(x) is any of the three possible

types.
The process z(t),t>0, is a Markov process with transition probabilities

P(z(t.)<ylz(t))=x)=H?-"(y)  ifx<y

and it equals zero for x >y. One immediately gets from this that z(?) is a
step function. We now show that, for 0< t, < t,,

P(2(t,)<2(t,))=1-—.
2

Weprovethis via the definition of z(t). Namely, we start with a sequence
X|,X2,...0f iid. random variables with common distribution function
F(x), evaluate P(z,(t,)<z,(t,)), and let n+ oo. For evaluating this latter
probability, we observe that z,(t,)< z,(t2) if, and only if, an integer k with
[nt,]<k<[nt,.] is a record time. Let the random variable e,=1 or 0
according as X,=Z,, or not. Lemma 6.3.3 tells us that the {e,} are
independent with P(e, = 1)=1/k. Therefore,

P(2,(t1) <z,(t2))= P

 

[né2]
> «¢1

n= |B (2)
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whichis easily seen to tend to 1—1,/t, by applying the relations

T2
1 T,

k=T,

and

l-x~e™* as x— 0.

Because of the independence ofthe e,, it is clear from the above discussion
that, for 0<t,;<,<--- <4, the events (z(t) >z(t,_,)}, 2<j<k, are
independent, the jth term having probability 1—4_,/%. Let us choose
= T,+(T,— T,(j-1)/k, 1<j<k, where T,< T, are fixed positive real
numbers. Then the number », of 1 < j <k for which z(t) >2z(4_,) tendsto
the number of discontinuities of z(¢) in (7), 72) as kK->+ 00, which limit
can also be infinite. On the other hand,», is the sum of the indicators J, of
the events {z(4;)>z(¢,_,)}, which indicators, as was just shown, are inde-
pendent. By construction, as k> + 00,

T,k

ymax, P(;=1)> 0, 2SloNe

Therefore, as k-—>+ 0,

im(opm=-ztLOTT

Summarizing, we established that the number of jumps in any finite
interval (7,,7>) is asymptotically a Poisson variate with parameter
log( T,/T,). Furthermore, a similar argumentleads to the following result.
If r,;>7,>--: are the successive points of discontinuity of z(#) in 0<1<
T, counting the points from T backward, then r,/T and 1,/7,_,, j > 2, are
independent random variables, each uniformly distributed on the interval

(0, 1). This observation, together with the Markovian property of z(t), leads
to the following representation of z(t), when the marginal distribution

P(z(t)< x)= Hj(x). Let Y, have distribution function H,o(x—logs),

s>0. Let U, and V,, j > 1, be iid. unit exponential variates, which are also
independentof Y,. Define

So™S, 5 =5_,+Uexp(Y,+V,+---+Vj,_,), srl,

where an empty sum is taken as zero. Then

z(t)™Y,4V,+V,+---4+V,, 5 (36)
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The above representation automatically transforms to a representation for
z(t) with the other two marginals by the proper transformation of H3(x)
into the other types of extreme value distributions.
The description given here was intended to be an introduction to the

theory of extremal processes. Out of a numberof possible attacks, we also
selected those which are closest to the approaches of the previous sections
and chapters.

6.6. SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

In order to introduce the problem of extremes for random sample sizes, we
first described a model from queueing theory, an approach due to C. C.
Heyde (1971). We do not plan to review the theory of queues. Its founda-
tions can be found in the book by N. U. Prabhu (1965), and many new
references are given in the survey by L. Takacs (see Chapter 3). We
mention, however, the work by J. W. Cohen (1967), where the property
assumed in Exercise | is established for the model of Section 6.1. Conse-
quently, we have the limit relation (1). Another type of application in
reliability theory is given by R. V. Canfield and L. E. Borgman (1975), and
Serfozo (1986).
The method of proof of Section 6.2 is due to J. Mogyordédi (1967), but

the result itself was first established by O. Barndorff-Nielsen (1964) (Theo-
rem 6.2.1). Mogyordédi obtains an extension as well, in that he can handle
(Zy(ny) — 2acny)/Om(ny Where M(n) is another random variable. This is not
of interest to us directly, because M(n) may have too strong an influence
on the whole expression, but the method is of value because a wide class of
Statistics fall into such a group of expressions. Mogyordédi’s method is
based on a result of A. Rényi (1963), which has a widefield of potential
applications. A special case was established by W. Richter (1965).
Mogyorddi’s method and result are extended by J. Galambos (1973b) to a
class of dependent samples, which is a special class of E,-sequences
introduced in Section 3.9. One of the theorems of Galambos is extended by
H. Rootzén (1974) for a larger class of dependent systems.

The domainsof attraction of possible limit laws for the extremes in
random samplesizes is investigated in Arnold and Villasenor (1985).
Gnedenko and Senusi-Bereksi (1982) obtain with random sample
size what they proved in the nonrandomcase:if convergenceis valid on
an interval on which the limit is not constant, then the same limit holds
on the whole real line. The characterization of a limiting law when the
size is random leads to complicated functional equations, and thus these
types of characterizations are more rare than other types. The two
characterization results of Baringhaus (1980) and Arnold, Robertson

and Yeh (1985) are relevant in connection with the discovery by Cohn
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and Pakes (1978) that the limit law of a simple Galton-Watson process
can be expressed as the distribution of the maximum of 1.i.d.
variables with random sample size. Another kind of characterization of
the Weibull distribution by Shimizu and Davies (1981) is achieved
by the developmentby these authors a very powerful technique which
proveduseful in other areas as well. Special random sized extreme value
problemsare faced in the studies of Féldes (1979) and Arnold andVil-
lasenor (1984).
For the case when N(n) is assumed to be independent of the variables

X,,X2,..., the first general result was obtained by S. M. Berman (1964). He
realized that the same technique works in such a case as for extremes of
exchangeablevariables, but he did not unify the two theories. This unifica-
tion came in a paper by J. Galambos (1975e), who deduced both results
from a single theorem on limits for mixtures. It should be noted that the
result is applicable to general sequences (see Chapter 3, in particular the
survey section). The above paper extends results of Berman as well as
those of D. I. Thomas (1972). Several theorems can be deduced from the
results of S. Guiasu (1971). Although these would not extend the conclu-
sions for Z,, the advantage of his approach is that one can handle all
extremes in one theorem. For random kth extremes, see W. Dziubdziela

(1972).
The theory of record times started with the works of K. N. Chandler

(1952) and F. G. Foster and A. Stuart (1954). These papers establish
classical types of theorems on the sequence N(n), but the fact that
E[N(2)]= +00 dissuaded statisticians from continuing the work. While
the disinterest of statisticians is understandable, the theoretical implica-

tions of the results justify continued work on this subject. This theory
shows how extremes actually change (see Remark 6.3.1). In addition, it
induced much work and produced neat techniques that are applicable in
other branches of probability as well. Development of the theory began
with Rényi’s (1962) discovery (which is actually contained in the work of
M. Dwass (1960) as well) of Lemma 6.3.3. All previous results follow from
it, and several new ones were obtained with very little effort. M. Neuts
(1967) established the close relation of A(n) and N(n— 1)—quite a surpris-
ing result. The theory then developed very rapidly. The works of R. W.
Shorrock (1972a,b and 1973), P. T. Holmes and W. Strawderman (1969),
W. Strawderman and P. Holmes (1970), W. Vervaat (1972), J. Galambos
and E. Seneta (1975), and D. Williams (1973) all added new illumination
and newresults to the theory. We have adopted the approach of Galambos
and Seneta, which is given in Theorem 6.3.3. It immediately yields that
A(n) and N(n—1) are closely related. This method is more elementary
than the others that are known,butit is not claimed to be superior if one
allows advanced results of probability theory to enter the investigation. In
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particular, Shorrock’s method andthat of Vervaat contributed muchto the
theory’s advance. Another simple method on the relation of A(n) and a
transformation of the records themselves can be found in M. M.Siddiqui
and R. W. Biondini (1975). A popular presentation is by Glick (1978).
Thorough. investigation of the records themselves started with M. N.

Tata (1969) and J. Pickands III (1971). Theorem 6.4.1, due to Tata,
becamea basic theoremfor future investigations. Corollary 6.4.1 is also
hers. A major development occurred with the works of S. I. Resnick
(1973a, b). He established Theorem 6.4.2, and within the framework of
extremal processeshe gave extensive analysis. For a related result, see Na-
garaja (1982a). Theorem 6.4.3 is due to Shorrdck (1972b). Records and re-
cord times fordiscrete populations are discussed by W. Vervaat (1973a) and
records on Markov chainsby R. Biondini and M.M.Siddiqui (1975). Toso-
called kth records W. Dziubdziela and B. Kopocinsky (1976b) extend Res-
nick’s theorem (Theorem 6.4.2). This same theorem is extended to random

index by W. Freudenberg and D. Szynal(1976). A different theory applies
if the records are taken from a finite sequence. For fixed numberofelements
in the sequence, see D. Haghighi-Talab and C. Wright (1973), and for rec-
ords in sequences with increasing number of elements see M. C. Yang
(1975). Suddenly, Yang’s result caught the attention: extensions can be
foundin Ballerini and Resnick (1985), Nevzorov (1985), Ballerini (1985)
and de Haan and Verkade (1985).

Since the theory ofextremal processesis notdeveloped in the presentbook
beyond anintroductory section, the correspondingsurveyofthe literature is
intentionally limited as well. It started with the works of Dwass (1964) and.
Lamperti (1964), and then developed rapidly. Dwass (1966), Tiago de
Oliveira (1968, 1971 and 1972b), Resnick (1973c, 1974 and 1975), Res-
nick and Rubinovitch (1973), and Shorrock (1974) contributed substan-
tially to this field. A new approach,using random difference equations, was
proposed by Vervaat (1977). See also his survey (1973b), and the papers
by Wichura (1974) and Mori and Oodaira (1976). Starting with a random
sample size, Sen (1972) obtained results on the line of extremal processes.
ExtremalprocessesobtainedaslimitsofZ, ofindependentbutnotidentically
distributed variables are introduced and studied by Weissman (1975a,c).
Thestructureis similar to the process of Section 6.5, but the marginals are
in agreementwiththe results of Section 3.10. Serfozo (1982) extendsthe
models to triangular arrays, and random indexed theoremsand recordsare
investigated in the new model.In orderto estimatetails ofdistribution, Cooil

(1985) studies thejoint distribution ofa set oflarge orderstatistics whichset
is larger than what we termed extremes. His methodis the introduction of a
particular process, which allows him to generalize someresults of Chapter
2. The survey of Iglehart (1974) points to fields of application of extremal
processes. de Haan and Resnick (1973) give results of the type ofChapter 4
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forrecords. Berkane (1984) gives almost sure upper boundsoninter-record
times.
The fact that k-record processesare i.i.d. was first stated by Ignatov

(1978). New proofsfor this are given by Deheuvels (1983a), Goldie and
Rogers (1984) and Vervaat (1984). Thelastone is very simple andstraight-
forward. Additional strong approximation results are presented in Deheu-

vels (1981b, 1982a,b, and 1984d).
Statistical methodsfor the prediction of future records are developed by

Dunsmore(1983), who extends Ahsanullah’s (1980) result. Related work
is that of Nagaraja (1984b).

Somecharacterizations of distribution, mainly exponential, through

properties of records can be found in Ahsanullah (1978), R.C. Srivastava
(1981), Dallas (1981), Pfeifer (1982 and 1985), Lau and Rao (1982), De-
heuvels (1984a) and Gupta (1984). De Laurentis and Pittel (1985) establish
a connection betweeninter-record times and other branches ofmathematics.

Gaver’s (1976) workis ona different line and can perhapsberelated to the

approach of Biondini and Siddiqui (1975). Here one considers a point pro-
cess, and to each occurrence there corresponds a random variable X;. The

records and record times of this sequence are investigated. Its relevance to

applied modelsis also indicated. The study of the supremum of continuous

time stochastic processes by Berman (1982) well demonstratesthe rela-
tion of this supremum to maximaofsequences, and theextra difficulties in-
volved.

In sequential analysis, the following theorem of F. J. Anscombe (1952)
plays a central role. Let y,,y2,...,be ii.d. random variables with zero
expectation and unit variance. Let M(n) be a sequence ofpositive integer-
valued random variables such that, with an increasing sequence g(n) of
numbers which tend to +00 with n,M(n)/g(n) tends in probability to a
positive constant. Then [g()]~'/7(y,+--: +a) is asymptotically nor-
mal. Let us apply this result to the following case. Let X,,X,,..., be iid.
unit exponential variates. Put y, = X,—1 and y,=Xyiy— Xny-1— 12,
where N(n),n> 1, is the sequence of record times. By Theorem 6.4.1, the

y’s satisfy the requirements in the Anscombe theorem. Let M (n)be thelast

record time which does not exceed n; that is, Xy(,)=Z,. Hence, by

Theorem 6.3.4, M(n)/logn—1 with probability one. Now, on the one

hand,

(logn)~'/7(y, +--+ +¥aq¢m) = (logan) '/(Z, — M(n))

is asymptotically normal, but on the other hand,

P(Z, —logn< x)>H;,9(x).
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If one writes Z, — M(n)=(Z, —logn)—[M(n)—logn], it follows that Z,—
logn does not contribute to the first limit law, only the second (see
Theorem 6.3.5). But this in fact says that the y’s did not contribute to
“their own sum”; thatis, all contributions came from M(n). This example,
due to J. Galambos (1976), illustrates that much caution is to be taken
when randomsized limit theorems are applied.

6.7. EXERCISES

1. Let X,,X,,...be iid. random variables with common distribution

function F(x) such that, as x->+00, 1—F(x)~cq*, where c>0 and
0<q<l are constants. Let N(n), n> 1, be positive integer-valued random

variables. Assume that N(n)/n converges in probability to a positive
constant, as n—+ oo. Show that Z,,,)/logn is asymptotically a constant in
probability.

2. Use the method of proof of Theorem 6.2.1 to establish the following
- extension. Let g(n) be an increasing function, tending to +00 with n. Let
N(n)/g(n)—rin probability, where 7 is a positive random variable. Show
thatif (Z,—a,)/b, tends weakly to H (x), then

Z n) AAg(nN(ay “[8¢ I _U(x) weakly

Bt s(n)
where

U(x)=f*°HY (x)dP(r<y),

and [ g(7)] is the integer part of g(n).

3. Extend the conclusion of Exercise 2 to the kth extremes.

4. Use the total probability rule and Theorem 6.3.2 to show that, for the
record times N(n),n>1,P(N(n)>xN(n—1))=1/x for x > 1 integer and,
for arbitrary x > 1, as n>+ 00,

P(N(n)>xN(n-1))4.

5. Extend the result of Exercise 4 and show that the events N(n+
k)/N(n+k—1),1<k<~™m, are asymptotically independent for any fixed
m>2.

6. Show that the limit distribution in (2) is never normal (see also
Exercises 18 and 19 of Chapter 3).
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7. Show the following converse to Theorem 6.4.1. If, for iid. random
variables, the differences Xy(,)— Xnin—1»" > 2, are independent, then the
population is exponential.

[M. N.Tata (1969)]

8. Let N(n),n> 1, be the sequence of record times for i.i.d. continuous
variates. Let k,(s) be the numberof integers /,2 <j <7, for which AC/)=
N(Uj)-N(U-1)>sN(j— 1). Show that, with probability one, k,(s)/n—->
1/(s+1). Record the special case s=1 and compare it with the result
P(N(2)=2). Discuss the meaning of this relation as the origin of time is
shifted.

[J. Galambosand E. Seneta (1975)}

9. Let again N(n) be the sequence of record times for i.1.d. continuous

variates. Put R(n)=N(n)/N(n—1),n>2. Determine the asymptotic be-
havior of max{ R(j):2< j < m}.

10. Go through the proof of Theorem 6.4.2 and find the asymptotic
distribution of the record Xy(q) if (i) the population is standard normal,(ii)
the population distribution F(x)= H,(x), and (iii) F(x) is one of the
Weibull distributions.

11. Let X,,X;,...be i.i.d. discrete variates taking the nonnegative integers.

Let their distribution F(x) be such that w(F)=+00. Let ef=1 or 0
according as X, > X;,1< j<k, or not. Show that the events {ef=1} are
independent. Evaluate P (ef = 1).

12. Define the record times N(n),n > 1, by (15) without assuming F(x) to
be continuous. Show that the sequence N(n) is always infinite if either
«F)= + 00 or w(F)< +00 but w(F)is a point of continuity of F(x).

13. Let F(x) be a distribution function such that there is a number
Xo<o(F) with the property that F(x) is continuous for all x > xo. Show
that the extended concept of record times of Exercise 12 leads to the same
asymptotic properties for N(n) and A(n) as for populations with continu-
ous distributions.

14. Let F(x) be the distribution function of a random variable that takes

nonnegative integers. For an integer m, define F,,(x) as F(x) ifa+1/m<
x <a+1—1/m,where a is a positive integer and F,,(x) is continuous and
linear for a—1/m<x<atl1/m. Let N,-(n) be the sequence of record
times for F(x) and N(n) for F,,(x) (F,,(x) being continuous, N(n) does
not depend on F,,(x)). Estimate the difference between N,(n) and N(n).

Extend your conclusion to other discrete distributions.
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SomeBasic Formulas for Probabilities

and Expectations

Collected here are a numberof results of probability theory which are used
in the book and which are not necessarily covered in an introductory
course on probability theory. Throughout this appendix the sample space
is denoted by Q, the set of its subsets that are considered as events by @,
and the probability measure on @ by P. As usual, the complement of an
event is denoted by A‘. The theorems on expectations are stated in the
more familiar form of integrals.

Let us first establish two elementary results.

Theorem AI.1. Let A,CA,C::: be a nondecreasing sequence of events.
Then, as n—> + 00, P(A,) converges to P(U ;-7A)).jae

Remark. By taking complements, it immediately follows from the
above statement that, for a nonincreasing sequence A,DA,D--- of
events, P(A,) converges to P(N;_7A,) for n—> + 00.

Proof. Let us put B= U;.7A,. From the monotonicity of the sequence
A, it follows that B can be decomposed as

B=A,U(A{A2)U(A3A3)U ++ U(Ay_14,)U “°°

The terms on the right hand side are disjoint. Thus, by the additive

property of P,

P(B)=P(A,)+ 3P(AsA;q,)=P(A,)+ lim "SD! P(AfA;4,).
j=l

: n=+00

j=l

The axioms of probability imply that, for 4;CA;4,, P(AjA;41)™ P(Aj4)

362
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— P(A;). Hence

P(B)= lim P(A,)+'S[P(A,.:)—P(A)] = lim P(A,),
n=+00 f n= +00

j=!

which wasto be proved. A

The next theorem is an immediate consequence of the axioms and the
definition of conditional probability. Its proof is therefore omitted.

Theorem AI.2 (The Total Probability Rule). Let A,,A,,... be a sequence
of events satisfying

(i) P(A,A;)=0 for all i#j,
(ii) ZP(A,)=1.

Then, for an arbitrary event B,

P(B)= > P(B\A))P(A,),
where P(B\A;)P(A;)=0 whenever P(A;)=0.

Wealso prove a continuous version of the total probability rule. It will
involve the following extended concept of conditional probability, which
is, of course, much simpler than the one used in an advanced theory.

Definition. Let A be an event and let X be a random vaniable.If, as x,

and x, with x, < x, converge to the samevalue x, the conditional probabil-
ity P(A|x,< X<x,) converges, then this limit is called the conditional
probability P(A|X= x) of A given X=x. If X is a vector, then inequalities
and equations are meant componentwise.

Notice that P(A|X= x) can easily be calculated in the following special
case. Let Y be a random vector which is independent of X. Let A be the
event that X and fall into a (Borel) set S. Then P(A|X=x)=P(YE
S(x)), where S(x) is the set obtained from S by replacing X by x. For
example, if Y is one-dimensional and A ={X<2Y}, say, then P(A|X= x)
= P(Y >4x). In the preceding abstract notation S={(x,y): —0o0<x<2y
< +00} and S(x)={y:ix<y< +00}.
We can nowstate a continuous version of Theorem AI.2.

Theorem AI.3 (The Continuous Total Probability Rule). Let the event A
and the random variable X be such that, for almost all x (with respect to

F(x)= P(X <x)), P(A|X=x) exists. Then

P(A)=UP(alm x)dF(x). (Al)
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Before proving this theorem,let us establish some properties of integrals.
First recall that the conceptof integral is reduced to the limit of a specially
constructed finite sum. Namely, the integral of a (measurable) function is
defined in three steps as follows. Let (U,&,m) be a measure space. Let

g(u) be a real-valued (measurable) function defined on U. If g(u) takes
only a finite numberof values x,,x.,...,x,, and B= {u:g(u)=x,}, then

fsdm= > aym(B,) (A2)
j=l

Let now g(u)>0. Let 29,(u)< g,,,(u) be a monotonic sequence of func-
tions, each of which takes a finite number of values, and g,(u)—g(u) as
n—» +00. Then, by definition,

g(u)dm= lim g,(u)dm, (A3)
U Un= +00

wheneverthelimit exists. A basic and simple theorem ofintegration is that
this limit does not depend on the actual choice of the sequence g,(u). The
final step in the definition is that if g(u) is an arbitrary (measurable)
function, then decompose g(u)=g*(u)—g(u), where g*(u)=
max( g(u),0) and g~(u)=max(— g(u),0), and then define

Jgwdm=fg* (u)dm— fg (u)dm, (A4)

wheneverthe right hand side is meaningful. The crucial step is therefore
the middle one (A3), which is indeed the limit of finite sums of the type of
(A2).

Notice the similarity between the classical Riemann integral and the
abstract integral just described. If U is a finite interval and m assigns to an
interval its length, then (A2) is in fact a Riemann sum whenever g(u) is
constant on ¢ disjoint subintervals of U. On the other hand,if g(u) > 0 and
bounded on U, then (A3) expresses that the integral of g(u)is the limit of
the so-called lower Riemann sums (which are monotonically increasing).
Thatis, Riemann integration was built on the same concepts as (A2)-(A4),

except that U and m were very specific. The reader who is not very
familiar with this abstract concept of integration is advised to go through
the definition (A2)-(A4) and several theorems known for Riemann in-
tegrals, when U and m arechosenas follows. Let (Q,@, P) be a probability
space and let X be a random variable onit with distribution function F(x).
Let U be the whole real line and let m be defined for intervals B =(a, 5]as
m(B)= F(b)— F(a). It is also advisable to relate integrals over 2 with
respect to P to those over the whole real line with respect to the above m.
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For example, prove that if g(x) is continuous for all x, then

fseyap=f°e(x)4F(x),
where dF(x) represents dm with the above special choice.
We nowprove two theorems for integrals. All integrals are over a set U

and with respect to a given measure m on a set ® of subsets of U.

Theorem AI.4. Let 0< g,(u)< 2,4 ,(u) and let g,(u)—g(u) as k->+ 0.
Then

tim f &(u)dm=J¢(u)dm. (AS)
k=+oao/y

Proof. Notice that formally (A5) is the same as (A3) except that here
g,(u) is not assumed to take only a finite number of values.

In the proof, we appeal only to the definition. Let g,,(u), n= . be
an increasing sequence of functions which tends to g,(u) as ae0> and
each of which takes a finite number of values. Put G,(u)= max Snx (4).

Then G,,(u) also takes only a finite numberof values, and G,(us)<G2+ (4).

Furthermore,g,,(u) < G,(u) < g,(u)and

JBau)dm <JGa(u)am <JBalu) dm.

Let n— + 00. Weget

&(u) <limG, (u) < g(u), (A6)

and, by (A3),

Jf Be(u)dm <f lima, (u)dm < limf 8,(u)dm. (A7)
U U U

If we now let kK->+ 00, (A6) implies that limG,(u)=g(u), and thus (A7)
reduces to (A5), which was to be proved. A

Theorem AI.5 (The Dominated Convergence Theorem). Lei g,(u) be a
sequence offunctions which ‘satisfies

(i) |g,(#)|< G(u) with [y G(u)dm< +0;
(li) g,(u)—g(u) for almost all u as n+ 0.

Then

lim Jaa(u)dm= J,g(u)dm. (A8)
n=+0o
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Proof. Wefirst observe that our conditions imply that the functions
g,(u), n> 1, and g(u) are integrable (the integral of their absolute values is
bounded by the integral of G(u)). Therefore, so are the functions G+ g,
and G+g. These new functions are all nonnegative, and thus so are the

functions

hy(u)= inf [G(u)+5(u)] and s,(u)= inf [G(u)—84(w)].
an

Both h,(u) and s,(u) are nonnegative and nondecreasing sequences and
h,(u)—>G (u) + g(u) and s,(u)—>G(u)— g(u). Hence, Theorem AI.4is appli-
cable, which yields, as n— + 00,

timfhy(u)dm= f'G(u)dm+Ja(u)dm (A9)

and

lim dm= G(u)dm— dm. Al0im fs,(u)dm= { G(u)dm— f(u)dm (A110)
Onthe other hand, from their definitions,

h,(u)<G(u)+g,(u), 5,(u)< G(u)—g,(u),

and thus

f,h,(u)dm <JG(u)dm+ Jg,(u)dm,

Jsalu) <fG(u)dm— fg,(u)dm.

Letting n-»+ 00 and taking the lim inf of the above inequalities, we get
from (A9) and (A10),

ff (udm < iim inff g,(u)dm
U U

<lim sup[ g,(u)dm
U

<Jg(u)dm,

which implies (A8). The theorem is established. A
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Wecan nowprove Theorem AI.3.

Proof of Theorem AI3. Let a<b be two finite real numbers. Let us
divide the interval [a,b] by the points a= xy<x,<--- <x,=b, which are
continuity points of F(x). By Theorem AI.2,

P(A)=P(AIX<a)F(a)+ © P(Alx,_1<X<x)[ F(x) — Fs-0)]
jul

+ P(A|X > b)[1— F(d)].

If we define g,(x)= P(A|x;_,< X <x) for x,_,<x<.x,, then g,(x) takes ¢
values only and, by assumption, g,(x)—P(A|X=x) as max(x,— x;_ ,)0.
The function g,(x) is bounded by G(x)=1 and

fsa)aF(x)= BS P(Aly1 SX<a)[ F(a)Fs)
a j=l

Theorem AI.5 thus yields

P(A)= P(A|X<a)F(a)+ [”P(A|X= x)dF(x) + P(AIX> 6)[1— F(0)].

Letting a—— oo and b->+ 00 gives (Al). The proof is completed. A

Wegive one more formula for integrals which is useful when evaluating
expectations. We establish that

[0xar(x)= [""[1- F()ax, (All)
0

whenevereither sideis finite. Indeed, integrating by parts, we get for finite
b>0,

5 b

[ xaF(x)= —0[1- F(0)}+ f [1- F(x) ] ax. (A12)

Wefirst observe that, by (A12), if the right hand side of (A11)is finite, so
is the left hand side (namely, the first term on the right handside of (A12)
is negative). Therefore, we have to establish (All) under the assumption
that its left hand side is finite. This immediately follows from (A12), by
letting b— + 00, if we show that

lim b[1—F(b)]=0, (A13)
b=+00
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whenevertheleft hand side of (A11) is finite. But, for large 6 and arbitrary

e>0,

e>f° °xdF(x)> bf"dF(x)= o[1- F(b)],

from which (A13) follows.
Let us conclude the present appendix by collecting three basic results of

probability theory. The first part of each theorem (the i.i.d. case) is
assumed to be familiar to the reader, except perhaps in Theorem AI.8. The
second part contains slightly modified version, which can be proved by
any of the standard methods of proof for the first parts; we therefore omit
proofs. These results are collected here for easier reference.

Let X,,X;,...,X, be independent random variables on a probability
space (2,@,P). Let E(X,) and V(X,), j>1, denote the expectation and
variance of X,, respectively. We put S,=X,+---+X,, E,=E(X;,)
+---+E(X,), and V,=V(X,)+--- +V(X,).

Theorem AI.6 (The Strong Law of Large Numbers). Let X,,X,,...,X,,
be independent and identically distributed with finite expectation E= E(X)).
Then, almost surely, as n+ 0,

ee . §,
lim—-=E or lim= =I.

The statementin the latterform holdsifthe X; are uniformly bounded and
independent, assuming E,, # 0.

Theorem AI.7 (The Central Limit Theorem). Let X,,X,,...,X, be inde-
pendent and identically distributed random variables with finite expectation
E=E(X,) and V=V{(X,). Then, as n>+0,

1 x

Via “-«

If we rewrite nE and nV as E,, andV,,, respectively, then the conclusion holds

if the X; are assumed to be independent and uniformly bounded.

Theorem AI.8 (The Iterated Logarithm Theorem). Let X,,X;,...,X,, be
independent and identically distributed random variables with finite expecta-
tion E= E(X,) and variance V=V(X,). Then, almost surely, as n—>+ 0,

S,—nE

(2nVlog lognV )'/?

e7"/2 dt. lim P(S,<nE+xVnV )=

lim sup l.
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If we replace nE and nVby E,, and V,,, respectively, then the conclusion holds
under the assumption that the X; are independent and uniformly bounded, and
V+00 with n.

There is only one reference to Theorem AI.8 in the book (it occurs in
Chapter 6). Therefore, a reader who is not familiar with it will not be
hindered. Let us add that its proof is similar to several arguments of
Chapter 4.
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Theorems from Functional Analysis

In this book we have used the following theorems, which are well known in
functional analysis. We collect them here, rather than referring to a
textbook containing them, for two reasons. First, we formulate them in

probabilistic language. Second, they appear in textbooks of functional
analysis after a number of definitions have been introduced, and thus their

simplicity is not clear when they are deduced from general theorems.
’ As in the preceding appendix, the basic probability space is denoted by
(Q2,@,P). We also introduce the notation L, for the set of all random
variables on (Q, @, P), whose variance isfinite.

Theorem AIl.1 (Completeness Theorem). Let X,€ L, for each n> 1. Let
X,, be such that, as n and m tend to infinity, the sequence E((X,,—X,)°) of
second moments converges to zero. Then there is a random variable X € L,
such that E[(X,—X)]-0 as n->+ 00. Consequently, X, tends to X in
probability.

Before giving details of the proof, we establish two simple lemmas.

Lemma AIl.1. Jf U and V belong to L,, then

E[(U+V)]<[E'?(U?)+E'?(v2)). (Al4)

Proof. Westart with the triangle inequality and then apply the well-
known inequality of Cauchy and Schwarz. We get

E[(U+V)] < E(\U+ V||U)) + E(|U+ VI|V))

< E'7((U+V)]E'?(U?)+E'?[(U+V)]E'?(V?),

whichis equivalent to (A14). The proof is complete. A

370
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Lemma AII.2 (Fatou’s Lemma). Let Y,€ L, for each n> 1. Then

lim inf Y?dP < lim inf Ya@P.
qus=t+c n=+00

Proof. Define V, = int Y?. Then V, < V,,, and V, tends to lim inf Y?
as n—> + 00. Furthermore, 0< V, < Y2. Thus, by Theorem AI.4,

[¥rdP > lim inf {V,dP= lim [V.aP
ahlimjinf n=+00

={ lim V,dP= lim inf YZdP,
Qgu=toco gqu=to

which was to be proved. A

Proof of Theorem All.1. Let X, satisfy the conditions of the theorem.
Let us take n<m such that E[(X,,—X,)?]<4 and label n=n(1) and
m=n(2). When n(k) has been fixed, determine n(k+1)>n(k) so that
El(X,a+7Xe)]<27~**. In this way we select a subsequence n(k),
k > 1, of integers for which

=Bln(k+1)— Xnck))"|< +0.

Let us define

Xl+> [X,¢k+1)~ Xaceyl-

By induction over r, we get from Lemma AII.1 that Y,€L,. In fact, we
obtain

E(Y2)<{E 1/2(Xay]+ > E71(Xx,n(k-+1)— Xncky)A
k=|

<{e 0? (Xia) +> E'7l(Xya+y- ««)| < +0.

Hence,

lim inf E(Y?) < +00.
r= +00
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Thus, using the denotation

r= +00

+00

X*= lim Y,=|X,molt 2 Xnce+1)— Xaceyls
=1

Fatou’s lemma (Lemma AII.2) yields X*€ L,. It follows that X* is finite
almost surely and thus the subsequence X,,,, converges almostsurely to a
finite random variable X. Because |X,+1)I< Y, <X*, |X|<X* and thus
X EL.To concludethe proof, we appeal again to Lemma AII.1. We have

E'{(X-X,)]< E'?|(X-Xyw) | + E'?|(Xnay— Xn)|

The last term tends to zero by assumption as n—> + 00 and n(k)—>+ 00. On
the other hand, the first term on the right hand side converges to zero by
the dominated convergence theorem (Theorem AI.5) as n(k)—>+ 00. The
proof is completed. A

For the next theorem, we need the following concept. We say that a

ae Te fnis a closed linear subsetif, for any X;€ T and real numbers

Gr OX, + C,X, also belongs to T. PUrtiesmOne, if Y EL, andthereis
a sequence xET such that E[(Y—X,)"]—> 0 as n++00, then also
belongs to T.

Theorem All.2. Let T be a closed linear subset of L,. Then any random
variable Y € L, has an almost surely unique representation Y=X+ R, where
X ET and E(RV)=0for all VET.

Proof. If YE7, then X= and R=0 provides a decomposition as
stated. Let therefore Y be a member of L, but not of 7. Let X, be a
sequence of T such that

lim E[(Y-X,)°]=
nm +00

jinfE[(Y- vy|= d(Y,T), say.

The “distance” d(Y,T)>0 because Y is not in T and is closed. It is
easily seen that, as m and n tend to infinity, E[(X,,— X,)"]—>0. Hence, by
Theorem AII.1, there is a random variable X in L, such that E[(X,—XY]
—0 as n—»+ 00. Writing Y= X¥+R with R= Y— X, we now show that R

indeed has the property of E(RV)=0 for all VET. Namely, by the
minimal property of d(Y,7), for every V € T and for every real numberc,

d(Y,T)< E|(Y—X—cV)]=E(R?)—2cE(RV)+c7E(V?).
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But

E(R?)=E|(Y-X)’]

= E[(Y¥-X,+X,-X)’]

= E[(Y¥-X,)°]+£[(X,-X)?]+2E[(¥-X,)(%,.-X)]

—d(Y,T) as n—> +00.

Thus, for every realnumber ¢;

c7E(V?)>2cE(RV).

This is possible only if E(RV)=0. The possibility of the claimed decom-
position of Y is proved. Its uniqueness is immediate by observing thatif

Y=X,+R,=X,+R, X,ET, and E(RV)=0 forVET,

then

(X,— X,)+(R— R,)=0

where

Xx, —-X,€ T,

and

E[(R,-R,)V]=0 for VET.

But then multiplying the first equation by R,— R, and integrating yields
E[(R, — R,)?]=0, which implies R, = R, almost surely. Consequently, X, =
X, almost surely, which completes the proof. A

Theorem AlI.3. Let g(x) be a Lebesgue integrable function on the finite
interval (a,b). Assume that, for all integers n> 0,

f°o(x)x"dx =0. (A15)

Then g(x)=0for almost all x.

Notice that if we introduce g,(x) = max(g(x),0) and g,(x)=
max(— g(x),0), then (A15) can be reformulated as

b b
f silx)x"axe= f 82(x)x"dx, n=0,1.,..., (Al6)
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where g,(x) > 0 and g,(x) > 0. Therefore, Theorem AII.3 is a special case of
the following result.

Theorem AIL4. Let g,(x) >0 and g(x) >0 be (Lebesgue) integrable over
the finite interval (a,b). Assume that, for all integers n>0, (A16) holds.
Then, for almost all x, g\(x)=gx).

Proof. By replacing x by x—a in (Al6), we can achieve that a=0.
Furthermore, because (A16) is not affected if we multiply g,(x) and g,(x)
by the same number, we may assume

b b
f a(x)dx= f 82(x)dx =I.
0 0

Let us define, for i= 1,2,

x b eyh

G(x)= [altar u(s)= [veg(dt, s>0. (AIT)
0 0

Onecan easily deduce from the dominated convergence theorem (Theorem
AI.5) that u;,(s) is differentiable any number of times and

 

6uf(s)—(—1)*[e-*thg(1). (A18)
0

Hence

6

luO)l= [rhgi(t)ar < o*
0

and thus the Taylor expansion

+00 uf*)(0)

u,(s)= > ki s*
k=0 ‘

is absolutely convergentfor all s. But the coefficients u{(0) do not depend
on i by (A16) and (A18), and thus u,(s)=u,(s) for all s>0.

Wenowshowthat u,(s) uniquely determines G,(x). Indeed, from (A18),

peelsrionfilen3

k=0

 

     apy (A19)
k=0

Notice the following probabilistic meaning of the expression in the brack-
ets. Let Y be a Poisson variate with parameter sf. Then

P(Y<T)=e"* ae
k=0
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Thus, by Chebyshev’s inequality,

‘ aw/l ifx>t
jms) C ifx<t.

Consequently, the dominated convergence theorem and (A19) yield

 

; Sx (—1)*s* ig

lim, Sar o=ffadem G(x).

But the left hand side does not depend on i, and thus G,(x)=G,(x).
Differentiation results in g,(x)=g,(x) for almost all x, which was to be
proved. A

Corollary AII.1. Let X and Y be random variables (on the sameprobabil-
ity space). Assume that there are finite numbers a<b such that P(a< X < b)
= P(a< Y<b)=1. Furthermore, let E(X")= E(Y"), n>1. Then X and Y
are identically distributed.

Proof. All conditions remain unchanged if we consider X¥—a and
Y— a. Hence, we may assume that a=0.
Put F,(x)=P(X<.x) and F,(x)=P(Y<-x). Then, by the method of

proof of (All), we obtain

E(X")mnf[1- F(x)]"" "ds, E(Y*)en['[1-F,(x)x""ae

Thus, the equality of all moments of X and Y reduces to (A16) with
g\(x)=1—F;,(x) and g,(x)=1— F(x). Hence, Theorem AII.4 applies, and
we get F,(x)=F,(x) for almost all x. But distribution functions are
identical if they coincide for almostall x, which completes the proof. A

Weproveat this point a property of sets of distribution functions. This
property is very useful for analyzing moment sequences, but we do not
exploit this possibility.

Theorem AII.5 (The Compactness of Distribution Functions). Any in-

finite set of distribution functions contains a weakly convergent sequence.

Proof. Let R={r,,r2,...} be the set of rational numbers arranged in a
sequence. Let F,(x), n>1, be a sequence from our set: Consider the

sequence F,(r,) of numbers. Because 0< F,(r,)<1 for all n>1, by an
elementary result of calculus, we can select a subsequence F,,,,(7,) that
converges. Let us keep only the terms F,,,,(x) from the original sequence.
By the same argument, the numerical sequence F,,,,(72) contains a conver-
gent subsequence. Keeping this new subsequence, we select an additional
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subsequence that converges at r;, etc. Thus, we can produce inductively an
infinite subsequence F*(x), which is convergent for all rational numbers
r,. Let

F(x;R)= lim F*(x), x rational,
m=+0

and

F(x)= lim F(r;R), r<x, réER.
r—>x

Both limits exist—the first one by the selection procedure and the second
by F(r;R)’s being nondecreasing on R. It follows easily that F(x) is
nondecreasing, continuous from the left, and 0< F(x)<1. Let r,.<x<
r,, wherer,, r,& R. Because

Fy (1) < Fr (x) < Fx (7,);

letting m—+ oo results in

F(r,;R) < lim inf F* (x) < lim sup F* (x) < F(z,; R).
m= +00m= +00

Let x be a continuity point of F(x) and let rx, r,x. We get

F(x) < lim inf F* (x) < lim sup F* (x) < F(x)
m= +00 m= +00

—that is, for continuity points x of F(x), F*(x) converges to F(x) as
m-—> + oo. The theorem is established. A
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Slowly Varying Functions

Let L(x) be a real-valued, positive, and Lebesgue measurable function
with domain [A, + co), where A is some positive number. We say that L(x)
is slowly varying if, for each ¢>0, as x>+ 00,

L(tx)

L(x)
 lim 1. (A20)

There is a strong relation between slowly varying functions andtails of
distribution functions which belong to the domain ofattraction of H,,(x),
when the observations are independent and identically distributed.
Namely, if in (10) of Chapter 2 we write L(x)=x"[1—F(x)], then L(x)
satisfies (A20); that is, L(x) is slowly varying. However, the present book
is not based on this concept, and thus we do not develop its theory here.
Welimit this appendix to quoting two special properties of slowly varying
functions which are referred to in Chapter 4. Proofs and further details,
including a detailed bibliography, can be found in a monograph byE.
Seneta (1976); the following theoremsare on pp. 2-6.

Theorem AIII.1. Jf L(x) is slowly varying, then (A20) holds uniformly in
t on any finite closed subinterval of the positive realline.

Theorem AIIL2. Jf L(x) is slowly varying with domain [A, + 00), A>0,
then there is a real number B > A such that, for all x > B,

xe(y)L(x)=u(xenp{"£24, (a2i)
BY

where u(x) is bounded on [B, + 00) and converges to a finite positive value u*
as x-»+00 and where e(y) is continuous on [B,+00) and e(y)—0 as
y—>+ 00. Conversely, any such function L(x) is slowly varying.

377
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An immediate consequence of the representation (A21) is that, for any
e>0,

L(x)<x* (x+ 00). (A22)

Indeed, choose d > B such that |e(y)|<e/2 for y > d. Then

0<L(x)<Mexp{ [°°2?Oar[Os<mi(3)"<<x 

for all large x.
The representation (A21) can also be applied to show that, as x» + 00,

1/ L(tx)
f ( is1) (A23) 

L(x)

whenever L(x)is defined for all x >0 in such a way that the integral above
is finite (notice that (A21) is applicable for x > B only, and thus,for a fixed
x, the contribution to the integral as ¢ varies from zero to B/x should
remain finite by assumption). For example, in our case in Chapter 4,
L(tx)/L(x) is bounded in a neighborhood of t=0. In such a case, if we
cut the integral

feOefon

the first term is of the magnitude B/x—>0 as x—»+ 00, while in the second
term wecan apply (A21) to obtain fine estimates. Since simple applications
of Taylor’s expansion suffice, we omit the details.
We conclude this appendix by drawing attention to the newly developed

theory of slowly varying sequences. It was initiated by J. Galambos and E.
Seneta (1973) and further developed by R. Bojanic and E. Seneta. See
Seneta’s (1976) monographfor details. For a newerresult, taking into ac-
counterror termsat (A20), see Bingham and Goldie (1982).
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